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The overall process of structural design includes every step 
from the original determination of the need for a facility through 
the final drawings, specifications, and supervision of construction. 
The creative part of the design, however, occurs early in the deci­
sion-making process and consists of selection of the overall system 
configuration, materials, and the location, arrangements, and sizing 
of components. This segment of the decision-making process obviously 
has a dominating influence on the resulting aesthetics, utility, and 
economy of the project. In the past, the creative part of the de­
sign has been primarily based on the designer's intuition and past 
experience. Although there certainly cannot be a substitute for ex­
perience, the engineering use of design-oriented computer programs on 
the digital computer has made possible improvements in both the crea­
tive part of the design process and also the remaining design se­
quence . 
In the structural design of modern multistory buildings, com­
puters are taking on ever increasing importance. It is a curious de­
velopment, however, that their use in the structural engineering de­
sign office environment has primarily been to analyze rather than 
design. The concept of structural design as used herein refers to 
that process wherein the sizing and location of structural components 
is based not only on an individual component's behavior, but is also 
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based on the effect the component has on the overall structure's 
performance characteristics. Where computers are used for design 
purposes, they are almost exclusively used to design on the basis 
of element strength, stiffness, and stability requirements, and do 
not specifically consider the effect on overall frame stiffness. 
However, with the increasing height to width ratio of multistory 
structures, the increasing use of higher strength steels, and the 
decreasing use of heavy cladding, partitions, walls, and other similar 
components, the satisfaction of strength constraints alone is not 
sufficient for a well designed structure. The reason is that strength 
design under these conditions result in less stiff torsional building 
displacements. In fact, in these cases, design for stiffness gen­
erally becomes more critical than design for strength. 
It is recognized that design based on limiting displacements 
to be within acceptable levels is not necessarily sufficient. In 
particular, as is reported in several papers (4,10,12)"'", the more impor­
tant effect with regard to human comfort in buildings is acceleration 
level, whereas large displacements have more impact on performance of 
windows, partitions, walls, cladding, and the like. In order to li­
mit building accelerations, however, design procedures must specifi­
cally consider mass distribution and damping in addition to stiffness. 
Numbers in parentheses refer to references given in the REFERENCES 
Section. 
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Although such procedures are desirable and need to be researched, 
their application would be helpful only in those circumstances where 
acceleration computations (i.e., dynamic analysis) were performed. 
However, the great majority of tall buildings in the U.S. do not 
receive such dynamic analysis. Acceleration design, if performed, 
would also include a form of stiffness design, and no formal stiff­
ness design procedures for large multistory building frames are re­
ported in the literature. 
Therefore, the purpose of this project was to develop a formal 
computer-oriented stiffness design procedure for large and complex 
plane and space frame building structures in which cladding, parti­
tion walls, and other 'nonstructural' components are neglected with 
respect to their stiffness contributions, and in which the use of 
shear walls to provide substantial lateral stiffness is nonexistent. 
In addition, although substantial benefit to stiffness may be obtained 
by manipulating a frame's geometrical configuration (5,14) the method 
developed is intended to be limited to the majority of cases where 
architectural, aesthetic, and other requirements make such geometrical 
changes infeasible. Finally, the project develops a stiffness design 
procedure based on minimizing material weight. It might be argued 
that material weight interpreted in terms of cost represents such a 
small percent of the total building cost, that weight minimization 
alone is inappropriate. While this may have been a valid argument 
in the past, current world problems with respect to available natural 
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resources dictate that material conservation in all aspects of en­
gineering design must take on new dimensions of importance and, in 
view of this, material weight minimization is justified. 
Furthermore, in present office practice, considerable effort 
is devoted to generating fairly sophisticated strength designs, while 
design for frame stiffness is performed on a rule-of-thumb, past ex­
perience basis. Recognizing that experience is certainly the mainstay 
of the practicing structural engineer, it seems somewhat inconsistent 
to use formal design procedures to satisfy strength requirements which 
do not control design, while at tfeie same time using highly informal 
procedures to satisfy stiffness requirements which are the controlling 
design considerations for most tall buildings. The application of such 
informal procedures, although capable of satisfying deflection limita­
tions, are much too unreliable with respect to efficient material uti­
lization in tall buildings. 
The literature is strikingly void of descriptions of design 
procedures for complex frames where the controlling design criteria 
are deflection limitations. Those procedures that are mentioned are 
so limited in scope that their application in a design office environ­
ment is not practical. 
Some reported studies are as follows. Moses (ll)investigated 
the least-weight design problem of a three-bar truss and a one-story 
one-bay rigid frame using the cutting-plane method of nonlinear 
programming. Brown and Ang (2) utilized a gradient projection method 
of nonlinear programming in the minimum weight design of one and two-
5 
story one-bay rigid frames subject to both stress and deflection 
constraints. Romstad and Wang (13) formulated the minimum weight 
problem of elastic framed structures as a linear programming problem. 
Kavlie and Moe (9) utilized suboptimization schemes in conjunction 
with a sequential unconstrained minimization technique in the solution 
to a nonlinear programming formulation of the optimization of stati­
cally indeterminate frames. Cella and Logcher (3) apply a branch-and-
bound algorithm in the discrete variable nonlinear optimization of 
linear elastic framed structures. 
All of the thse studies, as well as several other reported 
studies, represent significant and important contributions to the area 
of mathematical programming techniques as applied to the structural 
design process. Although these studies result in new techniques for 
optimum design of framed structures, none of them were shown to be 
effective, practical, efficient, economical, or even applicable when 
applied to large scale, complex multistory plane and space structures, 
especially when deflection limitation was a controlling factor. 
The principle objective of this project was to develop a com­
puter-oriented, rational, efficient, and immediately applicable method 
of elastic stiffness design of general building frames for lateral 
loads. Space framed structures of arbitrary geometric configuration 
were considered. The method makes no attempt to alter specified frame 
geometry. The design method satisfies up to three arbitrarily speci­
fied building deflection constraints specified in terms of maximum 
absolute displacements. The material type of the member elements are 
6 
limited to steel. Member selection is based upon a discrete set of a-
vailable section sizes, input to the design system, such as is contained 
in the 1970 American Institute of Steel Construction's Manual of Steel 
Construction (1) section tables. 
The basis of the stiffness design method is a heuristic gradient 
search optimization algorithm intended to minimize material weight (cost) 
increases in order to satisfy up to three imposed building deflection 
constraints. The method involves three stages which are an exact stiff­
ness analysis of the frame utilizing any user provided analysis program 
appropriately modified (Chapter 4) , a kinematic condensation analysis of 
the frame (Chapter 3), and the heuristic gradient search optimization 
procedure which uses a virtual work approximation for displacement com­
putation (Chapter 2). As will be discussed in Chapter 3, the kinematic 
condensation procedure is not recommended for use due to its resulting 
inefficiency relative to standard stiffness analysis in the context of 
this design system. Consequently, only the modified user supplied pro­
gram is recommended for exact analysis of the frame in this design sys­
tem. 
Chapters 2 and 3 describe the theoretical basis of the heuristic 
gradient search design optimization and kinematic condensation proce­
dures, respectively. Chapter 4 discusses the required modifications to 
a user supplied stiffness analysis program. Chapter 5 discusses several 
example design problems. Chapter 6 discusses important conclusions and 
recommendations resulting from this study. And finally, the Appendices 




DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINT DESIGN 
2.1 Introduction 
The proposed stiffness design method is based on assumptions of 
linear elastic behavior, and is specifically intended to satisfy imposed 
lateral deflection constraints at selected joints in the structure. 
Maximum joint deflections are specified for certain applied lateral 
loadings. Actual joint displacements are calculated either by a rigorous 
exact analysis or by the approximate method described in Chapter 3. 
Should these computed displacements be greater than the specified maxi­
mum, then various members in the frame are increased in size using a 
heuristic gradient search optimization technique intended to minimize 
frame cost increases while reducing displacements in order to satisfy 
the displacement constraints. 
Strength and stability design is not performed in this method. 
It is recommended that a design satisfying strength and stability con­
ditions are satisfied prior to executing stiffness design procedures 
described herein. It should also be noted that all members are assumed 
to be prismatic. 
2.2 Gradient Search Procedure 
A maximum of three displacement constraints may be specified for 
a frame. If one or more of these constraints are exceeded, the heuristic 
gradient search optimization procedure is executed to reduce the com­
puted displacements below the specified maximum. 
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The procedure is based upon the calculation of displacement sensi­
tivity coefficients, Q^, for each member in the frame and corresponding 
to each displacement constraint which is exceeded. is defined as the 
decrease in some displacement component (i.e. the one which is being 
decreased to satisfy a displacement constraint) due to an increase in 
cost of a member. After all 's are computed for each member in the 
frame (i.e. one value for each member, for each displacement constraint 
and for each applied lateral load condition), the procedure simply in­
volves selecting the member with the most negative value of as the 
next candidate member to increase in size. This member represents the 
least increase in cost of the frame required to decrease the displace­
ment in question by a unit amount. 
After a particular member is increased in size (by one section 
size in a user provided section table), its Q^ ? s must be recomputed since 
Q. is a non-linear function of the member's area (see Section 2.3). 
1 
Now, as will be shown in Section 2.3, Q. is also a function of 
l 
the forces in a member. So, if one frame member increases in size, the 
result would be force changes throughout the entire structure, thereby 
requiring a new analysis to determine these force changes, followed by 
a recomputation of all other Q^'s. However, such a procedure would make 
the stiffness design prohibitively costly. Consequently, in order to 
allow a cost-effective stiffness design procedure, it is assumed that 
force changes associated with each member size change are small and may 
be assumed not to occur. Only the effect of a member size change on 
displacement is recomputed in a very efficient, although approximate, 
way using the Unit Load Method of Virtual Work where only the term 
9 
associated with a single member size change need be recomputed since 
its properties have changed, but where its internal forces are assumed 
not to have changed. 
effect on the displacements are determined, the next most negative 
is selected for the next member size increase. This process is repeated 
until all displacement constraints are satisfied under all specified 
loading conditions. At this point, a more exact computation of the frame 
displacements is performed, also resulting in an update of all member 
forces. If the "exact" displacements still exceed the displacement con­
straints, then the entire process is repeated. A final design for stiff­
ness is found when all displacement constraints are satisfied after an 
"exact" displacement analysis. The details of this process are described 
in Section 2.5. 
2.3 Formulation of the Displacement Sensitivity Coefficient 
Consider the cost, f, of all members in a structure which affect 
displacements, 
After the Q.'s for the changed member are recomputed, and the 
M 
f = £ (u.p.L.A.) 1=1 i"i I i (2.1) 
where, 
u. l unit material cost of member i 
the mass density of member i 
L. 
I 
length of member i 
A. area of member i 
I 
M number of members in the structure 
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Because it is desired to determine the increase in material cost, f, due 
to a unit decrease in joint deflection, A, Eq. 2.1 is differentiated 
with respect to A as, 
•X-A = E u.p.L. (2.2) 
Since a member is increased in size, cost will increase, but the larger 
member size decreases deflection. Therefore, 9f is positive while 9 A 
9f 
is negative and -y^ is negative. It is desired to have a small increase 
9f 
in cost for a large decrease in deflection, so must be maximized 
(i.e. made least negative or minimize its magnitude). It now becomes 
convenient to define a deflection sensitivity coefficient, Q^, as fol-
9 A lows (x—- is derived in Section 2.4), 
0 A. 
1 
Q. = — ~ - | ~ (2.3) 1 u.p.L. 9 A. 
1 1 1 1 
Substituting into Eq. 2.2, results in, 
Rf M 1 
1=1 1 
9f 
The procedures used to maximize (i.e. make least negative) 7 ^ 
operate on a member by member basis. The member with the least negative 
value of -7: , or most negative value of Q., is selected to increase in 
Q. 1 
1 
size next, followed by a recomputation of the member's and the new 
displacements. This process is repeated until displacement constraints 
are satisfied. 
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The procedure is analogous to moving along the gradient -tt-t , 
a l\ 
of the cost function, f, in an incremental fashion, member by member, un­
til a final design is found which represents the least increase in cost 
of a frame required to satisfy the imposed displacement constraints. 
Now, to calculate for a member by Eq. 2.3, the parameters u_̂ , 
p., and L. are known at the start and remain constant. However, the i i 
factor must be computed at the start and also each time the member 
i 
changes size. This factor is developed next. 
2.4 Computation of 9A/3A^ and Final Form of 
Since the factor is computed often, it is necessary to have 
i 
an extremely fast method for its computation. The method selected here 
is based on the Unit Load Method of Virtual Work. 
At the beginning of the stiffness design method, an exact frame 
analysis is performed for the various applied lateral joint load con­
ditions corresponding to the displacement constraints. Included in the 
lateral load conditions are unit load conditions, one corresponding to 
each displacement constraint (i.e. a unit load placed at a joint and in 
a direction for which a displacement constraint is specified). It is 
important to note that lateral deflections associated with gravity loads 
applied to members are specifically neglected in order to make the evalu­
ation of the virtual work equation as efficient as possible. This is not 
considered to have a significant effect on the final results. However, 
a less restricting procedure could be used for gravity loads to approxi­
mately account for sway displacements by placing all gravity loads on 
the frame as vertical joint loads. Only member loads will not be 
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considered. In addition, the effects of shear and torsion deformations 
of members are also neglected, so that only biaxial bending and axial 
member deformations are accounted for in the virtual work equation. 
The resulting virtual work equation to compute the displacement 
corresponding to a displacement constraint is therefore, 
J ? ! a i F P i L i , " \ i k q i w J m „ 
A V W = . V A . I . + . \ i d x i 
1=1 l i 1=1 0 l yi 
M L M* (x)M? (x) 
+ S Z 1 ^ r i (2.5) 
i = l 0 V z i 
where, 
F^. = axial force in member i due to applied lateral load Pi 
. = axial force in member i due to unit virtual load Qi 
A. = cross sectional area of member i l 
E. = modulus of elasticity of member i l 
L. " length of member i 
I 
M^.(x) = local y-axis bending moment as it varies along the 
length (x) of member i, resulting from applied lateral 
load 
y 
MJL.(X) = local y-axis bending moment as it varies along the 
length (x) of member i, resulting from unit virtual 
load 
I . = moment of inertia about the local y-axis of member i yi 
Mp.(x) = local z-axis bending moment as it varies along the 
length (x) of member i resulting from applied lateral 
load 
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M Z.(x) = local z-axis bending moment as it varies along the 
length (x) of member i, resulting from unit virtual 
load 
I . = moment of inertia about local z-axis of member i zi 
Although the exact displacement corresponding to each displace­
ment constraint is known at the beginning of the stiffness design process 
from the first exact analysis, the virtual work equation, Eq. 2.5, will 
be used to compute the new displacement resulting from a change in member 
size. This will be done by taking the difference between a selected 
member's contribution toA T r T T, sayA T T T T ., at its current size and its 
VW VW,x 
contribution to A at its new size and subtracting the result, which 
V w 
represents the change in displacement due to a member size increase, 
from the current value of displacement, which at the start of the pro­
cess would be the exact displacement value computed from the exact 
analysis. 
Now, the contribution of member i to A is given by, 
V w 
V ± = a . e . + I -^T~.— d x i 
1 1 0 i yi 
+ ) t M Q i ( * K i ( * > 
E.I . d X i ( 2 ' 6 ) 
1 Z l 
For the loading conditions considered in this method, i.e. lateral 
loads applied at joints only, and gravity loads applied along the length 
of members neglected (gravity loads may be applied as vertical joint 
loads), the moment diagrams along the lengths of members are all linear 
functions of the centroidal distance x^ along the member. Consequently, 
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the integrals in Eq. 2.6 can be evaluated directly in terms of the 
proper member end moments. 
So, consider member i going from joint j to joint k, and bending 
moment diagrams for applied joint loads P and applied unit virtual 
loads Q for both local y and z principal bending axes of the member as 
shown in Fig. 2.1. The form of each moment diagram is mx + b, where 
m is the slope, b is the moment at the start of the member (at joint j), 
and x is the distance along the centroidal axis of the member measured 
from the start of the member. 
The notation used in Fig. 2.1 is defined as follows, 
MEA2 = moment about local y-axis at j end of member i resulting 
from applied lateral load 
MEA3 = moment about local z-axis at j end of member i resulting 
from applied lateral load 
MEA5 = moment about local y-axis at k end of member i resulting 
from applied lateral load 
MEA6 = moment about local z-axis at k end of member i resulting 
from applied lateral load 
MEAU2 = moment about local y-axis at j end of member i resulting 
from unit virtual load 
MEAU3 = moment about local z-axis at j end of member i resulting 
from unit virtual load 
MEAU5 = moment about local y-axis at k end of member i resulting 
from unit virtual load 
MEAU6 = moment about local z-axis at k end of member i resulting 
from unit virtual load 
MEA5 - MEA2 
YA = = Slope of y-axis moment diagram for member i 
i resulting from applied lateral load 
>TEAU5 - MEAU2 
YC = = Slope of y-axis moment diagram for member i 
i resulting from unit virtual load 
Figure 2.1 Moment Diagrams for Member i 
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7 A MEA6 - ME A 3 . f . 
ZA = =- Slope or z-axis moment diagram for member 1 
i resulting from applied lateral load 
MEAU6 - MEAU3 
ZC = = Slope of z-axis moment diagram for member i 
i resulting from unit virtual load 
The y-axis bending contribution to deflection of member i may now 
be assessed. From Eq. 2.6 this is represented as, 
L. M?.(x)M^.(x) 
0 l yi 
The expression M^^(x) is the equation of the straight line in Fig. 2.1(a) 
and is, 
(x) « MEA2 + (YA* X i) (2.8) 
Figure 2.1(b) shows the straight line which represents M^(x) and is, 
Mp ±(x) = MEAU2 + (YC*x±) (2.9) 
Substituting Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 into Eq. 2.7 results in, 
L. YA*YC*x:; + (MEA2*YC+YA*MEAU2)x. + MEA2*MEAU2 
a y fi I i , 
A , „ T . = J TTT~ dx. VW,i _ E.I . l 0 l yi 
(2.10) 
Performing the required integration leads to, 
2 - t L • YA*YC*x? + (MEA2*YC+YA*MEAU2)x? 
A ^ . = — — - r - + (MEA2*MEAU2)x. 
V W , L 3 2 L 
E.I . 
L Y I 
L 
°(2.11) 
and substituting in the limits results in, 
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YA*YC*L? + (MEA2*YC+YA*MEAU2)L? 
A ̂  . = = ~ ~ + (MEA2*MEAU2)L 




It is now convenient to redefine the numerator of the Eq. 2.12 as, 
YA*YC*L? + (MEA2*YC+YA*MEAU2)L? 
B . = r s - + (MEA2*MEAU2)L. 
yi 3 2 l 
(2.13) 
Eq. 2.12 now becomes, 
y = ^ (2.14) VW,i E.I . K*.±<*> 
i yi 
The moments shown in Figure 2.1 are all shown as positive for illus­
tration purposes only. The derivation is valid for negative moments as 
well as positive ones. 
z z 
Similarly, the relationships for Mp^(x) and M (x) may be ob­
tained from Figs. 2.1(c) and 2.1(d). When the necessary operations are 
performed, B . becomes, zi 
ZA*ZC*L? (MEA3*ZC+YA*MEAU3)L:: 
B . = --- + x + (MEA3*MEAU3)L. 
zi 3 2 l 
(2.15) 
and the contribution of z-axis bending of member i to deflection A T T T T is, 
VW 
A ™ . . I = i T T ( 2 - 1 6 ) 
i zi 
The total contribution to deflection of member i is therefore (from 
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Eqs. 2.6, 2.14, and 2.16), 
F F _ . L . B . B . 
VW,i A.E. E.I . E.I . \<--±n l i l yi l zi 
It is required to find the incremental change in deflection for 
an incremental change in area of member i. Consequently, differentiatinj 
Eq. 2.5 with respect to A. leads to, 
l 




where from Eq. 2.17, 
d A . F^.F^.L., B . , B . 
Y^2, = _i_ ( Pi Qi + (-^L_J ( zi ) 
dA. dA. A.E. dA. E . I . dA. E.I . \^-^> l i l i l i yi l i zi 
As was previously stated, it is assumed that member forces and 
end moments (and therefore B . and B .) are constant during member size 
yi zi a 
changes. Eq. 2.19 is then easily evaluated since only the moments of 
inertia and area change as the member area is increased. So, rearranging 
Eq. 2.19 results in, 
dA__. dA,_. . F^ F L. B 
VW _ VW, i Pi Qi I d ( 1 s yi d , 1 >, dA. ~ dA. " E. " d A . ( A . ; E. dA. I . i I l 1 1 1 1 yi 
B • A 1 
E. dA .KI . ' l l zi 
(2.20) 
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The derivative ^ ( 7 ) is computed easily as 
i i 
d ( 4 - ) = -dA. v A. ' A.2 
i 1 1. ,old (2.21) 
where, 
A. , = current cross-sectional area of member i i,old 
However, the derivatives of (~—) are not so easily obtained since 
i 
a general expression for I. as a function of A. is not available. 
1 1 
Although an approximate expression could be developed, a more direct 
approach was used as follows, 
A 1 D < X 4> A 1 
dA. ^I / dA. dl . k I . } 
1 yi 1 yi yi 
1 yi,new - yi,old 
I 2 a - A yi ,old i,new i,old (2.22) 
and similarly. 
1 1 ^"zi,new "*"zi,old 
dA. ( I . } 1.2 A. - A. - j . . . 1 zi zi ,old i,new i,old (2.2J; 
where, 
A. ,, = current cross-sectional area of member i 
1 , old 
I , . , = current local y-axis moment of inertia of member i yi,old 
I . _, , = current local z-axis moment of inertia of member i zi,old 
A. = cross-sectional area of a section which is one larger 
than that of member i, in the appropriate section table 
I . = moment of inertia about local y-axis of a section yi,new 
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which is one larger than that of member i, in the 
appropriate section table 
I . = moment of inertia about local z-axis of a section 
which is one larger than that of member i, in the 
appropriate section table 
Now substitute Eqs. 2.21, 2.22 and 2.23 into Eq. 2.20, 
d A - F^.F-.L. B . I . - I . , , VW _ Pi Qi l yi / yi,new yi,old \ 
dA. A.2 E," E^I 71 7~ A. - A. n j l l ,old l l yi ,old i,new i,old 
B . I . - I . _ , zi ^ zi,new zi,old ^ 
Ei Izi 2,old Ai,new Ai,old (2.24) 
Substituting Eq. 2.24 into Eq.2.3 leads to the desired result, 
, F.F .L. . (I . - I . _ ,)B . Q = ~ 1 Pi Qi i 1 , yi,new yi,old yi 
^i u.p.L.E. ^A.2 (A. - A. ..,) K I .2 77 1 1 1 1 l ,old i,new i,old yi ,old 
(I . - I . T ,)B . 
zI,new zi,old zi . N 
+ 2 ; } 
zi ,old (2.25) 
2.5 Details of the Stiffness Design Process 
Details of the stiffness design heuristic optimization procedure 
will be described in this section. All discussion will be related to 
the macro-flow charts of the process shown in Figs. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. 
As described in Section 2.1, the stiffness design method is specifically 
intended to satisfy imposed lateral deflection constraints at selected 
joints or to satisfy imposed rotational constraints at selected floors 
in a space frame. 





Perform elastic analysis, kinematic reduction or stiffness 
analysis, for member end forces and displacements 
I 
Calculate exact value of displacements in directions 
not parallel to global axes, as well as rotations 
Calculate error terms 
I 
Prepare to enter gradient search with calculation of Q|s 
© 
(to Fig. 2.4) 
:) (to Fig. 2.3) 
Figure 2.2 Macro Flow Chart of 'Overall Stiffness Design System 
Figure 2.2 Continued 
(from Fig. 2.2) 
Increase in size by one in appropriate section table 
member with most negative Q. 
1 f 
Recompute displacements at displacement constraint locations 
based on member size increase 
1 1 
Calculate new Q!s for this member 
(to Fig. 2.2) 
Figure 2.3 Case of Single Displacement Constraint 
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no (alternative 1) 
<2> 
yes (alternative 2) 
Determine for each displacement constraint the member 
with the most negative 
Determine which displacement constraints have member changes 
associated with them (maximum of 3) 
Increase in size by one in appropriate section table a single 
member which is associated with a displacement 
constraint as allowed from previous step 
I 
Recompute displacements at all displacement constraint 
locations due to member increase 
Calculate new Q|s for this member 
if 
no 
one member been changed 
for each displacement constraint 
as permitted above? 
yes 
Figure 2.4 Case of Multiple Displacement Constraints 
T 
Increase in size by one in appropriate section table 
member with the most negative Q. among all 
the displacement constraints 
1 f 
Recompute displacements at all displacement constraint 
locations due to member increase 
If 
Calculate new Q!s for this member 
0 (to Fig. 2.2) 
Figure 2.4 Continued 
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design parameters and perform consistency checks. Exact format and 
content of input is detailed in Appendix A. Error messages and termin­
ation of the process result when any of these parameters exceed their 
prescribed limits. These error messages may be found in the detailed 
discussion of subroutines in Appendix D. 
In order to facilitate a complete understanding of how the stiff­
ness design process works, however, certain important input parameters 
will be described here. First the Q-P loading table, consisting of Q 
load numbers and P load numbers must be input. For a concentrated trans-
lational constraint at a joint, a Q load number refers to a loading con­
dition consisting of a unit virtual load at the joint where a constraint 
exists, and in the direction of that constraint. For a rotational floor 
constraint about an axis normal to the floor, a Q load number refers to 
a loading condition consisting of a unit virtual couple at a floor where 
a constraint exists. It should be noted that concentrated rotational 
constraints at a joint are not permitted at this time. 
Current program limitations permit a maximum of three displacement 
constraints to be specified. Thus a maximum of three Q loading conditions 
are allowed, since each Q loading corresponds to a single displacement 
constraint location (i.e. joint translation or floor rotation). A P load 
number signifies an applied external loading condition which is deter­
mined by the user to be a possible cause of excess displacements at one 
or more displacement constraint points in the structure. 
Now, the Q-P loading table associates Q loads and P loads. The 
program permits a maximum of four P loads to be associated with any 
single Q load. Displacements occurring at the displacement location 
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corresponding to a Q load must meet constraint requirements under the 
application of each associated P load. For example, suppose the input 
is such that a Q load is loading number 2, and associated P loads are 
given as loading numbers 3 and 4. This implies that for the application 
of external loading conditions 3 and 4 (each taken separately), the dis­
placement in the direction and at the location of the application of the 
Q unit virtual loading number 2 must satisfy the constraint value imposed 
by the engineer. Note that one P load may be associated with more than 
one Q load if desired. 
As shown in Fig. 2.2 the next step following data input is to 
perform an analysis of the structure under consideration for all P and 
Q loads. This analysis may be performed in one of two ways: either by 
an exact linear elastic stiffness analysis, or by a kinematic condensa­
tion technique. 
The exact stiffness analysis may be performed by a user provided 
program. The requirements for interfacing the stiffness design proce­
dures (and programs) described herein with the user provided program are 
detailed in Chapter 4, where a limited capability 3-D frame analysis 
program is used as an example. The kinematic condensation technique is 
provided along with the design system as an alternative analysis method 
and is detailed in Chapter 3. In either case, the objective of the ana­
lysis is to compute displacements and member forces for each of the P 
loads, and to compute member forces for each of the Q loads, in prepa­
ration for subsequent virtual work calculations to be described later. 
At this time it is necessary to note two important situations. 
First, the analysis program will compute displacements only in global 
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directions, but translational constraint directions may be in directions 
other than global ones. Second, concerning the case of floor rotational 
constraints, the analysis program does not compute floor rotations, only 
joint rotations. 
Therefore, the next: step shown in Fig. 2.2 is to compute exact 
displacements for translational constraints not parallel to the global 
axes and to compute floor rotations if either one or both of these quan­
tities are necessary. In the case of a skewed constraint direction, in 
order to find the corresponding exact translational displacement, the 
program simply combines global displacement components as specified by 
the user during input. In the case of determining floor rotation, the 
assumption is made that for rotation calculations, floors behave as 
rigid diaphragms. In any rigid body, each chord connecting two points 
in that body experiences the same rotation as any other chord within the 
same body. So, the user is required to specify two joints, defining a 
chord, on a floor which has a rotational constraint placed on it. By 
comparing the angle between this chord and the positive X-axis (the posi­
tive X-axis is used as a fixed reference axis), both before and after the 
external load is applied, and taking the difference, floor rotation is 
obtained. 
The number of exact displacement calculations is determined by the 
Q-P loading table described previously. Because a Q load corresponds 
to a constraint location, and the displacement at this location resulting 
from each associated P load must be less than or equal to the constraint 
value, an exact displacement must be computed at this location for each 
associated P load. This is true for each Q load in the Q-P table. 
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Once all exact displacements corresponding to displacement con­
straint locations are computed, the next step (Fig. 2.2) is to determine 
whether or not these displacements satisfy allowable values within a user 
specified tolerance. If such is the case the program terminates and out­
puts final design results. On the other hand, if the displacement con­
straints are not satisfied the stiffness design process is begun. 
Although the next step in Fig. 2.2 (i.e. the first step in the 
design process), is to compute error terms, a discussion of this topic 
is postponed to a more appropriate time when the use of these terms is 
considered. 
Now, as shown in Fig. 2.2, the iterative stiffness design process 
continues with the calculation of displacement sensitivity coefficients, 
Q^'s, defined in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.25, for every member i in the structure. 
The number of Q^'s computed for each member is dependent upon the form 
of Q and the Q-P loading table. 
Consider any particular Q load corresponding to a unique displace­
ment constraint. It has one or more P loads associated with it. 
Consider the virtual work expression for Q^, Eq. 2.25. Note that 
all areas and moments of inertia as well as cost, density, length and 
modulus of elasticity factors are constant for all P loads and all Q loads 
for any individual member i. The factor FQ^> however, is only constant 
for all P loads associated with any one1. Q load, but varies from Q load to 
Q load, since F^. arises from Q loads alone. The factor F_. does vary Qi Pi J 
for each P load, but not for different Q loads, since Fp^ arises from the 
P loads alone. Finally the factors % (Eq. 2.13), and B z ± (Eq. 2.15) 
vary for both P loads and Q loads since they are functions of moments 
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Mp^ and M which arise from P and Q loads respectively. 
Consequently, since the deflection sensitivity coefficient Q^ is 
a function of parameters which vary for both P and Q loads, then for any 
member i, one coefficient must, be computed for each P load associated 
with each of the Q loads as specified in the Q-P loading table. 
There are two special circumstances which result in a fewer number 
of Q^'s calculated than discussed above. First it is possible that one 
or more displacement constraints, each of which has a Q load related to 
it, may already be satisfied prior to computing the Q^'s. In this situ­
ation, there are no Q^'s calculated for the P loads associated with a 
Q load that is related to a constraint: which is satisfied. Second, there 
are no Q^'s calculated for any member which is found to be at the maxi­
mum section size in the table designated for that member. In this situ­
ation, all Q^'s for any such member are set equal to +10000 for the pur­
pose of preventing such a member from being chosen as the most cost 
effective member to reduce a deflection. Recall from Section 2.3 that the 
most negative Q^ is the one selected from the gradient search procedure. 
At this point in the discussion, it is assumed that only one dis­
placement constraint has been imposed on the structure which is being 
designed (Fig. 2.3). The case of multiple constraints is discussed at a 
later time (Fig. 2.4). 
Once all Q^'s are calculated, the next step (Fig. 2.3) is to 
increase in size, by one section in the appropriate user supplied section 
table, that member with the most negative Q^. Again, the Q-P loading 
table controls calculations. The Q_̂  selected may result from any of the 
P loads associated with the Q load related to that constraint. The member 
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chosen represents the least increase in cost of the frame required to 
decrease the deflection at the constraint location by a unit amount. 
Note that for the member size increase, the largest decrease in 
deflection will occur at the constraint location under the application of 
the P load for which the most negative was chosen, although decreases 
will also occur for the other P loads. 
Following the member size increase, the next step is to recompute 
the displacement at the constraint location for each P load associated 
with the Q load related to that constraint, by determining the change in 
deflection caused by the member which was increased. To compute an 
exact change in displacement for each P load would require full scale 
analyses, because new force distributions within the structure are created 
when any member properties change. However, this would be an extremely 
costly process and is discarded as an alternative in favor of a virtual 
work solution, which assumes all member forces to remain constant, as 
explained in Section 2.4. It so happens that because member forces are 
not changing, the change in deflection at the constraint location for 
any P load associated with the Q load of that constraint, is identically 
equal to the change caused by the particular member which was increased, 
and is not dependent upon any other members, as shown in Eq. 2.18. So, 
the incremental change in deflection is computed by taking the difference 
between the contribution of the member to deflection before and after it 
is changed using the virtual work approach, Eq. 2.24. Note in Eq. 2.24 
the only parameters varying are the areas and moments of inertia, relating 
to the new and old values. 
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On the first pass through this segment of the design process after 
an analysis has been performed, the incremental displacement decrease, 
contributed by the first member increase for each P load associated with 
the Q load of that constraint, is added to the exact displacement from 
the P loads at the constraint location computed earlier by the analysis 
process. The resulting values of displacement become the new virtual 
work displacements and it is these new values which are modified after 
ensuing member changes if they are necessary. 
Fig. 2.3 shows the next step to be executed is the computation of 
new Q i's for the member which was increased in size. The expression for 
Q^, Eq. 2.25, shows that only the member's properties have changed due 
to the increase, not member forces. Because of this, the new Q.'s will 
l 
be less negative than before and as a result, the same member may not be 
selected to change the next time since another member may now have a 
which is more negative than any for this member. 
A point is now reached in the procedure (Fig. 2.2) where the dis­
placement at the constraint location for each P load associated with the 
Q load of that constraint is compared against the constraint value to see 
if the displacement constraint is satisfied. 
If the constraint is satisfied according to the virtual work dis­
placement computation, the next step is to determine whether or not the 
maximum number of analyses allowed have been performed, and if so, the 
current design is output, whether or not the design is complete. If the 
maximum number of exact analyses allowed have not yet been performed, 
another exact analysis is performed to check and see if, in fact, the 
displacement constraint is satisfied for each P load associated with the 
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Q load of that constraint. If the constraint is satisfied according to 
the exact displacement computation, the procedure terminates with the 
output of the final design. If the displacement constraint is not satis­
fied, the stiffness design iteration begins a new cycle. 
If the constraint is not satisfied according to the virtual work 
displacement computation, another member size change is necessary. How­
ever, a user input variable is checked. This variable specifies the maxi­
mum number of member changes permitted during stiffness design virtual 
work cycling before a new full scale analysis is required. If the maxi­
mum number of member changes has not been reached, the next member with 
the most negative is increased and the process repeated. If this 
number of member changes have taken place, a check is again made to see 
whether or not the maximum number of exact analyses have been performed. 
If the maximum number of exact analyses allowed have been executed, the 
latest design is output and the design process terminates. If not, an 
exact analysis is performed to check and see if, in fact, the displacement 
constraint is satisfied for each P load associated with the Q load of that 
constraint and the design process is repeated. 
The process involving member size increases, followed by the recom-
putation of displacement corresponding to the displacement constraints 
by Virtual Work, and calculation of new Q^'s constitute a cycle of virtual 
work computations which is repeated many times (once for each member size 
increase). This cycle was described as it pertained to a single dis­
placement constraint. 
Now, recall that as many as 3 displacement constraints are allowed. 
When multiple constraints are specified, certain complex variations may 
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occur in the cycle, although basically it remains intact. These vari­
ations are described as follows, and are shown in Fig. 2.4. 
r Once it is determined that more than one constraint (either 2 or 
3) exists, a special user input parameter becomes significant at the 
next decision point in Fig. 2.4. This parameter dictates one of the 
following: (1) permit just a single member, associated with the most 
negative regardless of which constraint it arises from, to be changed 
in the subsequent virtual work cycle before displacements at constraint 
locations are checked against the constraint values; or (2) permit one 
member change associated with each displacement constraint to occur in 
the subsequent virtual work cycle before displacements at constraint 
locations are checked against the constraint values. In the previous 
discussion pertaining to a single constraint, this parameter was ineffec­
tive since only one member would be changed anyway. 
For the moment, assume that alternative (1) above has been chosen 
by the user. Fig. 2.4 shows that in this case, the member with the most 
negative is increased in size, followed by displacement calculations 
at all constraint locations for each P load associated with each Q load 
as specified in the Q-P table. Although the member change was related 
to a single displacement constraint location, it will affect displace­
ments at all constraint locations. Upon completion of displacement cal­
culations, new Q^'s are computed for this member. Then a displacement 
check is made at all constraint locations for each P load associated with 
each Qload, as specified by the Q-P table, to see whether all constraints 
are satisfied. From this point, the stiffness design process continues 
in Fig. 2.2 as described before. 
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Now, suppose that alternative (2) above has been chosen by the 
user. Fig. 2.4 shows that for each displacement constraint, the member 
which has the most negative is determined. Although it is now per­
mitted to change one member size for each displacement constraint, this 
will not necessarily occur. It may happen that one member will have the 
most negative relating to more than one displacement constraint 
direction. In that case, such a member is increased only once in the sub­
sequent virtual work cycle, corresponding to any one of the displace­
ment constraints for which it had the most negative Q^. 
For example, suppose for displacement constraints 1, 2, and 3, the 
most negative Q^'s are -4.0, -5.0, and -6.0, and result from members 7, 
8, and 9 respectively. Because three different members are selected, all 
will be increased in the subsequent virtual work cycle. But if members 7, 
8, and 7 are designated above, only two member changes will occur, namely 
member 7 corresponding to constraint 1, and member 8 corresponding to 
constraint 2. No member change will be associated with constraint 3. 
Yet member 7 will cause the same decrease in displacement direction 3 as 
would any other member with the identical Q^. Recall that each member 
change is reflected by a decrease in all constraint directions. 
The next three steps in Fig. 2.4 within the virtual work loop, 
are the same as before,that is, increase member size, recompute dis­
placements by virtual work at all constraint locations, and calculate 
new Q^'s for the member which was changed. Following this, a check is 
made to see if the proper number of members have been changed. If not, 
the three steps are repeated for the next member corresponding to the 
next constraint. If the proper number of members have been changed, then 
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a displacement check is made at all constraint locations for each P load 
associated with each Q load as specified by the Q-P table. As before, 
from this point the stiffness design process continues as shown in 
Fig. 2.2. 
This completes the description of the flow of the stiffness design 
process. An explanation of the error terms, postponed earlier, will now 
be discussed. 
By neglecting shear and torsion deformations, and assuming member 
forces to remain constant, one would expect a divergence between the 
virtual work displacements and exact displacements. It was found that a 
significant difference existed and that the virtual work displacements 
tended to decrease faster than did the exact displacements. Actual 
results demonstrating this fact are shown in Chapter 5. Thus when 
virtual work displacements were compared to constraint values, they would 
appear to satisfy the constraint, when in reality displacements were 
still excessive as indicated by a subsequent exact analysis. In order 
to compensate for this discrepancy, error terms were used. There was one 
error term for each P load associated with each Q load as specified by 
the Q-P table. 
Now, there are two types of error terms. The first type is an 
initial error term and is used only in all virtual work cycles which fol­
low the first exact analysis. It is defined as a user input percent of 
the value of exact displacement at constraint locations for each P load 
associated with each Q load as specified by the Q-P table. 
Notice in Fig. 2.2 that virtual work displacements are checked at 
the end of each virtual work cycle. It is at these points where the error 
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terms are added to the value of the virtual work displacements to produce 
pseudo increases in their absolute values, before they are compared with 
the constraint limits. These increases force additional member changes, 
which means that additional virtual work displacement decreases will 
occur. 
The situation may occur that despite the presence of the initial 
error term, the virtual work displacements which appear to satisfy con­
straint values, actually do not satisfy them after the next exact analy­
sis is performed to check these displacements. Recall that the first 
exact analysis determines whether or not any design is necessary at all. 
Therefore, the second type of error term is defined as the dif­
ference between the exact displacements at constraint locations, and the 
virtual work displacements at constraint locations computed from the most 
recent virtual work cycle. The number of errors terms is determined by 
the Q-P table and they are applied in the same manner as the initial error 
terms. The only difference between the second type of error term and the 
initial error term is that the second type is calculated and used after 
the second and subsequent analyses and involves exact and virtual work 
displacement differences, while the initial or first type is taken as a 
user specified percentage of the initial exact displacement corresponding 
to the displacement constraint. 
The purpose of the initial error term is to force a quicker con­
vergence of the stiffness design process. This is discussed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 
KINEMATIC CONDENSATION PROCEDURE 
3.1 Introduction 
At certain points in the process of displacement constraint de­
sign, there is a necessity to perform an "exact" analysis of the struc­
ture under consideration for the purpose of updating joint displacements 
and member forces. Either a rigorous exact stiffness analysis (performed 
by a user provided analysis program as described in Chapter 4) , or a 
kinematic condensation process described herein may be executed, as re­
quested by the user during input. 
For displacement calculation, the kinematic condensation process 
was intended to be many times faster than a rigorous analysis, yet some­
what slower than the virtual work computations described in Chapter 2. 
It was also intended to be more accurate than the virtual work compu­
tations, although less accurate than the exact stiffness analysis. It 
could be referred to as a middle level displacement approximation which 
would provide the desired trade-off between speed and accuracy resulting 
in a cost efficient technique of deflection calculation. Figure 3.1 
shows the relationships between the intent of the three methods of dis­
placement calculation used in the design system. 
Unfortunately, as described in Chapter 5 examples, the kinematic 
condensation procedure only satisfied the accuracy intent, but did not 
satisfy the speed intent. For the frames considered, it was, in fact, 
slower than Stiffness Analysis applied to the entire frame. The 
Increasing 
Accuracy 





As shown in Chapter 5, Summary of Results, Kinematic 
Condensation satisfied the accuracy goal, but did not 
satisfy the speed goal. For the frames considered, 
it was, in fact, slower than Stiffness Analysis applied 
to the entire frame. 
3.1 Relationships Between the Intent of the Three 
Methods of Displacement Calculation in the 
Stiffness Design System 
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Kinematic Condensation procedure described herein is perfectly general, 
however, and shows promise of benefit to dynamic analysis problems. 
Kinematic Condensation is accomplished by permitting the engineer to make 
arbitrary assumptions in regard to relationships between joint displace­
ments in a frame, where these assumptions ultimately lead to a kinematic 
reduction in the number of unknown displacements which need to be deter­
mined. For instance, in-place rigidity of floors, completely-rigid 
floors, or any other arbitrary displacement assumptions may be speci­
fied by input of appropriate parameters to the program. Details of the 
method follow. Examples of its use are shown in Section 5.8. 
3.2 General Formulation 
In the stiffness method of matrix structural analysis, the 
stiffness matrix K, the displacement vector U, and the load vector P 
are related as follows, 
K U = P 
nxn nxl nxl (3.1) 
where n = total number of unknown displacements. 
Certain joint displacement components in the JU^vector may be 
related to, or are dependent upon components of displacement at arbi­
trarily selected points. The displacement components at these arbi­
trarily selected points are referred to as displacement measures which 
form a vector d̂. The joint displacement components in U which are depen­
dent upon^d are referred to as dependent displacements. The remaining 
displacements in the U vector which are not related to the displacement 
measures in any way are referred to as independent displacements. 
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Suppose there are t independent displacements and q dependent 
displacements in a structure under consideration. Based on this as­
sumption, the rows and columns of the original stiffness matrix, the 
rows of the original displacement vector, and the rows of the original 
load vector may be reordered such that the independent displacements 
are ordered first in a submatrix U^, followed by the dependent displace­
ments ordered next in a submatrix . The resulting reordered equations 
in partitioned form are, 
txt txq txl 
—11 j —12 I 
-21 ! I22 





where q + t = n. 
Further, assume each of the q displacements in is related to 
the r displacement measures in d by a known transformation matrix T, 
U„ = T d 
qxl qxr rxl (3.3) 
The partitioned vector containing and LL, in Eq. 3.2 can there­
fore be written as, 
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txl txl 
£ 1 V 
A Td 
qxl qxl 
txt txr txl 
I 0 
—\--, 
0 ! T 
S i 
qxt qxr rxl ( 3 . 4 ) 
Substituting Eq. 3 .4 into Eq. 3 . 2 leads to, 
txt txq txt txr txl txl 
i S l i ~ 1 2 \l 1 0 £ 1 " W I ~ — — 





qxt qxq qxt qxr rxl qxl ( 3 . 5 ) 
Performing the indicated operations results in, 
txt txr txl 
K 1 1 1 ~ 1 2 ~ U, 
5 2 1 | « / 2 2 ~ 
d 
qxt qxr rxl 
txl 
ll 
q x l ( 3 . 6 ) 
It should be noted that Eq. 3 . 6 has t + q equilibrium equations which 
correspond to the t + q load components in j?. However, these equations 
do not all correspond to the t + r displacement components in the new 
U vector. In particular, the r displacement measures do not have a 
one to one correspondence to the last q equilibrium equations nor the 
last q load components which are in P^. In other words, the new K ma­
trix is not even a square matrix (it is a (q+t)x(t+r)). To remedy this 
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situation, Eq- 3.6 is premultiplied by, 
txt txq 
I 
! ° 1 1 <V 
1 — — 1 





and this leads to, 
txt txq 
0 I T 
«V J /V» 
rxt rxq 
txt txr txl 
i n I 6 1 2 I I Ui 
5 2 i ! feS1 







The result after performing the indicated matrix operations is (t + r) 
kinematically reduced equations in terms of (t + r) unknown displace­
ments , 
txt txr 
T f cK 9 1 









T f cP 0 
rxl (3.8) 
Recall from Eq. 3.3 that, U 0 = T d . 
The resulting kinematically reduced stiffness matrix in Eq. 3 
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is therefore symmetric. Note that the total number of unknown displace­
ments has been reduced from n, in Eq. 3.1, to t + r, in Eq. 3.8, using 
this kinematic condensation procedure. Eq. 3.8 may now be solved for 
the t independent joint displacements in JFF^, the r displacement measures 
in jd, and the q dependent joint displacements in by Eq. 3.3. 
3.3 Assembling the Transformation Matrix, JT, 
From Eq. 3.3, it is seen that the transformation matrix T is one 
which relates the r displacement measures, d̂, to the q dependent joint 
displacements, U . The exact form of T therefore depends upon the 
desired relationship between displacement measures d and dependent joint 
displacements U^. Two examples of such a relationship are shown in what 
follows. 
3.3.1 for In-Plane Floor Rigidity 
Suppose it is desired to have each floor k, assumed to lie in the 
horizontal X-Z plane of a large building frame, simulate a rigid dia­
phragm in its own plane. Consequently, each joint on the floor is con­
strained to displace in a pattern dictated by rigid body floor motion. 
The in-plane translations, X and Z, and planar rotation about a vertical 
axis, Y, at each joint may therefore be related to the in-plane displace­
ments at an arbitrarily selected point P̂_ in the floor k rigid body. 
Planar displacements at point P shown in Figure 3.2 as d , d. and 
K. K.X K.Z 
r are the displacement measures, while displacements at the joints in 
the floor consist of both independent and dependent displacements. In 
Fig. 3.2(a), an arbitrary joint j in floor k has degrees of freedom u. 
J * t 
where j is the joint number, and t is the local direction of displace­
ment as shown in Figure 3.2(b). 
Y (positive out 
of paper) 
• 
(x ,z ) P v V 
j , (x.,z ) 
J J 
(b) Global Displacement Directions 
at Joint j 
Figure 3.2 Floor k - In-Plane Floor Rigidity 
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Now, for a rigid floor diaphragm, u J T > Uj3> a n d u j 5 a r e dependent 
displacements, while u.„, u., , and u., are independent displacements. 
The rigid body equations of motion describe the relationships between 
the dependent displacements and the displacement measures. For joint j 
they are, 
u . = d, + e . * r. 
j 1 kx j z ky 
u.„ = d, - e. * r. 
j3 kz jx ky 
u. r = r j5 ^ky (3.9) 
where, 
e. = X. - X jx j p 
e. = Z. - Z J z J P (3.10) 
and where (X., Z.) and (X , Z ) are the X and Z coordinates of joint i J J P P 
and point P respectively. 
In matrix form, Eq. 3.9 can be written as, 
UJ3 
UJ5 
1 0 e. 
0 1 -e. 
J x 














1 0 e. 




So, for joint j in floor k, using Eq. 3.12 notation, Eq. 3.11 
can be written as, 
l)\ = T.d, (3.13) 
Now, the T\ for each joint j, in each floor k, of a multistory 
building having rigid floor diaphragms must now be assembled into T 
for the entire structure. An example will be used to show how this is 
accomplished. 
Consider the example in Fig. 3.3, which shows a 2 story, 1 bay 
by 1 bay space frame. In this structure, it is assumed that all joints 
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Figure 3.3 Two Story, One Bay x One Bay Space Frame 
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with dependent displacements relating to the same displacement measures 
are numbered consecutively. The significance of consecutive numbering 
of these joints in a story will be seen in what follows. Joints a,b,c, 
and d on floor k are associated with point P^, while joints p,q,r, and 
s in floor k + 1 are associated with point P, M . Floors are numbered 
k+1 
from the bottom up in this case. Knowing this information, the XL,, T, 
and d matrices for this structure are assembled as follows, 
— — 1 
T 
**a a 





A L A 
0 
U 2 0 tv T «/p 
U 2 0 T 
U 2 0 1 T 
**r 











• £ 1 "l 
«2 
U 2 **1 
•'l 














where lr , lH, T., and d. are given by Eq. 3.12. **]_ **2 V ] ( ° ^ ^ 
Note that each partitioned column of T corresponds to a floor. 
The first column of T in Eq. 3.16 shows the transformation of joints on 
floor k, and the second column does the same for floor k + 1. Because 
joints are numbered consecutively, the T. and 0 submatrices cluster to-
gether as shown. Also, should there be more joints on a floor than four 
as illustrated in this example, there would be additional T. submatrices 
in the partitioned column of T corresponding to the floor where each of 
these joints is located. Also, the vector would be expanded to in­
clude the displacements from the new joints. If the structure consisted 
of more than two floors, an additional partitioned column of T and a new 
entry in d would be required for each extra floor, together with new 
contributions to the vector corresponding to the joints on the added 
floors. It should be noted that for the case of in-plane floor rigidity, 
it is not required that a T matrix be input, as this condition is pro­
grammed internally, and this alternative may be selected by the user. 
Also, although consecutive joint numbers in a floor are significant in 
the form of T, it is not necessary that such a format be followed for 
proper execution of the kinematic condensation procedure. 
3.3.2 X for Complete Floor Rigidity 
Another case of interest is that of complete floor rigidity, both 
in and out of plane. All displacements at each joint in any given floor 
k are dependent displacements, and are related to the six displacement 
measures at an arbitrarily selected point P^ in the floor k rigid body. 
Figure 3.4 shows point P^ and its displacements, each of which is a 
rigid body floor displacement measure. Joint j has deflections u. 
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Figure 3.4 Floor k - Complete Floor Rigidity 
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defined as before and shown in Fig., 3.2(b), all of which are dependent 
on the floor k displacement measures. There are no independent displace­
ments at joint j in this example. 
Once again, the rigid body equations of motion are employed to 
describe the relationships between the joint j dependent displacements 




d, + r. * e. kx ky j z 
d. - r. * e. + r, * e. ky kx )z kz jx 
dT - r. * e. kz ky j x 
'J4 r kx 
J5 = r ky 
lj6 kz (3.18) 
where, e. and e. are defined in Eq. 3.9. In matrix form, Eq. 3.18 can 
jx jz 







1 0 0 0 e. 0 
1 z 
0 1 0 -e. 0 e. 
0 0 1 0 -e. 0 
jx 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 










~2 Uj3 , No U:
J 
' ~1 
u • / 
U3 5 
u • t 
T. = 
1 0 0 0 e. 0 
jz 
0 1 0 -e. 0 e. 
jz 
0 0 1 0 -e. 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 







It should be noted that lH contains all the displacement com-
-*2 
ponents at joint j, since no independent displacements exist, and there­
fore, U:? does not exist. 
Consider again the structure shown in Fig. 3.3. Given that this 
structure is now to be modeled having perfectly rigid floors, the U_, T, 
and d matrices for the structure are the same form as Eqs. 3.14 to 3.17, 
except that the submatrices U;J, T. and d, are now defined by Eq. 3.20. 
It should be noted that for the case of total floor rigidity, it is not 
required that a T matrix be input, as this condition is programmed in­
ternally, and this alternative may be selected by the user. Also, al­
though consecutive joint numbers in a floor are significant in the form 
of T, it is not necessary that such a format be followed for proper 
execution of the kinematic condensation procedure. 
3.3.3 Effect of Kinematic Condensation on the Reduced Equations 
Eqs. 3.1 and 3.8 show the total number of unknowns are reduced 
from n to t + r by the kinematic condensation process. This is con­
sidered in more detail in this Section. 
The initial number of unknown displacements, n, in a space frame 
structure is, 
n = (6 * NJ) - NR (3.21) 
where, 
NJ = number of joints in the structure 
NR = number of reactions in the structure 
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For the case of rigid in-plane floor diaphragms, with 3 displace­
ment measures per floor, the number of unknown displacements, NROW^, 
becomes, 
NF 
NROW = E [(3 * JF ) + 3] (3.22) 
J k=l k 
where, 
NF = number of floors in the structure 
JF. = number of joints on floor k k J 
The term (3 * JF^) represents the 3 independent out of plane deflections 
at each joint in floor k, while the + 3 indicates the 3 independent dis­
placement measures for floor k. When summed up over all floors, the 
total number of unknown structure displacements is found. 
For the case of complete floor rigidity, with 6 displacement 
measures per floor, the number of unknown displacement components, 
NROW 6, is 
NROW, = 6 * NF (3.23) 
It should be observed that Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23 presume that each joint 
on each floor is part of the floor rigid bodies (i.e. although not a 
requirement of the design system, for purposes of this discussion, there 
are no joints located between floors). 
Now, Section 3.1 states that the kinematic condensation procedure 
is intended to reduce the number of actual displacements to be calculated 
in a given structure. Using the structure in Fig. 3.3 as an example, 
n, NROW„, and NROW, are computed below. 
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n = (6 * 12) - 24 
= 48 
2 
M O W = E [(3 * JF ) + 3 ] = [(3 * 4) + 3] + [(3 * 4) + 3] 
J k=l 
= 30 
NROW, = 6 * 2 b 
= 12 
Thus, the assumption of in-plane floor rigidity reduces the total 
unknown displacements from 48 to 30. Similarly, a reduction from 48 to 
12 unknown displacements is realized when full floor rigidity is assumed. 
Various other types of behavior and joint displacement relation­
ships may be assumed by the user, by simply inputing the proper T matrix. 
This T matrix is formulated in a similar manner to the T matrices deve-
loped in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. However, the engineer must decide 
which type of special behavior, if any, is valid for the building frame 
in question. The cases of in-plane rigidity and full floor rigidity are 
internally programmed into the system, since many tier building frames 
very closely approximate one of these assumptions in their actual dis­
placement patterns. 
Consequently, several alternatives are available to the engineer 
user. First he may assemble and input the T matrix as part of the data. 
Second, he may request the system to use the in-plane or full floor 
rigidity condition to automatically assemble T\ Finally, he may decide 
not to use a transformation matrix at all. Necessary input formats for 
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each situation are described in detail in Appendix A. 
Now presumably, reducing the number of unknowns results in a 
system of equations which require less computer time to solve. However, 
the time to solve is also a function of the band width. Consequently, 
it is important to note the effect of kinematic condensation on the band 
width. 
To illustrate, consider the final reordered stiffness matrix, 
Eq. 3.2, and associated with in-plane floor rigidity. The first t rows 
of this matrix correspond to t independent displacement directions at 
joints within the structure. For buildings where all joints are located 
in the floors (the usual case), each joint has one or more dependent 
displacements and each joint corresponding to an independent displacement 
is connected to another joint which contains one or more dependent dis­
placements. Therefore upon reordering, the submatrix K 1 0 , which is de-
***1 z 
fined by the intersection of the t independent rows and q dependent 
columns of the reordered matrix, will have some nonzero entries in 
every row. 
Now, consider the final kinematically condensed stiffness matrix 
from Eq. 3.8. Notice that IC _ is post multiplied by T. The form of T, 
regardless of which points are located on each floor (where each floor 
is a rigid body with all joints on it containing dependent displacements), 
will have some nonzero entries in every column. Therefore, upon con­
clusion of the matrix operation K-^T, a full kinematically reduced stiff-
~12"' 
ness matrix exists, meaning that the band width and order of the matrix 
are identical. So, although there are fewer unknowns, the time required 
to solve may increase due to a larger band width. 
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Solving time is directly related to the size of the matrix in 
question and approximately the square of its band width. Consider the 
following example. Suppose the structure in Fig. 3.3 is numbered such 
that the connectivity for members results in the largest difference be­
tween any member incidences of 4, and because there are 6 unknowns per 
joint, the band width becomes 24. With 8 joints completely free to dis­
place, there are 48 unknown displacements. This same structure when 
modeled with in-plane rigid floors has 30 unknown displacements. From 
the discussion above, the band width will also be 30. So, the comparison 
is made as follows, 
(48) (24) 2 = 27648 
(30)(30)2 = 27000 
In this case, apparent solution times between the two situations 
would be approximately equal, if the time necessary to reduce the stiff­
ness matrix is neglected. But, the reduction time was found to be very 
high in comparison with solution time and thus the kinematic condensation 
procedure is slower than an exact analysis. 
In more general terms, and neglecting reduction time, the fol­
lowing comparison of solution times can be made, 
nb 2 > n (n ) 2 (3.24) — r r 
where, 
n = total number of unknown displacements 
b = band width of original stiffness matrix 
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n = number of unknown displacements in kinematically 
condensed system 
This implies that kinematic condensation would be suitable if, 
(3.25) 
However, for most tier buildings, including the examples discussed in 
Chapter 5, this band width criteria is not met and thus the kinematic 
condensation is more costly than an exact analysis. But, as will be 
shown in Section 5.8, the results obtained from this procedure are ac­
curate if the proper assumptions are made. It is very important to note 
that the inefficiency of the procedure was not recognized at the begin­
ning of the investigation. It was not until the entire procedure was 
developed and implemented that this was discovered. Consequently, al­
though the kinematic condensation is perfectly general, it is not 
recommended for use in this stiffness design method. 
3.4 Details of the Kinematic Condensation Procedure 
The details of the kinematic condensation procedure will be pre­
sented in this section. All discussion will be related to the macro 
flow chart of the procedure shown in Fig. 3.5. 
As described in Section 3.1, the kinematic condensation procedure 
is specifically intended to serve as a middle level displacement approx­
imation, between exact analysis and virtual work computations of dis­
placements. The final kinematically condensed stiffness equations, 
Eq. 3.8, can be formed by straightforward matrix operations. However, 
the sizes of the matrices involved, T and K, as compared to the core 
storage capacity of most computers, severely limits the structure size 
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E Start 
Input data and perform consistency check 
Generate permutation vector 
Generate or input T matrix and store on disk 
E3 
Read a partitioned row of original stiffness matrix, 
in packed form, from disk 
I 
Unpack partitioned row 
Fill in row to left of diagonal record 
(Except first row) 
Transpose diagonal record 
Write to disk files records to right of diagonal record 
(Except last row) 
I Write unpacked and filled partitioned row to disk 
i 
Last partitioned row unpacked? 
yes 
Figure 3.5 Macro Flow Chart of Kinematic Condensation Procedure 
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Start condensation by processing first 
partitioned row of unpacked stiffness matrix 
© 
Read from disk enough absolute rows of original 
stiffness matrix to form one partitioned row. These rows are 
read in the new row order determined by the permutation vector 
Pseudo reorder columns and determine band width 
of reordered partitioned row 
above Is partitioned row 
above, below, or straddling 
_the horizontal partition? 
straddling 
below 
Partition absolute rows above 
the horizontal partition into 
a partitioned row above. 
1 
Partition absolute rows below 
the horizontal partition into 
a partitioned row below. 
Read in partitioned columns Read in partitioned columns 
— I 1 
Store L , and K, _T in packed —11 ~12— 
form in final position in re­
duced stiffness matrix in core 
Organize K_„T into records —22— 
and store on disk 
Figure 3.5 Continued 
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r Read in partitioned row of T 
Read in partitioned columns of K„„T and perform T K„„T 
'-22** ~ *~27-"* 
Store T K_T in packed form in final 
positions in reduced stiffness matrix in core 
no 
Decompose the kinematically reduced stiffness matrix 
using Cholesky decomposition 
Read in load vector from disk 
Reorder load vector 
r 3 
Read in partitioned row of T 
< £ > A 
Figure 3.5 Continued 
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iPass decomposed kinematically reduced stiffness matrix and kinema­
tically reduced load vector to solver to calculate independent dis­
placements and displacement measures. 
r 3 Read in partitioned row of T 
I 
Perform U? = Td 
to get dependent displacements from displacement measures 
L _ no 
Reorder displacements back into natural order 
1 
Use joint displacements to determine and store 
proper member end forces 
Figure 3.5 Continued 
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Figure 3.5 Continued 
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which may be handled. For this reason, the kinematic condensation pro­
cedure is set up to be performed on partitioned rows and columns of both 
T and K in an out-of-core procedure. Many references will be made to 
disk files which are described in Appendix C. The subroutines which 
execute the kinematic condensation procedure are described in Appendix D. 
Because this procedure Is a part of the total design system, it must be 
interfaced with a user supplied analysis program. Necessary steps to 
interface with this program are outlined in Chapter 4. 
The kinematic condensation process is broken down to a set of 
bookkeeping steps, a formation of the stiffness matrix in the proper 
form to be reduced, and finally the actual condensation of the stiff­
ness matrix and load vectors. 
The first step in the procedure, as shown in Fig. 3.5, is to 
input data and perform consistency checks. Exact format and content of 
input is detailed in Appendix A. Error messages and program termination 
result when any data is not within its prescribed bounds. These error 
messages may be found in the detailed discussion of subroutines. 
Among the more important data input is the identification of the 
dependent displacement components (i.e. their location and direction) in 
terms of the local displacement directions at joints, as shown in 
Fig. 3.2(b). All displacement components not so identified are taken 
to be independent. These displacement components (dependent and inde­
pendent, but excluding components corresponding to reactions) are all 
in terms of joint numbers and local direction numbers 1 to 6 (Fig. 3.2). 
Before processing proceeds, however, these components must be related 
to the total of n unknown structure displacements. This is done by 
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simply ordering all the dependent and independent components in natural 
joint order, thereby associating each component with a specific position 
in the (nxl) displacement vector JJ in Eq. 3.1. The U vector is then 
reordered into independent components, U 1, and dependent components, U 0, 
in Eq. 3.2. The reordering, however, is not performed by physically 
interchanging elements of U. Rather, it is represented by a permutation 
vector, IOR, which specifies the final position of each displacement 
component of U in the reordered IL and U-. 
~ ^1 ~v 
Another important input datum is the T matrix. This can be input 
by specifying all of its elements in the proper form as discussed in 
Section 3.3, or the system may be requested to automatically generate 
T based on either an in-plane rigid floor or a completely rigid floor 
assumption. In any case, once formed, the T matrix is partitioned and 
organized into records for storage on a direct access disk file. The 
partitioning of T is based upon an arbitrarily selected value of six 
rows and six columns per row partition and column partition respectively. 
Note that if the total number of rows and/or columns of T is not an even 
multiple of six, then the last partitioned row and/or last partitioned 
column will contain less than six rows and/or columns respectively. 
Records are next created where each partitioned row and column 
intersect. They are numbered sequentially from left to right across 
each partitioned row. Due to the selected partitioning, the size of 
each record is 36 elements, or a 6 by 6 submatrix. However, if the 
record is in the last partitioned row or column, it may have less than 
36 elements. 
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For example, suppose a jl matrix is developed for the structure 
of Fig. 3.3, and assuming complete floor rigidity. The form of the £ 
matrix is that of Eq. 3.16. Each submatrix is of the form of Eq. 3.20. 
Therefore, the overall T matrix has 48 rows and 12 columns, and 8 parti-
tioned rows and 2 partitioned columns, as shown in Fig. 3.6. There are 
also 16 records, each containing 36 elements, and numbered sequentially 
as shown in Fig. 3.6. 
If the T matrix is generated by the design system, no more than 
one partitioned row of records is generated in core at any one time. 
Each new partitioned row is generated in the core space occupied by the 
previous one, but only after records from the previous row are written 
to a disk file. If the T matrix is input by the user, it is input by 
records in the proper order. As soon as each record is read in, it is 
immediately written to a disk file. These measures are necessary in 
order to conserve core storage space in the computer. Note that if the 
completely rigid assumption is used, records 2> 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13 and 
15 are all zero, due to the sequential numbering of joints on each 
floor in the frame as described in Section 3.3. 
After storing the complete matrix on disk, a single partitioned 
row of the stiffness matrix is read into core in packed form, an indi­
vidual row at a time, from the disk file where it was stored by the 
user supplied analysis program (see Chapter 4), and then it is unpacked 
into partitioned form. Packed form will be detailed after a discussion 
of the partitioning of the stiffness matrix, which differs from the 
partitioning of the T matrix and is described as follows. 
•absolute row numbers 
































partitioned row numbers 
partitioned column numbers 
ire 3.6 The Partitioned T Matrix, and Partitioned Product K 
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The stiffness matrix is partitioned into as many rows and columns 
as there are joints with at least one unknown displacement. Each joint 
in a space frame has a maximum of 6 unknown displacements. Therefore, 
since one stiffness equation represents one unknown displacement, a maxi­
mum of 6 absolute rows of the stiffness matrix have been chosen to com­
pose one partitioned row. The actual number of rows in a partitioned 
row is dependent upon the actual number of unknown displacements at each 
joint. If 4 directions are free to displace (whether they are indepen­
dent, dependent or any combination thereof), and 2 are restrained, the 
partitioned row representing this particular joint will have 4 rows. 
The same applies to partitioned columns of the stiffness matrix. Note 
that if a joint is fully restrained, there is no partitioned row or 
column corresponding to that joint. Records of the stiffness matrix 
are defined by the intersection of partitioned rows and columns, but 
they are numbered differently than in the T matrix. To illustrate, 
suppose that the structure under consideration is the one in Fig. 3.3. 
Since there are 8 joints numbered consecutively as a, b, c, d, p, q, r 
and s, which have at least one degree? of freedom, then the stiffness 
matrix las 8 partitioned rows and 8 partitioned columns. Each of these 
joints has 6 unknown displacements as there are no restraints at any of 
them. Consequently, every partitioned row contains 6 absolute rows and 
every partitioned column contains 6 absolute columns. A total of 48 
absolute rows and columns make up the stiffness matrix for this structure. 
Fig. 3.7 shows this partitioned stiffness matrix with all absolute row 
and column numbers, partitioned row and column numbers, and record numbers 
identified. 
absolute row numbers 
\- absolute column numbers 
\ record numbers 
1. . .6 7. . .1213. .1819 . .24 25 . .3031.. 3637 . .4 2 43 .. 48 
1 2 3 4 e 6 7 1 8 ' 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 
27 28 29 30 
31 32 33 
34 35 
36 









partitioned row numbers 
Figure 3.7 Disk Record Organization of Partitioned Original 
Stiffness Matrix for Structure of Fig. 3.3 
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Records are numbered across each row, beginning with the dia­
gonal record. The diagonal record in any partitioned row is defined as 
that record which contains the diagonal elements of each individual row 
contained in the partitioned row. Each record to the left of the dia­
gonal one may be obtained by simply recognizing the symmetry of the 
stiffness matrix, and advantage is taken of this fact at a later time. 
After unpacking,the diagonal records are not written to disk, but are 
numbered for convenience in accessing records when necessary. Records 
to the right of the diagonal record, except for ones which contain all 
zeroes, are written back to disk for subsequent access. This will be 
described later. The maximum size of any record is 36 elements or a 
6 by 6 submatrix. However, the actual number of elements in any record 
depends upon the number of rows and columns in the partitioned row and 
column respectively which intersect to form that record. It is important 
to note that this record structure applies to the unpacked form, which 
will be described later, as opposed to the packed form, described next. 
A discussion of the packed form of the stiffness matrix, as it 
relates to any single partitioned row which is being processed, is pre­
sented here. The packed form stores the elements of the stiffness matrix 
in an array in such a way where the diagonal elements are placed in 
column 1, and elements to the right of the diagonal in columns 2 and 
higher in a sequential fashion in the array. As mentioned earlier, a 
partitioned row is read into core from disk, one individual row at a 
time. In order to reduce to a minimum the number of elements which must 
be transferred, the band width of the original stiffness matrix is 
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employed. The band width is defined as the largest number of columns 
between the diagonal element and the last nonzero element, inclusive, 
of any single row in the matrix. It is directly related to the joint 
numbering and member incidences used to describe the structure. Hence, 
when rows are read from disk, only those elements between the diagonal 
and last nonzero element, inclusive, are transferred (note in Chapter 4 
that the user supplied analysis program is required to store the rows 
of the stiffness matrix in this fashion, i.e., packed form taking ad­
vantage of the band width). 
To illustrate an example of a packed, partitioned row, suppose 
the second partitioned row of the stiffness matrix relating to the 
structure in Fig. 3.3 is in core. It is composed of absolute rows 7 to 
12, and it has a band width of 24. Fig. 3.8 displays the packed form 
of partitioned row 2. 
Since the stiffness matrix for a linearly elastic structure is 
symmetric, elements to the left of the diagonal need not be formed. 
However, for the operation of reordering and reducing, Eqs. 3.2 and 3.8 
respectively, elements to the left of the diagonal are needed. Due to 
symmetry, they may be generated from elements to the right of the dia­
gonal. This, in fact, is the objective accomplished by the next several 
steps shown in Fig. 3.5, beginning with unpacking the partitioned row 
of the stiffness matrix under consideration. 
Unpacking begins by shifting each row in the packed form to the 
right until all elements are in their correct column positions relative 
to the actual stiffness matrix. Note that this process produces a void 
Figure 3.8 Packed Partitioned Row 2 of 
for Structure of Fig. 3.3 
Original Stiffness Matrix 
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to the left of the diagonal which will ultimately be filled. 
For example, consider again packed partitioned row 2 of the 
stiffness matrix relating to the structure of Fig. 3.3, as shown in 
Fig. 3.8. After unpacking, that row appears as shown in Fig. 3.9. 
The record numbers correspond to those in Fig. 3.7 for partitioned 
row 2. The record structure of the stiffness matrix in Fig. 3.7 applies 
to the unpacked form of the partitioned row as emphasized earlier. Com­
pare and contrast Fig. 3.8, the packed partitioned row and Fig. 3.9, the 
unpacked partitioned row, observing the void to the left of the diagonal 
created by the unpacking process. This must be filled. 
So, the next step from Fig. 3.5 is to fill in records to the 
left of the diagonal record in the partitioned row just unpacked for 
all partitioned rows except the first. For example, consider as before, 
partitioned row 2 for the structure of Fig. 3.3 in its unpacked form 
shown in Fig. 3.9. Absolute rows 7 to 12 and absolute columns 1 to 6 
compose a record to the left of the diagonal record number 9. Now, 
refer to Fig. 3.7 and locate these same row and column numbers. Because 
of the symmetry of the stiffness matrix, this record location may be 
correctly filled with elements in the transpose of record 2, which is 
in partitioned row 1. So, record 2, which is stored on a disk file from 
a previous unpacking operation, is read into core, transposed and placed 
in the vacant space in partitioned row 2. Observe that record 2 is 
positioned to the right of the diagonal record in a partitioned row which 
has already been processed. 
At this point, the entire partitioned row is complete except for 
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record, number 9. Due to symmetry, it is simple to generate the missing 
elements by transposing this diagonal record. 
Thus far, all records from the first through the diagonal record 
in any partitioned row have been accounted for. It is now necessary to 
write to a disk file all records to the right of the diagonal one, before 
completing the processing of this partitioned row. These records are 
used in the processing of subsequent rows to fill in the records to the 
left of the diagonal. In Fig. 3.9 for partitioned row 2, records 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, and 15 are written out. This procedure is followed for every 
partitioned row except the last row, since the last row has no records 
to the right of the diagonal one. 
The partitioned row of the stiffness matrix under consideration 
is complete (unpacked and filled in). Each individual row of the par­
titioned row is now written to a disk file, since it will be needed 
subsequently when the kinematic condensation begins. Also note that 
only one partitioned row is in core at any time during unpacking and 
filling in to conserve storage space. 
The steps of reading in a packed partitioned row, unpacking, 
filling in to the left of the diagonal, writing the records to the 
right of the diagonal to disk, and writing the full individual rows to 
disk, are performed for each partitioned row. These processes produce 
the stiffness matrix in the form necessary for the actual kinematic con­
densation. 
Fig. 3.5 shows the reducing process begins by reading in from 
a disk file enough rows of the unpacked stiffness matrix to form a 
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partitioned row. These rows are read in according to the required row 
reordering as dictated by the permutation vector described earlier. 
Immediately following the filling of a partitioned row, which 
effectively physically reorders the absolute rows, it is necessary to 
reorder the columns. A pseudo column reordering occurs using the permu­
tation vector to map each element from its old to its new column posi­
tion. No physical reordering of columns takes place as a result of the 
mapping procedure. The band width of the reordered partitioned row in 
question is now determined in order to permit more efficient subsequent 
matrix operations. 
Now, it must be assessed whether the partitioned row is above, 
below, or straddles the horizontal boundary between independent and 
dependent equations in the full reordered stiffness matrix. The 
boundary referred to is shown as the horizontal dotted line below K-. . 
J ~11 
and K 1 0 , but above K„ n and K o n in Eq. 3.2. Location of the partitioned ~12 A/21 ~22 
row relative to this partition is important because it directs the 
matrix operations to be performed on that row. Of equal importance is 
the vertical partition in the same equation which performs the function 
of separating the independent and dependent columns in the full re­
ordered stiffness matrix. These partitions define the 4 submatrices 
of the reordered matrix in Eq. 3.2, each of which is operated upon in 
a different fashion as shown in the final equations, Eq. 3.8. 
First assume that the partitioned row In question is completely 
above the horizontal partition which means it lies in and K.,~. The 
"*11 ~12 
portion of this partitioned row in K remains unchanged, but the portion 
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in K_ ̂ ™ust be post multiplied by T\ This is accomplished by reading 
in from disk one partitioned column of T at a time, beginning with the 
first, and performing the necessary operations. Each new partitioned 
column of T read in will replace the previous one in the identical 
position in core memory in order to conserve memory space. 
To illustrate, refer to the T? matrix of Fig. 3.6. Although this 
T̂  was developed for the fully rigid floor case, which means no indepen­
dent displacements exist and therefore no K n. or K.,_ exist, it is con-
~11 —12 
venient to use this matrix as an example. The only difference is that 
it is now assumed that a structure with 48 dependent displacements and 
12 displacement measures is being processed. In this case, records 
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 constitute the first partitioned column 
of T. Once the product of ~T is completed for this column, records ~ r —12— 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 are read from disk to complete the full 
product of K^.T. Note that only elements in K n„ which lie within the —12— —12 
band width to the right of the diagonal of the partitioned reordered row 
are used in the matrix operations, since elements outside the band are 
zero. 
Now, for convenience of subsequent discussion, a different 
structure is assumed; one which has rigid in-plane floors with 24 in­
dependent displacements, 24 dependent: displacements, and 6 displacement 
measures corresponding to the structure shown in Fig. 3.3. Fig. 3.10 
represents partitioned reordered row 2 for this structure. It should 
be recognized that although absolute row and column numbers are the 
same as before, the contents are different due to the reordering. Also, 
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inclusive, and row 8, columns 25 to 37, and so on for each succeeding 
partitioned row are significant in the matrix operations. 
It is important to note that a fully reduced partitioned row now 
exists in core, following reordering of rows and columns and proper 
operations by the £ matrix. Any reduced partitioned row under con­
sideration, whether it is above or below the horizontal partition, is 
now transferred to its final position in a separate array in core which 
stores the complete final kinematically reduced matrix in packed form 
(packed form is permitted since the final kinematically reduced matrix 
is symmetrical — Eq. 3.8). While the original stiffness matrix is an 
nxn, the final reduced matrix is (t + r) x (t + r), where t + r is the 
sum of the independent displacements and displacement measures. At the 
present time, the maximum value of (t + r) is 360. 
Now, assume that the partitioned row in question lies completely 
below the horizontal partition. This implies it lies in K n i and K 0„ 
—21 —22 
(Fig. 3.11). Because of the symmetry of the final condensed stiffness 
matrix, Eq. 3.8, and the fact that this matrix is to be stored in packed 
form, no operations are performed on the portion of the partitioned row 
l n hi (£21 - £l 2> • 
For the portion of the partitioned row in £22' t* i e t r i P l e product 
^ ^ 2 2 — "*~S P e r ^ o r m e d i-n t w o steps which are the post multiplication of 
by T, followed next by the premultiplication of the product K^J, by 
The product of K^T, is performed by reading in one at a time 
column partitions of beginning with the first, exactly as was done 
82 
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for K,-T. Also, as before, the band width of this partitioned row is 
employed to reduce the number of computations. Those elements which 
lie within the band width, to the right of the diagonal, plus all ele­
ments to the left of the diagonal in K00 of the partitioned reordered 
row in question, are used in the matrix operations. 
The results of K 0„T are organized into records for storage on 
a disk file in preparation for later premultiplication by . Each 
partitioned row below the horizontal partition produces a corresponding 
partitioned row of K n_T which has the same number of absolute rows as 
~2 2~ 
K 0„ and T and the same number of absolute columns as T. 
At this point, operations on partitioned rows completely above 
and below the horizontal partition in Eq. 3.8 have been described. 
A special case occurs when a partitioned row straddles the horizontal 
partition, which in effect divides the partitioned row into two sub­
partitions, one above and one below. Each of these sub-partitions is 
treated as a full partitioned row where all operations described for 
rows above and below apply to the sub-partitions of this partitioned 
row. 
The next step is to complete the triple product T t(K__T). Recall 
that T and K__T are both stored on separate disk files in record form. 
A single partitioned row of Tjf (i.e. a partitioned column of trans­
posed) is read into core beginning with the first. Then successive 
partitioned columns of K T are read in, one at a time, beginning with 
2 2** 
the first, each one replacing the previous one in core, to execute the 
triple product. When all partitioned columns of £22^ n a v e been operated 
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on, the process starts all over again with the next partitioned row of 
which replaces the previous one in core. When all partitioned rows 
of have been used, the triple product is complete. Note that only 
those elements of the triple product TtK„„T which lie on or above the 
r 1 •*/ ~22~ 
diagonal of the final reduced matrix, Eq. 3.8, are calculated and these 
are stored in packed form in their final positions, in the full reduced 
stiffness matrix, as were the results from Kn _, and K_. 0T described pre-
~11 ~12~' r 
viously. 
At this point, the complete klnematically reduced stiffness 
matrix, Eq. 3.8, exists in core memory in packed form. Before pro­
ceeding further, this reduced matrix is decomposed by a user supplied 
Cholesky Decomposition procedure. The decomposed matrix replaces the 
reduced matrix in core. 
It is now necessary to perform a similar kinematic reduction on 
the load vectors so that they will correspond to the klnematically re­
duced stiffness matrix. An individual load vector is read into core 
from a disk file where it was stored by the user supplied analysis pro­
gram (see Chapter 4). This load vector is reordered by row in accordance 
with the permutation vector, as was the stiffness matrix. 
Eq. 3.8 shows that after reordering, the dependent portion of 
the load vector, P^, is to be premultiplied by T . So, a single parti­
tioned row of T1", or column of T transposed, is read into core and the 
matrix operation T*"]^ is performed in the same way it was done for 
operations on the stiffness matrix. This continues until all partitioned 
rows of T*~ are used, resulting in the reduced load vector. 
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Now that the decomposed kinematically reduced stiffness matrix 
and kinematically reduced load vector exist, they are passed to the 
user provided solver (see Chapter 4) to compute independent displace­
ments IL and displacement measures, d. Recall that the sum of the 
independent displacements, U-̂ , and displacement measures, d, is less 
than the original total number of joint displacements, n. 
The dependent displacements, J„, may now be computed using the 
computed values of displacement measures, d, by Eq. 3.3 which is, 
U„ = Td. This operation is performed by multiplying a partitioned row 
of T, read from disk, by j3 to generate the corresponding elements in 
U„. This process is repeated for all partitioned rows of T, after 
which all dependent displacements in are known. 
The full displacement vector U, corresponding to a particular 
loading, is now known, but is in the partitioned and reordered form 
shown in Eq. 3.2, with the independent displacements followed by the 
dependent displacements U„. However, in order to calculate the member 
forces for use in virtual work computations later, it is necessary to 
reorder the displacement vector U back into its original order. This 
is done by using the permutation vector. 
Using the displacements in their natural order, the user sup­
plied analysis program calculates the member end forces, which are 
necessary for virtual work computations (see Chapter 2). 
Each cycle, beginning at the point where a load vector is read 
in from disk, and ending at the point where member end forces are com­
puted, is repeated for each load vector (both P and Q loads) input by 
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the user. Once all loads are processed and all member end forces for 
all P and Q loads are computed, the kinematic condensateJ\\ procedure 
is concluded. It is important to note that this procedure may be exe­
cuted many times during the course of a design, except that load vec­
tors are klnematically reduced only once and stored for reuse on subse­
quent passes. The exact number of times is determined by the user as 
described in Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER k 
INTERACTION WITH USER SUPPLIED ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
4.1 Introduction 
The total computer stiffness design system consists of essentially 
three parts as shown in Fig. 4.1, which are the MAIN program, the stiff­
ness design subprograms, and the user supplied stiffness analysis sub­
programs . 
The MAIN program was written to control the overall iterative 
process of analysis and design. 
The stiffness design subprograms were written to control all 
phases of design (i.e., member size changes), as well as perform the 
virtual work analyses, and kinematic condensation analyses. As can be 
seen in Fig. 4.2, kinematic condensation is actually called by the mod­
ified user supplied analysis control program (M0DFR2). 
The user supplied analysis subprograms are a package of programs 
which a user wishes to use to perform the exact stiffness analyses of 
the frame. 
The user supplied analysis subprograms must, however, be modified 
so that they can properly interact with the MAIN program and the stiff­
ness design subprograms. To illustrate the required modifications, 
this stiffness design system implements a stiffness analysis program 
written by Weaver (15), and called FR2. The FR2 program was modified 
and assigned a new name, M0DFR2. 
The modifications contained in M0DFR2 and other interactions are 
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all subprograms in the total system. 
All subprograms shown in Fig. 4.2 and identifi 1 in this chapter 
are described in Appendix D. In addition, several disk files storing 
temporary information during analysis and design are referenced in this 
chapter, and fully described in Appendix C. Furthermore, references 
are also made to sequential statement numbers in various subprograms. 
These may be found in the subprogram listings in Appendix F. 
4.2 Design System and User Supplied Program Interaction 
Subprogram M0DFR2 is the modified form of the stiffness analysis 
control program supplied by the user. It was modified so that in addi­
tion to controlling stiffness analysis, it also controls kinematic con­
densation analysis. Six other subprograms were also provided by the 
user for stiffness analysis. Two of these, DCBAND and SBAND, were not 
modified, while the other four, SDATA, STIFF, LDATA, and RESULT, were 
modified. Details of the modifications are described in Section 4.3. 
An overview of the analysis process controlled by M0DFR2 is pre­
sented next in this Section (also refer to Fig. 4.2). It should be 
noted that the functional aspects of the process are important, rather 
than the specific way the subprograms perform the functions. Conse­
quently, any set of user supplied analysis subprograms may be used as 
long as they are modified in a similar way as the user supplied sub­
programs described herein are,functionally the same, and operate on the 
functions in the order required. 
Certain types of data required for analysis are input by subpro­
gram SDATA. This includes joint coordinates, joint support data, member 
incidences and orientations, material properties, and cost and weight 
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factors. Member properties are obtained from disk files containing sec­
tion tables which were generated by subprogram PTABLE. SDATA also out­
puts the member length, density, and cost factor to disk file 19 for all 
members, and joint coordinates to disk file 20 for all joints. 
Other types of data required for analysis include loading informa­
tion. Subprogram LDATA reads this data in and outputs the resulting 
loading vectors, corresponding to loading conditions, to disk file 15, 
one record per loading condition. 
Subprogram TSCHK, not provided by the user, is called to perform 
consistency checking on the existence of appropriate sections and section 
tables. Subprograms OUTPUT and COSTWT, also not provided by the user, 
are called to output all member properties as they were taken from the 
section tables, and cost and weight data respectively. 
The structural stiffness matrix is assembled by user provided sub­
program STIFF. If a kinematic condensation is not to be executed, the 
stiffness matrix is retained in core memory and not written to disk. 
Otherwise, the stiffness matrix is written to disk file 11, one row per 
record. It should be noted that since the stiffness matrix is symmetri­
cal and banded, only those elements from the diagnonal element to the 
last element within the band of the matrix is actually written to disk. 
If stiffness analysis is executed, the stiffness matrix is re­
duced for solution purposes by user provided subprogram DCBAND. The load 
vectors are reduced, and backsubstitution performed by user provided sub­
program SBAND in order to compute all joint displacements. Member end 
forces and support reactions are then computed by user provided subpro-
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gram RESULT. In addition, RESULT writes member axial force and end 
bending moments to disk file numbers (20 + LN), where LN is the loading 
condition number. 
Displacements corresponding to displacement constraints which are 
not parallel to the global coordinate system, and floor rotations cor­
responding to floor rotation constraints are computed by subprogram 
DEXACT, not provided by the user. 
If kinematic condensation analysis is executed, the structural 
stiffness matrix is kinematically reduced by subprogram STFDES, and all 
other subprograms referenced by STFDES, none of which are provided by 
the user. Subprogram DCBAND is then used as before to reduce the kine­
matically reduced stiffness matrix for solution purposes. 
Subprogram RLOADV, not provided by the user, then kinematically 
reduces the load vectors and writes these results to disk file 15, fol­
lowing the original load vectors, in record numbers (NLS + LN), where 
NLS is the total number of loading conditions, and LN is a loading con­
dition number. 
User provided subprogram SBAM) is also used to reduce the kine­
matically reduced load vectors for solution purposes, and backsubstitute 
to compute the displacements associated with the kinematically reduced 
stiffness equations. These displacements, however, are only the inde­
pendent displacements and displacement measures in reordered form. Sub­
program EXPRD, not provided by the user, computes the dependent joint 
displacements from the displacement measures, and then reorders the in­
dependent and dependent joint displacements into their original natural 
order. Subprograms RESULT and DEXACT are then executed as described 
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before. 
4.3 Detailed Modifications to User Supplied Analysis Programs 
Detailed coding changes to the user provided programs may be found 
in the program listings in Appendix F. Locations and general purpose of 
these changes are outlined in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 for user 
provided subprograms M0DFR2, SDATA, STIFF, LDATA, and RESULT, respec­
tively. 
In addtion to coding changes, certain changes to the common data 
structure are required. The simplest way of determining the required 
changes is to review COMMON of the example user provided analysis control 
subprogram M0DFR2, COMMON of the kinematic condensation control subpro­
gram STFDES, and COMMON of the design system MAIN control program. In 
addition, the definition of all COMMON variables which are used by the 
design system subprograms, not provided by the user, as well as all 
COMMON variables used by the user supplied subprograms, but only those 
which are also used by the design system subprograms, are found in Ap­
pendix E and should be closely reviewed. 
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Table 4.1 Modifications Applied to User Supplied Subprograms FR2 
to Generate M0DFR2 




Number(s) Purpose of Modification 
0007 Skip modifications 2 thru 6 on second 




Call TSCHK to insure initial table and 
section numbers for each member are 
within proper bounds. 
Should an error exist in TSCHK, 
(IERR = 1), skip to end of subprogram 
and return to MAIN program. 
Call OUTPUT to print initial member 
properties. 
0011-0016 Print heading for initial weight and 
cost output. 
0017 Call COSTWT to calculate and print 
initial weight and cost data. 
0020 
0027 
Skip LDATA on second and subsequent 
passes (IFIRST = 1). (Note: LDATA must 
be executed once for each loading condi­
tion during the first analysis.) 
Skip modifications 9 thru 19 if a regular 
analysis is required (IFLAG = 0). 
0028 CALL STFDES, to construct packed, banded, 
reduced stiffness matrix. 
10 0029 If an error is found in STFDES (IERR = 1), 
skip to end of subprogram and return to 
MAIN program. 
11 0030 CALL DCBAND to decompose by Cholesky 
method, the packed, banded, reduced stiff­
ness matrix. (Note: The Cholesky method 
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requires two subroutines to complete, 
one of which is DCBAND. Should a one 
step solver be used, it would be called 
at a later time) 
Skip modification 13 if one the second 
or subsequent pass through STFDES, 
(ISTFD > 0) 
CALL RLOADV to reduce load vector. 
READ in a reduced load vector. 
CALL SBAND to solve for independent 
displacements and displacement measures, 
using decomposed matrix from modifica­
tion 11, and reduced load vector from 
modification 13. (Note: A one step 
solver may be inserted here, using packed, 
banded, reduced matrix with reduced load 
vector.) 
CALL EXPRD to expand reduced displacement 
vector to actual joint displacements, and 
reorder back into original sequence. 
CALL RESULT to compute and store member 
end actions. 
CALL DEXACT to compute exact value of 
translational constraint not parallel to 
global X, Y, or Z axes; and to compute 
floor rotation if such a constraint exists 
(Note: Steps 12 thru 18 are to be car­
ried out for each load vector unless a one 
step solver is used) 
Skip to end of subprogram after processing 
all load vectors. 
20 0045 CALL DCBAND for Cholesky decomposition on 
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able 4.1 Continued 
Modification Line 
Number Number(s) Purpose of Modification 
original stiffness matrix. (Note: The 
Cholesky method requires two subprograms 
to complete, one of which is DCBAND. 
Should a one step solver be used, it 
would be called later.) 
21 0048 READ in unmodified load vector. 
22 0049 CALL SBAND to solve for actual joint 
displacements. (Note: One step solver 
may be inserted here, using original 
stiffness matrix and load vectors. 
23 0054 CALL RESULT to compute and store member 
end actions. 
24 0055 CALL DEXACT to compute exact value of 
translated constraint not parallel to 
global X, Y, or Z axes and to compute 
floor rotation if such a constraint 
exists. (Note: Steps 21 thru 24 are to 
be performed for each load vector unless 
a one step solver is used.) 
25 0060 Skip to end of subprogram. 
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Table 4.2 Modifications Applied to User Supplied Subprogram SDATA 




Number(s) Purpose of Modifcation 
0006 Skip modification 2 on second and subse­
quent passes. 
0082 Write joint coordinates to File 20 imme­
diately after input, record number being 
equal to the joint they represent. 
0150 Skip modification 4 on the second and sub­
sequent passes. 
0153-0154 Input table, section, density factor, and 
cost factor for each member. 
0155-0157 READ section properties into core for each 






Skip modification 7 on second and subsequent 
passes. 
Write demsity factor, cost factor and 
length, in that order, to File 19. 
Skip output of member incidences, table, 
section, etc. on second and subsequent 
passes. 
Skip output of joint restraint information 
on second and subsequent passes. 
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Table A.3 Modifications Applied to User Supplied Subprogram STIFF 
(Note: Line numbers refer to program listing in Appendix F.) 
Modification Line 
Number Number(s) Purpose of Modification 
1 0537 Skip modification 2 if a stiffness analysis 
is requested (IFLAG = 0). 
2 0538-0540 Write out each individual row of the ori­
ginal stiffness matrix to File 11. To 
minimize data transfer, only elements 
from the diagonal to the last element in 
a row within the band are written to disk. 
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Table 4.4 Modifications Applied to User Supplied Subprogram LDATA 
(Note: Line number refers to program listing in Appendix F.) 
Modification Line 
Number Number Purpose of Modifcation 
1 0141 Write out each individual load vector 
to File 15, where record numbers correspond 
to loading number LN. 
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Table 4.5 Modifications Applied to User Supplied Subprogram RESULT 
(Note: Line numbers refer to program listing in Appendix F.) 
Modification Line 
Number Number(s) Purpose of Modification 
1 0279,0280 Write out in order the axial force, y-
and z-axis bending moments at negative 
inciden end, and y- and z-axis bending 
moments at positive incidence end of 
members to Files 20 + LN. Record numbers 
are equal to the member number for which 
these forces apply. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains example problems illustrating results of 
executing the stiffness design system. Two separate frame geometries, 
designated as Frames A and B, have been selected, one a plane frame 
and one a space frame. Although the system is only designed for space 
frames, the plane frame can be modeled and run as a space frame with no 
out of plane loads or deflections. However, this is not very efficient 
because all out of plane deflections are calculated, even though it is 
known they are zero. Solution time is about the same for a space frame 
with the same number of degrees of freedom. It is expected that a 
future version of the design system will be able to design plane frames 
as plane frames. 
Design data, geometry, load data, assumptions and results are all 
presented in succeeding sections of this chapter. 
5.2 Frame A, Plane Frame - General Design Data 
General design data applicable to Frame A, Fig. 5.1, are presented 
in this section. Additional data may be found in Section 5.4. 
1. Geometrical Conditions 
Figure 5.1 shows the geometry, member and joint numbers and 
joints of constraint for Frame A. 
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Figure 5.1 Frame A 
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2. Material - Steel 
a. Modulus of Elasticity, E = 2.9xl04 kips/in.2 
b. Shear Modulus, G = 1.16xl04 kips/in. 
c. Unit Cost Factor, each member, $0.20/lb. of steel 
d. Density Factor, each member, 490 lbs./ft.^ 
3. Load Conditions - Wind only applied as concentrated lateral 
joint loads as shown in Fig. 5.1. 
4. Displacement Constraint Locations and Directions 
a. For Group 1 Examples Al, A2, and A3 (Wind from left 
and right) Joints 69, 97, and 100, horizontal in plane 
of the frame. 
b. For Group 2 Examples AWL1, AWL2, and AWL3 (Wind from 
left) Joints 69 and 97, horizontal in plane of the frame. 
c. For Group 3 Examples AWR1, AWR2, and AWR3 (Wind from 
right) Joints 72 and 100, horizontal in plane of the 
frame. 
Results for all Frame A examples are shown in Table 5.11. 
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5.3 Frame B, Space Frame - General Design Data 
General design data for Frame B, Figs. 5.2 to 5.8, are presented 
in this section. Additional data may be found in Section 5.4. 
1. Geometrical Conditions 
Figs. 5.2 to 5.8 show the geometry, member and joint numbers, 
and points of constraint of Frame B. 
2. Material - Steel 
a. Modulus of Elasticity, E = 2.9x10^ kips/in.2 
b. Shear Modulus, G = 1.16x10^ kips/in.2 
c. Unit Cost Factor, each member, $0.20/lb. of steel 
d. Density Factor, each member, 490 lbs./ft.^ 
3. Load Conditions - Wind only applied as concentrated lateral 
joint loads as shown in Figs. 5.3 to 5.8 for the braced 
and unbraced cases. 
4. Displacement Constraint Locations and Directions 
a. For Groups 4 and 5, Examples Bl, B2, B3,BW1, BW2, and 
BW3: Joint 92, X-direction, Joint 90, Z-direction. 
b. For Group 6 Examples BRW1, BRW2 and BRW3: Joint 94, 
X-direction, Joint 96, Z-direction. 
Results for all Frame B examples are shown in Table 5.12. 
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Figure 5.2 FJoor Plan for Frame B 
Figure 5.3 Frame B, Column Line A 
Figure 5.4 Frame B, Column Line B 
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Figure 5.8 Frame B, Column Line 3 
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5.4 List of Example Problems with Additional Design Data 
Eighteen design examples are presented for the purpose of dis­
playing actual results. Important results and parameters from these 
examples are summarized in Tables 5.11 and 5.12. Of the eighteen exam­
ples, ten are presented in detail with initial and final section sizes 
in Tables 5.1 to 5.10. For these ten examples, graphs of displacement 
versus number of member size changes are plotted in Figs. 5.9 to 5.18. 
Average floor displacement versus floor number is plotted in Figs. 5.19 
to 5.33. 
The following design input data was identical for all examples 
except where noted (further discussion of these parameters can be found 
in the input descriptions in Appendix A). 
1. The column section table consisted of 48 economy sections 
(ICOL = 48). 
2. The beam section table consisted of 38 economy sections 
(IBEAM = 38). 
3. The bracing section table consisted of 20 sections 
(IBR = 20). 
(Note: These section tables are in Appendix B. Also, only 
an unequal leg double angle bracing section table was used.) 
4. A maximum of 250 member size changes were permitted between 
successive 'exact' analyses (IUPD = 250). 
5. One member size change was permitted for each displacement 
constraint prior to the next virtual work cycle (MEMCHG = 1). 
6. All examples had two displacement constraints except for the 
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unbraced plane frame, Examples Al, A2, and A3, which had three 
(NDC = 2 or 3). 
7. The unit load magnification factor was 100.00 (FACT = 100.00). 
8. The displacement constraint tolerance of convergence was 0.00 
(TOL = 0.00). 
9. Initial analysis type parameter indicated a stiffness analysis 
(IFLAG = 0). (Note: exact stiffness analysis rather than 
kinematically condensed analysis.) 
10. Final analysis type parameter indicated a stiffness analysis 
(IFLAG1 = 0). (Note: exact stiffness analysis rather than 
kinematically condensed analysis.) 
11. Maximum number of analyses (both stiffness and kinematically 
reduced) allowed was 10 (ITOTAL = 10). 
12. The number of kinematically condensed analyses permitted per 
stiffness analysis was 0 (IEXACT = 0). (Note: No kinematically 
condensed analyses were performed in these eighteen examples.) 
13. Only translational displacement constraints were imposed 
(IDTYP(I) = 1). For Frame A, these constraint values were 
computed as h/500, where h was the vertical height from the 
ground up to the constraint joint. At the top, floor 24, this 
was 6.91 inches (DC (I) = 6.91). At floor 18 it was 4.90 inches 
(DC(I) = 4.90). For Frame B constraint values were computed 
as h/400. At the top floor this was 3.60 inches (DC(I)= 3.60). 
Note that although not specified in the input, units were assumed 
to be kips and inches. The system requires a consistent set of units be 
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used. 
The example problems are as follows. Note that the parameter EP 
(refer to input description in Appendix A for a more detailed descrip­
tion) is the initial error term specified. 
1. Frame A - Plane Frame 
a. Group 1 - Unbraced frame, Wind in both directions, each 
applied separately. 
1. Example Al - EP = 25% 
2. Example A2 - EP = 10% 
3. Example A3 - EP = 0% 
b. Group 2 - Tension brace in Bay 3 only for Wind from left. 
1. Example AWL1 - EP * 25% 
2. Example AWL2 - EP = 10% 
3. Example AWL3 - EP = 0% 
c. Group 3 - Tension brace in Bay 3 only for Wind from right. 
1. Example AWPvl - EP = 25% 
2. Example AWR2 - EP = 10% 
3. Example AWR3 - EP = 0% 
2. Frame B - Space frame 
a. Group 4 - Unbraced frame, Wind applied separately in posi­
tive X-and Z-directions. 
1. Example Bl - EP = 25% 
2. Example B2 - EP = 10% 
3. Example B3 - EP = 0% 
b. Group 5 - Braced frame, Wind applied in positive X-direc-
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tion, tension braces only in Bay 2 of column lines A and 
B, and in Bay 1 of column line C; Wind applied in positive 
Z-direction, tension braces only in Bay 2 of column lines 
1 and 2, and in Bay 1 of column line 3. 
1. Example BW1 - EP = 25% 
2. Example BW2 - EP = 10% 
3. Example BW3 - EP = 0% 
c. Group 6 - Braced frame., Wind applied in negative X-direc-
tion, tension braces in same Bays as in Group 5;Wind ap­
plied in negative Z—direction, tension braces in same 
Bays as in Group 5. 
1. Example BRW1 - EP = 25% 
2. Example BRW2 - EP = 10% 
3. Example BRW3 - EP = 0% 
5.5 General Discussion of Results 
The preliminary structure, before stiffness design, is assumed to 
be both stable and of adequate strength to safely resist applied external 
loads. For the examples presented here, ICES STRUDL II (7,8) was used to 
estimate initial sizes to meet strength requirements. However, some mem­
bers were reduced in size and loads increased to force larger deflections 
so that results from the stiffness design method could be clearly shown. 
Because a final strength design was not actually completed and loads 
varied from example to example, not all examples for each frame type may 
be compared. Specifically, braced and unbraced problems have no basis 
for comparison. Only those examples with identical starting member sizes 
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permit a valid comparison of results. The object of this Section is to 
show how the computer design system functions, what type of results it 
can produce, how certain input parameters affect design, and to provide 
the user some experience so he might achieve the best possible results 
when using the system. 
The stiffness design method is not intended to be a true final de­
sign, but a useful tool in accomplishing that goal. It indicates those 
areas within the frame which are most sensitive to the chosen displace­
ment constraints. Odd or unusual combinations of member changes may take 
place in the course of a design sequence. For instance, one particular 
member may change many times while an adjacent member might not change 
at all. From the point of view of fabrication and erection costs, this 
can be very inefficient, even though in terms of overall weight and ma­
terial cost, it is very economical. Obviously, a trade off is necessary. 
An engineer, seeing where member size increases occur, creates a more 
even distribution of member changes that not only satisfy the constraints, 
but is also better suited to an overall cost-efficient design. 
Now, the critical displacement by which one can judge stiffness 
design efficiency is the last deflection which satisfies its imposed 
displacement constraint. After all other constraints are met, no addi­
tional member size changes are associated with them. But, since each 
member increase affects all displacements, members changed to reduce the 
final deflection also cause the remaining deflections to decrease. 
It was found that the virtual work solution for displacements are 
smaller than actual displacements as would be computed by an exact stiff­
ness analysis. This was due to the assumptions made for the virtual work 
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solution, whereby shear and torsion effects were neglected, and axial 
forces and bending moments were assumed to remain constant for member 
size changes during the gradient search cycling. Therefore, it was pos­
sible to have the virtual work deflection satisfy the constraint, while 
the exact displacement was excessive. Thus, more reduction based on vir­
tual work displacements may be necessary so that the exact displacements 
can meet the imposed deflection constraints (see Figs. 5.9 to 5.18). 
To compensate for this problem,, error terms were incorporated into 
the design process. An initial error term was input as a percentage of 
the initial exact displacements computed at constraint points. The ini­
tial computed exact displacements and error terms are added such that the 
absolute value of each deflection corresponding to a displacement con­
straint is increased. This forces more reduction to occur in the virtual 
work phase of the program, which is the fastest in terms displacement 
computations on the computer. 
The proper selection of an initial error term may cause enough 
displacement decrease during the first virtual work gradient search stiff­
ness design cycle, so that when an exact displacement check is next made 
(i.e., after the second exact analysis), deflections are below, but very 
close to the allowable limit. Of the eighteen examples discussed, only 
the braced frame problems with initial error terms of 25% and 10% (Ex­
amples AWL1, AWL2, AWR1, AWR2, BW1, BW2, BRW1, and BRW2) required only 
two exact analyses. 
Although an initial error term may be chosen such that only two 
exact analyses (i.e., one to begin the process and one to check at the 
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end) are required, this may not lead to the least cost frame design. A 
clear indication of this possible situation is shown by comparing in Ta­
ble 5.12 Example BW1 (initial error term = 25%) which requires two analy­
ses and has a final cost of $41,306.88, with Example BW3 (initial error 
term = 0%) which requires three analyses and has a final cost of 
$40,219.49. 
Should more than a single gradient search process become necessary 
as in the case of Example BW3 (i.e., more than two exact analyses re­
quired), error terms in succeeding cycles are computed as the difference 
between the virtual work solution for displacements from the previous 
gradient search cycle and the exact displacements computed by the most 
recent exact analysis. These error terms are added as before. 
The ultimate goal is to choose an initial error term which leads 
to a good final design for stiffness which satisfies the imposed displace­
ment constraints, while at the same time reduces the amount of computer 
time required. 
Note that no kinematic reduction analyses were used in any example. 
A discussion of why, along with a presentation of some results are found 
in Section 5.8. 
Now, Figs. 5.9 to 5.18 show graphs of number of member changes 
versus displacement for certain selected examples. The horizontal lines 
on these graphs indicate the constraint values which are imposed at desig­
nated points in the structure. The initial displacements at the far left 
of each graph are determined from the first exact analysis of the struc­
ture under study, and all modifications to this value, during the gradient 
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search cycle, were computed by virtual work calculations based on member 
size increases. In all cases, the plots show decreasing displacement at 
constraint locations due to a number of member size increases. The abrupt 
jumps in each line denote that an exact analysis is performed at that 
point because the approximate virtual work displacements plus an error 
term, are less than the constraint values for all constraints in the 
structure. 
Notice that in some cases, there is a substantial change between 
the virtual work displacements at the end of a cycle and the exact dis­
placements which are calculated by the next exact analysis. This differ­
ence was used as the compensating error term during the next gradient 
search cycle if the exact deflections were still greater than the allow­
able. The amount by which the virtual work solution was found to be be­
low the constraint value was dependent upon the initial error term. This 
user input parameter has an important effect on program efficiency as will 
be shown later. 
Though not obvious, notice that as the design process continues and 
more members are changed, the plots tend to flatten out, becoming slightly 
more horizontal. This is a consequence of the fact that members chosen to 
be increased have less effect on displacement than members picked pre­
viously. Those members with the largest influence are selected first, 
hence the beginning portion of the curve was generally steeper. This phe­
nomenon also reflected the changing of internal member forces as members 
were increased in size. Recall that within a gradient search cycle, mem­
ber forces were taken as constants. However, upon reanalyzing after many 
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member size changes, forces may change significantly. Another major ef­
fect of assuming constant forces is the divergence of virtual work and 
exact displacements. This was compensated for by the use of the error 
term. 
Figs. 5.19 to 5.33 are graphs of average story deflection as it 
varies with respect to floor number. The floor number is, in turn, di­
rectly related to vertical distance h, from the ground up to the floor 
in question. For Frame A, a plane frame, the horizontal displacement of 
joints on each floor were used to arrive at an average floor displace­
ment. The same procedure was followed for Frame B, a space frame, ex­
cept that this frame was divided up into the two orthogonal X and Z-di-
rections, with each direction plotted separately. A deflection limit of 
h/400 was imposed on Frame B. The limiting displacement for Frame A was 
h/500. Note that it may not be concluded that since the average floor 
deflection satisfies the imposed constraint, every individual joint will 
satisfy also. This is primarily due to the fact that the floor may ro­
tate. 
The stiffness design system is highly efficient from a computer 
cost point of view. None of the eighteen examples (Tables 5.11 and 5.12) 
required more than five CPU minutes on an IBM 370/158. For example, con­
sider the space frame Example B3 which had 198 members, 96 joints, 528 
degrees of freedom and two displacement constraints. There were four 
separate loading conditions (both P and Q loads combined) for each exact 
stiffness analysis of the structure of which four were performed. There 
were between 45 and 90 virtual work cycles completed following each of 
the first three stiffness analyses, producing 331 member size increases. 
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All of the above was executed in less than four CPU minutes. At com­
mercial rates of $360 per CPU hour, four CPU minutes would cost about 
$24. Now, compare this computer cost: with the average cost increase 
of a typical member. Consider the additional cost resulting from an in­
crease of a single member by one size in the appropriate section table. 
Suppose a member is 20 feet long, its cost factor is $0.20 per pound of 
steel and the size increase produces a weight increase of five pounds per 
foot of length, which would be typical for a member in Example B3. The 
additional material cost for this member alone is $20. Compare this 
value with the $24 computer cost for the total design. 
Therefore, one may conclude that minor variances in computer time 
for all examples (see Tables 5.11 and 5.12) are insignificant when com­
pared to the material cost Increases. The best overall design is that 
design which causes the smallest increase in structure weight while sat­
isfying the displacement constraints. 
5.6 Frame A Results - Details 
5.6.1 Group 1 Results 
Frame A is a plane frame shown in Fig, 5.1. Unbraced Examples 
Al, A2, and A3 all have identical preliminary member sizes. They compose 
Group 1 examples identified in Table 5.11. Both initial and final mem­
ber sizes for these problems are found in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Displace­
ment constraints 1, 2, and 3 exist at joints 97, 100, and 69 with con­
straint values of 6.91, 6.91 and 4.90 inches respectively, which were 
derived from a limiting deflection constraint of h/500. Constraint po­
sitions 1 and 2 were on floor 24 with position 3 on floor 18. The un­
braced Frame A was subject to loading conditions for wind from the left, 
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associated with constraints 1 and 3, and wind from the right, associated 
with constraint 2. Because deflections at constraint locations 1 and 2 
were so nearly identical, only constraint 1 was plotted in Figs. 5.9 to 
5.11. 
Consider now Figs. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 showing graphs relating the 
relevant displacements in the Group 1 examples. Table 5.11 summarizes 
their results. In all three examples, displacement constraint 1 (6.91 in.) 
was satisfied after about 45 member size increases. Constraint 3 
(4.90 in.) was satisfied after about 50 size changes. However, note that 
in Example Al (Fig. 5.9), a total of 90 member size changes were required 
before the next exact analysis was performed. This was due to an initial 
error term (EP) of 25% (i.e., the computed virtual work displacement plus 
25% of the initial exact displacement had to satisfy the constraint). In 
Example A2 (Fig. 5.10), only 64 size changes occurred before the next 
exact analysis since EP was only 10%. Finally, in Example A3 (Fig. 5.11), 
the next analysis was performed after only 50 member size changes which 
first satisfied the constraints since EP was 0%. 
The largest difference between the virtual work displacements and 
exact displacements are shown by Example Al. However, note that although 
there is a sizable difference, the exact displacements exceed the con­
straint values by only a small amount, after the second exact analysis. 
Example A2 produces a smaller difference, but the exact displacements 
after the second exact analysis were further above the constraint values. 
Example A3 shows a still smaller difference, but the exact deflections 
after the second exact analysis were even further above the allowable. 
The difference between the last virtual work deflections and the next 
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exact deflections become the error terms for the following gradient search 
cycle. 
Although the effect of the initial error term was most evident on 
the first gradient search cycle, its effects were also felt on subsequent 
analyses. Notice in Example Al, despite the fact that the exact displace­
ment computed by the second analysis exceeded the constraint by only a 
small margin, the large error term accumulated for the second gradient 
search was large enough so that when the design concluded, the final dis­
placement was more than 8% below the maximum allowable level. Example 
A3 exhibits the fact that an initial error term of 0% produced an ensuing 
sequence of error terms which were small, thus forcing one more analysis 
to be executed. Displacements in this case were still 8% below the con­
straint value. Finally, Example A2, with an initial error term of 10%, 
had a critical deflection which was only 3.5% below the constraint value. 
In terms of critical deflections, Example A2 was the best design. 
Figs. 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 graphically show the average floor dis­
placements for these three examples both before and after stiffness de­
sign, and compares them to the deflection criterion of h/500. It is ob­
served that the initial structure satisfied the deflection criterion for 
the first five floors. From this floor to the top floor, displacements 
were unsatisfactory. The final average floor displacements show that the 
final designs successfully reduced all story deflections to less than 
h/500. Keep in mind, however, that constraints were only dictated at 
floors 18 and 24, with no restrictions imposed at any other floors. It 
is interesting to note how the intermediate constraint point at floor 18, 
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in addition to the constraint at the top, floor 24, produced a satisfac­
tory design throughout in terms of satisfying a design displacement cri­
terion of h/500. It will be shown that the space frame examples, without 
the intermediate constraint point, do not always behave in this manner. 
In Group 1, the best design (i.e, lightest weight) and, therefore, 
the least costly structure (all members had identical cost factors, so 
cost was directly related to weight), was Example A2, with an initial 
error term of 10%. It was 2.1% lighter than Example Al, and 1.2% lighter 
than Example A3. This was translated into material cost savings of $1,404 
and $826 over Examples Al and A3, respectively (see Table 5.11). 
5.6.2 Group 2 and 3 Results 
Example AWL2 contained tension braces for wind load from the left, 
while Example AWR2 contained tension braces for wind from the right. 
Both examples have identical initial member properties and geometrical 
configurations and are the same except for the brace directions. Example 
AWL2 had displacement constraints 1 and 2 at joints 97 and 69 with values 
of 6.91 and 4.90 inches, respectively. Example AWR2 had corresponding 
displacement constraints on the right side of the structure, 1 and 2 at 
joints 100 and 72, with identical values of 6.91 and 4.90 inches re­
spectively. 
Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, and Table 5.11 show dispacements at con­
straint locations as a function of member size changes for both braced 
examples. These two Examples (AWL2 and AWR2 with initial error terms of 
10%) were chosen, rather than AWR1, AWL1, etc., because they produced 
reasonable results, they were typical for Groups 2 and 3, and more 
importantly, they were associated with an initial error term of 10% which 
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is recommended for structures of the type considered in this study. 
Member sizes, both preliminary and final are listed in Tables 
5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. Neither of the displacement constraints were ex­
ceeded by a very large amount: and thus a solution was obtained rapidly 
in one gradient search cycle and after two exact analyses. The initial 
deflections were found to be slightly higher in Example AWL2 than AWR2, 
but the difference was small. Displacement constraint 1 in both cases was 
satisfied after five or fewer member changes. Displacement constraint 2 
required just less than 20 size changes in Example AWR2, but required 
about 25 size changes in Example AWL2. Due to the initial error term of 
10%, members continued to be increased beyond that required by the vir­
tual work displacement calculation alone as shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. 
When the gradient search was complete, Examples AWL2 and AWR2 required 
62 and 50 member size changes, respectively, and upon completion of the 
second exact analysis, it was determined that the critical displacement 
(associated with constraint 2) in each case was less than the constraint 
value by only 2.2%, a very efficient design In terms of critical deflec­
tion. Note that only two analyses were performed in order to satisfy the 
constraints, as opposed to at least three in the unbraced cases. How­
ever, the initial displacements in the braced cases were much less than 
the unbraced cases. Actually, the braced and unbraced examples may not 
properly be compared because a common starting point for these examples 
was not employed. 
In Figs. 5.22 and 5.23 the overall initial and final average floor 
displacements are compared with the h/500 design criterion. The first 
seven initial floor displacements for both examples satisfied the con-
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staint values and all final deflections were at satisfactory levels. Re­
call that constraints were imposed only at floor 18 and 24 as was the 
situation with the unbraced structures. 
Now, consider the Group 2 examples (Table 5.11) only. The lightest 
weight and least costly structure was Example AWL3. This example was 
0.15% lighter and $88 less expensive than Example AWL2, as well as 0.64% 
lighter and $375 less expensive than Example AWL1. 
Next, consider Group 3 examples (Table 5.11) only. The lightest 
weight and least costly structure was Example AWR3. This example was 
0.18% lighter and $104 less expensive than Example AWR2, as well as 1.4% 
lighter and $800 less expensive than Example AWR1. 
5.6.3 Summary of Frame A Results 
Frame A examples were divided into Groups 1, 2, and 3, with 
Group 1 unbraced, and Groups 2 and 3 braced frames. All results are 
summarized in Table 5.11. Only tension braces were included in the 
Group 2 and 3 structures. 
From Group 1, Example A2 with an initial error term of 10% pro­
duced the lightest weight and least expensive final design, as well as 
producing the best design in terms of critical deflections. 
From Group 2, Example AWL3 with an initial error term of 0% re­
sulted in the lightest and least expensive design, and also was the best 
in terms of critical deflections. Observe, however, that Example AWL2 
with an initial error of 10%, produced a nearly identical design. 
From Group 3, Example AWR3 with an initial error term of 0% re­
sulted in the lightest and least expensive design, and also was the best 
as far as critical deflections were concerned. Note that Example AWR2 
with an initial error term of 10% also produced a nearly identical de­
sign. 
It is interesting to note where member size changes occurred in 
each of the Frame A examples. By a large margin, beams were chosen as 
the most sensitive to the displacement constraints (more beam size changes 
than columns or braces) in both braced and unbraced cases. For Example 
A2, beam changes were concentrated toward the lower half of Bay 2 and 
the middle of Bay 1. Several column changes were made toward the top of 
column lines B and D, and a few relatively scattered beam increases are 
found in Bay 3. 
Example AWL2 for wind from the left and Example AWR2 for wind from 
the right are extremely similar in their member change patterns. The 
only braces to increase were those in Bay 3 between floors 6 and 16, one 
increase for each brace. The same columns at the top two stories of 
column line B increased once in each example, as well as several beams 
in Bay 3. Example AWL2 showed one additional beam change in Bay 3. The 
remainder of the member changes in the two examples were concentrated in 
Bay 2. Most of these were increased by two sizes with Example AWL2 show­
ing several additional increases. 
The close resemblance between Examples AWL2 and AWR2 implies that, 
at least for this plane frame, only one wind load case needed to be con­
sidered, since the opposite wind will produce like results, not only in 
beam and column sizes, but brace sizes as well. For the actual struc­
ture, tension braces were necessary to resist lateral loads in each di-
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rection separately, and these results showed that the same size braces 
may be used for wind in each direction. In practical engineering appli­
cations, this is usually the case due to fabrication and erection econo­
my . 
Generally, one may draw several conclusions from studying all 
Frame A examples. First, it was shown that an intermediate constraint 
imposed at floor 18, in addition to the constraint at the top floor 24, 
produced average floor displacements below the h/500 design criterion 
for all floors. Also, the initial error term of 25% resulted in the 
heaviest final design within each individual Group, while 10% resulted in 
the least weight design for the unbraced cases, and 0% resulted in the 
least weight design for the braced cases. For the braced cases, how­
ever, 0% and 10% initial error terms produced nearly identical results. 
The computer time necessary to complete a design was discovered 
to be insignificant in comparison with the material weight increases as 
discussed in previous sections of this chapter. 
Detailed results, including initial and final member sizes are 
shown for Examples Al, A2, A3, AWL2 and AWR2 in Tables 5.1 to 5.5. 
Figs. 5.9 to 5.13 show graphs of number of member changes versus dis­
placement, and Figs. 5.19 to 5.23 show graphs of average floor displace­
ment versus floor number for each of these examples. 
5.7 Frame B Results - Details 
5.7.1 Group 4 Results 
The floor plan for Frame B, a space frame, is illustrated in 
Fig. 5.2. An identical plan exists for all 11 floors in the frame. Each 
of the column lines are shown in Figs. 5.3 to 5.8. Unbraced frame Exam-
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pies Bl, B2, and B3 all have identical preliminary member sizes. They 
compose Group 4 examples identified in Table 5.12. Both initial and fi­
nal member sizes for these Examples are found in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. 
Displacement constraints 1 and 2 are specified on the top floor, at joints 
92 and 90 in the X and Z-directions, respectively. Constraint 
limits are 3.60 inches for both directions, based on a deflection criter­
ion used for this frame of h/400. Frame B is subject to wind loads in 
the positive X-direction associated with constraint 1, and positive Z-
direction, associated with constraint 2. These directions correspond to 
the X and Z-directions shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Figs. 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 are graphs relating member changes and 
displacements at constraint locations for Group 4 examples. In a simi­
lar way as Group 1 examples, the effects of differences in initial error 
terms for each individual example is clearly evident. At the conclusion 
of the first gradient search cycle, Example Bl with an initial error of 
25%, required 153 member size increases, while Example B2 with an initial 
error of 10% required 105 member size increases, and Example B3 with an 
initial error term of 0% required only 79 member size increases. The 
25% term resulted in the largest difference between the last virtual work 
displacement from the gradient search loop and the following displacement 
from the exact stiffness analysis, while the 10% term had the next smal­
ler difference, and finally, the 0% term had the smallest difference. 
This was precisely the same behavior found in the unbraced Frame A Exam­
ples of Group 1. 
Example B3 required an additional analysis (a fourth analysis) to 
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attain the final design, and overdesigned the critical displacement by 
almost 12%. Although it takes one less analysis (only three)than Example 
B3, Example Bl also overdesigned the critical displacement by about 11%. 
Finally, Example B2, which required three analyses as did Example Bl, 
came within 0.3% of the constraint value for the critical deflection. 
Therefore, in terms of critical deflections, the best design in this 
group was Example B2. 
These examples were quite different in terms of the number of mem­
ber size increases necessary to achieve a final design. Example B2, 
sing an initial error term of 10%, required 90 fewer member size increases 
than either of the other two examples. 
Figs. 5.24 to 5.29 show the average floor displacements in both 
the X and Z-directions for the Group 4 examples, and compare the initial 
and final floor displacements to the design constraint of h/400. For 
all six cases, the initial floor displacements exceeded the limit by a 
large margin, becoming progressively worse toward the top of the struc­
ture. The X-direction floor displacements of the Example Bl final de­
sign (Fig. 5.24) were reduced such that they were below the constraint 
at the top, but still slightly over the limit toward the bottom. The 
Z-direction floor displacements for this Example (Fig. 5.25) satisfied 
the constraint everywhere. In Example B3, both the X and Z-directions 
exhibited nearly the identical floor displacements as described for Ex­
ample Bl. In Example B2, the X-direction average floor displacement no­
where satisfied the h/400 criterion. However, at the top, the discrep­
ancy was negligible. The Z-direction floor displacements satisfied the 
constraint only at the top story, but exceeded it at all other stories. 
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It must be noted that although the average floor displacements may be 
greater than the allowable, the individual constrained joints satisfy 
the displacement constraints. The displacement fields shown for unbraced 
Frame B had one marked difference from those of Frame A. The Frame B ex­
amples had displacement constraints imposed only at the top, as opposed 
to Frame A which had an additional constraint three quarters of the way 
up the building. The extra constraint in Frame A was the major reason 
why Frame A average floor displacements were entirely within the allowable 
deflection envelope, while Frame B displacements were only at a satisfac­
tory level at the top. It is, therefore, recommended that at least one 
displacement constraint be located at approximately mid-height of the 
structure for future design. 
In Group 4, the best design (i.e., the lightest weight) and con­
sequently, the least expensive structure (all members had identical cost 
factors, so cost was directly related to weight), was Example B2, with 
an initial error term of 10%. It was 4.1% lighter than Example Bl, and 
4.6% lighter than Example B3. This was translated into material cost 
savings of $2,325 and $2,158 over Examples Bl and B3, respectively (see 
Table 5.12). 
5.7.2 Group 5 and 6 Results 
Figs. 5.17 and 5.18 show plots of member size increases versus 
displacement at constraint locations for braced Frame B Examples BW2 and 
BRW2, both with initial error terms of 10%. These were selected, rather 
than BW1, BRW1, etc., because they produced reasonable results, they were 
typical for Groups 5 and 6, and more importantly, they were associated 
with an initial error term of 10% which is recommended for structures of 
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the type considered herein. 
Examples BW2 and BRW2 had the same initial member sizes. These, 
as well as final design member sizes, are listed in Table 5.8, 5.9 and 
5.10. Table 5.12 summarizes other design results for these examples. 
Example BW2 was subjected to wind loads in the positive X-direc­
tion, associated with constraint 1 at joint 92,(on the top floor) and 
wind in the positive Z-direction, associated with constraint 2 at joint 
90 (also on the top floor). Example BRW2 was subjected to negative X-
direction wind, associated with constraint 1 at joint 94, and negative 
Z-direction wind associated with constraint 2 at joint 96. As with other 
Frame B examples, the upper bound on deflection was 3.60 inches. Notice 
that the constraint locations for the positive and negative loads cor­
respond to each other, and were located on opposite sides of the same 
column line. Tension-only braces were used for wind in each direction. 
Fig. 5.17 shows that initial displacements at constraint locations 
in Example BW2 were within one tenth of an inch of each other. After 160 
member size increases, the virtual work displacements with a 10% error 
term satisfied the constraints. The subsequent exact analysis showed 
that the exact displacements were within 3% of the constraint value. 
Example BRW2 in Fig. 5.18 showed a similar trend. It required 130 mem­
ber size increases before the virtual work displacements plus the 10% 
error term satisfied the constraint value. One may conclude from Table 
5.12, that, in terms of critical displacements, Examples BW2 and BRW2 
were the best in their respective groups, each having critical displace­
ments within about 3% of constraint values. 
Overall, the final results showed a difference of only 9 member 
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size changes between the two examples (BW2 and BRW2) to complete the 
design. Observe that only two exact analyses were performed in each case 
(the initial one and the final one). 
Plots of average floor displacements in the X and Z-directions for 
both examples are shown in Figs. 5.30, 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33. In each case, 
the initial displacements did not satisfy the h/400 constraint anywhere. 
After stiffness design, the displacement constraints were satisfied at 
every floor level. Note also that the displacements at the top were 
farther below the limit than those at the bottom. 
Now, consider Group 5 examples (Table 5.12) only. The lightest 
weight and least costly structure was Example BW3. This example was 
0.50% lighter and $205 less expensive than Example BW2, as well as 2.7% 
lighter and $1087 less expensive than Example BW1. 
Next consider Group 6 examples (Table 5.12) only. The lightest 
weight and least costly structure was Example BRW3. This example was 
0.13% lighter and $54 less expensive than Example BRW2, as well as 2.2% 
lighter and $907 less expensive than Example BRW1. 
5.7.3 Summary of Frame B Results 
Frame B examples were divided into Groups 4, 5, and 6 with Group 
4 unbraced, and Groups 5 and 6 braced frames. All results are summarized 
in Table 5.12. Only tension braces were included in the Group 5 and 6 
structures. 
From Group 4, Example B2 with an initial error term of 10% pro­
duced the lightest weight and least expensive final design, as well as 
producing the best design in terms of critical deflections. 
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From Group 5, Example BW3 with an initial error term of 0% re­
sulted in the lightest and least expensive design. Observe, however, 
that Example BW2, with an initial errcr term of 10%, produced a nearly 
identical design, while being the best in terms of critical deflections. 
From Group 6, Example BRW3 with an initial error term of 0% re­
sulted in the lightest and least expensive design. Note that Example 
BRW2, with an initial term of 10%, also produced a nearly identical de­
sign, while being the best in terms of critical deflections. 
It is interesting to note the locations and types of member size 
changes which occurred. Example B2, previously described as the least 
costly structure of the unbraced examples in Group 4, showed beams having 
somewhat more influence on deflection than columns. Beams in column lines 
B and 2 (Figs. 5.4 and 5.7) were locations where most member increases 
occurred, with slightly more changes toward the top of the building. 
In both instances, Bay 1, the shorter bay, had the most beam size in­
creases. The intersection of column lines B and 2 (B-2) contained most 
of the column size increases, where column locations B-l and A-2 had much 
fewer column size increases. Columns in column lines C and 3 were rela­
tively free of size increases. 
The braced Examples BW2 for wind from the left, and BRW2 for wind 
from the right, showed remarkably similar results, which imply that only 
one wind load case needed to be considered, as was the case with Frame A 
examples, and that diagonal braces required to resist lateral loads in 
both directions may be of equal size. In practical engineering applica­
tions, this is usually the case due to fabrication and erection economy. 
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Braces proved Co be the member type having the most significant effect 
on displacement constraints in these Examples. Column lines B and 2 
(Figs. 5.4 and 5.7) showed significantly more bracing member size in­
creases than any other part of the structure. Also in column lines B and 
2, beams experiencing size increases were located entirely in Bay 1. 
Column location B-2 exhibited column size increases almost entirely be­
tween floors 4 and 9. Column lines A, C, 1, and 3 were generally unaf­
fected, although a few small increases did occur. 
Generally, one may draw several conclusions from studying all 
Frame B examples. First, for the unbraced frames (Bl, B2, B3) it was 
shown that due to the lack of an intermediate constraint (i.e., a con­
straint somewhere between the ground and the top floors) that average 
floor displacements in the middle of the frame exceeded the h/400 dis­
placement constraint boundary. For the unbraced frames, this caused no 
problems. Also, the initial error term of 25% resulted in the heaviest, 
and therefore costliest final design within each individual Group, while 
10% resulted in the least weight design for the unbraced cases, and 0% 
resulted in the least weight design for the braced cases. For the braced 
cases, however, 0% and 10% initial error terms produced nearly identical 
results. 
The computer time necessary to complete a design was discovered 
to be insignificant in comparison with the material weight increases as 
discussed in previous sections of this chapter. 
5.8 Kinematic Condensation Results 
The kinematic condensation technique detailed in Chapter 3 was in­
tended at the outset to reduce the number of unknowns and thereby reduce 
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Table 5.1. Column Sizes - Unbraced Frame A 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Al Example A2 Example A3 
1 1 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
2 1 14WF426 14WF426 14WF426 14WF426 
3 1 14WF500 14WF500 14WF500 14WF500 
4 1 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
DO
 2 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
9 2 14WF426 14WF426 14WF426 14WF426 
10 2 14WF500 14WF500 14WF500 14WF500 
11 2 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
15 3 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
L6 3 14WF370 14WF37C 14WF370 14WF370 
17 3 14WF426 14WF426 14WF426 14WF426 
18 3 14WF342 14WF342 14WF342 14WF342 
22 4 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
23 4 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
24 4 14WF426 14WF426 14WF426 14WF426 
25 4 14WF342 14WF342 14WF342 14WF342 
29 5 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
30 5 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
31 5 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
32 5 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
39 6 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
3': 9 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
38 6 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
39 6 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
43 7 14WF228 14WF228 14WF228 14WF228 
44 7 14WF264 14WF264 14WF264 14WF264 
45 7 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
46 7 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
50 8 14WF228 14WF228 14WF228 14WF228 
51 8 14WF264 14WF264 14WF264 14WF264 
92 s 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
99 8 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
97 9 14WF202 14WF202 14WF202 14WF202 
58 9 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 
59 9 14WF264 14WF264 14WF264 14WF264 
60 9 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
64 10 14WF202 14WF202 14WF202 14WF202 
65 10 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 
66 10 14WF264 14WF264 14WF264 14WF264 
67 10 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
Table 5.1. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Al Example A2 Example A3 
71 1 1 1 4 W F 1 7 6 1 4 W F 1 7 6 1 4 W F 1 7 6 1 4 W F 1 7 6 
72 1 1 1 4 W F 1 8 4 1 4 W F 1 8 4 14WF184 1 4 W F 1 8 4 
73 1 1 1 4 W F 2 1 9 1 4 W F 2 1 9 1 4 W F 2 1 9 1 4 W F 2 1 9 
74 1 1 1 4 W F 2 1 9 1 4 W F 2 1 9 1 4 W F 2 1 9 1 4 W F 2 1 9 
78 1 2 1 4 W F 1 7 6 1 4 W F 1 7 6 1 4 W F 1 7 6 1 4 W F 1 7 6 
79 1 2 14WF184 1 4 W F 1 8 4 14WF184 1 4 W F 1 8 4 
80 1 2 14WF219 1 4 W F 2 1 9 14WF219 1 4 W F 2 1 9 
B : 1 2 do do do do 
85 1 3 1 4 W F 1 5 0 1 4 W F 1 5 0 1 4 W F 1 5 0 1 4 W F 1 5 0 
3 6 13 do do do do 
87 13 1 4 W F 1 9 3 1 4 W F 1 9 3 1 4 W F 1 9 3 1 4 W F 1 9 3 
88 1 3 do do do do 
9 2 14 1 4 W F 1 5 0 1 4 W F 1 5 0 1 4 W F 1 5 0 1 4 W F 1 5 0 
93 14 do do do do 
94 14 1 4 W F 1 9 3 1 4 W F 1 9 3 1 4 W F 1 9 3 1 4 W F 1 9 3 
95 1 4 do do do do 
9 9 1 5 1 4 W F 1 2 7 1 4 W F 1 2 7 1 4 W F 1 2 7 1 4 W F 1 2 7 
1 0 0 1 5 do do do do 
1 0 1 1 5 1 4 W F 1 5 8 1 4 W F 1 5 8 1 4 W F 1 5 8 1 4 W F 1 5 8 
1 0 2 15 1 4 W F 1 6 7 14WF167 14WF167 1 4 W F 1 6 7 
1 0 6 1 6 14WF127 14WF127 1 4 W F 1 2 7 1 4 W F 1 2 7 
1 0 7 1 6 do do do do 
1 0 8 16 1 4 W F 1 5 8 1 4 W F 1 5 8 1 4 W F 1 5 8 1 4 W F 1 5 8 
1 0 9 1 6 1 4 W F 1 6 7 14WF167 1 4 W F 1 6 7 14WF167 
1 1 3 1 7 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 
1 1 4 L 7 do do do do 
1 1 5 1 7 1 4 W F 1 3 6 1 4 W F 1 3 6 1 4 W F 1 3 6 1 4 W F 1 3 6 
1 1 6 17 do do do do 
1 2 0 1 8 1 4 W F 1 1 1 14WF111 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 
1 2 1 1 8 do do do do 
1 2 2 13 1 4 W F 1 3 6 1 4 W F 1 3 6 1 4 W F 1 3 6 1 4 W F 1 3 6 
1 2 3 1 3 do do do do 
1 2 7 19 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
1 2 8 1 9 do do do do 
1 2 9 J 9 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 
1 3 0 ,-9 do do do do 
1 3 4 2 0 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
1 3 5 2 0 do do do do 
1 3 6 2 0 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 1 4 W F 1 1 1 
1 3 7 2 0 do do do do 
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Table 5.1. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Al Example A2 Example A3 
141 21 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 
142 21 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 
143 21 14WF74 14WF74 14WF74 14WF74 
144 21 14WF78 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
148 22 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 
149 22 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 
150 22 14WF74 14WF74 14WF74 14WF74 
151 22 14WF78 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
155 23 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
156 23 10WF39 14WF43 14WF43 14WF43 
157 23 14WF48 14WF48 14WF48 14WF48 
158 23 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 
162 24 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
163 24 10WF39 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
164 24 14WF48 14WF48 14WF48 14WF48 
165 24 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 
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Table 5.2, Beam Sizes - Unbraced Frame A 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Al Example A2 Example A3 
5 1 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
6 1 33WF118 33WF118 33WF118 36WF135 
7 1 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
12 2 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
13 2 30WF116 36WF150 36WE135 36WF150 
14 2 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
19 3 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
°0 3 30WF108 36WF160 36WF160 36WF150 
21 3 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
26 4 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
27 4 30WF99 36WF160 36WF160 36WF135 
28 4 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
33 5 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
34 5 30WF99 36WF160 36WF160 36WF135 
35 5 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
40 6 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
41 6 27WF94 36WF135 36WF160 36WF135 
42 6 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
47 7 18WF45 21WF55 21WE55 21WF55 
48 7 27WF84 30WF99 36WF135 33WF118 
49 7 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 27WF84 
54 8 18WF45 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
5 5 8 27WF84 30WF108 30WF108 30WF108 
56 8 24WF68 33WF130 24WF68 27WF84 
61 9 18WF45 27WF84 24WF76 24WF68 
62 9 24WF76 36WF160 30WF99 30WF99 
63 9 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 27WF84 
68 10 18WF45 27WF84 24WF68 27WF84 
69 10 24WF68 27WF84 33WF118 36WF135 
70 10 24WF68 24WF68 30WF99 27WF84 
75 11 18WF45 30WF108 24WF68 27WF84 
76 11 21WF62 24WF68 27WF84 27WF84 
77 11 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
82 12 18WF45 24WF68 30WF108 27WF84 
83 12 18WF50 24WF68 21WF55 24WF68 
84 12 24WF68 30WF99 24WF68 24WF76 
89 13 18WF45 24WF68 24WF68 36WF135 
90 13 16WF40 18WF45 21WF55 18WF45 
9d 13 24WF68 36WF135 27WF84 27WF84 
96 14 18WF45 21WE55 30WF99 27WF84 
47 14 14WF30 16B31 16B31 16B31 
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Table 5.2. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Des 
Number Number Sizes Example Al Example A2 Example A 
98 14 24WF68 30WF99 30WF108 27WF84 
103 15 18WF45 21WF55 27WF84 27WF84 
104 15 16B26 16B26 16B26 16B26 
105 15 24WF68 30WF9^ 24WF68 30WF99 
110 16 18WF45 27WF84 24WF68 27WF84 
111 16 16B26 16B26 16B26 16B26 
112 16 21WF62 24WF68 27WF84 27WF84 
117 17 18WF45 27WF84 24WF68 27WF84 
118 17 16B26 16B26 16B26 16B26 
119 17 21WF55 27WF84 21WF55 21WF55 
124 18 18WF45 27WF84 24WF68 27WF84 
125 18 16B26 16B26 16B26 16B26 
126 13 21WF55 27WF84 21WF55 21WF55 
131 19 16WF40 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
132 19 16B26 16B26 16B26 16B26 
133 1 9 21WF55 27WF84 21WF55 24WF76 
138 20 16WF36 24WF68 18WF45 21WF55 
139 20 14B22 16B26 16B26 16B26 
140 20 21WF55 24WT68 24WF68 27WF94 
145 21 1 6 W F 3 6 24WF76 18WF45 21WF55 
146 21 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 16B26 
147 21 21WF55 27WF84 24WF68 21WF62 
152 22 16WF36 18WF45 16WF36 16WF36 
153 22 14B17.2 16B26 16B31 14B17.2 
154 22 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
159 23 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
160 23 14B17.2 14B17.2 14B17.2 14B17.2 
161 23 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
166 24 16B26 16B26 16B26 16B26 
167 24 12JR11.8 12JR11.8 12JR11.8 12JR11.8 
168 24 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
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1 1 14WT314 14WF314 14WF314 
2 1 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
3 1 14WF398 14WF398 14WF398 
4 1 14WF398 14WF398 14WF398 
8 2 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
9 2 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
10 2 14WF398 14WF398 14WF398 
U 2 14WF398 14WF398 14WF398 
15 3 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
16 3 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
17 3 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
18 3 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
22 4 14WF28 7 14WF287 14WF287 
23 4 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
24 4 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
25 4 14WF370 14WF370 14WF370 
29 5 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
30 5 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
31 •5 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
32 5 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
36 6 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
37 8 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
38 6 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
39 8 14WF314 14WF314 14WF314 
43 7 14WF228 14WF228 14WF228 
44 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 
45 7 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
46 7 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
50 8 14WF228 14WF228 14WF228 
51 8 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 
52 8 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
53 8 14WF287 14WF287 14WF287 
57 9 14WF202 14WF202 14WF202 
58 9 14WF202 14WF202 14WF202 
59 c' 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
60 8 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
84 10 14WF202 14WF202 14WF202 
65 10 14WF202 14WF202 14WF202 
8n 10 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
67 i a 14WF246 14WF246 14WF246 
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Table 5.3. Continued 
Member Story- Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Numb e r Sizes Example AWL2 Example AWR2 
71 14WF176 14WF176 14WF176 
72 11 14WF176 14WF176 14WF176 
7 3 11 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 
74 11 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 
~8 12 14WF176 14WF176 14WF176 
79 12 14WF176 14WF176 14WF176 
80 12 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 
81 12 14WF219 14WF219 14WF219 
85 13 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
86 ,3 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
87 .3 14WF193 14WF193 14WF193 
88 13 14WF193 14WF193 14WF193 
92 14 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
93 14 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
94 14 14WF193 14WF193 14WF193 
95 14 14WF193 14WF193 14WF193 
99 15 14WF127 14WF127 14WF127 
100 15 14WF127 14WF127 14WF127 
101 15 14WF158 14WF158 14WF158 
102 L5 14WF167 14WF167 14WF167 
106 16 14WF127 14WF127 14WF127 
107 16 14WF127 14WF127 14WF127 
108 16 14WF158 14WF158 14WF158 
109 16 14WF167 14WF167 14WF167 
113 17 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
114 17 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
115 14WF136 14WF136 14WF136 
116 17 14WF136 14WF136 14WF136 
120 18 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
121 18 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
122 18 14WF136 14WF136 14WF136 
123 18 14WF136 14WF136 14WF136 
127 19 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
128 19 14WF78 14WF78 14WF78 
129 19 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
130 19 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
134 20 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
135 20 14WF78 14WF78 14WF7 8 
136 20 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
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Table 5.3. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example AWL2 Example AWR2 
137 20 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
141 21 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 
142 21 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 
143 21 14WF74 14WF74 14WF74 
144 •21 14WF78 14WF78 14WF78 
148 22 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 
149 22 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 
150 22 14WF74 14WF74 14WF74 
151 22 14WF78 14WF78 14WF78 
155 20 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
156 23 10WF39 12WF40 12WF40 
157 23 14WF48 14WF48 14WF48 
158 23 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 
162 24 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
163 24 10WF39 12WF40 12WF40 
164 24 14WF48 14WF48 14WF48 
165 24 14WF53 14WF53 14WF53 
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Table 5.4 Beam Sizes - Braced Frame A 
Member Story Initial. Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example AWL2 Example AWR3 
5 1 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
6 1 14B17.2 14B17.2 14B17.2 
7 1 21WF62 21WF62 21WF62 
12 2 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
13 2 14B17.2 16B26 14B17.2 
:. k 2 21WF62 21WF62 21WF62 19 3 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
20 3 14117.2 16B26 16B26 
21 3 21WF62 24WF68 24WF68 
26 4 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
27 4 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
28 4 21WF62 24WF68 24WF68 
33 5 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 34 5 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
35 5 21WF62 24WF68 21WF62 
40 6 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
41 6 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
42 6 21WF62 21WF62 21WF62 
47 7 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
48 7 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
49 7 21WF62 21WF62 21WF62 
54 8 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
55 8 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
56 8 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
61 9 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
62 9 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
63 9 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
68 10 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
69 10 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
70 10 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
7 5 11 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
76 11 14B17.2 16WF40 16B26 
7 7 11 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
82 12 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
83 12 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
84 12 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
89 13 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
90 13 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
9^ 13 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
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Table 5.4. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example AWL2 Example AWR3 
96 14 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
97 14 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
98 14 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
103 15 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
104 15 14B17.2 16WF36 16B26 
105 15 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
110 16 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
111 16 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
112 16 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
117 17 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
118 17 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
119 17 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
124 18 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
125 18 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
126 18 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
131 19 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
132 19 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
133 19 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
138 20 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
139 20 14B17.2 16B26 16B26 
140 20 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
145 21 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
146 21 14B17.2 14B17.2 14B17.2 
147 25 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
152 2 2 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
153 22 14B17.2 14B17.2 14B17.2 
154 22 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
159 23 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
160 23 14B17.2 14B17.2 14B17.2 
161 33 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
166 24 16B26 16B26 16B26 
167 24 12JR11.8 12JR11.8 12JR11.8 
168 24 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
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Table 5.5 Brace Sizes - Braced Frame A 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example AWL2 Example AWR2 
169 1 5UAN27.2 5UAN27.2 5UAN27.2 
170 2 5UAN25.6 5UAN25.6 5UAN25.6 
171 3 6UAN24.6 6UAN24.6 6UAN24.6 
172 4 6UAN23.4 6UAN23.4 6UAN23.4 
173 5 4UAN22.2 4UAN22.2 4UAN22.2 
174 6 4UAN21.2 4UAN21.2 4UAN21.2 
175 7 4UAN19.6 4UAN21.2 4UAN21.2 
176 8 4UAN18.2 4UAN19.6 4UAN19.6 
177 9 4UAN18.2 4UAN19.6 4UAN19.6 
178 10 4UAN17.0 4UAN18.2 4UAN18.2 
179 11 4UAN15.4 4UAN17.0 4UAN17.0 
180 12 4UAN14.4 4UAN15.4 4UAN15.4 
181 13 3UAN13.2 4UAN14.4 4UAN14.4 
182 14 3UAN13.2 4UAN14.4 4UAN14.4 
183 15 4UAN11.6 3UAN13.2 3UAN13.2 
184 16 4UAN11.6 3UAN13.2 3UAN13.2 
185 17 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
186 18 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
187 19 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
188 20 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
189 21 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
190 22 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
191 23 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
192 24 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
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Table 5.6. Column Sizes - Unbraced Frame B 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Bl Example B2 Example B3 
1 1 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
2 1 do 14WF184 14WF158 14WF202 
3 1 do 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
4 .1 do do do 14WF158 
5 1 do 14WF184 14WF176 14WF202 
6 1 do 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
7 1 do do do do 
8 1 do do do do 
19 2 do do do do 
20 2 do do do 14WF158 
21 2 do do do 14WF150 
22 2 do 14WF158 do 14WF158 
23 2 do 14WF211 14WF184 14WF219 
24 2 do 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
25 2 do do do do 
26 2 do do do do 
37 3 14WF119 14WF119 14WF119 14WF119 
38 3 do do do do 
39 3 do do do do 
40 3 do do do do 
41 3 do 14WF150 14WF142 14WF167 
42 3 do 14WF119 14WF119 14WF119 
43 3 do do do do 
44 3 do do do do 
55 4 do do do do 
56 4 do do do do 
57 4 do do do do 
58 4 do do do do 
59 4 do 14WF142 14WF127 14WF142 
60 4 do 14WF119 14WF119 14WF119 
61 4 do do do do 
62 4 do do do do 
73 5 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
74 5 do do do do 
75 5 do do do do 
76 5 do 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
77 5 do 14WF150 14WF127 14WF150 
78 5 do 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
79 5 do do do do 
80 5 do do do do 
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Table 5.6. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Bl Example B2 Example B3 
91 6 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 14WF84 
92 6 do do do do 
93 6 do do do do 
94 6 do 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
95 6 do 14WF142 14WF127 14WF142 
96 6 do 14WF111 14WF84 14WF84 
97 6 do 14WF84 do do 
98 6 do do do do 
109 7 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 
110 7 do 14WF84 14WF78 14WF84 
111 7 do 14WF61 14WF61 14WF61 
112 7 do 14WF111 14WF84 14WF111 
113 7 do 14WF142 14WF119 14WF142 
114 7 do 12WF79 14WF61 14WF61 
115 7 do 14WF61 do do 
116 7 do do do do 
127 DO do do do do 
128 8 do do do 14WF78 
129 8 do do do 14WF61 
130 8 do 14WF111 14WF84 12WF79 
131 8 do 14WF142 14WF127 14WF127 
132 8 do 12WF79 14WF61 12WF79 
133 8 do 14WF61 do 14WF61 
134 8 do 12WF79 do do 
145 9 12WF40 14WF43 14WF43 14WF43 
146 9 do 14WF78 14WF78 14WF61 
147 9 do 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
148 9 do 14WF84 14WF84 12WF79 
149 9 do 14WF111 14WF111 14WF127 
150 9 do 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
151 9 do do do do 
152 9 do do do do 
163 10 do do do do 
164 10 do 14WF48 14WF48 14WF61 
165 10 do 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
166 10 do 12WF58 12WF58 12WF58 
167 10 do 14WF111 14WF119 14WF111 
168 10 do 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
169 10 do do do do 
170 10 do do do do 
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Table 5.6. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Bl Example B2 Example B3 
181 11 8WF35 8WF35 8WF35 8WF35 
182 11 do 14WF43 14WF43 14WF43 
183 11 do 8WF35 8WF35 8WF35 
184 11 do do do do 
185 11 do 14WF84 14WF84 14WF111 
186 11 do 8WF35 8WF35 8WF35 
187 11 do do do do 
188 11 do do do do 
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Table 5.7. Beam Sizes - Unbraced Frame B 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Bl Example B2 Example B3 
9 1 21WF55 27WF84 24WF68 24WF68 
10 1 do 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
11 1 do 27WF84 27WF84 27WF84 
12 1 do 33WF113 33WF118 36WF135 
13 1 do 27WF84 27WF84 27WF84 
14 1 do 33WF118 30WF99 33WF118 
15 1 do 27WF84 27WF84 27WF84 
16 1 do 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
17 1 do 24WF68 do do 
18 1 do 27WF84 24WF68 24WF68 
27 2 do 24WF'68 21WF55 do 
28 2 do 21WF55 do 21WF55 
29 2 do 27WF84 24WF68 24WF68 
30 2 do 30WF108 30WF99 33WF118 
31 2 do 27WF84 27WF84 27WF84 
32 2 do 30WF99 do 30WF108 
33 2 do 27WF84 do 27WF84 
34 2 do 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
35 2 do 24WF68 24WF68 24WF68 
36 2 do do do do 
45 3 do 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
46 3 do do do do 
47 3 do do do do 
48 3 do 27WF84 27WF84 27WF84 
49 3 do 24WF68 21WF55 21WF55 
50 3 do 27WF84 27WF84 30WF99 
51 3 do 24WF68 21WF55 24WF68 
52 3 do 21WF55 do 21WF55 
53 3 do 24WF68 do 24WF68 
54 3 do 21WF55 do 21WF55 
63 4 do do do do 
64 4 do CO do do 
65 4 do do do do 
66 4 do 27WF84 27WF84 27WF84 
67 4 do 24WF68 21WF55 24WF68 
68 4 do 27WF84 27WF84 27WF84 
69 4 do 24WF68 21WF55 24WF68 
70 4 do 21WF55 do 21WF55 
71 4 do 24WF68 do do 
72 4 do 21WF55 do do 
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Table 5.7. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design Final De; 
Number Number Sizes Example Bl Example B2 Example ! 
81 5 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
82 5 do do do do 
83 5 do do do do 
84 5 do 27WF84 27WF84 30WF99 
85 5 do 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
86 5 do 24WF68 24WF68 27WF84 
87 5 do do 21WF55 24WF68 
88 5 do 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
89 5 do 21WF55 do do 
90 5 do 18WF45 do do 
99 6 do do do do 
100 6 do do do do 
101 6 do do do do 
102 6 do 30WF99 27WF84 27WF84 
103 6 do 21WF55 18WF45 18WF45 
104 6 do 24WF68 24WF68 27WF84 
105 6 do do 21WF55 21WF55 
106 6 do 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
107 6 do do do do 
108 6 do do do do 
117 7 do do do do 
118 7 do do do do 
119 7 do do do do 
120 7 do 27WF84 24WF76 27WF84 
121 7 do 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
122 7 do 27WF84 24WF68 27WF84 
123 7 do 21WF55 21WF55 21WF55 
124 7 do 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
125 7 do do do do 
126 7 do do do do 
135 8 do do do do 
136 8 do do do do 
137 8 do do do do 
138 8 do 27WF84 24WF68 27WF84 
139 8 do 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
140 8 do 24WF76 24WF68 24WF68 
141 8 do 21WF55 18WF45 21WF55 
142 8 do 18WF45 do 18WT45 
143 8 do do do do 
144 8 do do do do 
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Table 5.7. Continued 
Member Story Initia Final Design Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example Bl Example B2 Example B3 
153 9 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
154 9 do do do do 
155 9 do do do do 
156 9 do 27WF84 24WF68 27WF84 
157 9 do 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
158 9 do 24WF68 21WF55 24WF68 
159 9 do 18WF45 18WF45 18WF45 
160 9 do 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
161 9 do do do do 
162 9 do do do do 
171 10 do do do do 
172 10 do do do do 
173 10 do do do do 
174 10 do 21WF55 21WF55 24WF68 
175 10 do 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
176 10 do 21WF55 18WF45 21WF55 
177 10 do 18WF45 do 18WF45 
178 10 do 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
179 10 do do do do 
180 10 do do do do 
189 11 do 16WF40 do do 
190 .1 1 do 16WF36 do do 
191 11 do do do do 
192 11 do do do do 
193 11 do do do do 
194 11 do 18WF45 18WF45 16WF40 
195 11 do 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
196 11 do do do do 
197 11 do do do do 
198 11 do do do do 
Table 5.8. Column Sizes - Braced Frame B 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example BW2 Example BRW2 
1 1 14WF150 14WF150 14WF150 
2 1 do do GO 
3 1 do do do 
4 1 do do do 
5 1 do do do 
6 1 do do do 
7 1 do do do 
8 1 do do do 
19 2 do do do 
20 2 do do do 
21 2 do do do 
22 2 do do do 
23 2 do do do 
24 2 do do do 
25 2 do do do 
26 2 do do do 
37 3 14WF111 14WF111 14WF111 
38 3 do do do 
39 3 do do do 
40 3 do do do 
41 3 do do do 
42 3 do do do 
43 3 do do do 
44 3 do do do 
55 4 do do do 
56 4 do do do 
57 4 d o do do 
58 4 do do do 
59 4 GO do do 
60 4 do do do 
61 4 do do do 
62 4 do do do 
73 5 14WF74 14WF74 14WF74 
74 5 do do do 
75 5 do do do 
76 5 do 14WF78 14WF78 
77 5 do 14WF84 14WF'84 
78 5 do 14WF78 14WF78 
79 5 do 14WF74 14WF74 
80 5 do 14WF78 14WF78 
Table 5.8. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example BW2 Example BRW2 
91 6 14WF74 14WF74 14WF74 
92 6 do do do 
93 6 do do do 
94 6 do 14WF78 14WF78 
95 6 do 14WF84 14WF84 
96 6 do 14WF78 14WF78 
97 6 do 14WF74 14WF74 
98 6 do 14WF78 14WF78 
109 7 12WF40 12WF40 12WF40 
110 7 do 14WF43 14WF43 
111 7 do 12WF40 12WF40 
112 7 do do do 
113 7 do 14WT43 14WF43 
114 7 do 12WF40 12WF40 
115 7 do do do 
116 7 do do do 
127 8 do do do 
128 8 do 14WF43 14WF43 
129 8 do 12WF40 12WF40 
130 8 do do do 
131 8 do 14WF43 14WF43 
132 8 do 12WF40 12WF40 
133 8 do do do 
134 8 do do do 
145 9 8WF31 8WF31 8WF31 
146 9 do do do 
147 9 do do do 
148 9 do do do 
149 9 do 12WF40 14WF43 
150 9 do 8WF31 8WF31 
151 9 do do do 
152 9 do do do 
163 10 do do do 
164 10 do do do 
165 10 do do do 
166 10 do do do 
167 10 do do do 
168 10 do do do 
169 10 do do do 
170 10 do do do 
Table 5.8. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example BW2 Example BRW2 
181 11 8WF24 8WF24 8WF24 
182 11 do do do 
183 11 do do do 
184 11 do do do 
185 11 do do do 
186 11 do do do 
187 11 do do do 
188 11 do do do 
Table 5.9. Beam Sizes - Braced Frame B 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example BW2 Example BRW2 
9 1 18WF45 I8WF45 18WF45 
10 1 do do do 
11 1 do do do 
12 1 do 21WF55 21WE55 
13 1 do 18WF45 18WF45 
14 1 do 21WF55 do 
15 1 do 18WF45 do 
16 1 do do do 
17 1 do do do 
18 1 do do do 
27 2 do do do 
28 2 C O do do 
29 2 do do do 
30 2 do 21WF55 21WF55 
31 2 do 18WF45 18WF45 
32 2 do 21WF55 21WF55 
33 2 do 18WF45 18WF45 
34 2 do do do 
35 2 do do do 
36 2 do do do 
45 3 do do do 
46 3 do do do 
47 3 do do do 
48 3 do 21WF55 21WF55 
49 3 do 18WF45 18WF45 
50 3 do 21WF55 21WF55 
51 3 do 18WF45 18WF45 
52 3 do do do 
53 3 do do do 
54 3 do do do 
63 4 do do do 
64 4 do do do 
65 4 do do do 
66 4 do 21WF55 21WF55 
67 4 do 1.8WF45 18WF45 
68 4 do 21.WF55 21WF55 
69 4 do 18WF45 18WF45 
70 4 do do dc 
71 4 do do do 
72 4 do do do 
Table 5.9. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example BW2 Example BRW2 
81 5 16WF36 16WF36 16WF36 
82 5 do do do 
83 5 do do do 
84 5 do 18WF45 18WF45 
85 5 do 16WF36 16WF36 
86 5 do 18WF45 18WF45 
87 5 do 16WF36 16WF36 
88 5 do do do 
89 5 do do do 
90 5 do do do 
99 6 do do do 
100 6 do do do 
101 6 do do do 
102 6 do 18WF45 18WF45 
103 6 do 16WF36 16WF36 
104 6 do do do 
105 6 do do do 
106 6 do do do 
107 6 do do do 
108 6 do do do 
117 7 do do do 
118 7 do do do 
119 7 do do do 
120 7 do do do 
121 7 do do do 
122 7 do do do 
123 7 do do do 
124 7 do do do 
125 7 do do do 
126 7 do do do 
135 8 do do do 
136 8 do do C O 
137 8 do do CO 
138 8 do do C O 
139 8 do do do 
140 8 do do do 
141 8 do do C O 
142 8 do do do 
143 8 do do do 
144 8 do do do 
Table 5.9. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example BW2 Example BRW2 
153 9 16B26 14WF30 14WF30 
154 ON do 16B26 16B26 
155 9 do 14WF30 14WF30 
156 9 do 16WF36 16WF36 
157 9 do 16B26 16B26 
158 9 do 16WF36 16WF36 
159 9 do 16B26 16B26 
160 9 do do do 
161 9 do do do 
162 9 do do do 
171 10 do 14WF30 14WF30 
172 10 do 16B26 16B26 
173 10 do 14WF30 14WF30 
174 10 do 16WF36 16WF36 
175 10 do 16B26 16B26 
176 10 do 14WF34 14WF34 
177 10 do 16B26 16B26 
178 10 do do do 
179 10 do do do 
180 10 do do do 
189 11 do 14WF30 14WF30 
190 11 do 16B26 16B26 
191 11 do 14WF30 14WF30 
192 11 do do do 
193 11 do 16B26 16B26 
194 11 G O 14WF30 14WF30 
195 11 do 16B26 16B26 
196 11 do do do 
197 11 do do do 
198 11 do do do 
Table 5.10. Brace Sizes - Braced Frame B 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Number Sizes Example BW2 Example BRW2 
199 1 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 
200 2 do do do 
201 3 do do do 
202 4 do do do 
203 5 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
204 6 do do do 
205 7 do do do 
206 8 do do do 
207 9 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
208 10 do do do 
209 11 do do do 
210 1 4UAN11.6 4UAN21.2 6UAN23.4 
211 2 do 6UAN24.6 5UAN27.2 
212 3 do 4UAN18.2 4UAN19.6 
213 4 do 4UAN17.0 4UAN18.2 
214 5 3UAN9.0 do 4UAN19.6 
215 6 do do 4UAN18.2 
216 7 do 4UAN18.2 4UAN19.6 
217 8 do 4UAN15.4 4UAN17.0 
218 9 3UAN6.1 4UAN14.4 4UAN15.4 
219 10 do 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 
220 11 do 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
221 1 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 
222 2 do do do 
223 3 do do do 
224 4 do do do 
225 5 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
226 6 do do do 
227 7 do do do 
228 8 do do do 
229 9 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
230 10 do do do 
231 11 do do CO 
232 1 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 
233 2 do do do 
234 3 do do do 
235 4 do do do 
236 5 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
237 6 do do do 
238 7 do do do 
239 8 do do do 
240 9 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
241 10 do do do 
Table 5.10. Continued 
Member Story Initial Final Design Final Design 
Number Numb er Sizes Example BW2 Example BRW2 
242 11 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
243 1 4UAN11.6 4U/AN19.6 4UAN19.6 
244 2 do 6UAN23.4 4UAN22.2 
245 3 do 4UAN17.0 4UAN17.0 
246 4 do do 4UAN15.4 
247 5 3UAN9.0 do 4UAN17.0 
248 6 do 4UAN15.4 4UAN15.4 
249 7 do 4UAN17.0 4UAN17.0 
250 8 do 4UAN14.4 4UAN14.4 
251 9 3UAN6.1 3UAN13.2 3UAN13.2 
252 10 do 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 
253 11 do 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
254 1 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 4UAN11.6 
255 2 do do do 
256 3 do do do 
257 4 do do do 
258 5 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 3UAN9.0 
259 6 do do do 
260 7 do do do 
261 8 do do do 
262 9 3UAN6.1 3JAN6.1 3UAN6.1 
263 10 do do do 
264 11 do do do 


































































































































































































1 6.91 8.65 6.00 13. 2 
Al 2 4.90 6.51 4.51 8.0 25 7 183 0 190 _> 136.7 155.86 168.27 62,345 67,309 
(1) 3 6.91 8.64 6.00 13.2 
1 6.91 8.65 6.50 5.9 
A2 
(1) 
2 4.90 6.51 4.73 3.5 10 7 151 0 158 3 134.9 155.86 164.76 62,345 65,905 
3 6.91 8.64 6.49 6.1 
1 6.91 8.65 6.18 10.6 
A3 
(1) 
2 4.90 6.51 4.52 7.8 0 7 171 0 178 4 172.7 155.86 166.83 62,345 66,731 
3 6.91 8.64 6.17 10.7 




































































































































































































1 6.91 7.04 6.13 11.3 25 4 89 8 101 2 81.7 145.29 147.63 58,116 59,053 
2 4.90 5.35 4.68 4.5 
AWL 2 
(2) 
1 6.91 7.04 6.32 8.5 10 2 50 10 62 2 81 ,0 145,29 146,91 58,116 58 ,766 
2 4.90 5.35 4.79 2.2 
AWL 3 
(2) 
1 6.91 7.04 6.46 6.5 0 2 
• 
36 7 45 3 113.0 145.29 146.69 58,116 58,678 
2 4.90 5.35 4.86 0.8 
AWR1 
(3) 
1 6.91 6.97 5.93 14.2 25 4 83 13 100 2 77.0 145.29 148.37 58,116 59,349 
2 4.90 5.29 4.51 8.0 
AWR2 
(3) 
1 6.91 6.97 6.30 8.8 10 2 38 10 50 2 72.6 145.29 146.63 58,116 58,653 
2 4.90 5.29 4.79 2.2 
AWR3 
(3) 
1 6.91 6.97 6.42 7.1 0 2 32 5 39 3 103.2 145.29 146.37 58,116 58,549 
2 4.90 5.29 4.85 1.0 




































































































































































































1 3.60 5.37 3.15 12.5 25 146 191 0 337 3 176.3 104.76 123.83 41,906 49,533 
2 3.60 5.80 3.21 10.8 
B2 1 3.60 5.37 3.59 0.3 10 109 138 0 247 3 171.1 104.76 118.02 41,906 47,208 
(4) 2 3.60 5.80 3.56 1.1 
B3 1 3.60 5.37 3.14 12.8 0 148 183 0 331 4 223.2 104.76 123.41 41,906 49,366 
(4) 2 3.60 5.80 3.17 11.9 
BW1 1 3.60 4.69 3.15 12.5 [ 25 30 57 163 250 2 168.9 96.46 103.27 38,586 41,307 
(5) 2 3.60 4.79 3.18 11.7 
BW2 1 3.60 4.69 3.50 2.8 10 19 45 99 163 2 162.4 96.46 101.06 38,586 40,424 
(5) 2 3.60 4.79 3.47 3.6 
BW3 
1 3.60 4.69 3.47 3.6 0 12 25 126 163 3 241.5 96.46 100.55 38,586 40,220 
(5) 2 3.60 4.79 3.45 4.2 
Table 5.12 Continued 
es
 
4-1 4-1 1 1 a) CO 
p P cd P 
•H •H > rH /-^ tH cd cd cd Ph cd 
M u • > w P 4-1 4J CO /—•. < 
CO CO /-v 4-4 
C P CO <3 co CO CO —' CO , s O O 0) cu CO 
p- CJ CJ jP • rC CO cu 4-1 
p CJ rH CJ ^ o o cu CO CO P rP 
o 4-J +-> p a p • p rH O CO cu cu 4-4 bO 4-1 4-1 
u p P -H CO -H rH -H CU p o> bO b0 14-4 •H rC CD o 01 0) ^ •H ^ rd r-l cd bO P P •H CU 00 O 4-J 6 0 O CO w P cd cd 4-1 •—s I S CJ CO 
01 CO •H / \ c j cd J 3 CO CO CO CO CU CO o 
cu u o iH Q rH £. CJ CJ 0 x l rH P & P r-l /—v CJ *~N rH cd cd . cd v—' cd p CJ M-l •rl P cd o O Cd </> •CO 
& rH rH -d •H rH M-l •H 0 cu rH O H 0 •H 4-1 rH 4-1 •H ' rH W E P< Cu ^ 4-J cd M-l 4-1 p 0 a cd a * J cd w H cd 
cd CO CO •H P O •H rH cd cd 4-J • P> CO *H P •H P 
X •H •H P •H P 0 cu u o O Ph CO P •H P -H w R Q M 6-S rH CJ) PQ pq H z CJ w H H 
1 3.60 4.62 3.08 14.4 
BRW1 25 34 59 157 250 9 132.7 96.46 103.32 38,586 41,326 Z 
(6) 2 3.60 5.01 3.30 8.3 
1 3.60 4.62 3.47 3.6 
BRW2 10 20 43 109 172 9 130.1 96.46 101.18 38,586 40,473 c. 
(6) 2 3.60 5.01 3.48 3.3 
1 3.60 4.62 3.44 4.4 
BRW3 0 18 31 129 178 9 189.6 96.46 101.05 38,586 40,419 -J 
(6) 2 3.60 5.01 3.42 5.0 
Figure 5.9 Displacements vs. Member Size Changes 
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Figure 5.10 Displacements vs. Member Size Changes 
for Example A2 (EP = 10%) 
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Figure 5.11 Displacements vs. Member Size Changes 
for Example A3 (EP = 0%) 
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Figure 5.12 Displacements v s . Member Size Changes 
for Example AWL2 (EP = 10%) 
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Figure 5.13 Displacements vs. Member Size Changes 




Figure 5.15 Displacements vs. Member Size 
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Figure 5.17 Displacements vs. Member Size Changes 
for Example BW2 (EP = 10%) 
Figure 5.18 Displacements vs. Member Size Changes 
for Example BRW2 (EP = 10%) 
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Average Floor Displacement (inch) 
Figure 5.20 Average Floor Displacement - Example A2 (EP = 10%) 
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Average Floor Displacement (inch) 
Figure 5.21 Average Floor Displacement - Example A3 (EP = 0%) 
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Average Floor Displacement (inch) 
Figure 5.22 Average Floor Displacement - Example AWL2 




Average Floor Displacement (inch) 
Figure 5.25 Average Floor Displacement, Z-Direction - Example Bl 
(EP = 25%) 
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Average Floor Displacement (inch) 
Figure 5.27 Average Floor Displacement, Z-Direction - Example B2 
(EP = 10%) 
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Average Floor Displacement (inch) 
Figure 5.28 Average Floor Displacement, X-Direction - Example B3 
(EP = 0%) 
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Average Floor Displacement (inch) 
Figure 5.30 Average Floor Displacement, X-Direction - Example BW2 
(EP = 10%) 
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Average Floor Displacement (inch) 
Figure 5.32 Average Floor Displacement, X-Direction - Example BRW2 
(EP = 10%) 
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the amount of computer time required to perform a full scale analysis. 
It was developed to serve as a middle level displacement approximation, 
not as time consuming and accurate as an exact stiffness analysis, but 
not as approximate as the virtual work procedure. Upon testing the me­
thod, it was found to be extremely time consuming and cumbersome, so much 
so, that it was many times slower than performing an exact stiffness an­
alysis! Thus, the decision was made to bypass its use in all Frame A and 
B design examples. 
Several factors can be cited as contributing to the apparent in­
efficiency of the kinematic condensation procedure in the context of this 
static analysis and stiffness design computer system. These include the 
necessity of performing a large number of matrix multiplications (Eq.3.8), 
the requirement to extensively utilize secondary storage for intermediate 
information storage, and most importantly, the fact that the final reduced 
stiffness equations (Eq.3.8) do not exhibit any banded properties. 
To illustrate results obtained from the kinematic condensation 
procedure, it was applied to the following structure: 2 story, 1 bay by 
1 bay, space frame shown in Fig. 5.34, with member sizes shown in Table 
5.13, and subjected to a 10 kip load in the global X-direction at joint 
9. Three rigid body displacements per floor, X-displacement, Z-displace-
ment and Y-rotation, exist for the case of floors having in-plane rigid­
ity, and these are shown in Table 5.14 (a), with corresponding joint dis­
placements shown in Table 5.16. Six rigid body deflections per story, 
X, Y, and Z translations plus X, Y, and Z rotations are computed when a 
fully rigid floor is assumed, and these are shown in Table 5.14 (b), with 
all corresponding joint displacements shown in Table 5.17. Exact dis-
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placements computed from an exact stiffness analysis are presented in 
Table 5.15 for the purpose of comparison. Rigid body displacements, re­
ferred to as displacement measures in Chapter 3, refer to the movement of 
points designated as the center of the diaphragms being modeled. Exam­
ples of such points are and P^+i in Fig. 3.2, and P]_ and P2 in Fig. 
5.34. Dependent deflections at joints on each floor are related to cor­
responding rigid body deflections at these points (P^ and P2) as described 
in Chapter 3. 
Joint 9, from the structure in Fig. 5.34, is chosen to explain the 
calculation of dependent displacements at a joint from the values of the 
displacement measures for the floor on which it is located. First con­
sider the situation of in-plane floor rigidity. Eqs. 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 
describe the motion of a joint on such a diaphragm. Table 5.14(a) shows 
-5 -3 
the values of d^x, d^, and r^y to be .584, -4.33x10 and 3.59x10 , r e _ 
spectively for the second floor. Center point P2 has an X coordinate 
of 120 and Z coordinate of 120 as indicated in Fig. 5.34. The Y coordi­
nate is not required since all joints on a floor are taken to be in a 
horizontal plane. Quantities e j x and B j z in Eqs. 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 are 
both equal to 120. With this information, the following dependent dis­
placements result at joint 9 (Eqs. 3.8,, 3.9 and 3.10), 
u 9 1 = .584 - 120 (-.00359) = 1.0148 (X displ.) 
u 9 3 = -4.33 x 10" 5 + 120 (-.00359) = -.43084 (Z displ.) 
u 9 5 = -.00359 (Y rotation) 
All such dependent displacements, as well as the independent displace­
ments are shown in Table 5.16. 
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Eqs. 3.19 to 3.24 describe the motion of a joint on a floor which 
is assumed to behave as a completely rigid diaphragm. For this condition, 
all displacements are dependent. As before, consider joint 9. Table 
5.14 (b) shows the displacement measures d k x, d k y, d k z, rkx> r k y , and 
r k z, which equal .305, -3.30xl(f 1 4, ^2.08x10-5, -3.24xl0 - 1 0, 
-2.05x10-39 -2.44xl0~~5, for point P 2 on the top floor. Dependent dis­
placements are computed as follows (Eqs. 3.19 to 3.24), 
U91 = .305 + (-120)(-.00205) = .551 (X displ.) 
u 9 2 = -3.30xl0~ 1 4 -(-120)(-3.24x10-10) + (-120)(-2.44xl0-5) 
= .00293 (Y displ.) 
u 9 3 = -2.08xl0~5 - (-120)(-.00205) = -.246 (Z displ.) 
U94 = -3.24x10-10 (X rotation) 
u 9 5 = -.00205 (Y rotation) 
u 9 6 = -2.44x10-5 (Z rotation) 
All such dependent displacements are shown in Table 5.17. 
The results obtained from the kinematic condensation analysis for 
in-plane floor rigidity are very good. The close comparison between ex­
act displacements in Table 5.15 and kinematic condensation displace­
ments of in-plane rigid floors in Table 5.16 show that this space frame 
behaves like one with in-plane floor rigidity, rather than complete floor 
rigidity. Very poor comparison results are shown between exact displace­
ments in Table 5.15, and completely rigid floor kinematic condensation 
displacements in Table 5.17. This occurs simply because the frame is 
much more accurately modeled as having in-plane rigid floors. 
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Figure 5.34 Kinematic Condensation Analysis Example 
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Table 5.13. Member Incidences and Properties for Example Structure 
of Figure 5.34 
Member Start End Member 
Number Joint Joint Section Size 
1 1 5 8WF24 
2 2 6 do 
3 3 7 do 
4 4 8 do 
5 5 6 14B22 
6 6 7 do 
7 7 8 do 
8 5 8 do 
9 5 9 8WF24 
10 6 10 do 
11 7 11 do 
12 8 12 do 
13 9 10 14B22 
14 10 11 do 
15 11 12 do 
16 9 12 do 
17 5 7 3UAN9 
18 6 8 do 
19 9 11 do 
20 10 12 do 
Table 5.14 Displacement Measures for Example 
Structure of Figure 5.34 
a. In-Plane Floor Rigidity (units = inch and radians) 
Floor 1 Floor 2 
X-displacement: 0.257 0.584 
Z-displacement: -2.42xl0-5 -4.33x10-5 
Y-rotation -0.00161 -0.00359 
b. Complete Floor Rigidity (units = inch and radians) 
Floor 1 Floor 2 
X-displacement: 0.152 0.305 
Y-di s p1acemen t: -2.12x10- 1 4 -3.30x10-14 
Z-displacement: -1.25x10"5 -2.08x10-5 
X-rotation: -2.53x10-10 -3.24x10-10 
Y-rotation: -1.03x10-3 -2.05x10-3 
Z-rotation: -1.83x10-5 -2.44x10-5 
Table 5.15 Exact Displacements for Structure of Figure 5.34 (inches) 
Joint X-displacement Y-displacement Z-displacement X-rotation Y-rotation Z-rotation 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 -4 -5.09x10 
5.08x10 j 
0 
5 .451 .00295 -.194 -.00161 
6 .451 -.00295 .194 -.00161 




-.00161 00 .0638 .00110 -.194 -.00161 ON 1.018 .00411 -.429 -.00359 
i r\ 1U 1.018 -.00411 .428 -.00357 
11 .152 -.00152 .428 2.84x10 -.00357 





















Table 5.16 Displacements - In-Plane Floor Rigidity for Structure of Figure 5.34 (inches) 
Joint X-displacement Y-displacement Z-displacement X-rotation Y-rotation Z-rotation 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 









5 .451 .00294 -.193 -.00161 
6 ..451 -.00294 .19 3 -.00161 
7 .0638 -.00110 .19 3 -.00161 oo .0638 .00110 -.193 -.00161 
9 1.015 .00410 -.431 -.00359 
10 1.015 -.00410 .431 -.00359 
1 T 
X X .153 -.00153 .431 -.00359 





















Table 5.17 Displacements - Complete Floor Rigidity for Structure of Figure 5.34 (inches) 
Joint X-displacement Y-displacement Z-displacement X-rotation Y-rotation Z-rotation 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 
5 .275 .00220 -.123 -2. 54x10 
6 .275 -.00220 .123 -2. 54x10 
-i 
i .0282 -.00220 -! ^ ^ . 1 Z J -2. 54xi0 8 .0282 .00220 -.123 -2. 54x10 
9 .551 .00293 -.247 -3. 24x10 
10 .551 -.00293 .247 -3. 24x10 
11 .0580 -.00293 .247 -3. 24x10 










































Complete generality is an advantageous feature of the kinematic 
condensation process described herein. The method is structure indepen­
dent, since the user is free to make any assumptions concerning displace­
ment relationships which he deems valid by either inputting a T matrix, 
or taking advantage of one of the conditions which is internally pro­
grammed (in-plane or complete floor rigidity). Unfortunately, the dis­
advantage for use in this design system is the amount of time necessary 
to execute the kinematic condensation. For the structure of Fig. 5.34, 
the time required to perform the exact: stiffness analysis was a little 
more than 7 CPU seconds on an IBM 370/158 computer. Each of the kine­
matically condensed models required approximately 110 CPU seconds. 
Hence, it is clear why kinematic condensation is not used in the design 
examples and is inefficient relative to the purpose for which it was in­
tended. Repeated analyses, which may be required would be too costly. 
Consequently, for use in this stiffness design system, kinematic con­
densation analysis as described herein, is not justified. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Several important conclusions emerged from this study. They 
are: 
1. The stiffness design system is highly cost effective (as long 
as the kinematic condensation option is not requested), pro­
ducing final frame designs which satisfy stringent displace­
ment constraints. For a typical Example Frame B design (110 
beam, 88 column, 22 brace, and 96 joint space frame), the 
computer time cost was under $30. Since the computer design 
selects members on a member-by-member basis, and does not 
adjust such sizes for fabrication or erection economy, the 
resulting final design must be used by the structural engineer 
as a rational guideline to produce a final design for con­
struction purposes. 
2. The generalized kinematic condensation procedures developed 
herein, and implemented, were not sufficiently efficient to 
be recommended for further use in this computer design system. 
However, the generality of the procedure is worth considering 
for use in large scale dynamic analysis programs. 
3. Although the displacement criterion is satisfied at each dis­
placement constraint point, it may not be satisfied at other 
points. In the unbraced frame examples in this study, it was 
found that when displacement constraints are placed only on 
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the top floor, the floors near the mid-height of the building 
frame violated the displacement criterion (e.g., h/400) by a 
small amount. However, when a constraint point was located 
near the mid-height of the frame, all floors satisfied the 
criterion. It is recommended, therefore, that for unbraced 
frames, at least one displacement constraint location should 
be specified in the middle third of the frame, in addition 
to the top floor. In the braced frame examples, however, 
this was not a problem. For braced frames, it is recommended 
that displacement constraints need to be located only on the 
top floor. 
4. In regard to member size change trends, for the unbraced 24-
story plane frame (Example A2), almost all (96%) of the mem-
size changes occurred in the beams, while only about 4% oc­
curred in the columns. This was as expected. For the braced 
24-story plane frame (Example AWR2), an unexpected trend was 
observed in that about 76% of the member size changes (number 
of changes) occurred in the beams, while only 20% occurred in 
the braces, and 4% in the columns. One would have expected 
a larger proportion of changes to have occurred in the braces, 
but that was not the case. 
On the other hand, for the unbraced 11-story space 
frame (Example B2), about 55% of all member size changes oc­
curred in the beams, and 45% occurred in the columns. This 
was not surprising. For the braced 11-story space frame 
(Example BW2), about 28% of all member size changes occurred 
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in the beams, 12% in the columns, and 60% in the braces. 
This was also expected. 
5. It was found that a user specified initial error term of 10% 
of the starting exact displacement at constraint locations 
leads to the most reasonable final designs for the types of 
frames considered. In addition, for the 10% initial error 
term, the last (critical) deflection constraint to be satis­
fied in the example problems considered was reduced below the 
constraint value in the range 0.3% - 8.8% with an average of 
2.38%. This is considered to be very good. 
It is recommended that future extensions and enhancements to this 
design system consider the following: 
1. Implement the design system in a more comprehensive structural 
analysis and design system, such as ICES STRUDL II (7,8), 
so that the benefits of this work may be made available in the 
fastest possible way. 
2. Enhance the design system to: (a) permit geometric constraints 
on member properties such as member depth limitations, (b) add 
braces to a frame where there is some flexibility in this 
regard, (c) permit consideration of relative story displace­
ment constraints, (d) permit at least six or more displace­
ment constraints to be specified, (e) permit similarity, con­
straints to be specified for different groups of members in 
the frame (i.e., two or more story column lengths, all beams 
in a floor, or multiple floors, to be the same, etc.), (f) per­
mit member size changes to decrease a member size, in addition 
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to increasing its size, (g) permit individual joint rotation 
constraints to be specified, and (h) permit kinematic con­
densation to treat plane frames as plane frames. 
Improve the efficienty of the middle level, approximate, gen­
eralized kinematic condensation displacement analysis, or 
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The following is a presentation of the input in the order 
in which it is required to appear for proper execution of the design 
system. It is assumed the reader is familiar with the FORTRAN IV 
READ and FORMAT statements. Note that limitations on the size of 
problem that may be treated by this system in its present form, 
which are not specifically covered by the input descriptions in this 
Appendix, are enumerated in Appendix F along with the current program 
listing. 
All units for input data must be inches and kips except where 
noted. 
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1. READ (TITLE(I),1=1,20) 
FORMAT (20A4) 
One data card where, 
TITLE = A maximum of 80 alphanumeric characters which identify 
the current problem. 
2. READ ICOL,IBEAM,IBR,IEXACT,ITOTAL,ITRANS,IUPD,MEMCHG,IFLAG, 
IFLAG1,NLS,NDC,FACT,TOL,EP 
FORMAT (12I5,F8.2,2F6.2) 
One data card where, 
ICOL = Number of column sections to be input. 
IBEAM = Number of beam sections to be input. 
IBR = Number of bracing sections to be input. 
IEXACT = Number of kinematic condensation analyses per exact 
analysis. 
ITOTAL = Maximum number of analyses (stiffness analyses and 
kinematic condensation analyses) permitted. 
ITRANS = Transformation matrix (T) parameter. 
= 0 = Transformation matrix (T) is to be input. 
= 1 = Transformation matrix (T) for completely rigid floor 
is to be formed internally by the program. 
= 2 = Transformation matrix (T) for in-plane floor rigi­
dity is to be formed internally by the program. 
IUPD = Maximum number of total member size changes per stiff­
ness or kinematic condensation analysis. 
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Member change parameter, 
0 = Change only that member with the most negative 
displacement sensitivity coefficient (regardless 
of which constraint it is associated with, if mul­
tiple constraints exist) before checking updated 
displacements against displacement constraint 
values. 
1 = Permit one member size change to be associated with 
each displacement constraint (i.e. that member 
with the most negative displacement sensitivity 
coefficient for each constraint) except under spe­
cial circumstances (see Section 2.5). 
Initial analysis type parameter. 
0 = Perform an exact stiffness analysis as the first 
analysis. 
1 = Perform a kinematic condensation analysis as the 
first analysis. 
Final analysis type parameter. 
0 = Perform an exact stiffness analysis as the last 
analysis. 
1 = Perform a kinematic condensation analysis as the 
last analysis. 
Total number of loading conditions (applied lateral 
loads + virtual loads). (1<_NLS<_7) 
Number of displacement constraints (11_NDC 3)* 
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FACT = Unit load magnification factor.(If the magnitude of the 
virtual force corresponding to a displacement constraint, 
a Q load, is larger than unity, FACT equals the magni­
tude of the applied virtual force. Note that all virtual 
forces must be of equal magnitude as FACT is used to 
modify displacements and member forces resulting from 
all virtual loads.) 
TOL = Amount by which a computed displacement may exceed a 
displacement constraint expressed as a percentage of 
the displacement constraint (e.g. 3.0 for 3%). 
EP = Initial error, expressed as a percent of the actual 
displacement calculated in the first analysis and cor­
responding to the displacement constraint locations. 
Steps 3 to 6 are repeated for each displacement constraint, a total of 
NDC times (1=1,NDC). 
3. READ IQPT(I,J),J=l,6) 
FORMAT (615) 
One data card where, 
IQPT(I,1) = Loading condition number of the virtual loading (Q load) 
associated with displacement constraint I. 
IQPT(I,2) = Number of applied lateral loading conditions (P loads) 
for which displacement constraint I must be satisfied. 
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IQPT(I,3) = Loading condition number of first applied loading 
condition (P load) for which displacement constraint I 
must be satisfied. 
IQPT(I,4) = Loading condition number of second applied loading 
condition (P load) for which displacement constraint I 
must be satisfied. 
IQPT(I,5) = Loading condition number of third applied loading 
condition (P load) for which displacement constraint I 
must be satisfied. 
IQPT(I,6) = Loading condition number of fourth applied loading 
condition (P load) for which displacement constraint I 
must be satisfied. 
A maximum of four applied loading conditions may be required to 
satisfy displacement constraint I. If less than four are desired, 
the remaining values of IQPT(I,J) are equal to zero. 
This input is dependent on the type of displacement constraint I, 
that is, whether it is rotational or translational. For a trans-
lational constraint, (IDTYP(I)=1, from Input Step 6), the fol­
lowing applies. 
One data card where, 




JT(I,2) = 0 
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For a rotational constraint (IDTYP(I)=0, from Input Step 6), the 
following applies. 
One data card where, 
JT(I,1) = One joint number specified on a floor where rotation 
is to be controlled. 
JT(I,2) = A second joint number on the same floor where rotation 
is to be controlled. 
For a rotational constraint, these two joints define a chord in the 
floor and the rotation of the floor is to be determined by the ro­
tation of this chord. 
READ (XJT(I, J) , J==l,4) 
FORMAT (4F10.2) 
This input is dependent on the type of displacement constraint under 
consideration. First, if a translational constraint is being in­
put (IDTYP(I)=1, from Input Step 6), the array should be of the 
following form. 
One data card where, 
XJT(I,1) = Global X component of a unit vector which is in the 
direction for which the displacement constraint I is 
imposed at the designated joint (JT(J,1)). 
XJT(I,2) = Global Y component of a unit vector which is in the 
direction for which the displacement constraint I is 
imposed at the designated joint (JT(I,1)). 
XJT(I,3) = Global Z component of the unit vector which is in the 
direction for which the displacement constraint I is 
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imposed at the designated joint (JT(I,1)). 
XJT(I,4) = 0.0 
These components are used to transform the global displacement com­
ponents at a constrained joint to a displacement component in the 
displacement constraint direction at this joint which will then be 
compared to the actual constraint value. 
For a rotational constraint (IDTYP(I)=0, from Input Step 6), the 
following applies. 
One data card where, 
XJT(I,1) = Global X coordinate of joint JT(I,1). 
XJT(I,2) = Global Z coordinate of joint JT(I,1). 
XJT(I,3) = Global X coordinate of joint JT(I,2). 
XJT(I,4) = Global Z coordinate of joint JT(I,2). 
Because the two joints lie on the same floor and floors are assumed 
to be horizontal, the vertical Y coordinates are assumed to be the 
same for the two joints JT(I,1) and JT(I,2). These coordinates are 
used to compute the initial direction (relative to the positive X-
axis) of a chord connecting the two joints so that when the deformed 
position is determined, the final direction of this chord may be 
found and the difference between the initial and final directions 
of the chord is the floor rotation (floors are taken as rigid 





One data card where, 
DC(I) = Actual displacement constraint value for displacement 
constraint I. The units are inches for a translational 
constraint and radians for a rotational constraint. 
IDTYP(I) = Displacement constraint type for displacement constraint 
I. 
= 0 = Rotational constraint. 
= 1 = Translational constraint. 
JFN = Floor number where displacement constraint I exists. 
(This is only necessary when the displacement constraint 
is rotational. For a translational constraint, JFN=0.) 
Repeat steps 3 to 6 for each displacement constraint, a total of 
NDC times. 
7. READ J,C0LID1(J),C0LID2(J),AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
FORMAT (8X,I7,T1,2A4,7X,4F10.2) 
One data card for each section in the column section table, a total 
of ICOL cards where, 
J = Section number in column section table. 
COLIDl(J) = First four alphanumeric characters in column name. 
C0LID2(J) = Last four alphanumeric characters in column name. 
2 
AREA = Cross-sectional area of section J (in. ). 
RIX = Torsion constant of section J (in.^). 
4 
RIY = Moment of inertia about minor axis of section J (in. ) 
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RIZ = Moment of inertia aoout major axis of section J (in.4). 
For an example of the contents of a column-section table, see 
Table B.l. 
8. READ J,BMID1(J),BMID2(J),AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
FORMAT (8X,I7,T1,2A4,7X,4F10.2) 
One data card for each section in the beam section table, a total 
of IBEAM cards where, 
J = Section number in beam section table. 
BMIDl(J) = First four alphanumeric characters in beam name. 
BMID2(J) = Last four alphanumeric characters in beam name. 
2 
AREA = Cross-sectional area of section J (in. ). 
4 
RIX = Torsion constraint of section J (in. ). 
4 
RIY = Moment of inertia about minor axis of section J (in. ). 
4 
RIZ = Moment of inertia about major axis of section J (in. ). 
For an example of the contents of a beam section table, see 
Table B.2. 
9. READ J,BRID1(J),BRID2(J),AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
FORMAT (8X,I7,2A4,7X,4F10.2) 
One data card for each section in the bracing section table, a 
total of IBR cards where, 
J = Section number in bracing section table. 
BRIDl(J) = First four alphanumeric characters in brace name. 
BRID2(J) = Last four alphanumeric characters in brace name. 
2 
AREA = Cross-sectional area of section J (in. ). 
4 
RIX = Torsion constant of section J (in. ). 
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RIY = Moment of inertia about minor axis of section J (in. ). 
4 
RIZ = Moment of inertia about major axis of section J (in. ). 
For examples of the contents of a bracing section table, see 
Tables B.3 and B.4. 
Steps 10 to 17 are necessary to input structure data, including number 
of joints, number of members, member properties, released directions, 
etc., as well as all loading conditions. The input formats shown in 
these steps are from the modified Weaver(l5) programs for analysis 
which are used as an example of a user supplied analysis program and 
were used for all example problems discussed in Chapter 5. 
10. READ SN TS 
FORMAT (213) 
One data card where, 
SN = Structure number. (Because the design system may design 
only one structure during any single execution of the 
program, this will always be equal to 1.) 
TS = Type of structure. (Structure type here refers to plane 
frame, space truss, space frame, etc., as defined by the 
terminology of Weaver(15). However, because the 
kinematic condensation is limited to space frames only, 
this will always be j5, which indicates a space frame 
structure type.) 
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11. READ M,NJ,NR,NRJ, E, G 
FORMAT (4I3,2F7.0) 
One data card where, 
M = Total number of members in the structure to be designed. 
NJ = Total number of joints in the structure to be designed. 
NR = Number of reactions. Sum total of restrained global 
displacement components from each joint in the structure. 
NRJ = Number of reaction joints. Sum total of all joints in 
the structure with at least one restrained global dis­
placement component,, (A space frame joint has 6 possible 
global displacement components. If at a joint, any one 
of these 6 is not free to displace, that joint is in­
cluded in the sum of NRJ joints.) 
E = Modulus of elasticity. (This input implies that all 
members in the structure have the same modulus of elas-
2 
ticity.) (kips/inches ) 
G = Shear modulus of elasticity. (This input implies that 
all members in the structure have the same shear modu-
, 2 
lus of elasticity.) (kips/inches ) 
I 
12. READ J X(J),Y(J),Z(J) 
i 
FORMAT (I3,3F7.0) 
One data card for each joint in the structure, a total of NJ cards 
where, 
J = Joint number. X(J) = X-coordinate of joint J. 
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Y(J) = Y-coordinate of joint J. 
Z(J) = Z-coordinate of joint J. 
For each member in the frame (a total of M) , only Input Step 13 is 
specified if AA = 0 from Input Step 13; and if AA = 1 from Input Step 13, 
then Input Steps 13 and 14 must be specified. 
13. READ I,JJ(I),JK(I),AA,ITAB(I),ISEC(I),RHO,U 
FORMAT (6I5,2F10.2) 
One data card where, 
I = Member number. 
JJ(I) = Negative incident joint number of member I. 
JK(I) = Positive incident joint number of member I. 
AA = Beta angle indicator.(See Gere and Weaver(6) for beta 
angle discussion) 
= 0 = Beta angle is zero, 
= 1 = Beta angle is nonzero. 
ITAB(I) = Number of the section table which contains the member 
properties for member I. (This number must be either 
a 16, which indicates the column section table, a 17, 
which indicates the beam section table, or an 18, which 
indicates the bracing section table. All three tables 
were input previously during Input Steps 7, 8 and 9.) 
ISEC(I) = Number of the section within the section table which 
specifically identifies the name and member properties 
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of member I. (These properties are Area, 1^, 1^ and 
PvHO = Mass density factor for member I in pounds per cubic 
ft. (e.g. 490.0 for 490 lbs./ft. 3). 
U = Unit cost factor for member I in dollars per pound 
(e.g. 0.20 for $0.20/lb.). 
If AA = 0, go to Input Step 13 for next member. If AA = 1, go to 
Input Step 14 next. 
14. READ I,XP,YP,ZP 
FORMAT (I3,3F7.0) 
One data card where, 
I = Member number (Same as from Input Step 13). 
XP = X-coordinate of a point that lies in one of the prin­
cipal planes of the member I but is not on the cen-
troidal axis of the member itself. (See Gere and 
Weaver (6), pp. 291 - 293). 
YP = Y-coordinate of a point that lies in one of the prin­
cipal planes of the member I but is not on the cen-
troidal axis of the member itself. 
ZP = Z-coordinate of a point that lies in one of the prin­
cipal planes of the member I but is not on the cen-
troidal axis of the member itself. 
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Repeat Input Steps 13, or 13 and 14, for each member in the structure, 
a total of M times. 
15. READ K,RL(6*K-5) ,RL(6*K~4) ,RL(6*K-3) ,RL(6*K-2) ,RL(6*K-1) , 
RL(6*K) 
FORMAT (713) 
One data card for each joint with at least one restrained global 
displacement component, a total of NRJ cards where, 
K = Joint number of a joint with jit least one restrained 
global displacement component. 
RL(6*K-5) = Joint restraint condition of global X displacement 
component at joint K. 
= 0 = Unrestrained 
= 1 = Restrained 
RL(6*K-4) = Joint restraint condition of global Y displacement 
component at joint K. 
= 0 = Unrestrained 
= 1 = Restrained 
RL(6*K-3) = Joint restraint condition of global Z displacement 
component at joint K. 
= 0 = Unrestrained 
= 1 = Restrained 
RL(6*K-2) = Joint restraint condition of global X rotation 
component at joint K. 
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= 0 = Unrestrained 
Steps 16 and 17 are repeated for each loading condition, a total of 




= Number of loaded joints. (A loaded joint is defined 
as any joint having an external force applied to it 
in one or more global displacement directions.) 
= Number of loaded members. (Because member loads 
are not permitted in the design system (see Chapter 2), 






= 1 = Restrained 
RL(6*K-1) = Joint restraint condition of global Y rotation 
component at joint K. 
= 0 = Unrestrained 
= 1 = Restrained 
RL(6*K) = Joint restraint condition of global Z rotation 
component at joint K. 
= 0 = Unrestrained 
= 1 = Restrained 
At least one of the values of RL(6*K-5) to RL(6*K) must be equal 
to 1. 
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17. READ K,A(6*K-5),A(6*K-4),A(6*K-3),A(6*K-2),A(6*K-1), 
A(6*K) 
FORMAT (I3,6F10.3) 
One data card for each loaded joint, a total of NLJ cards where, 
K = Joint number of a loaded joint. 
A(6*K-5) = Applied force in global X direction at joint K. 
A(6*K-4) = Applied force in global Y direction at joint K. 
A(6*K-3) = Applied force in global Z direction at joint K. 
A(6*K-2) = Applied moment in global X direction at joint K. 
A(6*K—1) = Applied moment in global Y direction at joint K. 
A(6*K) = Applied moment in global Z direction at joint K. 
Applied external loading conditions will probably have many com­
ponent loads at a single joint. However, virtual loads will 
usually have only a single component load at a joint. For a joint 
translational constraint, only one joint will be loaded. For a 
floor rotational constraint, two joints will be loaded to produce 
a couple. 
Repeat Steps 16 and 17 for each loading condition, a total of NLS 
times. 
If it is desired that any (1 or more) of the analyses is to be executed 
by the kinematic condensation procedure, then additional data is neces­
sary. Otherwise input is complete. 
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So, if kinematic condensation is to be executed, and if the transfor­
mation matrix T is to be formed internally, go to step 22 (ITRANS = 1 or 
ITRANS = 2) next. Otherwise, go to input step 18. 
18. READ NJD,JD 
FORMAT (215) 
One data card where, 
NJD = Number of joints with a_t least one dependent displace­
ment component. 
JD = Total number of dependent displacement components in 
the structure. 
19. READ (IDEP(J,I),I = 1,8) 
FORMAT (815) 
One data card for each joint with at least one dependent displace­
ment component, a total of NJD cards where, 
IDEP(J,1) = Joint number of a joint with at least one dependent 
displacement component. 
IDEP(J,2) = Total number of dependent displacement components at 
joint IDEP(J,1). (1<_IDEP(J,2)<_6) . 
IDEP(J,3) = First local dependent displacement component direction 
at joint IDEP(J,1). (1<_IDEP(J, 3)^6) . 
IDEP(J,4) = Second local dependent displacement component direction 
at joint IDEP(J,1). (l£_IDEP(J, 4)16) . 
IDEP(J,5) = Third local dependent displacement component direction 
at joint IDEP(J,4). (1<_IDEP(J, 5)16) . 
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IDEP(J,6) = Fourth local dependent displacement component direction 
at joint IDEP(J,1). (1<_IDEP(J, 6)<6) . 
IDEP(J,7) = Fifth local dependent displacement component direction 
at joint IDEP(J,1). (1<_IDEP(J, 7)<_6) . 
IDEP(J,8) = Sixth local dependent displacement component direction 
at joint IDEP(J,1). . (1<_IDEP(J, 8)<_6) . 
The local dependent displacement components are restricted to be 
between 1 and 6, inclusive, because they are specified as local 
components as in Fig. 3.2(b). In a case where IDEP(J,2) is less 
than six, all those entries in the IDEP(J,1) array which have no 
meaning are input as 0. For example, if IDEP(J,2) is four, only 
four of the possible six local components are dependent. Therefore, 
IDEP(J,7) and IDEP(J,8) are both input as 0. It is also necessary 
that the local dependent components (1 to 6) be input in ascending 
order (i.e, 1 3 5 6, rather than 3 1 5 6 ) . 
. READ IRR,IFUL1,NFUL1,IP,NP 
FORMAT (515) 
One data card where, 
IRR = Number of absolute columns in the transformation matrix 
T. 
IFUL1 = Number of absolute rows in final partitioned row of 
the transformation matrix T. 
NFUL1 = Number of absolute columns in final partitioned column 
of the transformation matrix T. 
IP = Number of partitioned rows of the transformation matrix T. 
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NP = Number of partitioned columns of the transformation 
matrix T. 
For a discussion of the partitioning of the transformation matrix 
see Section 3.3. 
21. From Section 3.3, it is seen that the transformation matrix T has 
row and column partitioning producing records that are numbered 
consecutively across each partitioned row with a maximum of six 
columns and rows, respectively, in any single record. Records are 
input in ascending numerical order and depending on the position 
and size of the record, the program chooses the correct one of the 
following formats, a,b,c or d to read in each individual record. 
The array T(I,J) used in the following four READ statements is an 
array which temporarily stores the record of the transformation 
matrix being read in, before that record is stored on disk. The 
individual records of the T matrix are read in by column. 
For a record of maximum size (6x6), 
The number of data cards for this record is equal to the number of 
elements in the record (36 in this case), divided by 6 (from the 
format, there are 6 numbers per card), which is 6 data cards. 
For the last record in any partitional row, which has six absolute 
rows, except the last partioned row, 
21a.READ ((T(I,J),I = 1,6),J = 1,6) 
FORMAT (6F10.3) 
21b.READ ((T(I,J),I = 1,6),J = 1,NFUL1) 
FORMAT (6F10.3) 
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The number of data cards for a record of this type is equal to 
the number of elements in the record, divided by 6 (from the format, 
there are 6 numbers per card). This will always result in an 
integer number of data cards. 
For any record in the final partitioned row, which has six absolute 
columns, except for the last record, 
21c.READ ((T(I,J),I = 1,IFUL1),J = 1,6) 
FORMAT (6F10.3) 
The number of data cards for a record of this type is equal to the 
number of elements in the record, divided by 6(from the format, 
there are 6 numbers per card). This will always result in an 
integer number of data cards. 
For the final record, 
21d.READ ((T(I,J),I = 1,IFUL1),J = 1,NFUL1) 
FORMAT (6F10.3) 
The number of data cards for a record of this type is equal to the 
number of elements in the record divided by 6 (from the format, 
there are 6 numbers per card). This may not result in an integer 
number of data cards. Should this occur, the number of data cards 
is equal to the next highest integer number. 
For a kinematic condensation analysis with the T matrix input by the 






One data card where, 
NF = Number of floors in the structure which are being 
simulated as rigid (complete or in-plane rigidity) 
diaphragms. (NFf_24) . 
XP = The X-coordinate of the arbitrary vertical Y-axis about 
which all rigid (complete or in-plane rigidity) floors 
are assumed to rotate. 
ZP = The Z-coordinate of the arbitrary vertical Y-axis about 
which all rigid (complete or in-plane rigidity) floors 
are assumed to rotate. 
Note that XP and ZP are the same variable names as shows in Input 
Step 14. Because of their temporary nature, no conflict occurs. 
Steps 23 and 24 are executed for each floor in the structure which is 
being simulated as a rigid (complete or in-plane rigidity) diaphragm, 
a total of NF times. 
23. READ IFN,JF(IFN),NCF 
FORMAT (315) 
One data card where, 
IFN = Floor number. 
JF(IFN) = Number of joints on floor IFN which are included in 
the simulation of a rigid (in-plane or completely 
rigid) diaphragm. 
NCF = Number of data cards containing the JF(IFN) joints 
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(The format of inputting these joints is shown in the 
following step, Input Step 24) (NCE>_1). 
24. READ (JTN(J1),J1 = 1,16) 
FORMAT (1615) 
These are NCF data cards where, 
JTN = An array which temporarily contains as many as 16 
entries (see format) which indicate joints on floor IFN. 
The joints may be input as single entities, or an as­
cending sequentially numbered series of joints may be 
indicated by placing the first joint in one format slot 
and the last joint in the series in the next format slot, 
but preceded by a negative sign. This series type of 
input must all be on a single card and may not carry over 
to the next card (i.e., The first joint in the series 
may not be on one card, with the last joint in the series 
preceeded by a negative sign on the following card). 
Also, if more than one card is specified (NCF>1) all 
cards except the last card must contain 16 entries. 
Repeat steps 23 and 24 for each floor in the structure, which is being 
simulated as a rigid (complete or in-plane rigidity) diaphragm, a total 
of NF times. 




The following tables (B.l, B.2, B.3, and B.4) contain the column, 
beam, and bracing section tables used in the examples presented in Chap­
ter 5. 
Note that, 
I = torsion constant 
Iy = minor principal axis moment of inertia 
I = major principal axis moment of inertia 
All sections contained herein are standard AISC sections. Column 
and beam section names are the same as the AISC designation. However, 
section names used for bracing sections are changed for convenience and 
these names along with their AISC designation are listed in Tables B.3 
and B.4. Also recognize that bracing sections in Tables B.3 and B.4 are 
double angle sections with long legs back to back. Note that I x, Iy, and 
I z for these bracing sections are all 0.01. This is necessary to simu­
late a pinned-pinned condition for braces because of the limited capa­
bility, relative to member end releases, of the user provided stiffness 
analysis programs included in the system as an example (Chap. 4). 
Table B.l. Economy Column Sections 
Section Weight Area I x I v I z 
Name (lb./ft.) (in.2) (in.4) (in.4) (in.4) 
6WF20 20 5 .90 0 .24 13 .30 41 .70 
8WF24 24 7 .06 0 .34 18 .20 82 .50 
8WF28 28 8 .23 0 .53 21 .60 97 .80 
8WF31 31 9 .12 0 .53 37 .00 109 .70 
8WF35 35 10 .30 0 .77 42 50 126 .50 
10WF39 39 11 .48 0 .97 44 90 209 .70 
12WF40 40 11 .77 0 .96 44 10 310 10 
14WF43 43 12 .65 1 .05 45 .10 429 .10 
14WF48 48 14 .11 1 .44 51 .30 484 .90 
14WF53 53 15 .59 1 .93 57 50 542 .10 
12WF58 58 17 .06 2 .10 107 .40 476 .10 
14WF61 61 17 .94 2 .19 107 30 641 50 
14WF74 74 21 .76 3 .86 133 50 796 .80 
14WF78 78 22 .94 3 .52 206 90 851 20 
12WF79 79 23 .22 3 .85 216 40 663 .00 
14WF84 84 24 .71 4 .41 225 50 928 .40 
12WF99 99 29 .09 7 .45 278 20 858 .50 
14WF111 111 32 .65 7 .48 454 90 1266 .50 
14WF119 119 34 .99 9 .20 491 80 1373 .10 
14WF127 127 37 .33 11 .10 527 60 1476 .70 
14WF136 136 39 .98 13 .50 567 70 1593 .00 
14WF142 142 41 .85 14 .20 660 .10 1672 .20 
14WF150 150 44 .08 16 .70 702 50 1786 .90 
14WF158 158 46 .47 19 .50 745 00 1900 .60 
14WF167 167 49 .09 22 .80 790 20 2020 .80 
14WF176 176 51 .73 26 .50 837 90 2149 60 
14WF184 184 54 .07 30 .30 882 70 2274 80 
14WF193 193 56 .73 34 .70 930. 10 2402 40 
14WF202 202 59 .39 39 .60 979 70 2538 80 
14WF211 211 62 .07 44 .80 1028 60 2671 40 
14WF219 219 64 .36 49 .90 1073 20 2798 20 
14WF228 228 67 .06 56 .20 1124 80 2942 40 
14WF237 237 69 .69 62 .60 1174. 80 3080. 90 
14WF246 246 72 .33 69 .70 1226 60 3228. 90 
14WF264 264 77 .63 85 .30 1331. 20 3526. 00 
14WF287 287 84 .37 108 .00 1466. 50 3912. 10 
14WF314 314 92 .30 140 .00 1631. 40 4399, 40 
14WF320 320 94 .12 137 .00 1635. 10 4141. 70 
14WF342 342 100 .59 178 .00 1806. 90 4911. 50 
14WF370 370 108 .78 222 .00 1986. 00 5454. 20 
14WF398 398 116 .98 272 .00 2169. 70 6013. 70 
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Table B.l. Continued 
Section Weight Area I x Iy I z 
Name (lb./ft.) (in.2) (in.4) (in.4) (in.4) 
14WF426 426 125, .25 330. ,00 2359, ,50 6610, ,30 
14WF455 455 133, .73 396, ,00 2561. ,20 7214. ,90 
14WF500 500 146. .95 514. ,00 2882. ,70 8234. ,10 
14WF550 550 161. ,75 670. ,00 3256. ,70 9443. 10 
14WF605 605 177. ,85 869. ,00 3680. ,90 10842. ,30 
14WF665 665 195. ,51 1120. ,00 4166. ,20 12477. ,70 
14WF730 730 214. 65 1450. 00 4716. 80 14371. 40 
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6JR4.4 4.4 1.30 0.01 0.17 7.30 
8JR6.5 6.5 1.92 0.02 0.34 18.70 
10JR9 9 2.64 0.03 0.61 39.00 
12JR11.8 11.8 3.45 0.04 0.98 72.00 
10B15 15 4.40 0.10 2.79 68.80 
12B16.5 16.5 4.86 0.11 2.79 105.30 
14B17.2 17.2 5.05 0.11 2.65 147.30 
14B22 22 6.47 0.21 6.40 197.40 
16B26 26 7.65 0.26 8.71 298.10 
14WF30 30 8.81 0.38 17.50 289.60 
16B31 31 9.12 0.46 11.57 372.50 
14WF34 34 10.00 0.57 21.30 339.20 
16WF36 36 10.59 0.55 22.10 446.30 
16WF40 40 11.77 0.79 26.50 515.50 
18WF45 45 13.24 0.89 31.90 704.50 
18W750 50 14.71 1.25 37.20 800.60 
21WF55 55 16.18 1.24 44.00 1140.70 
21WF62 62 18.23 1.83 53.10 1326.80 
24WF68 68 
20.00 1.86 63.80 1814.50 24WF76 76 2 37 2.70 76.50 2096.40 
27WF84 84 24.71 2.79 95.70 2824.80 
27WF94 94 27.65 4.06 115.10 3266.70 
30WF99 99 29.11 3.78 116.90 3988.60 
30WF108 108 31.77 5.02 135.10 4461.00 
30WF116 116 34.13 6.43 153.20 4919.10 
33WF118 118 34.71 5.32 170.30 5886.90 
33WF130 130 38.26 7.37 201.40 6699.00 
36WF135 135 39.70 7.03 207.10 7796.10 
36WF150 150 44.16 10.10 250.40 9012.10 
36WF160 160 47.09 12.40 275.40 9738.80 
36WF170 170 49.98 15.10 300.60 10470.00 
36WF182 182 53.54 18.40 327.70 11281.50 
36WF194 194 57.11 22.30 355.40 12103.40 
36WF230 230 67.73 28.60 870.90 14988.40 
36WF245 245 72.03 34.70 944.70 16092.20 
36WF260 260 76.56 41.60 1020.60 17233.80 
36WF280 280 82.32 52.60 1127.50 18819.30 
36WF300 300 88.17 64.20 1225.20 20290.20 
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Table B.3. Unequal Leg Double Angle Bracing Sections 
AISC Section Weight Area ^x>^y >^z 
Designation Name (lb./ft.) (in.2) (in.4) 
L3x2x3/16 3UAN6.1 6.1 1.80 .01 
L3x2%x^ 3UAN9.0 9 2.62 .01 
L4x3x% 4UAN11.6 11.6 3.38 .01 
L3x2^x3/8 3UAN13.2 13.2 3.84 .01 
L4x3x5/16 4UAN14.4 14.4 4.18 .01 
L4x3%x5/16 4UAN15.4 15.4 4.50 .01 
L4x3x3/8 4UAN17.0 17.0 4.96 .01 
L4x3^x3/8 4UAN18.2 18.2 5.34 .01 
L4x3x7/16 4UAN19.6 19.6 5.74 .01 
L4x3^x7/16 4UAN21.2 21.2 6.18 .01 
L4x3x^ 4UAN22.2 22.2 6.50 .01 
L6x3^x3/8 6UAN23.4 23,,4 6.84 .01 
L6x4x3/8 6UAN24.6 24.6 7.22 .01 
L5x3x^ 5UAN25.6 25.6 7.50 .01 
L5x3^x% 5UAN27.2 27.2 8.00 .01 
L6x4x7/16 6UAN28.6 28,6 8.36 .01 
L7x4x7/16 7UAN31.6 31.6 9.24 .01 
L8x4x7/16 8UAN24.4 34.4 10.12 .01 
L8x4x^ 8UAN39.2 39.2 11.50 .01 
L8x4x3/4 8UAN57.4 57.4 16.88 .01 
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Table B.4. Equal Leg Double Angle Bracing Sections 
AISC Section Weight Area I x,I y,I z 
Designation Name (lb./ft.) (in.2) (in.4) 
L2x2x^ 2AN6 6.38 1.88 .01 
L2x2x5/16 2AN7 7.84 2.30 .01 
L2^x2^x5/16 2.5AN10 10.00 2.94 .01 
L3x3x3/8 3AN14 14.4 4.22 .01 
L3^x3^x3/8 3.5AN17 17.0 4.96 .01 
L4x4x3/8 4AN19 19.6 5.72 .01 
L3igx3^ 3.5AN22 22.2 6.50 .01 
L4x4x^ 4AN25 25.6 7.50 .01 
L5x5x7/16 5AN28 28.6 8.36 .01 
L5x5x% 5AN32 32.4 9.50 .01 
L6x6x7/16 6AN34 34.4 10.12 .01 
L6x6x^ 6AN39 39.2 11.50 .01 
L8x8x*2 8AN52 52.8 15.50 .01 
L6x6x3/4 6AN57 57.4 16.88 .01 
L8x8x5/8 8AN65 65.4 19.22 .01 
L6x6xl 6AN74 74.8 22.00 .01 
L8x8x7/8 8AN90 90.0 26.46 .01 
L8x8xl 8AN102 102.0 30.00 .01 




Many disk file operations are performed during the execution 
of the design system. Large quantities of information are stored out 
of core to conserve in core memory and to permit large scale structures 
to be designed. References to the information stored on the disk files 
were made in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
The length of each of the 17 files described herein are found in 
the define file statements in the listing (program MAIN) and the sizes 
shown are consistent with the maximum problem size detailed in Appendix 
A (input) and Appendix F (program lis ting and comments). 
In addition to the file description, the subprogram name and line 
number within that subprogram which references each disk file (READ or 
(WRITE) is also presented. 
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File 11 
Number of Records: Total number of degrees of freedom, n(i.e., 
(6*NJ)-NR). 
Maximum Size of Record: Total number of degrees of freedom, n. 
Purpose: Individual rows of the stiffness matrix are stored on records 
on file 11 by subprogram STIFF in packed form, if a kinematic 
condensation analysis is required. These rows are then read 
in, unpacked (i.e., spread out and each row filled in) and 
again written to file 11 by subprogram UNPACK. Finally, 
these rows are read in by STFDES to begin the formation of 
the kinematically reduced stiffness matrix. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. STIFF 0539 
WRITE (ll'IREK)(S(IREK.J), J = 1,UBW) 
2. UNPACK 0015 
READ (ll'IREC)(S(I,J),J = 1,UBW) 
3. UNPACK 0051 
WRITE (11'I)(STEMP(IJ,J),J = 1,K) 
4. STFDES 0048 
READ (11'KM)(STEMP(IK,J),J = 1,K) 
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File 12 
Number of Records: Number of records on and to the right of the diago­
nal record in the unpacked original structure stiffness matrix. 
See Fig. 3.7 for an example. 
Maximum Size of Record: 36 words. 
Purpose: When a partitioned row of the packed stiffness matrix is read 
in core and unpacked, a void exists to the left of the diago­
nal record. Appropriate partitioning of the columns in each 
partitioned row of this unpacked matrix produces records to 
the right of the diagonal record, and these are stored on 
file 12. Those stored records are later read in as needed to 
complete a subsequent unpacked partitioned row. Refer to 
Section 3.5 and Figs. 3.8 to 3.11 for a more detailed discus­
sion and illustrations. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. RD1AG 0016 
WRITE (12'IREC)((STEMP(I,J),I = 1,IR(II)),J = LL,LSUM) 
2. LD1AG 0025 
READ (12'IREC)((DUM(K,L),K = 1,IR(JJ)),L = 1,IR(II)) 
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File 13 
Number of Records: Number of partitioned rows (IP) x Number of 
partitioned columns (NP) of the T matrix. 
Maximum Size of Record: 36 words 
Purpose: File 13 stores the transformation matrix T in record form 
discussed in Section 3.3 and shown in Fig. 3.6. This matrix 
is necessary in forming the kinematically reduced stiffness 
equations, Eq. 3.8. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. FORMT 0091 
WRITE (13'JREC)((S(I,J),1 = 1,IA),J = KK,LL) 
2. FORMT 0106 
WRITE (13'JREC)((T(I,J),1 = 1,6),J = 1,6) 
3. FORMT 0110 
WRITE (13 'JREC) ( (T(I, J) , I = 1,6),J= l,NFULl) 
4. FORMT 0116 
WRITE (13'JREC)((T(I,J),1 = 1,IFUL1),J = 1,6) 
5. FORMT 0120 
WRITE (13'JREC)((T(I,J),I = 1,IFUL1),J = 1,NFUL1) 
6. RPKKT 0035 
READ (13'ITREC)((T(IK,IJ),IK = KK,LL),IJ = 1,NA) 
7. TTRKT 0028 
READ (13'ITREC)((T(IK,IJ),IK = KK,LL),IJ = 1,NA) 
8. RLOADV 0021 
READ (13'ITREC) ((T(IK,IJ) , IK = KK,LL),IJ = 1,NA) 
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File 14 
Number of Records: Number of partitioned rows x Number of partitioned 
columns of the product K.22Z" 
Maximum Size of Record: 36 words. 
Purpose: One step in the process of forming the kinematically reduced 
stiffness matrix is to post multiply portions of the reordered, 
unpacked stiffness matrix by £. That portion of the stiffness 
matrix below the horizontal partition separating independent 
and dependent equations (below Kji and K^ 2 a n ^ above K 2 1 and 
K 2 2 in Eq. 3.2) is operated on by T and formed into records 
of K 2 2 T. These records are stored into file 14 for later 
access and pre-multiplication by T,*- to complete the matrix 
triple product T f cK 2 2T shown in Eq. 3.8. See Section 3.4 and 
Fig. 3.6 for details. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. STORE 0026 
WRITE (14'KTREC)((S(K,J),K = 1,IR(II)),J = KK,LL) 
2. TTRKT 0048 
READ (14'KTREC) ((S(K,J) :)K = 1,IR(II)),J = KK,LL) 
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File 15 
Number of Records: Number of loading conditions x 2. 
Maximum Size of Record: Number of displacement degrees of freedom 
((6*NJ)-NR). 
Purpose: File 15 stores all load vectors. Each individual load vector 
is stored on one record (record LN) in its original form 
for a stiffness analysis and its corresponding kinematically 
reduced form is stored on another record (record LN+NLS) for 
use in kinematic condensation analysis. For details, see 
Section 3.4. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. LDATA 0141 
WRITE (15'LN)(AC(I),1 - 1,N) 
2. RLOADV 0006 
READ (15'LN)(S(I,K),K - 1,N) 
3. RLOADV 0047 
WRITE (15'LN1)(S(3,K),K = 1,L) 
4. M0DFR2 0036 
READ (15'LN1)(AC(I),I = 1,NR0W) 
5. M0DFR2 0048 
READ (15'LN)(AC(I),1 = 1,N) 
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File 16 
Number of Records: One record for < ach section in column section table. 
Maximum Size of Record: 4 words, 
Purpose: File 16 stores the area, I x, Iy, and I z for each section in 
the user input column section table (see Table B.l for an 
example). The record number is identical to the section 
number in the table. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. PTABLE 0015 
WRITE (16'J) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
2. SDATA 0157 
READ (ITABI'ISECI) AX(I),IX(I),IY(I),IZ(I) 
3. VIRTWK 0009 
READ (ITABI'ISECI) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
4. VIRTWK 0038 
READ (ITABI'NSEC) AREAN,RIXN,RIYN,RIZN 
5. COSTWT 0020 




Number of Records: One record for each section in beam section table. 
Maximum Size of Record: 4 words. 
Purpose: File 17 stores the area, I y, Iy, and I z for each section in 
the user input beam section table (see Table B.2 for an 
example). The record number is identical to the section 
number in the table. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. PTABLE 0025 
WRITE (17'J) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
2. SDATA 0157 
READ (ITABI'ISECI) AX(I),IX(I),IY(I),IZ(I) 
3. VIRTWK 0009 
READ (ITABI'ISECI) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
4. VIRTWK 0038 
READ (ITABI'NSEC) , AREAN,RIXN,RIYN,RIZN 
5. COSTWT 0025 
READ (17'J) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
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File 18 
Number of Records: One record for each section in bracing section table 
Maximum Size of Record: 4 words. 
Purpose: File 18 stores the area, I x, ly, and I z for each section in 
the user input bracing section table (see Tables B.3 and B.4 
for examples). The record number is identical to the section 
number in the table. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. PTABLE 0036 
WRITE (18'J) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
2. SDATA 0157 
READ (ITABI'ISECI) AX(I),IX(I),IY(I),IZ(I) 
3. VIRTWK 0009 
READ (ITABI'ISECI) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
4. VIRTWK 0038 
READ (ITABI'NSEC) AREAN,RIXN,RIYN,RIZN 
5. COSTWT 0015 
READ (18'J) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
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File 19 
Number of records: One record for each structural member. 
Maximum Size of Record: 3 words. 
Purpose: Each member has a density factor and a cost factor. These 
values in addition to member length are stored on file 19 on 
the record number which is equal to the member number that is 
described with these factors. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. SDATA 0171 
WRITE (19'I) RHO,U,XL 
2. VIRTWK 0012 
READ (19'I) RH0,U,XL 
3. COSTWT 0012 
READ (19'I) RH0,U,XL 
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File 20 
Number of Records: One record for each joint in the structure. 
Maximum Size of Record: 3 words. 
Purpose: Joint coordinates (Global X,Y, and Z for each joint) are 
stored on file 20 in the record number which Is equal to the 
joint number they locate. These coordinates are necessary to 
compute all non-zero elements in the T matrix when that matrix 
is formed internally by the program. 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. SDATA 0082 
WRITE (20'J) X(J),Y(J),Z(J) 
2. FORMT 0057 
READ (20'MJK1) XI,YI,ZI 
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Files 21-27 
Number of Records: On each file, there is one record for each structural 
member. 
Maximum Size of Record: 5 words. 
Purpose: Each file from 21 to 27 corresponds to a single loading 
condition. A maximum of seven loading conditions are per­
mitted. Among these seven loading conditions, a maximum of 
three may be virtual loading conditions, each of which cor­
responds to a displacement constraint. Associated with each 
virtual loading condition may be a maximum of four applied 
external loading conditions (see Chapter 2 for discussion of 
Q-P loading table). Member end forces which include axial 
force, y and z axis bending moments at the negative incident 
end, and y and z axis bending moments at the positive incident 
end are stored for later access during subsequent virtual work 
calculations(see Chapter 2), The record number is equal to 
the member number for which the member end forces are appli­
cable . 
Points of Access and Line Numbers: 
1. RESULT 0280 
WRITE (JFILE'I) AM(1),AM(5),AM(6),AM(11),AM(12) 
2. VIRTWK 0011 
READ (IFILE'I) MEAU1,MEAU2,MEAU3,MEAU5,MEAU6 
3. VIRTWK 0016 
READ (JFILE'I) MEA1,MEA2,MEA3,MEA5,MEA6 
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APPENDIX D 
DOCUMENTATION OF SUBPROGRAMS 
This appendix contains descriptions of all subprograms used in 
the stiffness design system. They are divided up into their functional 
areas which are DESIGN, KINEMATIC CONDENSATION ANALYSIS, and USER PRO­
VIDED STIFFNESS ANALYSIS (Fig. 4.2). 
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D.1 DESIGN Subprograms 
This section contains all subprograms which perform overall con­














Description and Logic: This is the overall controlling program for all 
phases of the design system which are briefly described here. There are 
17 different files defined to store pertinent data and avoid the impos­
sibility of having all information in core at once. All design parame­
ters are input and immediately printed at the outset of the program. A 
data check is made to verify that all quantities are within allotted li­
mits. Error messages, detailed below, result if any value exceeds its 
bounds. Column, beam, and bracing section tables are input in a program 
especially designed to handle that data. As soon as all counters are 
initialized to zero, the design process begins with an analysis either 
by kinematic condensation analysis, or by stiffness analysis, depending 
on what is specified by the user. Immediately following analysis, dis­
placements atconstraint locations are checked to see if they are less 
than or equal to constraint values and if so, the process ends. Other­
wise, the design process begins with the gradient search cycle, as 
error terms are calculated to compensate somewhat for the approximate 
nature of the succeeding computations done by the virtual work proce­
dures. Programs are called sequentially which evaluate displacement 
sensitivity coefficients} Q^'.s, decide which constraint directions have 
member changes associated with them, and update deflections at all con­
straint locations due to those member Increases. This set of programs 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
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is basically a tight loop of virtual work calculations. The loop is 
repeated until all constraints appear to be satisfied, thus ending a 
gradient search cycle. If permitted by the user, an analysis of either 
type (kinematic condensation or stiffness analysis) is completed to ver­
ify that a solution has been found or that displacements are still ex­
cessive. Should more changes be necessary, the gradient search cycle 
composed of repeated virtual work loops between analyses is executed 
again. When a final solution is reached, a program is called to output 
and summarize in tabular form, the results of the design process. In­
termediate output from the main program itself allows the engineer to 
note in more detail how the design progresses. 
Program Output: The program title is output first followed in tabular 
form by all design parameters which are as follows: Number of columns, 
beams, and braces in each respective section table, number of approxi­
mate kinematic condensation analyses per exact stiffness analysis, maxi­
mum .number of total analyses permitted (kinematic condensation + exact 
stiffness analyses), transformation matrix parameter, maximum number of 
member updates permitted per analysis, member change parameter, initial 
and final analysis type parameters, number of loading conditions in­
cluding unit loads, number of displacement constraints, unit load mag­
nification factor , tolerance of displacement convergence in percent and 
initial error percent. Following this list, the location, magnitude, 
number and direction of displacement constraint is printed after input, 
plus the loading number of the unit load associated with each trans­
lational constraint. For rotational constraints, substituted for direc-
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tion are joint coordinates for two joints indicating the chord which 
is used to measure rotation. Immediately after an analysis is com­
pleted, a summary is printed which includes the displacements at each 
constraint location resulting from its associated loads and compared 
with the limiting constraint values. Then after each virtual work loop, 
following the output from another program of the exact member numbers 
which are changed, another table contains the approximate displacements 
from virtual work at each constraint location, evolving from its asso­
ciated loads, error terms used to modify those deflections, and con­
straint values themselves. At the completion of a gradient search cy­
cle, a summary of member changes by member type as well as analysis num­
ber and type are output. Once cost and weight data are printed from 
another program, a displacement summary showing the computed deflec­
tions by analysis at the beginning of the cycle in addition to the ap­
proximate deflections at the end of the cycle for each associated applied 
load for each constraint are compared with corresponding constraint 
values. 
Program Length: 291 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: PTABLE, M0DFR2 (analysis), DSENCO, NDCHG, DVWCHG, 
COSTWT, OUTPUT 
Calls to Program: None 
Error Procedures: If the following occurs: 
Initial or final analysis type parameter is not equal to 0 or 1, member 
change parameter is not equal to 0 or 1, number of loadings is less than 
1 or greater than 7, number of displacement constraints is less than 
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1 or greater than 3, Transformation matrix parameter is not equal to 0 
or 1 or 2, the vector describing the direction of a translational con­
straint is not of unit length, the following message results. 
ALL INPUT DATA ARE NOT WITHIN ALLOWED LIMITS... CHECK. 
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Name: PTABLE 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Descrption and Logic: This program sets up consecutive loops which con­
trol the input of column, beam and bracing section tables in that order, 
containing area, and moments of inertia about the local x, y, and z axes. 
These tables are stored on disk files. 
Program Output: Listing of column, beam and bracing section tables. 
Program Length: 39 Source stateraents+conanents. 
Calls from Program: None 
Calls to Program: MAIN 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: TSCHK 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is essentially a checking program which makes 
sure that the table and section specified for each member in the structure 
are within allowable limits as dictated by design input parameters. 
Program Output: None 
Program Length: 31 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 (analysis program) 
Error Procedures: If member table or section is incorrectly specified 
for any member in the structure the following message is printed. 
IMPROPER MEMBER TABLE OR SECTION SPECIFIED-
MEMBER // , TABLE # , SECTION //_ 
This continues until all members are checked. An error here ultimately 
causes the program to cease. Should a member be at its maximum size, 
all of its displacement sensitivity ccefficients are set equal to +10000 
to prevent that member from being selected to be increased. 
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Name: DSENCO 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program organizes the calculation of dis­
placement sensitivity coefficients Q-̂ 's immediately after an analysis 
(kinematic condensation or stiffness analysis) has been performed for use 
in the upcoming gradient search cycle. One Qi is computed by virtual 
work means, for each member, for each associated load of each displace­
ment constraint, except under 2 conditions. No Qi's are computed for any 
members already at their maximum allowable size and none are computed 
which are related to a displacement constraint that already has been met. 
Once all appropriate Qi's have been calculated, the most negative one 
associated with each individual displacement constraint and the member 
that produces it, are stored for later use, as it is these members which 
are to be changed. Later on in the program, as members are increased, 
new Q^s are calculated in another program. On subsequent passes through 
DSENCO, after a virtual work loop, the most negative of the existing Qi's 
are checked and again the most negative for each constraint is ascer­
tained. Note that only immediately after an analysis, does this program 
control the calculation of all Qi's for use in the gradient search and 
no matter where a Q^ is called for, the actual calculation is performed 
in subprogram VIRTWK. 
Program Output: None 
Program Length: 25 Source statements + comments 
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Calls from Program: VIRTWK 
Calls to Program: MAIN 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: NDCHG 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program sorts out information and decides 
which displacement constraints will have member changes associated with 
them during the upcoming virtual work cycle. Generally, if the input 
parameter MEMCHG is equal to 1, then one member change will occur for 
each displacement constraint and if MEMCHG is equal to 0, the member with 
overall the most negative Q± will be the only one increased, no matter 
which constraint it is associated with and this data is stored in array 
ICHG. Special conditions cause a variation in the basic procedure. 
Should MEMCHG equal to 1 and a single member have the most negative 
dsenco for 2 or more constraints, that member is increased only once 
during the subsequent virtual work loop because it will affect both con­
straints by a significant amount anyway. Also, if a constraint is al­
ready satisfied, as ascertained by either virtual work or exact calcu­
lations, no member change will correspond to that constraint. 
Program Output: None 
Program Length: 31 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None 
Calls to Program: MAIN 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: DVWCHG 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program dictates when a member change is to 
take place, calculates changes and updates deflections due to the member 
increases, manages computation of Qi's for the newly increased members 
and keeps tract of the total number of members changed since the last 
analysis. As each member is increased, displacements at all constraint 
locations are affected with a resulting decrease. Deflections from each 
associated load of each constraint are updated, whether or not a member 
change is associated with that constraint. A loop is made over all con­
straints. 
Program Output: None 
Program Length: 39 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: VIRTWK, INCMEM 
Calls to Program: MAIN 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: INCMEM 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: The actual increase by one in size in section in 
the appropriate section table, column, beam or brace, occurs in this pro­
gram. Should that member reach its maximum size upon the increase,all of 
its Qi's are set equal to +10000. A cumulative tabulation of member 
changes by member type is carried out in this program. 
Program Output: As a member is increased, its number, table and section 
are printed. 
Program Length: 41 Source statements + comments. 
Calls from Program: None 
Calls to Program: DVWCHG 
Error Procedures: Should it be determined that a member has a table 
specified as anything other than 16, 17, or 18, column, beam or brace 
respectively, before execution ceases, the following error message is 
printed. 
IMPROPER MEMBER TABLE OR SECTION SPECIFIED 
MEMBER # , TABLE # , SECTION . 
If it happens that the member chosen to be increased is at its maximum 
size already, this means that all members are at their maximum size 
and thus the following message results. 
ALL MEMBERS ARE AT MAXIMUM SIZE. 
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Name: DEXACT 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: The purpose of this program is to compute the 
exact value of translation or rotation, whichever is specified, at con­
straint locations for each associated loading condition of each individual 
constraint. The importance of this program is evident when the direction 
of a translational constraint is not parallel to either the X, Y, or Z 
global axes, and when the type of constraint is rotational. 
Program Output: None 
Program Length: 76 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 (analysis) 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: VIRTWK 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: All virtual work calculations are performed in 
this program. When necessary, member end actions from a particular ap­
plied loading condition, those arising from a unit load relating to a 
displacement constraint, member properties defined by table and section 
numbers are read in from various disk files and mathematically combined, 
as in Eq. 2.17 to determine the contribution to displacement of the mem­
ber in question at the designated displacement constraint location, even­
tually encompassing all constraints. Factors of density, cost and length 
plus member properties from the next largest section in the same table 
are called from other disk files to determine a Qi for that member as 
shown in Eq. 2.25. Repeated calls to this program ultimately result in 
Qi's for all members, for each associated load of each displacement con­
straint . 
Program Output: None 
Program Length: 50 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None 
Calls to Program: DSENCO, DVWCHG 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: COSTWT 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: Structure weight and cost are evaluated in this 
program. Factors of density, cost and length, plus member properties, 
as designated by table and section number, are read into core from disk 
file storage. Weight is computed as the product of density, area and 
length, and this quantity is simply multiplied by the unit cost factor to 
arrive at the cost of a single member. A loop is set up to include all 
members with branches to separate and accumulate weight and cost by mem­
ber type, finally summing each category to reach total weight and cost 
for the entire frame under consideration,, This program is called at the 
outset of the design and again following each gradient search cycle. 
Program Output: Subtotals of weight and cost for columns, beams and 
braces, and a final sum total for each are printed. 
Program Length: 44 Source statements + comments 
Calls fromProgram: None 
Calls to Program: MAIN, M0DFR2 (analysis), OUTPUT 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: OUTPUT 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is a program which controls output of data 
vital to the design process. The program is executed twice during the 
complete design process. Initial and final member properties are output 
from this program as a loop is completed over all members. Depending 
on member type, column, beam or brace, and section number, member prop­
erties of area and 3 moments of inertia are read into core from disk 
storage. Another file contains density, unit cost and length on a re­
cord pertaining to each member. All these quantities are output in tabu­
lar form. On the second pass through the program, number and type of 
analysis plus a breakdown of member changes by column, beam and bracing 
section, for the recently completed final design, are also printed, and 
immediately following,a call is made to another program to evaluate final 
structure cost and weight in addition to member properties. 
Program Output: See previous discussion. 
Program Length: 66 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program : COSTWT 
Calls to Program : M0DFR2 (analysis) MAIN 
Error Procedures: None 
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D.2 KINEMATIC CONDENSATION ANALYSIS Subprograms 
This section contains all subprograms which perform kinematic 



















Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program directs all activities pertaining 
to the kinematic reduction process. The first steps include calling 
programs to perform consistency checks on input parameters, convert lo­
cal dependent displacement directions to global directions, and assemble 
a permutation vector, all in preparation for and preceding the formation 
of the transformation matrix in another program. Should an error occur 
during the data check, execution ceases. These calls are skipped on 
subsequent executions of the kinematic condensation. Next, an array is 
formed to identify diagonal record numbers of the stiffness matrix, which 
are derived from its row and column partitioning scheme. Because the 
stiffness matrix is stored in packed form on disk by the user supplied 
analysis program (See Chapter 4), these are necessary as a basis for 
numbering other records in the matrix, used when a separate program un­
packs and fills in the void to the left of the diagonal elements, for 
each individual partitioned row. A sufficient number of single rows of 
the stiffness matrix, saved on disk by the unpacking program, are read 
into core one at a time, in their new order determined by the permuta­
tion vector, until one partitioned row is complete. It is then ascer­
tained whether the row in question is above, below, or straddling the 
imaginary horizontal boundary between independent and dependent portions 
of the stiffness matrix. Once this position is known, a series of calls 
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are made to programs that assess the band width of the partitioned row 
after its columns are reordered, perform the appropriate post multipli­
cations by the transformation matrix and transfer those absolute rows of 
the independent segment of the reduced matrix to their final locations, 
and store on disk the multiplication results in the dependent sector of 
the condensed matrix. When the loop encompassing all partitional rows is 
concluded, a final program is called to finish the matrix triple product, 
producing the final reduced stiffness matrix in core. 
Program Output: None 
Program Length: 70 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: CONCHK, GLOBAL, ORDER, FORMT, UNPACK, ROWBND, 
RPKKT, STORE, TTRKT 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 (analysis) 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: CONCHK 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program performs a consistency check on 
all data input in conjunction with the kinematic condensation pro­
cedure. Those values which are not within specified ranges produce 
error messages detailed below. The program is split into two major 
sections, one concerning the internal formulation of the transforma­
tion matrix, the other deals with parameters necessary for user input 
of such a matrix. 
Program Output: See error procedures below. 
Program Length: 248 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None 
Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: The first set of error messages are concerned with 
parameters necessary for internal formulation of the transformation 
matrix. If the number of stories in the frame is given as a negative 
number, the following appears. 
NO. OF FLOORS = , WHICH IS IMPOSSIBLE 
If the total number of joints specified as being on a particular 
floor or rigid body does not equal the sum of all those listed on data 
cards, the message below appears. 
NO. OF JOINTS ON CARDS DOES NOT EQUAL NUMBER READ IN, INFORMATION 
format.) 
ON DATA CARD (Values from the data card are printed out in the input 
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If the first value on a data card specifying joints on a floor or rigid 
body is equal to 0, the error is noted as follows. 
DATA INPUT ERROR FOR FLOOR NO. , 
FIRST JOINT ON FLOOR SPECIFIED AS ZERO 
INFORMATION ON DATA CARD (Values from the data card are printed out 
using input format.) 
If in the middle of a list of joints on a data card, a 0 appears, the 
message below follows. 
DATA INPUT ERROR FOR FLOOR NO. , 
ZERO SPECIFIED AS A JOINT 
INFORMATION ON DATA CARD (Values from the data card are printed out 
using input format.) 
If the first value on a data card specifying joints on a floor or rigid 
body is negative, the error message below is the result. 
DATA INPUT ERROR FOR FLOOR NO. , 
FIRST JOINT SPECIFIED AS NEGATIVE 
INFORMATION ON DATA CARD (Values from the data card are printed out 
using input format.) 
It is possible to signify a series of consecutive joints by indicating 
the first joint in the series in one format slot, and the final joint 
in the series in the following format slot on the same card, with a 
negative sign in front of it. For instance 5,-8 would indicate joints 
5, 6, 7 and 8. However, if the absolute value of the second number 
specified is less than that of the first, the following message is 
printed. 
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DATA INPUT ERROR FOR FLOOR NO. , 
CONSECUTIVE JOINTS NOT IN ORDER 
INFORMATION ON DATA CARD (Values from the data card are printed out 
using input format.) 
Should two consecutive entries be negative, another message is 
printed. 
DATA INPUT ERROR FOR FLOOR NO. , 
TWO CONSECUTIVE JOINTS SPECIFIED AS NEGATIVE 
INFORMATION ON DATA CARD (Values from the data card are printed out 
using input format.) 
Any of the above errors causes termination of the program after all 
floors are checked. Otherwise execution continues by internally 
forming an array which is directly related to the desired simulated 
behavior of the structure and precedes the ultimate internal assemblage 
of the transformation matrix for either the completely rigid floor or 
planar rigidity cases. A final check is made in this portion of the 
program to see that no joint is specified twice. If so, the following 
is printed. 
INPUT ERROR — JOINT APPEARS TIMES. 
Any joint appearing multiple times causes an error exit to occur, and 
this error message results from a duplicate joint which appears in 
either major portion of the program. 
The following set of error indicators are related to quantities used 
when a transformation matrix is externally input by the user. The 
number of joints with dependent displacements, NJD, must be greater 
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than 0 and the number of dependent displacements must be greater than 
or equal to NJD, if such is not the case, the following message re­
sults . 
NJD OR JD HAS BEEN INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED 
NJD = JD = 
Each joint, which has at least one unrestrained dependent displacement 
component, is input on a single card, with those components in as­
cending order. The next several errors are related to a violation of 
this format. The joints themselves need not be in any special order. 
If the number of dependent displacements is inadvertently specified as 
zero at any of these joints, the error message below is printed. 
NEGATIVE OR ZERO NO. OF DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENTS SPECIFIED 
IDEP(J,2) = 
Local components must be designated as a number between one and six, 
inclusive, or the following error indicator is printed. 
LOCAL DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENT IMPROPERLY SPECIFIED AS A 
NO. LESS THAN 1 OR GREATER THAN 6 
JOINT INFORMATION = 
Should these local components not be in ascending order, the user 
receives the following message. 
DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER 
JOINT INFORMATION = 
If a local component chosen to be dependent is found to be restrained, 
the user is informed as follows. 
A DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENT HAS BEEN SPECIFIED AS RESTRAINED 
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JOINT INFORMATION = 
A check is made to insure that the sum total of all dependent displace­
ments is equal to the number which was read in and if not the following 
message results. 
NO. OF DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS ADDED UP FROM EACH OF NJD 
JOINTS IS NOT EQUAL TO JD READ IN. NJD = JD = 
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Name: GLOBAL 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program converts local dependent displace­
ment component numbers to global unknown components from 1 up to the 
number of degrees of freedom. The global direction is dependent upon 
the joint at which the component is located and the cumulative number 
of restraints previous to the direction under consideration. Arrays 
are formed which store the number of released directions at each 
joint, and are directly related to the number of absolute rows and 
columns in each partitioned row and column. The total number of parti­
tioned rows and columns in the original stiffness matrix is determined 
here. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 73 Source statements + comments. 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: ORDER 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: Using the global directions of the dependent 
displacement components, an array is formed to dictate the reordering 
scheme necessary for the stiffness matrix, before pre and post multi­
plication by the transformation matrix is executed as a part of the 
kinematic condensation procedure. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 28 Source statements + comments. 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: UNPACK 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program reads in from the appropriate 
disk file enough absolute rows of the original stiffness matrix, stored 
in packed form by the user supplied analysis program, in order to gene­
rate one partitioned row. Details of partitioning are found in Chap­
ter 3. Operations carried out in this program are on the packed form 
of the original stiffness matrix. In effect the partitioned row is 
expanded such that elements are in their actual column positions, leaving 
a void to the left of the diagonal elements. Two major arrays are used, 
one to store the packed partitioned row, and one to store the unpacked 
arrangement. Other programs are called which transpose the diagonal 
record and fill in the remaining void further to the left of this posi­
tion, taking advantage of symmetry of the stiffness matrix by using 
transposed records to the right of the diagonal from previous parti­
tioned rows. The records referred to evolve from the column parti­
tioning which is identical to row partitioning. Once the entire parti­
tioned row is filled, each individual row is written out to the same 
disk file from which it came for later modification. A loop is set up 
to manipulate all partitioned rows as described above. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 55 Source statements + comments. 
Calls from Program: LDIAG, DIAG, RDIAG 
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Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: LDIAG 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program calculates the proper record num­
bers necessary to fill the void created to the left of the diagonal 
after a partitioned row is unpacked. Required nonzero records are 
read in from disk, transposed and inserted in the proper position 
of the partitioned row under consideration until that row is filled. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 40 Source statements + comments. 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: UNPACK 
Error Procedure: None. 
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Name: RDIAG 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program organizes the unpacked parti­
tioned row under consideration into records based on column parti­
tioning. Those nonzero records to the right of the diagonal one are 
written to a disk file for later use in filling the void to the left 
of the diagonal in subsequent partitioned rows. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 18 Source statements + comments. 
Calls from Program:. None. 
Calls to Program: UNPACK 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: DIAG 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program transposes the diagonal record 
of an unpacked partitioned row as a contribution to filling in the void 
to the left of the diagonal elements created when that row is unpacked. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 27 Source statements + comments. 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: UNPACK 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: ROWBND 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: The purpose of this program is to assess the 
band width of each individual partitioned row of the rearranged stiff­
ness matrix before it is pre or post multiplied by the transformation 
matrix. By knowing the band width, which is defined as the largest 
number of columns between the diagonal and the last nonzero element, 
inclusive, of any single row in the partitioned row in question, many 
multiplications by zero may be omitted. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 36 Source statements + comments. 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: If it is determined that the reordered matrix has 
a number less than or equal to zero on the diagonal, an error message 
is printed, REORDERED MATRIX HAS A ZERO ON THE DIAGONAL. This causes 
the program to cease any further execution. 
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Name: RPKKT 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program begins the actual process of 
kinematic condensation once all preliminaries are completed. Upon 
entering the program, a partitioned row of the original stiffness 
matrix is in core with rows reordered. If the row is completely 
above the horizontal partition separating the independent and de­
pendent equations, it is physically column reordered and the seg­
ment is stored in a temporary array with K^T, multiplication fol­
lowing, producing elements to complete the partitioned row of the 
reduced matrix, which is stored in packed form in a temporary array 
in core. The physical reordering is completed only for those ele­
ments contained in K_^. If the row is entirely below the horizontal 
~11 
partition, all elements of K 0 0 T are obtained by matrix multiplication 
and temporarily preserved in core, later on in another program to be 
stored on disk, as they are needed ultimately for completion of the 
triple product ^ K ^ T . Due to symmetry of the stiffness matrix, 
t 
T K is not necessary. For all multiplications in this program, a 
pseudo column reordering, facilitated by the permutation vector pre­
viously assembled, picks the proper elements from the rows of the 
original stiffness matrix as they occur in the rearranged stiffness 
matrix, to multiply by the transformation matrix. The band width 
of the partitioned row in question, ascertained prior to this point, 
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is advantageously used to minimize the number of calculations. 
Partitioned columns of T are cycled into core one at a time for these 
computations. For any row which straddles the horizontal partition, 
each section is treated as a full partitioned row according to where 
it is located. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 66 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: STORE 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: A partitioned row of the stiffness matrix, once 
it reaches this program, is reordered and appropriate columns have been 
post multiplied by the transformation matrix. Should the partitioned 
row under investigation be completely above the horizontal partition, 
it is transferred to its exact position in the array storing the final 
reduced stiffness matrix. If the row is entirely below the imaginary 
partition between independent and dependent equations, this implies 
that it is composed of elements evolving from K 0~T multiplication. 
Hence it is organized into records which are sent out to a disk storage 
file for succeeding premultiplication by the transpose of the trans­
formation matrix, leading to the eventual completion of the T tK o r.T 
triple product. In the case of a row straddling the partition, each 
individual segment, above and below, is treated as a full partitioned 
row according to where it is located. There are as many partitioned 
rows of K n„T as there are full partitioned rows of the stiffness ~22~ 
matrix below the horizontal partition, except that one additional 
partitioned row exists in the situation of a row straddling that line. 
In all cases, there are the same number of partitioned columns of 
K~~T as there are of the transformation matrix. These characteristics ~22~' 
govern the formation of disk record structure,as records are numbered 
across each partitioned row. 
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Program Output: None, 
Program Length: 46 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: TTRKT 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program has as its function to complete the 
Tt^22<£ t r i P ± e product and store the result in packed form in the final 
condensed matrix array. The and K-^T portion of that matrix is 
previously completed in the proper form upon entering this program. 
An outer loop increments on partitioned columns of the transformation 
matrix, which can also be defined as partitioned rows of the transpose 
of that matrix, while an inner loop increments over partitioned col­
umns of the ^22^ tf^trix* each of which is stored on a separate disk 
file and has an individual array set aside for one of its column or 
row partitions for use in core. To save space, as new partitions are 
called, they simply replace the existing ones. The record numbers 
composing these designated partitions for each matrix are calculated 
internally by the program. Ultimately, when the triple product is 
accomplished, the reduced matrix in packed form exists in a special 
array in preparation for use in solving for independent displacements 
and displacement measures. Because it is in packed form, care is taken 
to calculate only those elements which fall on the diagonal or above. 
Also the band width of the final matrix is ascertained as an aid in 
solving. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 85 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: None, 
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Name: RLOADV 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: The load vector, as well as the stiffness 
matrix, must be modified to correctly apply the kinematic condensation 
procedure. One load vector at a time is read in from the proper disk 
file where it was stored by the user supplied analysis program. This 
vector is physically reordered, as dictated by the permutation vector 
described earlier. The elements associated with the dependent dis­
placements are premultiplied by partitioned columns of the trans­
formation matrix, which can also be referred to as partitioned rows 
of that matrix, as they are read in one at a time for the necessary 
multiplications. Each partition replaces the previous one until all 
are processed. The resulting reduced loading vector is then sent out 
to the same disk file, with a different record number. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 49 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 (analysis) 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: KFN 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: During the consistency data check, it is 
necessary repeatedly to determine the overall global direction of a 
local direction, that has been specified as a dependent displacement, 
for the purpose of determining whether or not it is restrained or un­
restrained. This FUNCTION subprogram is used for that purpose. 
Program Output: None 
Program Length: 8 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None 
Calls to Program: CONCHK 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: EXPRD 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 19 76 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: When the condensed stiffness matrix and con­
densed load vector are solved, the resulting vector contains values 
for the independent joint displacements and the displacement measures. 
For the displacement measures to be converted into dependent joint 
displacements, they must be premultiplied by the transformation matrix. 
This is accomplished by employing partitioned rows of that matrix, one 
at a time, each partition replacing the previous one, until the final 
product is formulated. At this point, all displacements are calculated, 
but are not in the proper sequence, so a physical reordering process, 
using the permutation vector as a guide, puts the displacements back 
into their original order. The final order is critical because of 
the way in which displacements are used to compute member end forces 
in an analysis program. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 49 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 (analysis) 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: FORMT 
Author: Barry Adelson 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This program contains two major segments, one 
to manage input related to the internal assemblage of the transformation 
matrix for 2 specialized conditions, and another to control input of 
parameters plus the desired transformation matrix itself. In either 
case, the matrix has partitioned rows and columns arranged such that 
they contain 6 absolute rows and columns respectively, except for the 
last one of each which may contain less because of overall dimensions. 
Records, based on this partitioning scheme and numbered consecutively 
across each row, are written to a disk file for later use in forming 
the reduced stiffness matrix and reduced load vectors, as well as 
modifying displacement measures, creating dependent displacements. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 123 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: STFDES 
Error Procedures: None. 
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D.3 USER PROVIDED STIFFNESS ANALYSIS Subprograms 
This Section contains all subprograms which perform exact 
stiffness analysis and which represent an example of the types of 
programs a user should provide and interface with the other two 
parts of the design system as outlined in Chapter 4 and Sections 










Author: William Weaver(15) (modified by Barry Adelson) 
Date: September 1976 (modified) 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is a modified user provided program which 
has the function of controlling all procedures necessary to perform 
an analysis of a given structure for joint displacements and member 
forces. It was modified to control not only an exact stiffness ana­
lysis, but also direct a complete kinematic condensation analysis. 
The modifications are described in detail in Chapter 4. 
Program Output: Output from this program consists of headings for the 
following information; displacements and member end actions, initial 
structure weight and cost data, and loading conditions. 
Program Length: 62 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: RLOADV, SBAND, EXPRD, RESULT, DEXACT, SDATA, 
TSCHK, OUTPUT, COSTWT, STIFF, LDATA, STFDES, DCBAND 
Calls to Program: MAIN 
Error Procedures: None 
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Name: SDATA 
Author: William Weaver (15)(modified by Barry Adelson) 
Date: September 1976 (modified) 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is a user provided program which has the 
function of controlling input and output of all structure data in­
cluding the following: number of members, number of joints, number 
of reactions, number of reaction joints, modulus of elasticity, shear 
modulus, joint coordinates, member incidences, beta angle, member 
table and section size (i.e. member properties'), unit cost and density 
factors for each member, and a list of restrained directions. Joint 
coordinates are written to a disk file for later use in forming the 
transformation matrix if a kinematic condensation is to be performed. 
The length of each member is calculated, and that along with its cost 
and density factors are written to another disk file for subsequent 
use in virtual work calculations. Details of modifications made to 
the program are found in Chapter 4. 
Program Output: See discussion above. 
Program Length: 267 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: STIFF 
Author: William Weaver(15)(modified by Barry Adelson) 
Date: September 1976 (modified) 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is a user provided program which has the 
function of forming the global structure stiffness matrix in packed 
form and determining its band width. If a kinematic condensation is 
to be performed, the stiffness matrix in packed form taking advantage 
of band width is written out to a disk file, one row per record. De­
tails of the modifications to this program are found in Chapter 4. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 542 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: DCBAND 
Author: William Weaver (15) 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is a user provided program which performs 
a Cholesky decomposition on either the original stiffness matrix or 
kinematically condensed stiffness matrix in packed form, whichever is 
required. There were no modifications to this program. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 24 Source statements 4- comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 
Error Procedures: If it is found that an element on the diagonal of the 
decomposed stiffness matrix is equal to or less than zero, termination 




Author: William Weaver (15) (modified by Barry Adelson) 
Date: September 1976 (modified) 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is a user supplied program which has the 
function of controlling input of loads (joint loads only for reasons 
explained in Chapter 2), and formulation and output of load vectors. 
Load vectors are written to a disk file, one vector to a record, for 
subsequent kinematic condensation if that is required by the user. 
Details of the modifications to this; program are found in Chapter 4. 
Program Output: See discussion above. 
Program Length: 143 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: RESULT 
Author: William Weaver (15) (modified by Barry Adelson) 
Date: September 1976 (modified) 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is a user supplied program which uses the 
global joint displacements to calculate both member end forces and 
reactions. Appropriate member end forces for each member are written 
to a disk file, one record for each set of member forces, for later 
use in the design system as described in Chapter 2. All joint dis­
placements, member end forces and reactions are output from this 
program. Modifications are found in Chapter 4. 
Program Output: See discussion above. 
Program Length: 354 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 
Error Procedures: None. 
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Name: SBAND 
Author: William Weaver (15) 
Date: September 1976 
Language: IBM Fortran 
Description and Logic: This is a user supplied program which properly 
decomposes the load vector (original or kinematically reduced) and 
uses the banded decomposed stiffness matrix (original or kinematically 
reduced) to solve for displacements. In the case of a stiffness ana­
lysis, actual joint displacements result. For a kinematic condensation 
analysis, independent joint displacements and displacement measures 
result. There are no modifications to this program. 
Program Output: None. 
Program Length: 31 Source statements + comments 
Calls from Program: None. 
Calls to Program: M0DFR2 
Error Procedures: None. 
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APPENDIX E 
All COMMON variables used by the design system are shown in the 
subprogram listings in Appendix F, and are of generally two types. One 
type (Type 1) are those variables that were originally developed for the 
user supplied stiffness analysis subprograms, and the other type (Type 2) 
are variables that were developed specifically for the overall stiffness 
design system. Many Type 1 variables are not used by the design system 
programs and consequently are not described herein, while other Type 1 
variables are used and are described,. In the description of COMMON 
variables which follows, all Type 1 variables are marked with an as­
terisk (*) . 
Now, as noted in Appendix F, all subprograms of the design system 
may be associated with three categories, namely DESIGN, KINEMATIC CON­
DENSATION ANALYSIS, and USER PROVIDED STIFFNESS ANALYSIS PROGRAMS (also 
see Fig. 4.2). For convenience and clarity, all COMMON variables used 
primarily by the DESIGN subprograms, both Type 1 and Type 2, are de­
scribed in Section E.l in the same relative order that they appear in 
the program listings, while all COMMON variables used primarily by the 
KINEMATIC CONDENSATION subprograms, both Type 1 and Type 2, are de­
scribed in Section E.2. Only those COMMON variables in the USER SUPPLIED 
STIFFNESS ANALYSIS subprograms which are used by the DESIGN and KINEMATIC 
CONDENSATION subprograms are described in Sections E.l and E.2. 
DEFINITION OF COMMON VARIABLES 
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The minimum displacement sensitivity coefficient for mem­
ber I corresponding to deflection constraint location J, 
as chosen from a series of coefficients for each associated 
applied loading condition. 
Exact displacement at deflection constraint location I, 
due to Jth associated load. 
Error term for displacement constraint location I, re­
sulting from Jth associated load. 
Virtual work displacement at displacement constraint lo­
cation I, due to Jth associated load. 
New virtual work deflection contribution at displacement 
constraint location I, due to Jth associated load as con­
tributed by the member which was most recently changed. 
DELVW(I,J) = Old virtual work deflection contribution at displacement 
constraint location I, due to Jth associated load as con­
tributed by the member which was most recently changed. 
XJT(I,J) = This array takes on different values depending on whether 
a translational or rotational type of constraint is speci­
fied. 
First assume a translational constraint: 
XJT(I,1) = Global X component of the unit vector which 
describes the direction for which the displace­
ment constraint I is imposed at the constraint 
joint JT(I,1). 
XJT(I,2) = Global Y component of the unit vector which de­
scribes the direction for which the displace­
ment constraint I is imposed at the constraint 
joint JT(I,1). 
XJT(I,3) = Global Z component of the unit vector which 
describes the direction for which the displace­
ment constraint I is imposed at the constraint 
joint JT(I,1). 
XJT(I,4) = 0.0 
For a rotational constraint: 
XJT(I,1) = Global X coordinate of joint JT(I,1), where 
I is the displacement constraint number. 
XJT(I,2) = Global Z coordinate of joint JT(I,1), where 
I is the displacement constraint number. 
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XJT(I,3) = Global X coordinate of joint JT(I,2), where 
I is the displacement constraint number. 
XJT(I,4) = Global Z coordinate of joint JT(I,2), where 
I is the displacement constraint number. 
DC(I) = Value of displacement constraint at location I. 
QDMIN(I) = Value of the most negative displacement sensitivity co­
efficient corresponding to displacement constraint I. 
THETA(I) = Array used to help describe floor rotation as described 
below: 
THETA(l) = Initial counter-clockwise angle measured be­
tween the positive X-direction and the direction 
defined by the chord connecting two specified 
joints on a floor, JT(I,1) and JT(I,2), for 
rotational constraint I. 
THETA(2) = Final counter-clockwise angle measured be­
tween the positive X-direction and the direction 
defined by the chord connecting two specified 
joints on a floor, JT(I,1) and JT(I,2), for 
rotational constraint I. 
FACT = Unit load magnification factor. 
IREG = A counter used to store the cumulative number of exact 
stiffness analyses performed. 
JCHK = A counter used to store the cumulative number of stiffness 
and kinematic condensation analyses. 
IQPT(I,J) = An array used to relate displacement constraint numbers 
and other parameters as shown below: 
IQPT(I,1) = Unit load number associated with displacement 
constraint I. 
IQPT(I,2) = Number of applied loads for which displace­
ment constraint I must be met. 
IQPT(I,3) = Loading number of first applied load for 
which displacement constraint I must be met. 
IQPT(I,4) = Loading number of second applied load for which 
displacement constraint I must be met, if more 
than one exists, otherwise it equals 0. 
IQPT(I,5) = Loading number of third applied load for which 
displacement constraint I must be met, if more 
than two exist, otherwise it equals 0. 
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JT(I,J) 
IQPT(I,6) = Loading number of fourth applied load for 
which displacement constraint I must be met, 
if more than three exist, otherwise it equals 
0. 
An array which takes on different values dependent upon 
whether a translational or rotational constraint is spe­
cified. 
First assume a translational constraint: 
JT(I,1) = Joint at which displacement constraint I is im­
posed. 
JT(I,2) = 0 
For a rotational constraint: 
JT(I,1) = One joint specified on a floor where a rotational 
constraint exists. 
JT(I,2) = A second joint specified on a floor where a ro­






An array whose value indicates the constraint type of 
constraint I. When it is 0, a rotational constraint is 
indicated, when it is 1, a translational constraint is 
designated. 
An array which indicates whether or not displacement con­
straint I is satisfied. When it is 0, the constraint is 
not satisfied, when it equals 1, it is satisfied. 
An array which indicates when it is necessary to compute 
all displacement sensitivity coefficients. This means 
one for each member and for each associated load of each 
displacement constraint. When it is equal to 0, all co­
efficients are computed, when equal to 1, the computation 
is skipped. 
The member number which has the most negative displace­
ment sensitivity coefficient for displacement constraint I 
An array which indicates whether or not a member change 
is to be associated with constraint I. When it is equal 
to 0, a member change is made which corresponds to con­
straint I, when equal to 1, no member change is made for 
that direction. 
IDC(I) An array which indicates whether or not a particular load 
is an associated load of displacement constraint I under 
consideration, thus making it necessary to compute an exact 
value of displacement at that constraint location. 
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Number of columns in column section table. 
Number of beams in beam section table. 
Number of braces in bracing section table. 
Number of displacement constraints. 
A counter used to store the cumulative number of member 
changes occurring in the program. 
A variable which indicates whether the ensuing virtual 
work calculations are to compute, for the displacement 
constraint under consideration, displacement sensitivity 
coefficients, or the contribution to deflection of a 
particular member. When it is equal to 1, coefficients 
are computed, when equal to 0, deflections are computed. 
A variable which dictates the pattern of member changes 
in the virtual.work loop. When it is equal to 0, only 
that member with the most negative sensitivity coefficient 
overall is changed, when equal to 1, there is one member 
change permitted for each displacement constraint. 
When the deflection contribution of a member is required, 
it is the value of thisvariable which determines whether 
that contribution is to be calculated before or after the 
member change. When it is equal to 0, that member's con­
tribution is to be calculated before, when equal to 1, 
the contribution is to be calculated after the member is 
changed. 
A counter used to keep track of the total number of mem­
ber changes occurring during a single gradient search 
cycle. 
Certain loops from 1 to the number of displacement con­
straints, with this variable as the indexing variable, 
make calls to programs which use this parameter to make 
calculations or determine array subscripts. 
This variable contains, in special cases, the member 
number which is selected to be changed. 
Variable necessary for direct access file 16. 
Variable necessary for direct access file 17. 
Variable necessary for direct access file 18. 
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1X19 = Variable necessary for direct access file 19. 
1X20 = Variable necessary for direct access file 20. 
1X21 = Variable necessary for direct access file 21. 
1X22 = Variable necessary for direct access file 22. 
1X23 = Variable necessary for direct access file 23. 
1X24 = Variable necessary for direct access file 24. 
1X25 = Variable necessary for direct access file 25. 
1X26 = Variable necessary for direct access file 26. 
1X27 = Variable necessary for direct access file 27. 
IMAX(I) = The value of this array determines whether or not mem­
ber I is at its maximum size. When it is equal to 0, 
the member is not at its maximum size, when equal to 1, 
the member is at its maximum. 
NC = Cumulative number of column changes within a single 
gradient search cycle. 
NB = Cumulative number of beam changes within a single 
gradient search cycle. 
NBR = Cumulative number of brace changes within a single 
gradient search cycle. 
NCS = Total number of column changes in the completed design. 
NBS = Total number of beam changes in the completed design. 
NBRS = Total number of brace changes in the completed design. 
COLIDl(I) = First 4 alphanumeric characters in the name of section I 
in column section table. 
C0LID2(I) = Last 4 alphanumeric characters in the name of section I 
in column section table. 
BMIDl(I) = First 4 alphanumeric characters in the name of section I 
in beam section table. 
BMID2(I) = Last 4 alphanumeric characters in the name of section I 
in beam section table. 
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BRIDl(I) = First 4 alphanumeric characters in the name of section I 
in bracing section table. 
BRID2(I) = Last 4 alphanumeric characters in the name of section I 
in bracing section table. 
ITAB(I) = Table number from which the section number of member I 
is found. 
ISEC(I) = Section number for member I. 
IFIRST = A variable which indicates whether or not the first full 
analysis has been performed. When it is equal to 0, the 
first analysis has not been completed, when equal to 1, 
the initial analysis has been completed. 
M* = Total number of members in the structure. 
E* = Modulus of elasticity of structural material. 
DJ(I)* = Array containing the displacement at overall global dis­
placement direction I, which includes restrained direc­
tions (in natural order). 
1X11 = Variable necessary for direct access file 11. 
1X12 = Variable necessary for direct access file 12. 
1X13 = Variable necessary for direct access file 13. 
1X14 = Variable necessary for direct access file 14. 
1X15 = Variable necessary for direct access file 15. 
NLS* Total number of loading conditions, including unit 
loads at constraint points. 
LN* 
IFLAG 
= Loading number under consideration. 
= This is the initial analysis type parameter. When it is 
equal to 0, an exact analysis is called for, when equal 
to 1, a kinematic condensation is required. 
= A variable which determines whether or not an error has 
been determined within the design system. When it is equal 
to 0, no error exists, when equal to 1, an error exists 
which leads to termination of execution prematurely. 
IERR 
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ITRANS = Transformation matrix parameter. When it is equal to 0, 
the transformation matrix is to be input; when equal to 1, 
the transformation matrix is to be formed internally for 
the case of completely rigid floors; when equal to 2, the 
transformation matrix is to be formed internally for the 
case of in-plane rigidity of floors. 
ISTFD = A counter which keeps track of the number of kinematic 
condensations performed. 
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E.2 KINEMATIC CONDENSATION Subprogram Variables in COMMON 
RL(I)* = An array which indicates whether or not global displace­
ment direction I is released or restrained. When it is 
equal to 0, the direction is released, when equal to 1, 
the direction is restrained. 
CRL(I)* = Cumulative number of restrained directions up to and 
including global direction I, as I. is increased from 1 
to the number of global displacement directions in the 
entire structure. 
= Total number of degrees of displacement freedom. 
= Band width of the original stiffness matrix which is de­
fined as the largest number of columns between the dia­
gonal element and the last nonzero element, inclusive, 
in any row in the matrix. 
= Total number of joints in the structure. 
= The sum of the number of independent displacements and 
displacement measures, when the kinematic condensation 
technique is applied, which is also equal to the number 
of rows and columns in the reduced stiffness matrix. 
= Band width of the reduced stiffness matrix after kinematic 
condensation is applied, which is equal to the largest 
number of columns between the diagonal element and last 
nonzero element, inclusive, in any row in the matrix. 
= Array which stores the final reduced stiffness matrix 
after kinematic condensation is applied, with I being 
the row number and J being the column number. 
= A vector containing displacements at each degree of 
freedom for a stiffness analysis, or containing indepen­
dent displacements and displacement measures for a 
kinematic condensation analysis. 
IDEP(I,J) = An array containing information relating a joint con­
taining dependent displacement components, and the local 
directions of those components, as described below, with 
I ranging from 1 to the number of joints with dependent 
displacements, NJD. 










IDEP(I,2) = Total number of dependent displacements at 
joint IDEP(I,1). 
IDEP(I,3) = First local dependent displacement direction 
at joint IDEP(I,1). 
IDEP(I,4) = Second local dependent displacement direction 
at joint IDEP(I,1) if more than 1 exists, 
otherwise it equals 0. 
IDEP(I,5) = Third local dependent displacement direction 
at joint IDEP(I,1) if more than 2 exist, 
otherwise it equals 0. 
IDEP(I,6) = Fourth local dependent displacement direction 
at joint IDEP(I,1) if more than 3 exist, 
otherwise it equals 0. 
IDEP(I,7) = Fifth local dependent displacement direction 
at joint IDEP(I,1) if more than 4 exist, 
otherwise it equals 0. 
IDEP(I,8) = Sixth local dependent displacement direction 
at joint IDEP(I,1) if more than 5 exist, 
Otherwise it equals 0. 
NJD = Number of joints with dependent displacements. 
IR(I) = Number of released directions at a joint containing at 
least one unrestrained direction, with I ranging from 1 to 
the number of joints with at least one released direction, 
NRJT. Joints are considered in ascending order with 
fully restrained joints skipped. The values in this 
array represent the number of absolute rows in a parti­
tioned row of the original stiffness matrix. 
JR0W(I,J) - An array, as defined below, which contains the number and 
directions of release at each joint in the structure, 
where I varies from 1 to the number of joints in the 
structure. 
JR0W(I,1) = Total number of released directions at joint I. 
JR0W(I,2) = First released displacement direction at 
joint I in global terms if it exists. 
JR0W(I,3) = Second released displacement direction at 
joint I in global terms if it exists. 
JR0W(I,4) = Third released displacement direction at 
joint.I in global terms if it exists. 
JR0W(I,5) = Fourth released displacement direction at 
joint I in global terms if it exists. 
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JROW(I,6) = Fifth released displacement direction at 
joint I in global terms if it exists. 
JR0W(I,7) = Sixth released displacement direction at 
joint I in global terms if it exists. 
Total number of joints in the structure with at least 
one released direction and also equal to the number of 
partitioned rows in the original stiffness matrix. 
An array (the permutation vector) containing the new 
row and column position of original row and column 
position of degree of freedom I. 
Total number of dependent displacements in the full 
structure. 
Total number of independent displacements in the entire 
structure. 
Diagonal record number in partitioned row I of the original 
stiffness matrix. 
Total number of displacement measures in the entire 
structure, also equal to the number of absolute columns 
in the T transformation matrix. 
/V/ 
The actual column number in the stiffness matrix of a 
column in the absolute row of the partitioned row which 
is currently being unpacked. 
Current column index, J, of an element in array STEMP(I,J), 
used in the unpacking process. 
The current record number of K_»T currently being used. 
Integer whose value indicates whether or not the parti­
tioned row under consideration is completely below the 
horizontal partition between independent and dependent 
equations. When it is equal to 0, the row is not com­
pletely below the partition, when equal to 1, it is com­
pletely below. 
Number of absolute rows below the horizontal partition 
separating independent and dependent equations, which are 
contained in a partitioned row that straddles this boun­
dary, if such a row exists. 
Partitioned row number of the first partitioned row com­
pletely below the horizontal partition separating inde­




= The cumulative number of absolute rows of the original 
stiffness matrix from the first absolute row of the 
stiffness matrix to the last absolute row of the parti­
tioned row currently being unpacked. 
= Row number of the partitioned row of the stiffness 
matrix, which is currently being unpacked and processed. 
JJ = Column number of the partitioned column, within parti­
tioned row II, which is currently being processed. 
S(I,J) = Array used to store a single partitioned row of the 
packed stiffness matrix, before unpacking occurs. 
LLD = Total number of absolute columns to the left of the 
diagonal record in partitioned row II which is currently 
being unpacked. 
STEMP(I,J) = Array used to store unpacked partitioned row of the 
stiffness matrix. 
DUM(I,J) = Array used to temporarily store a single record of the 
unpacked, completed stiffness matrix. 
KUBW = Band width of reordered partitioned row of the stiffness 
matrix under consideration. 
NP 
NFUL1 
= Number of partitioned columns of T. 
= Absolute number of columns in the last partitioned column 
of T. 
IP = Number of partitioned rows of £. 
T(I,J) = Array used to store a partitioned column or partitioned 




= Vector of displacements with independent displacements 
listed first followed by dependent displacements. 
= Absolute number of rows in the last partitioned row of 1\ 
= Sum of the number of independent displacements plus the 
number of displacement measures in the structure which is 
being designed. 
= Number of floors in the structure which are assumed rigid 
(i.e. complete or in-plane rigidity for internal formulation 
of T matrix.). 
NF 
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XP = The X-coordinate of the arbitrary vertical axis about 
which each floor is assumed to rotate, if rigid body 
motion is assumed for that floor. 
ZP = The Z-coordinate of the arbitrary vertical axis about 
which each floor is assumed to rotate, if rigid body 
motion is assumed for that floor, 
JTN(I) = Temporary input storage variable for joints on a floor 
which are assumed to displace in a rigid body pattern. 
MJ(I,J) = Array which stores joint and floor information based on 
one of the 2 types of rigid body assumptions, if any, 
being made as described below. 
For I = 1, a fully rigid floor is assumed. 
For 1 = 2 , in-plane floor rigidity is assumed. 
MJ(I,1) = Joint for which a T submatrix is currently 
being generated. 
MJ(I,2) = Floor on which joint MJ(I,1) is located. 
JF(I) = Number of joints on floor I which displace in a rigid 
body pattern (i.e. complete or in-plane rigidity). 
ISJ(I,J) = Joint number of the J*"*1 joint on floor I which displaces 




LISTING OF SUBROUTINES 
The subprograms in the following listing (also see Fig. 4.2) fall 
into three categories and are named below: 
1. DESIGN 
MAIN DSENCO INCMEM COSTWT 
PTABLE NDCHG DEXACT OUTPUT 
TSCHK DVWCHG VIRTWK 

















USER PROVIDED STIFFNESS ANALYSIS 
MODFR2 STIFF LDATA SBAND 
SDATA DCBAND RESULT 
The following additional limitations on the size of the problem 
which may be executed by the program as currently developed are described 
below. Also see Appendix A, List of Input, for the other limitations. 
1. Maximum number of joints is 100. 
2. Maximum number of members is 300. 
3. Maximum number of columns in column section table is 48. 
4. Maximum number of beams in beam section table is 38. 
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5. Maximum number of braces in bracing section table is 20. 
6. Maximum number of global displacement components is 600 
(Includes reaction components). 
7. Maximum number of unknown displacements in reduced stiffness 
matrix is 360 (INDEP + IRR). 
8. Maximum number of partitional rows or columns of T is 60 
(IP or NP). ~ 
9. Maximum number of records of T is 576. 
10. Maximum number of records of unpacked stiffness matrix is 
5100. 
11. Maximum number of records of KooT is 576. 
12. Maximum number of "floors" if kinematic condensation is used 
is 24 (a floor is defined as a unit which has displacement 
measures associated with joints contained in it). 
Note that these limitations may be changed by simply increasing 




MAIN PROGRAM VAIN COMMON (̂300,?),CELEX<3,6).nERRCR< 1DCLVWC3-6) ,XvJT( 3,M •DC(3) ,GDy.IN(3) ?IGPT(3,&).JT(?,2),3PTVF(3),ICK(3). 3ICHL, I BE AF , IPR,fvCC. ITER , IDER IV «WF̂  41 X 1 S•I X 2 0 ,I X 2 1 , I X 2 2 « I > 2 3 . I X 2 4 , 1X25 4 N C F , N P S , N F P S , 5 COLini<kp),CCLIC2(4P),EMiri<3f).P̂  CCTVCN I TAP ( 3C 0 ) • ISEC ( 3C C > » I F I R ST. 1DUV2<1PO0) ,PUF2(3f5100) « DU"-'4 (4 0 5 7 ) 2 T T U y 5 ( 1 2 C 3 ) , I X 1 1 , I X 1 2 ? I X 1 3 , I X 1 4 , I X l̂ LS.LN.IFLAG.IEnP.ITRANS.ISTFO P T iv E N S I 0 M T I T L E < 2 0 ) DEFT fs'E FILE 11 ( e. 0 0 .E 0 C ,U , T X 11) 1 2 ( 5 1 0 0 , 3 £ , U , T X 1 2 ) 13<57f,36,L,IX13> IMF, 7 6 ,36 .U,IX14) 15 ( 1 4 « (-, o 0 * IJ - I X 1 5 ) 
* * * f -A I * * * 
3ff)»nVW(3,f).DELVWN<?-6), ,THETA(2),FACT,IREG,JCHK, IMEK (3) ,?'GC (2 ) ,KFG (3) , IDC(3> , CHG,TN,̂ 'EM,LL,I,IX1F,IX17,TX1P 
, I X2 E . I X 27 , T '-i A X ( 3 00 ) , NC ,N P , NBR , IP2(3P>*PPIC1(20),RPID2( ?C) v,F,CJ(^00), , IPIJV2 (505) , 15,ICUF,6(2),OUM7(130200 )i 
DEFINE DEFINE DFF I NT OF F I ;VJ E DFFIKZ D E F I \ E DETT hr DFF T NF DEFTNE DEFINE DEFINE DEFINE DFFTNE DEFINE DEFINE DEFINE 
FILE FILE F ILE F ILE FILE FILE F ILE ILL FILE FILE FILE FILE F ILE FILE FILE FILE 
It (A P f * *tf 11 X If * 
17 (3P*<hU, I XI7) 1 P ( 2 0 , 'l, ll , I X 11 •) 1 a (7 0 C , 3. I M X 1 a ) 2 0 ( 1 0 C • 3 , U , I X 2 0 ) 2 1 ( 30 0 *?., U , I X 2 1 ) 22(300,5? I.',IX 22) 23(300,5,!!,TX22) 2 4 <3C0,5,IMX2M 25 ( 30 G,r>,i;, 1X25) 2f ( 2 0 0 , 5 ,1',1X2 )̂ 27 ( 30 C,5,l!, 1X2 7 ) 
INPUT PROBLEM TITLE 
READ(5,5) (TITLF(I),1=1,20) 
5 F0PFAT<20A<O 
W R I T E < E , 7 F 6 ) 7 6 E F C R A T ( : 
Ĉ KAT̂ Kl, "***************************************************** *******•***#***•*********•*")   IT E( , 6) (TITLE (I),1 = 1,2C) £ F 0 R M T(1X . 2 0 A 4) WRITE (6, 7E7) 
7 E 7 F0RFAT(1X»"****************************************************** R F £ D ( 5 , 1 0) ICrL,IPEAM,IP.P,IEXACT,ITnTAL,ITOANS,IUPr;,MEKCHG,IFLAG, llFLA31,NL5,NDC.c"ACT,TrL,EP IP FOPNiT(12I5,EF.2,2F6.2) WPITE(E,251) ICCL 
, PAGE MAI000C 
V A I 0 0 0 1 
VAI00C2 
PAI0002 ¥Al 0 0 0 4 K A I 0 0 0 5 w A I 0 u 0 F V A I n C 0 7 f A I P 0 0 ? ^ A I n C 0 E fAl 0010 V ?•'-T •1 01 1 MAIL012 f' A I 0 0 1 3 fAU'011 f A I 0 0 1 5 M M 0 0 1 6 M A T u 0 1 7 V A I f: 0 1 P N A I 0 015 VAIn020 
V A I : 0 2 1 V A I r 0 2 2 KA K02 2 
* V A I v C 2 * 
MAI 0025 VA1̂ 026 f A I C 0 2 7 *rAIP02P 
M A I 0 0 2 9 
PA If 03 C P A I 0 0 3 1 
*** KAI ***•, PAGE 2 
URITEf6«252> IPEAM MAIC032 
WRITE(6,253) IPR MAI0032 
WRITE(6,?54) IEXACT VAI003A 
WPITE(6,2 5 5 ) I T 0 T A L ^1 A I C C 3 5 
WRITE<6,25^) ITPANS V A I C 0 3 6 
UPITE<6,257) IL P D MAIH077 
WRITE(6,25P) MEMCHG M A IC 0 3 B 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 5 9 ) 1 F L A G M A I C C 3 5 
W R I T r ( 6 , 2 6 0 ) I F L A G l K A I C ? f 0 
WRITE(6,2£1) NLS M A I 0 0 4 1 
WRITE<6,262) NCC MAI?Q*2 
WRITF(6,2 6 3> FACT M A I 0 0 A 3 
W P. I T E ( 6 , 2 6 4 ) T C L ' M A I C C 4 4 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 £ 5 ) E P M A I C C A 5 
251 FORMAT (IX, "NUMFEP OF COLUMNS IN SECTION' TABLE M A I 0 0 H 6 
1 % 15/) 
252 F O P M A T d X , " N U M B E R OF BEAMS IN SECTICr* TABLE M A 11 C A 7 
1 " , T 5 / ) 
253 FORMAT CIX, "NUMBER OF BRACES IN SECTION TABLE MAIC0A8 
1 " , I 5 / ) 
254 FORMAT(IX,"NUMBER OF STFDES ANALYSES PER EXACT ANALYSIS MAIG 0 A 5 
1 ".15/) 
255 F 0 R M A T(IX,"MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ANALYSES (STFOES * EXACT) MAIPG5C 
1 " i I 5 / ) 
256 FORMAT(IX, "TRANSFORMATION MATRIX PARAMETER (MUST BE 0 CP 1 CR 2) -MAI005 1 
1 " , T 5 /) 
257 F O R M A T d X , "MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MEMBER UPDATES PER ANALYSIS MAI 0052 
1 " , I 5 / ) 
25R FORMAT (IX •"MEMBER CHANGE P AR A M E TF R (MUST PE 0 OR 1) MAI0053 
1 ", 15/) 
259 FORMATC1X, 11 INITIAL ANALYSIS TYPE PARAMETER (MUST BE 0 OR 1) MAI0054 
1 ".15/) 
260 FORMiATUX, "FINAL ANALYSIS TYPE PARAMETER *M|jsT RE 0 OR 1' MAI0055 
1 " i 15/) 
261 FORM AT(1X,"TOTAL NUMBER OF LOADINGS *P AND 0 LOADS »MAX OF 7» MAI 0 056 
1 ", 15/) 
262 FORMATC1X,"NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINTS *MAX OF 3» MAI0057 
1 ", 15/) 
263 P 0 R M A T ( 1 X , " U M T LOAD MAGNIFICATION FACTOR MAI005R. 
2 " " t F 7 . ? / ) 
264 FCRMAT(1X, "DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINT TOLERANCE IN PERCENT MAI 005«3 
3 " , F 5 . 7 t) 
265 FORMAT (IX, "INITIAL ERROR IN PERCENT — M A I 0 0 6 C 
1 " ,F5.2/) 
I F U F L A G . N F . l . A N C . IF L A G . NE . 0 ) IERP = 1 M A H 0 6 1 
IFdFI.AGUNE.O.AND.IFLAGl .NE.1 ) IFr-P = "! M A I n 0 6 2 
IF (MFKCHG.NE . L A N D . M E M C H G - N E . Q ) I E ̂  R = 1 M A I G 0 6 7 
IF(NDC.LT.l.CP.NCC.GT.3) IERR=1 MAI0064 
IFCNLS.LT.1.0P.NLS.GT.7) IE R R = 1 
IFflTRANS.NE.C .AND.ITPANS .NE .1.AND. I TP A MS.NE.2) IFUERR.EG.l) GC TO 230 INPUT DATA--P,G TABLE JOINTS AT WHICH CONSTRAINTS COMPONENTS OF DISPLACEMENT AT THESE JOINTS ACTUAL DISPLACEMENT TYPES INPUT SECTION TABLES 
* * * MAI 
IERR=1 
, PAGE VAIC065 fAI0 066 MAIC067 
HAVE BEEN MADE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
CONSTRAINT NUMFER 
W R T T E ( E , 2 9 3 ) 293 FORMAT< 1H1 ,"LOCATION AND MAGNITUDE OF DISPLACEMENT WRITE(E,294) 
294 FORMATdX," 





50 FORMAT ( A F1 0.2 ) 60 FORMAT (F 10 .2,215 ) IF ( IDT YP ( 1 ) .EQ.O ) GO TO 310 IF(XJT U ,1 ) .GT .1 • OCOR.XJTC 1IERR = 1 WRITE( E, 30 0) JT ( I,1)« DC ( I ) 3 0 0 FORMAT (IX, "TRANS LATIONAL DI 1 " I S " . F E.2, 2 X , " I M CUES'" / > WRITE ( E , 3 0 5) XJT ( I , 1 ) . X J T ( I 305 F 0 R M A T (IX, " EE E XACT DIRECT 2F4 ,2 , " Y » " .E4 .2 . " 7 " / ) WR ITE ( E , IP ) IGFT (I,l> IP FORMAT (IX, "THE I! NIT LOAD FO WRITE ( F, , 1 9 ) 19 FORMAT (IX, " * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1 ***** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * p ***** * * * * » / / ) GO TO 20 
1.00.OR.XJTCI,3>.GT.1.00) 
CONSTRAINT AT JCINT",I5,2X, 
OF DISPLACEMENT IS "«F4.2,"X, 
THIS CASE IS LOADING NC.%15/) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
310 WRI E(F,315) JEN, DC(I) 315 FORMAT ( 1 X • "ROTATIONAL DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINT ON FLOOR" ,I5»2X,11 IS 3,F6.2,2X,"RADIAr:S"/) WRITE(C, 32C) JT< I.1),JT(I.2) 320 F0RVAT(1X,"A CHORD FETWEEM JO I N T " , I ̂  « 7. X , n A fjn JOIN T",15,2X," WILL B M USED TO • •' E A S U R E ROTATION"/) 
M A I C C 6 8 MAI00E9 MAI 0 0 7C MAI 0 0 7 1 MAK072 M A I 0 0 7 3 MA. I 00 74 MA I 0 C 75 M A I C< 0 7 6 M A I 0 0 7 7 M A I 0 0 7 P M A I 0 0 79 PAIOCPC M A I 0 0 P 1 M A I C 0 P 2 M A I 0 0 P 3 M A I f 0 9 4 M A I f; 0 P 5 M A I C C P 6 
MAI 0087 MAIC0P8 
P A I C 0 P 9 MAI0090 
MA 1 0091 M A IH 09 ? M A I 0 0 9 3 *KA I GO 94 
MAÎ 095 N A I 0 0 9 £ " M A I 0 0 9 7 
M 11 r o 9 R EM A 10099 
WRITE(6,325) JT(I,1),XJT(I*1),XUT(I,2) 325 FORMAT(1X, "THE X AND Z COORDINATES OF iCINT" , 15*2X , "APE 5FP.2I",",F8.2,"«"/> WRITF<6,325) ^T<I,?>FXJT(I,3>TXJTCL»A> W R I T E ( A , 1 B ) I G F T < I » 1) W R I T E ( G , 19 ) GO TC 20 2 0 CONTINUE IF(IERR.EQ .1 ) GO TO 230 CALL PTABLE 
INITIALIZE COUNTER VALUES TO ZERO 
TFIRST=0 
J C H K = r IERR=0 NCS-=C "MPS=D N P R S = C ITF^O I p E G = n 
T ^ t R- n - n DO'6 7 1=1,300 IMAXCI ) = 0 67 CONTINUE 70 IF(UCHK.EC.(ITCTAL-1>) CALL MODFR2 IF(IERR.EG.L ) GO TO 2 35 DO 7 3 I=1,NDC I OK(I) = 1 73 CONTINUE IF(IFLAG.EG.O) GC TO 75 ICUK-ICHK>1 ISTFD=ISTFC+1 GO TO 77 ICHK=P IREG=IPEG+1 JCHK=JCHK+1 




CHECK TO SEE IF DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINTS ARE SATISFIED 
WRITE C6, 90 0 > 900 FORMAT(1 HI , " DC + P LOAD WRITF(6,Q01) 901 FC^MAT(1X , "NUMEER * NUMBER W R I T E ( 6 , 9 0 2 > 902 FORMAT (IX, U*********************** 
) COMPUTED * VALUE OF 
DISPLACEF'FNT * DTSP CONSTR.") 
» PAGE MA 1 0 1 0 0 
y A i o i o i 
MA I 0102 M A I 3 1 0 3 MA IC 104 M A I C 1 0 5 MA 1010 6 MA I 010 7 MA 10108 
M A I H 1 0 9 MA IN11 0 MA I 0 1 11 M A T C 1 1 2 MAI 0112 M A I 0 1 1 4 M A I C 11 5 M A I H 1 1 6 M A I ° 11 7 MA Hi IP. M A I 0 11 9 M A I 0 1 2 0 M A. I - 1 2 1 MA I 0122 MA T 0123 M A I 0 1 2 M MA T C11 25 M A I •) 1 2 6 M A in 2 7 MA I •;• 12P MA I 0 129 M A I 0 1 3 0 M A I ? 1 31 M A I C 1 3 2 M A 1.11 3 3 M A I N i 3 4 
^ A I C 1 35: M A I 0 1 3 6 MAI 0137 M A I 0 1 3 ̂  
M . A m 39 MI A I G 1 A 0 
h-1 
DG 80 1 = 1 ,NDC N P L = I Q P T ( I ,2>+2 DO PO I N ° = 2 , N P L J = I C P T ( I , I N P ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 9 2 ) I , ^ , D F L E X ( I , J ) , D C ( I ) 92 F C R r A T ( l X , I ^ , I 9 , c : X , l P F 1 2 . 5 , 3 X , l P F 1 2 . E ) I F ( A B S ( D E L E X ( I , J > > . G T . ( D C ( I ) * ( 1 . C + ( T O L / 1 0 0 . 0 > > > ) I O K ( I ) = 0 8 0 CONTINUE DO 9C 1 = 1 , NDC i r ( i r - K ( I ) . E ( ? . 0 ) GC TO ICO 90 CCMTIMIF GO TO 225 100 DO 110 1 = 1 , NDC I M E M ( I ) = 0 110 CONTINUE 
C A L C U L A T E ERROR TERM 
DO 120 1 = 1 , N D C M P L = I G P T U , 2 ) + 2 DO 120 U N P = 3 , N P L J = I G P T < I , JK.P ) I F C I F I R S T . E G . O ) GO TO 115 D E P R O R ( I , J ) = ( C E L E X ( I , J ) - D V W < I , J ) ) GO TO 12 0 115 D E R P O R ( I , J ) = C E L E X ( I , J ) * E P / 1 0 0 . 0 GO TO 120 120 CONTINUE I F ( I F I R S T . E Q . O ) GC TO 130 on TO 15 0 130 T F I P S T = 1 DO 140 1 = 1 , N D C QDf ' IN ( I ) = 1 00 0 0 .0 M O O ( I ) = 1 140 CONTINUE . 15 0 JMFM=0 NC = 0 
MR=n 
NBR = 0 W R I T E ( G , 8 9 7 ) 897 F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , / / , M "> U P I T E ( E , ° 2 0 ) 92 0 F O R M A T ( I X , " DC 1 OF * N O . O F " ) WRITE ( E , 92 1 > 921 F P R M A T U X , "NUMFER * NUMBER * D ISPLACEMENT * TERM IN ST P . * I NC MEM") W P T T E ( G , 9 2 2 ) 
*** MAI *** , PAGE MAIQ141 MAI 0142 XA I 0143 M A I 0 1 4 A MAI 0145 M A I 0 1 4 6 M A I 0 1 4 7 MA I r 14P X A I 0149 M A I 0 1 5 0 MAI 0151 M A I 0 1 5 2 M A I 0 1 5 2 M A T ^ 1 5 4 MAI 0155 
P LOAD * APPROXIMATE * EPRCR 
MAI MA I MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MAI MA I MAI MAI MAI MAI MA I MA I MAI VALUEMA I 
0 15 6 0 157 0 1 5P 0159 01 GO 0161 0162 0162 0164 0165 0166 C 167 1 A P ^169 0170 0 1 7 1 0172 r «173 0 174 0175 n i76 - 1 7 7 0178 r 179 01P0 
M A I 0 1 p 1 
DISP CCMAI0182 
M A I 0 1 « 3 
92 2 F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , " * * • * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * + * * * 
* * * m a i * * * * p a g e 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y A I C l ? 4 
C A L L S U B R O U T I N E S T O C A L C U L A T E S E N S I T I V I T Y C O E F F I C I E N T S A N C T C I N C R E A S 
E 
M B M R E P S I Z E S W H E R E A P P R O P R I A T E 
1 6 0 C A L L O S E N C C 
C A L L N C C H G 
C A L L C V W C H G 
I F ( I E P R . E O . l ) G O 
D O 1 6 5 I = 1 . N D C 
I O K ( I ) = 1 
1 6 5 C O N T I N U E 
T O 2 3 5 
C H E C K T O S E E I F C I S F L A C E M E N T C O N S T R A I N T S A R E S A T I S F I E D 
• D O 1 7 0 I = 1 , N D C 
N P L = I C P T ( I , 2 M 2 
D O 1 7 0 I M P = 3 , N P L 
J = I C P T ( T , I N P ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , P . 4 ) I • J * D V W ( I i J ) , D E R R O R ( I . J ) . D C ( I ) * J M E M 
8 4 F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , T 4 , I R , 5 X , 1 P F 1 2 . 5 * 3 X , 1 P E 1 2 . 5 , 3 X , 1 P E 1 ? . 5 , T 7 ) 
I E ( A 8 ? ( D V W ( I , c ' ) + r E c ? R O R ( I , J ) ) . G T . ( O C ( I ) * ( 1 . 0 - ( T C L / 1 0 0 . 0 ) ) ) ) 
1 T O K ( I ) = 0 
1 7 0 C O N T I N U E 
D O 1 7 5 I = 1 i N C 0 
I F ( I G K ( I > . E G . G > G O T O 2 0 0 
1 7 5 C O N T I N U E 
F I N D O U T H O W M A N Y A M D W H I C H T Y P E O F A N A L Y S E S H A V E B E E N P E R F O R M E D 
T C D E T E R M I N E W H I C h B R A N C H T O T A K E 
1 8 0 T F ( J C H K . E G . I T C T A L ) G O T O 2 1 0 
N C S = M C S + N C 
N B S = N F S + N B 
N B R S = \ B R S + N P R 
W P T T E ( 6 , 4 0 0 ) U C ' H K 
4 0 0 F O R M A T ( 1 H 1 , " M E M B E R C H A N G E D A T A F O P A N A L Y S I S 
W R l T F ( 6 , 4 n 5 ) 
4 0 5 F C R ^ A T d X , " 
I F < I F L A G . E G . O ) G O T C 7 0 0 
W R I T E ( i , 7 1 f i) 
7 1 0 F O R M A T ( I X , " T Y P E O F A N A L Y S I S S T F D E S " / ) 
G O T O 7 3 0 
7 0 0 W D T T ^ ( f , 7 2 C ) 
7 2 0 F O R V C - T ( 1 X « " T Y P E O F A N A L Y S I S R E G U L A R " / ) 
G O T O 7 3 0 
N U M B E R " » 1 5 ) 
; " / / ) 
M A I r 1 8 5 
M A I 0 1 8 6 
M A I n 1 8 7 
M A I C 1 ? 8 
M A I n i a s 
M A I 0 1 9 0 
M A I 0 1 9 1 
M A I 0 1 9 2 
M A I r 1 9 3 
M A I [• 1 9 4 
M A I 1 9 5 
It A T 
r. A 1 
0 1 9 6 
M A I r 1 9 7 
M A I r 1 9 8 
M A I r 1 9 9 
M A I c 2 0 0 
M A I c 2 0 1 
M A I r 2 0 2 
M A I 0 2 0 3 
M A I n 2 0 4 
M A I 0 2 0 _ 
M A I 0 2 0 6 
M A I 0 2 C 7 
M A I C 2 0 H 
M A I 0 2 0 9 
M A 1 0 2 1 0 
M A I 0 2 1 1 
M A I C 2 1 2 
M A I 0 2 1 2 
M A I r 2 1 4 
M A I 2 1 c 
M A I n 2 1 6 
M A I r 2 1 7 
h-1 
* * * M A 
7 3 0 W R I T E ( 6 , 1 7 8 ) N C 
1 7 8 E O R M A T d X , " N U f P E R O F C O L U M N ' S C H A N G E D " , 1 5 / ) 
W P I T F ( 6 , 1 . 7 9 ) N B 
1 7 9 F O R M A T ( I X , " N U M P E R O F B E A M S C H A N G E D " , T 5 / ) 
W R I T E R S , 1 8 1 ) N P P 
1 8 1 F O R M A T ? I X , " N U M B E R O F P R A C E S C H A N G E D " , I 5 / ) 
W D I T E ( 6 . 1 P 2 ) J M E M 
1 S 2 F O R M A T ( 1 X » " T O T A L N U M B E R O F M E M B E R S C H A N G E D " , I 5 / / ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 0 ) 
6 0 0 F 0 R M A T < I X , " C U R R E N T M A T E R I A L W E I G H T A N D C O S T E V A L U A T I O N " ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 ) 
6 0 1 F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , " - " / / ) 
C A L L C O S T W T 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 2 ) 
6 0 2 F O R M A T U X , " D I S P L A C E M E N T D A T A " ) 
W P T T F ( 6 , 6 C 3 > 
6 0 3 F 0 P M A T ( 1 X , " " / / > 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 7 ) 
6 0 7 F O R M A T d X , " D C + P L O A D * C O M P U T E D * A P P R O X I M A T E * 
1 O F " ) 
W P T T E C A , 6 0 8 ) 
6 G 8 F O R M A T ( I X » " N U P* F E R * N U M B E R * D I S P L A C E V F N T * D I S P L A C E M E N T * 
I N S T P . " ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 9 ) 
6 0 9 F O R M A T f l X , " * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
1 * * * * * " / ) 
D O 6 0 A 1 = 1 , N E C 
N P L = T G P T ( I , ? ) + 2 
D O 6 0 4 I J = 3 , N P L 
J = I G P T ( I , 1 J ) 
W F I T E ( G , 6 0 5 ) I , J , D E L E X ( I , J ) • D V W ( I , J ) , D C ( I ) 
6 0 5 F 0 R ^ A T ( 1 X , I 4 , I 9 , 5 X , 1 P E 1 2 . 5 , 3 X , 1 P E 1 2 . 5 , 2 X , 1 P E 1 2 . 5 ) 
6 0 4 C O N T I N U E 
I P ( I C H K . E G . I E X A C T ) G O T O 1 9 0 
I F L A G = 1 
G O T O 7 0 
1 9 0 I F L A G = 0 
G O T O 7 0 
2 0 0 I F ( J M E M . G E . I U F O ) G O T O 1 8 0 
G O T O 1 6 0 
2 1 0 N C S = N C S + N C 
N P S = N P S + N P 
N P P S = N B P S + N B R 
W P I T E ( 6 , 4 0 0 ) J C H K 
W R I T E < 6 , 4 0 5 ) 
I F ( I F L A G . E O . O ) G O T O 8 0 0 
W R I T E ( 6 . 7 1 0 ) 
G O T O P 3 0 
I * * * , P A C E 
M A I 0 2 2 8 
V A 7 0 2 1 9 
M A I 0 2 2 0 
V A I 0 2 2 1 
M A I O 2 2 2 
M A I 0 2 2 2 
X A I 0 2 2 4 
M A I C 2 2 5 
M A 1 0 2 2 6 
M A I 0 2 2 7 
M A I r 2 2 $ 
M A I ' 2 2 9 
M A I 0 2 3 0 
M A I 0 2 3 1 
M A I n 2 3 2 
M A 1 0 2 2 2 
M A I 0 2 3 4 
M A T 0 2 3 5 
V A L U E M A I 0 2 3 6 
C I S P 
M A I 0 2 3 7 
C O M A I 0 2 3 8 
M A I 0 2 3 9 
* * * * * * * A I 0 2 4 0 
M A I 
M A I 
M A T 
Mi A I 
M A I 
M A I 
W A I 
X A T 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
M A I 
^ 2 4 1 
^ 2 4 2 
: ! 2 4 2 
0 2 4 4 
0 2 4 c 
0 2 4 6 
0 2 4 8 
D 2 4 9 
0 2 5 0 
n 2 5 1 
0 2 5 2 
C 2 5 2 
0 2 5 4 
0 2 5 5 
^ 2 5 6 
0 2 5 7 
0 2 5 ^ 
0 2 5 9 
0 2 6 0 
r 2 6 I 




.** F,A I *** , PAGE 800 WPITE(6,720) MAIC263 GO TO 830 MAI02M 830 WPITECG.178) NC PAI0265 WRTTE(6,179)NB M A I 0 2 6 6 WRITE(6,1R1) NR R MATC267 W?ITE(6,1P2) <JM E M MAI026P WRITE(6,602) M A I P 2 6 5 W R I T F ( 6 , 6 0 3 ) V A T 0 2 7 0 W P I T E ( 6 , 6 [I 7 ) M A I U ? 7 1 WRITE*6,608) MA I 0272 WRITR(6,609) !" A I ~ 2 7 3 DO96 0I=L,NCC F A I 0 2 7 4 N P I. = I C P T (I , 2 ) • 2 V A I 0 2 7 5 DCQ60IJ=3,NPL VAT 0 276 J=IGPTU,IJ) MAIM2 77 WRITE(6,605) I • J,DELEXFI , J) ,DVW(I,J),DC<I) MAI 0278 960 CONTINUE " VAIR279 • WRITE(6, 897) FA I R2S0 URJTE(6»224> MAI0281 224 FOPVLAT(IX, "********************** + ***************************** + **VAI0282 !**»•) 
WRITR(6,221) " A T ~> 2 * 3 221 F 0 R M A T C1 X , «W A XIMU M NUMBER OF ANALYSE? PERFORMER DESIGN I N COMPL E M A I C 28 4 
WRITE( 6, 22 4) MAI 02 8 5 225 CALL OUTPUT MAIC286 GO TO 235 MAI0287 230WRITE(6,221) MAI02 8 8 231 FORMAT(IX, "ALL INPUT DATA ARE NOT WITHIN ALLOWED LTMITS...CHECK"/)MA I 02*9 235 STOP „. MAI029G END MAI0291 
* * * PTA *** *DE CK PTABLF SUBROUTINE PTABLE COMMON O(300,3),DELEX(3,6),DERRCP(3,F),DVY(3,6),DELVWN(3,6), 1DELVW(3,6),XJT(3,4),DC(3),QDVIN(35,TH;ETA(2),FACT,T°EG,JCHK, 2IGPT(3,6),JT < 3,2),IDTYP(3) ,TCK(2 >.IMFV(3),MOD(2),ICHG(3),IDC (3 ) , 3TC0L.IBEAM,I5R,NNC,LTER,IDERIV,VE^CWR-*IN,JMEM,LL«T,IX16,IXL7,IXL8 4IX1G,1X20,1X21,1X22,1X23,1X24,1X25,I>2 6,1*27,IMAX(300),NC,NB,NBR, 
4NC N B S , N F R S EC0LIDL(4F),CGLID2(4P),B^IDL(3R),5X1^2(3O),E°IDL(20),BPIC2(2 0) C CM F 0 N I T A B ( 2 0 0 ) , I S EC ( 3 0 0 ) , I F I R S T , F1 , F . C J ( 6 0 0 ) , LDU;/2( 1P00) ,DU^2(2E510C) ,DUV4(A 057) ,TNUX2(C.!05) , 2IDUM5(1203 ), 1X11,1X12, 1X13, 1X14, 1*15,IOUN6(2), OUM7(130200), 1NLS,LN,IFL^O,I E F R , ITRANS,I S T R D 
INPUT SECTION TAFLES--COLUMNS PEAN'S BRACES IN T U AT ORDER 
WRITE (6,30C) ICOL 30 0 F0RMAT(1H1,"COLUMN SECTION TARLE WITH",15,2X," MEMBERS") WRITE'' 6, 205) 205 F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , " "//) W P I T E ( 6 , 7 5 ) 75 ECFMAT( IX • "NUMBER NAME AX IX IY IZ" DO GEO 1=1, ICOL READ(^,65 0) J,CCLIC1(J),C0LID2(J),AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 650 F 0? A T ( 8 X , I 7 , T 1 , 2 A 4 , 7 X , 4 F1 0 . 2 ) WPITE(6,15) J,CCLID1(J),C0LID2(J),AREA,PIX,RIY,R17 15 FCP^AT(1X,I4,2X,2A4,FP.2,3F9.2> WRITF(16"J) AREA,P IX,PIY,RI7 680 COF'TP'UE WRITE(6,31C) IBEAM 310 F 0 R M A T(1H1,"E E A M SECTION TABLE WITH" ,I5,2X,"MEMPER$") W R I T F ( 6 , 31 C ) 315 FORMAT (IX," »//) WPTTE(6,75 ) DO 5 0 G I=1, I P E A M READ(5,650) J .PMIDKJ) , BMID2(J),APEA , RTX,RIY,RI 7 W R T T E ( 6 , 1 C ) J,PMIDL(J),C;MID2(J),APEA,RIX,RIY,RIZ WRTTR(17"J) ARE A,P IX,R I Y,R IZ 500 CONTINUE IF(IFR.EG.O) GC TO 700 WRITF(6,320) IP R 320 FORMAT (1H1 ,"BRACE SECTION TABLE W I TH",I 5,2X,•"EMPERS") WRITE(6,32 5) 325 FOR^ATDX," "//) WRITE F 6, 75) DO R5^ 1 = 1,TRR P F A D ( 5 , 6 5 0 ) J , B R I D 1 ( J ) , Q R I D 2 (VL) , A P E A , S I X , P I Y , R I 7 W P I T R ( 6 , 1 5 ) VJ,['RLDL(J),°RID2(U),ARRA,RIX,PIY,RI7 
, PAGE PTA000 0 PTAOC01 PTA0C02 
PTAOC 02 
PTA0004 P T A C 0 0 5 PTA 0 0 06 P T A 0 0 0 7 P T A 0 0 0 ? P T A C 0 0 9 P T A C 0 1 0 P T A 0 0 1 1 P T A 0 0 1 2 P T A 0 0 1 3 P T A C 0 1 4 P T A 0 0 1 5 P T A «TJI (• PTA 0 0 1 7 P T A 0 0 1 P P T A 0 0 1 9 P T A RI 0 2 C P T A 0 0 2 1 P T A 0 0 2 2 P T A 0 0 2 2 P T A 0 0 2 4 P T A 0 0 2 5 P T A 0 0 2 6 F T A " 0 2 7 PTA R02P P T A 0 0 2 9 P T A ~ 0 3 0 P T A ( 0 3 1 P T A ' 0 3 2 R T A R O 3 3 P T A 0 N 3 4 PTA C 035 
WRITE<LFI"J> AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 550 CONTINUE 700 RETURN END 
*** PT A *** , PAGE PTAC036 P T A C 0 3 7 P T A C 0 3 R PTA 0 039 
*DECK TSCHK SUBROUTINE CO! 1DELVW< 2 1 3 ICOL 4TX19 4NCS,NBS,NDRS . 5CCLIDL(4P)FC0LIN2(FTP)«PVI[)L(?.FJ>»RMDP(2P)»?RIDL(2NJ COMMON ITAP<3CO),1SEC(300),IE7RST,M,B»BJ(^00), LDUW2<1800),OUV3(3R.C100),NIJVM4057),TDUV2(905), 2 I0UM5 ( 1203 ) , I XI1 , 1X12 , 1X13, IX.14 , 1X15, ICUM6< 2) ,DUM7 ( 130200 ) INLS,LN,IFLAG,IERR.ITRANS,ISTFD 
* * * TSC *** 
B R I D 2 ( 2 0 ) 









DC 7 3 0 I=1,M IF (I TAB ( I) .EC.16) GO TO 66R' IF O T A R (I) . E C . 1 7 > GO TO 670 TF(ITAB(I).EG.18) GC TO 6P0 IERRM GO TO 710 IF(ISECD).GE.ICCL) GO TO 690 IF(ISECD) .LE.0) GO TO 650 GO TO 73 0 IF( ISEC( I) .GE.IBEAM) GO TO 690 I E(I SEC(I) • L E • 0 ) GO TO 650 GO TO 730 IF(ISEC(I).GE IF(ISFC(I) . LE GO TO 73 0 I F(IT A B( I ) .EG.16 IF(ITAB(I).EG.17 IF( ITAB ( I ) .EG . 18 IMAX <I ) = 1 DO 700 K = 1 ,V N C 0 ( I , K ) = 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 CONT INUE GO TO 73 0 
WPITEF 6, 72 0) I , ITAB(I) , ISEC ( I) FCRMATDX, "IMPROPER MEMBER TABLE 
IBR) GO TO 690 0) GO TO 650 
A N D . I S E C ( I ) AND AND 
GT.TCOL) C-C O 6C0 ISEC(I).GT.IREAM) GO TO 65 0 ISEC(I).GT.IBP) GC TO 650 
, PAGE T S C 0 0 0 0 TSC0 001 TSC0 002 
TSC0O02 
15,3X,"T A P L E = CONTINUE RETURN E NO 
,13,3X,"SECTION:",14/) OR SECTION SPECIFIED MEMBER = " , 
TSC0004 TSC0005 TSC0006 TSC0007 
T C r F> N n r, 
I ..' ^ L.' U ' J C TSCG009 TSCO 010 T S C 0 0 1 1 TSCO012 T S C 0 0 1 3 TSC0014 T S C 0 0 1 5 TSC0 016 TSC0017 TSCOO1« T S C 0 0 1 9 T S C 0 0 2 0 T S C 0 0 2 1 TSC0022 T S C 0 0 2 3 T S C 0 0 2 4 TSC0C25 TSCO 026 TSC0 027 TSCC02P 
T S C 0 0 2 9 T S R 0 0 3 0 T S C 0 0 3 1 
D S E * * * 
• D E C K D S E N C O 
S U B R O U T I N E D S E N C O 
C O M M O N O ( 3 0 0 , 3 ) . D E L E X ( 3 , 6 ) , D E P R C R ( 3 , 6 ) , P V W ( 3 , 
L C E L V U ( 3 , 6 > , X U T ( 3 , 4 ) , D C ( 3 ) . C O M I N ( 3 ) , T H R T M 2 ) , F 
. 2 I G P 7 ( 3 , 6 ) , J T ( 2 , 2 ) , I D T Y P < 3 ) , I O K ( 3 ) , I * * F > ' ( 3 ) . V O D 
3 I C O L , I B E A M , I P P , N D C , I T E R , I D E R I V , M E M C H G , I N , J * E M 
4 T V 1 9 . 1 X 2 0 , 1 X 2 1 . 1 X 2 2 , 1 X 2 2 , 1 X 2 4 , 1 X 2 5 , 1 X 2 6 , I X 2 7 , 
4 N C S , N R S , N R R S , 
5 C O L I D ] ( 4 8 ) , C C L I N 2 ( 4 P ) , B N L O L ( 3 P ) , P ^ I N 2 F 3 R ) , P R I P H 2 0 ) , B P I D 2 F 2 0 ) 
C O N N O N I T £ R , ( 3 0 0 ) , I S B C ( 3 0 0 ) , I F I R S T , M , E I R J ( £ 0 0 ) , 
1 D U M 2 ( 1 P 0 0 ) , B U M 2 ( 3 6 E 1 0 0 ) , D U N 4 ( 4 0 5 7 ) , I D I; N 2 ( 9 0 5 ) 
2 1 B N N 5 ( 1 2 0 3 ) , 1 X 1 1 , 1 X 1 2 . 1 X 1 3 . T X 1 4 . 1 X 1 5 , T D U M 6 ( 2 ) 
1 N L G , L N , I F L A G , I E R R , I TP A N S . I S T F D 
6 ) , D E L V W N ( 3 , 
A C T , I R E G , J C H 
( 7 > , I C H G ( 3 ) , 
• L L , 1 , 1 X 1 6 , I 
T N A X ( 3 0 0 ) , N C 
6 ) , 
K , 
I D C ( 3 ) , 
X I 7 , I X 1 8 , 
, VB,\'BR , 
P A G E 
C S E 0 C 0 0 
D S E 0 0 0 1 
D S E 0 0 0 2 
C S E 0 0 0 3 
D U M 7 ( 1 3 0 2 0 0 ) 
C A L C U L A T E 
C C M S T R A I N T 
A S S O C I A T E D 
D I S P L A C E M E N T S E N S I T I V I T Y C O E F F I C I E N T A N D F CP E A C H 
OF T H E S E V A L U E S A N D T H E M E M B E R F I N D 
W I T H 
T H E M I N I M U M 
T H E M 
I S P L A C E M 
E N T 
D O 2 7 0 L L = 1 , N D C 
I F (I C K ( L L ) . N E . 0 ) G O T O 2 7 0 
2 4 0 
2 5 N 
2 6 0 
2 7 0 
I F ( I M A Y ( I) . E O . L ) C O T O 2 * 0 
I F ( I VEM, ( L L ) . N E . O ) G O T O 2 4 0 
I P E R T V = L 
C A L L V I R T W K 
I F ( 0 ( I , L L ) . G T . O D M I N ( L D ) GO T O 
O D M I N ( L L ) = 0 ( I , L L ) 
M O D ( L L ) = I 
C O N T I N U E 
I E ( I M P N ( L L ) . N E . 0 > G O T O 2 7 0 
I N E N ( L L ) = 1 
N P L = I C P T (LL ,2 ) + 2 
D O 2 G R K N P = 3 , N P L 
J = I O P T (L L , K N P ) 
D V W ( L L , J ) = D E L E X ( L L , J ) 
C O N T I N U E 
C O N T I N U E 
R E T U R N 
E N D 
2 5 0 
D S E O 0 0 4 
D S E O 0 C 5 
N C c n O N c 
Lv w L U W t~ 
C S F 0 O 0 7 
B S E 0 0 0 8 
D S E 0 0 G 9 
D S E O 0 1 0 
O G E O 0 1 1 
D S E 0 0 1 2 
B S E 0 0 1 3 
D S E CO 1 4 
D S E 
D S E 
D S E 
D S E 
D S E 
D S E G 0 2 0 
D S E R 0 2 1 
D S E 0 0 2 2 
D S E 0 0 2 3 
D S E 0 0 2 4 
0 1 5 
0 1 6 
0 1 7 
0 1 8 
0 1 9 
* * * N D C * * * 
* D E C K N D C H G 
S U B R O U T I N E N D C H G 
C O M M O N 0 ( 3 0 0 , 3 ) , D E L F X < 3 , 6 ) , D E R P C R ( 3 , 6 ) « 0 V W < 3 • 6 ) « D F L V W N ( 3 • 6 ) , 
1 D E L V W ( 3 , 6 ) , X J T ( 3 , 4 ) , D C ( 3 ) , G D M I N ( 3 ) , T P E T A ( ? ) , F A C T , I R E G . O C H K i 
2 I G P T ( 3 , 6 ) , J T ( 7 , 2 ) , I D T Y P < 3 ) , I C K ( 3 ) , I N E v ( 3 ) , M O D ( 3 ) , T C H G ( 3 ) , I D C ( 3 ) , 
3 I C Q L , I D E A M , I E R , N D C , I T E R , I D E R I V . N. E M C H G . I N , J M E M , L L , I « I X 1 6 , 1 X 1 7 , 1 X 1 8 
4 I X 1 9 , I X 2 0 , I V 2 1 , I X 2 2 , I X 2 3 , T X 2 4 , I X 2 5 , I X 2 6 , I X 2 7 , I M . A X ( 2 0 0 ) , N C , N B , N B R , 
4 N C S , V P 5 , N R R S , 
5 C 0 L T 0 1 ( A 8 ) . C 0 L I O 2 ( 4 8 ) , c M I 0 1 ( : ' A ) , P ^ i n 2 ( 3 R ) f c p i r } 2 ( 2 C i ) , B R I D 2 ( 2 P ) 
C O M M O N I T A B ( 3 0 C ) , I S E C ( 3 0 0 ) , I F I P S T , M , E , D J ( 6 0 0 ) , 
1 D U M 2 ( 1 8 0 0 ) , D L M 2 ( 2 6 5 1 0 0 ) , P L ' V 4 ( 4 0 5 7 ) , I D L ' M 2 ( 9 0 5 ) , 
2 I D U N 5 ( 1 2 0 3 ) , 1 X 1 1 , 1 X 1 2 , I X 1 7 , 1 X 1 A , I X 1 5 , I B U M 6 ( 2 ) , D U M 7 ( 1 3 0 2 0 0 ) , 
1 N L S , L N , I F L A G , I E R R . I T R A N S , I S T F D 
D E T E R M I N E W H I C H D I S P L A C E M E N T D I R E C T I O N W I L L H . A V E A M E M B E R C H A N G E 
A S S O C I A T E D W I T H I T 
D O 28 0 1 = 1 , N D C 
I C H G ( I ) = 0 
2 8 0 C O N T I N U E 
I F ( M E M C H G . E C . J ) 
X * I N C D = 1 C C Q C . 0 
D O 7 0 0 1 = 1 , N D C 
I F ( I O K ( I ) . N E . O ) G O T O 3 0 0 
I F ( Q D M I N ( I ) . G T . X M I N Q D ) G O T O 3 0 0 
X M I N O O z O D M l N ( I ) 
I D I P = T 
3 0 0 C O N T I N U E 
D O 3 1 0 1 = 1 , N D C 
I F ( I . E O . I D I R ) G O 
I C H G ( I ) = 1 
3 1 0 C O N T H ' U ' 7 
G O T O 3 5 0 
3 2 0 D O 3 4 0 J = 1 , N D C 
I F d O K ( J ) . N E . O ) 
I F < J . E Q . N D C ) G C 
L 1 = J + l 
D O 3 3 0 L L = L 1 , N C C 
I F ( M Q D ( J ) . N E . M G D ( L L ) ) G O T C 3 3 0 
T F ( I C H G ( J ) . N E . O ) G O T O 3 3 0 
I C H G ( L L ) = 1 
3 3 0 C O N T I N U E 
3 * 0 C O N T I N U E 
3 5 0 R E T U R N 
E N D 
G O T O 3 2 0 
T O 3 1 0 
I C H 6 ( J ) = l 
T O 2 4 0 
, P A G E 
N D C O O O O 
N D C 0 0 0 1 
N D C 0 0 0 2 
N D C O O 0 3 
N D C 0 0 0 4 
N D C C 0 0 5 
N D C 0 0 0 6 
N D C O Q 0 7 
N D C 0 0 0 8 
N D C 0 0 0 9 
N D C O O 1 0 
N D C 0 0 1 1 
N C C 0 0 1 2 
N D C 0 0 1 3 
N D C O O 1 4 
N D C O O 1 5 
N D C 0 0 1 6 
N D C 0 Q 1 7 
N D C 0 0 1 ? 
N D C O O 1 5 
N D C 0 0 2 0 
N D C 0 0 2 1 
N O C 0 C 2 2 
N D C ^ G 2 3 
N D C 0 0 2 4 
N D C 0 0 2 5 
N D C 0 0 2 6 
N D C 0 0 2 7 
N D C 0 0 2fl 
N D C 0 0 2 9 
N D C 0 0 3 0 
N D C 0 0 3 1 






3 ICOL, IRE AM , IBR ,NDC , ITER , IDER I V.,MB VCHG. IN , JMEM ,LL , I , I XI 6 , I X17, 1X18 
4 I X 1 Q ,1X20.1X21,1X22, 1X23, 1X24 , IX25,1X2E.1x27,IM A x ( 3 0 0 ) , N C , N B , NB R , 
4 N C S , N B S • N P R S , 
5COLIDl(48),CCLID2(4a),FMIDK3F),PMir?(3P),PRI rK20),BRIC2(20) 
COMMON ITAB(300),ISEC < 30 0 ) , IP IRST, ̂ ,E,E J(BOO) , 
1DUN2 ( IP 0 0),DUv 3 ( 3651 0 0 ),DU M4 ( 4 057 ) , I DUX 2 ( 905) , 
2IDUN5(1203),1X11,1X12,1X13,1X14,IXl5iIPU M6(2),DUM7(130200), 
1NLS,LN,IFLAG,IERR,ITRANS,ISTED 
CALCULATE BY VIRTUAL WORK THE DISPLACEMENT CONTRIBUTION OF MEMBER I 
360 




IN = C 
DO 260 LL=1,NDC 
CALL VIRTWK 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 400 
INCREASE MEMBER I IN SIZE BY ONE IN SECTION TABLE 
CALL INCMEM 
IF(IEPR.EG.l) GC TO 410 
JVFM = ,JVEM+1 
ITER=ITER+1 
IN = 1 
CALCULATE NEW CONTRIBUTION OF MEMBER I 
DO 370 LL=1»NDC 
Cf LL VIRTWK 
370 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE THE NEW VALUE OF DISPLACEMENT RY ADDING THE REDUCTION DUE 
0 
INCREASE OF A MEMBER 
DO 38 0 LL=1,NCC 
NPL=IGPT(LL,2)+2 
DO 3 8>" LNP=3,NPL 












n u i i 






0 0 0 7 
0 0 08 





DVWOO 1 4 
CVWOO 15 
DVW001E 
C V W 0 0 1 7 
CVWOO 18 
D V W 0 0 1 9 
DVW0 02 0 
D V W 0 0 2 1 
DVW0 022 
D V W c G 2 2 
D V W 0 0 2 4 
IF(DVW(LL,J).GT. . 0 0 0 0 0 1 . AND .DCH.GT. . 00C001) GC TO 275 IF(DVW(LL.J).LT.. 0 00 0 01 .AMD.DCH.LT.OOC001) GO TO 375 DVW(LL.J)=DVW(LL.J)+(DCH/FACT) GO TO 380 3 75 DVW(LL, J) = DVW(LL.J)-(CCM/FACT) 380 CONTINUE IF(IMA X< I ) .EQ.l) GO TO 395 IDER I V = l 
CALCULATE NEW SENSITIVITY FACTOR FOR MFPPER WHICH WAS CHANGED 
DO 3̂ n LL=1»NDC CALL VIRTWK 390 CONTINUE 395 OEM IN < K)=Q(I.K) 400 CONTINUE A10 RETURN END 
DVW . PAGE CVWC025 C V W 0 0 2 A DVW0027 D V W 0 0 2 8 DVW0029 DVW0030 CVW0G31 CVW0032 
D VW 0 CVW 0 DVWO DVW 0 DVWO DVWO DVWO 
03334 0 7 5 36 037 0 38 039 




INCREASE MEMBER I IN SIZE BY ONE IN SECTION TABLE 
DO 4P0 KL=1,2 
IE ( ITAB ( I) .ECU ) GO TO 420 I E ( I T A B ( I > . E G . 1 7 ) GO TO 4 E 0 IFUTAB(I).EQ.IR) CO TO 47 0 IERP-1 GO TO 49 0 IFUSEC( I) .GE.TCOL) GO TO 440 IFCKL.EQ.L) \C=NC*1 IFFKL.NE.L) GC TO 48 0 ISFC(I)=ISEC(I)+1 WR I TE F 6, 23C) I,ITAB(I ) ,ISECCI) FORMAT (1 X,/, IX, "MEM RER CH A N GE D , " , I 5 , 2X , " T A B LE , " , I 5 , 2X , " NE \i EC.,", I 5/) GO TO 4 8 0 IFCITAB*I),EQ.16.AND.ISEC<I).CT.ICOL) GO TO 415 IF(ITAB(I).EG.17.AND.ISEC(I).GT.IPEAMI GO TO IF(ITABD) .EG.18.AND.ISEC(I).GT.I3P) CO TO 415 IE(KL.EG.L) GC TC 485 
IVAY(i ) = i 
DO 450 J=1,NCC Q(I,J)=1P 0 0 0 • 0 CONTINUE GO TO 48 0 
23 
440 
4 5 0 
CHECK TO SEE IF A MEMBER IS AT ITS MAXIMUM SIZE 
4E0 IF(ISEC( I ) ,GE.IBEAM) GO TO 440 IP(KL.EO.L) N F = N E + 1 GO TO 4 3 0 470 IR(ISEC(I).GE.IB^) GO TO 4 4 0 TF(KL.EG.L) NER-NPR+1 GO TO 430 
, PAGE IN C 0 0 0 C INC 0 00 1 IN C 0 0 0 2 
IN C 0 0 0 2 
INC0004 INC0005 I N C 0 0 0 E INCOOO7 INCO008 INC 0 0 09 INC0010 I N C C 01.1 I N C 0 0 1 2 INC CO 13 INC 00 14 
SECTIONINC0015 
I N C 0 0 1 6 IN C 0 0 1 7 I N C 0 0 1 8 I N C 0 C 1 9 INC 002 0 PX00 2 1 INC 0 022 I N C 0 0 2 3 I N C N C 2 4 INC^025 





5 0 C 
MEMBERS ARE AT MAXIMUM S I Z E " / ) 
CONTINUE GO TO 500 I E F P. = 1 W R I T E < 6 , 4 8 7 ) F C R v A T ( I X , / , " A L L GO TO 500 W R I T E ( E , A 9 5 ) I , I T A B ( I ) , I S E C ( I ) F O R M A T ( I X , " I M P R O P E R MEMBER TABLE OR SECTION I I G , 3 X , " T A P L E = " , 1 3 , 3 X , " S E C T I O N ^ " , 1 4 / ) RETURN END 
INC 
S P E C I F I E D M E M B E R = " 
, PAGE I N C 0 0 3 2 INC H 032 I N C r 0 3 4 I N C 0 D 3 5 INCC03G INC0C37 I N C C 0 3 8 , INC0039 
INC004C I N C J 0 4 1 




CALCULATE EXACT DISPLACEMENT FOR A TRANSLATIONAL TYPE DISPLACEMENT 
DX=PJ(6*JT(I,L)-5) DY=PJ(6*JT(I,L)-4) D7 = DJ(6*JT(I»L)«-3) DELEX(I,LN)=XUT(I,1)*DX+XJT(I,2)*DY+XJT(I,3)*DZ GO TO 530 
CALCULATE EXACT DISPLACEMENT FOR A ROTATIONAL TYPE DISPLACEMENT 
550 JT1=JT(I,1) X C 01 = X J T ( I , 1 ) ZCP1=XUT(I,2) JT2=JT(1,2) XCC2 = XJT(I ,3) ZC02=XJT(1,4) D X 1 = D J ( G * J T 1 - P ) D71=DJ(6*JTL-3> DV2=DU(6*JT2-5) D ?? = PJ(6*JT2-3) I N X = 0 
, PAGE DEX0000 CEX0001 C E X 0 0 0 2 
D E X CI 0 0: 
DEX0004 DEX0005 DEX0006 DEX0C07 C E X 0 0 0 8 CEXO009 DEX0010 DEX0C11 D E X0 0 12 
6**0013 CEXOO L 4 R. F X 0 0 1 5 D E X 0 0 1 6 
B E X 0 C 1 7 BEX 0 0 1 8 DEXCC1B D E X 0 0 2 0 CEX0021 
DFX0022 D E X 0 0 2 3 C E X 0 0 2 4 DEX0025 PFXC026 CEX0027 D F X 0 0 2 8 E E X 0 0 2 9 C E X 0 0 3 0 DEX0031 B E X 0 0 3 2 
I N 7 = 0 DO 600 J=L,2 XL1 = XC02-XC0 1 ZL1=ZC02-ZC01 IFCXLL.LE.-.CCC1) INX = 1 IF(7L1.LT..00C0) I N? = 1 IF(XL1.GT.-. 0 0 0 1 .AND.XL1.LT.. 0 00 1 ) GO TO A=7L1/XL1 P = A T A V < A ) IF(IMX.FQ.L) OC TO 580 IC(INZ.EQ.L) GC TO 585 555 TP ETA(J > RB 557 IF(J.N E*I) GC TO 590 XCC1=XC01*CX1 X C02 = X C02 + CX2 7C01=7C01+C71 ZCR'2 = ZC02 + DZ2 
I N V = f 
TNZ-0 GO TO 600 56G IFUN7.EQ.1) CC TO 570 P ~1 .5 7 0 796227 GO TO 5 55 570 R=4.7123S898 GO TO 555 580 THETA(J)=B+ 3 .14 159265 * GO TO 55 7 585 THETA(J)=3+6 .283185 3 07 GO TO 55 7 590 DELEX(I»LN)=TFETA(2)-THETA(1)• IF(DELEX(I,LN).GT.1.570796327) GC TO 593 GC TO 530 592 IF<PELEX(I,LN).GT . 3.1 A 1 59265A) GC TO 595 DBLEX(I.LN)=3.1415926 5 4-DELEX(I,LN) GO TO 530 595 IF(DELEX(I ,LN ) .GT.4.71 238898) CC TO 597 DELEX<I,LN)=DELEX<I.LN)-3.141592654 GO TO 530 59 7 DELEX(I«LN) = DELEX (I ,LM )-6 . 283 18307 GO TO 53 0 6 00 CONTINUE GO TO 530 610 RFTURN END 
*** DEX *** • PAGE D E X 0 0 3 2 CEX0034 CEX0035 D E X 0 G 3 6 D E V ̂  0 3 7 DEX003P 
560 DEX00 39 C E 0 4 0 C E X 0 0 4 1 D E X 0 0 4 ? D E X 0 0 4 2 C E X 0 9 4/ Q D E X 0 0 4 C C E X N 0 4 6 F E X 0 0 4 "? P F X 0 0 ̂  8 D E X 0 0 4 QD E X 0 0 5 0 DEX0 051 D E X N 0 5 2 
DEX0 052 R R v r n ̂  H 
D E X 0 0 5 5 DEX0056 D E X N 0 5 7 D E X 0 0 5 P D E X C 0 5 9 D E X 0 N F 0 D E X 0 0 6 1 D E X 0 0 6 2 CEX0067 D E X 0 C 6 4 DEX0065 D E X 0 0 6 6 D E X 0 0 6 7 D E X P 0 6 F C E X 0 0 6 9 D E X 0 0 7 0 C E X 0 0 7 1 DEX * 072 DEX0072 D E X 0 0 7 4 DEX0075 D E X 0 0 7 6 
*** VIR *** , PAGE *DECK VIRTWK VIPOOOO SUBROUTINE VIRTWK VIROOOL COMMON O(300»7).BBLEX(3,A),OERRCR(2,n.DVW(3.<:),DELVWN(^,6). V I R 0 0 0 2 1BELVVM3,6),XJT(3,4),DC(3),GDMIN(3),TPE7A(2),FACT,IPEG,JCHK. 2IOPT(3«G),JT(3,2),IDTVP(3),I0KD),INEM3),WOD(3),ICHG(3)«IDC(3), 3ICCL,IREAN,IPR,NDC,TTER,IPERIV-MEMCPO,IN,JNEM,LL»T*IX16,1X17,1X18, 41X19,1X20,1X21,1X22,1X23,TV24»IX25,1X2 G ,1X27,1 MAX, (300),NC,N 8,NB.R, 4NCS,NDS,NBPS, 5COLIDL(^H),CCLIB2E»R),BMIPL(38),BNLB2(3P),PRI01(20)IRPIO2(20) COMMON ITAB ( 3 0 0 ) , ISEC< 30 0 ) , TBIRST,M ,F,BJ(6C0) , VIR0 0 0 3 
1PU N 2 ( 1P 0 0 ) , B U M 2 ( 3 G 5 1 0 0 ) , DU V 4 < 0 5 7 ) • I D UM 2 ( 9 0 5 ) , 2 I DUN 5 ( 1203), 1X11,1X 12, 1X13, I X 1 4 , I X 1 E . T CUMM 2) , DUM 7(130200), 1N L S , L N ,I FLAG, IBRP , ITRANS, ISTFP REAL M E A 1 , M E A 2,MF A 2,M F A C , *EA G,M EA V 1 , MR A U 2,M E A U 3,M E A U B,M E A U A VIR 0 0 0 4 C C CALCULATE VIRTUAL WORK CONTRIBUTION TO DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINT DIRECT C ION C OF MEMBER I C NPL=IGPT<LL»2>+2 V1R0005 XVIN=1000FL.O V T R 0 N 0 G I T A B I = IT A B ( I) V I P. 0 0 0 7 ISFCI=ISEC(I) VIR0Q08 READ( ITABI "ISECI ) A RE A , R I X*RIY,RIZ VIRC009 C C READ IN MEAS FOR UNIT LOAD IN OUESTION C IF ILE = 20 + I(2PT< LL, 1) VIP0010 R E A D ( I F I L E " I ) M E A U 1, M E AU2 , M E AU 3 , ME A U 5, M E A U 6 VI R 00 11 READ(19"I)P.HC,U,XL . VIP 0 012 DGGAOINP = 3,N̂ L V I P 00 1 7 J=IGPT(LL,INP) VIP0C14 C C READ IN MEAS FOR REAL LOAD IN QUESTION C JFILF=20+J VIR0015 READ(UFI LE"I ) MEAL,MEA2,MEA3,F/EA5,NEA? VIR0C1G YAR(MEA5-MEA2)/XL VTR0017 YC=(MEAU5-MEAU2)/XL VIRGO 1P ZA = (MEAG-MEA3)/XL VIR00 19 ZCR(MEAUG-WEAU3)/XL VIR 0 02 0 C C CONTRIBUTION OF Y AXIS BENDING C RYL=YA*YC*(XL**3)/3.0 VIR0021 R Y 2 = ( (ME A?*YC) + (YA*MEIU2))*(XL**2)/2.0 V T R " 0 2 2 PY3=MrA2*MFAU2*XL VIR0023 BY = P.Y1+F Y2 + PY2 VIR 00 24 
C O N T R I B U T I O N O F Z A X I S B E N D I N G 
B Z 1 = 7 A * Z C * ( X L * * 3 ) / 3 . 0 
B Z 2 = C < M E A 3 * 7 C ) - K 7 A * i v E A U 3 ) ) * < X L * * 2 ) / 2 . 0 
B 7 3 = M E A 3 * N E A U 2 * X L 
B Z = B Z 1 + B Z 2 + B Z 2 
C C N T P I B U T I O N O F A X I A L E F F E C T S 
A X I A L = * E A 1 * M E A U 1 * X L 
I F ( I D E R I V . E G . l ) G C T O 6 3 C 
I F ( I N . E G . l ) G C T O E 2 0 
C E L V U C L L , J ) = ( ( A X I A L / A P E A ) + C B Y / R I Y ) + ( F 7 / R I 7 ) ) / E 
G O T O £.*C 
6 2 0 D E L V W N ( L L , J ) = ( < A X I A L / A R E A ) * ( B Y / R I Y ) + ( P Z / R I Z > > / E 
G O T O G A 0 
6 3 0 N S E C = I S E C M ) + 1 
I T A P I = T T A C ( I ) 
R E A D ( I T A L I A N S E C ) A E A N , R I X N , R I Y N , P I Z N 
C 1 = A X ! A L / < A R E A * A P E A > 
C 2 = l . G / ( A R E A N - A R E A ) 
C 3 = ( R J Z N - R I 7 ) / ( R I 7 * R I ? ) 
C 4 = ( P I Y N - R I Y ) / ( R I Y * R I Y ) 
D D D A = - ( C 1 + C 2 * ( ( C ? + B Z ) + ( C A * B Y ) ) ) / E 
G G = D D D A / < R H C * U * X L > 
I F ( ( X >•• I M - 0 G ) . 1. T . . 0 0 0 1 ) G O T O 6 4 0 
X N I N = f, G 
G ( I , L L ) = G G 
6 4 0 C O N T I N U E 
R E T U R N 
E N D 
* * * V I R * * * • P A G E 
V I R 0 C 2 F 
V I R 0 0 2 5 
V I P 0 0 2 7 
V I R 0 0 2 P 
V I R 0 0 2 5 
V I R 0 0 3 0 
V I R 0 0 3 1 
V I R 0 0 3 2 
V I R 0 0 3 3 
V I P C C 3 A 
V I R 0 0 3 5 
V I R 0 0 3 6 
V I P 0 0 3 i 
V I D n 0 3 P 
V I P 0 0 7 "5 
V I R 0 0 A 0 
V I P 0 0 A 1 
V I P 0 0 4 2 
V T R 0 C A 3 
V I R 0 P 4 4 
V I R 0 0 4 5 
V I R Ci G A 6 
V I R 0 0 4 7 
V I R O C A P 
V I R 0 0 4 5 




*** COS *** 
• DECK COSTWT SUBROUTINE COSTWT COMMON Q(3C0,3),DELEX(3,6),DERRCR<3,£),DVW(7,6).DELVWN<3,6), 1DBLVW(3,6),XJT(3,4),0C(3),0C"IN(3),TWE7A(2),FACT,IRBG,JCHK, 2 I OPT(3 .6),JT(3,2),IDT YPC3),I OK(3).IVFV(3).VPD(3) , I C I-G< 3 ) , I CC ( 3 ) , 31CCL,I BE AM,I BR.NBC,ITER,I PER IV,MEMCHG,IN,JVEM,LL,I,1X16,1X17,IX18 41 X 19, 1X20, 1X21, 1X22, 1X23, 1X24,1X25, 1X26,I V27,IMA X( 300 ),NC,MB , MBR , *NCS.NBS,MPPS • BCOLIB1(48),CCLIB2<^8),BNIP1(3 8),PVIP?(38),BRIB1(20),BPID2(20) COMMON ITA?<3C0),ISEC(300>,IFTRST,M,f.CJR600), 1PUM2(1 GO 0) ,BUN 3(365100),HUM 4(4 C57) , I CUM 2(9G5) , 21 DUMB(1203), 1 X 1 1 , 1X12,1X13,1X14,1X15,IBUMG(2),DUM7< 130200 >, 1NLS,LN,IFLAG,IERR,ITRANS,ISTPD 
CALCULATE WEIGHT AND COST OF STRUCTURE 
CW=0.0 ' CG=0.0 BI-/ = P .0 BC = 0 . 0 B R W = 0.0 BRC=C .0 DO 5 0 I=1,M J=ISEC (I ) R G A D ( 1 ° " 15 RHC,U,XL IF(ITAP(I).EG.16) GO TO 10 IF(ITAB(I).EG.17) GO TO 20 R E A D ( 1 8 » J ) AREA, RIX, RIY, RIZ ANY=(APEA*XL*RB0)/1728.Q R R W = B R W + A D W BRC=3RC+(ADW*U) GO TO 5 0 10 R E £ 0 < 1 6 " J ) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ ADW=(APEA*XL*RB0)/1728.G C'RCU + ADW CC=CG+(ADW*U) GO TO 5N 20 READ(17»J) AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ APW=(AREA*XL*PU0)/172 8.0 BW=BW+ADU FIC=RC*(ADW*U) 5 0 CONTINUE C W = C W / 2 0 0 G • 0 BW=RW/20GO.O B R W = B P W/ 0 0 0 0 .0 T W = C W + P W •B R W 
TC=CC+BC+PRC 
WRITE(6, 60) CW,CC 
, PAGE 1 COS0O00 COSOOO1 CCS0002 
COSOOO! 





FORMAT 1"WHICH WPITF( FORMAT 1"WHICH W P I T E ( FORMAT 1"WHICH W P I T E ( FORMAT 1 "WHICH RETURN 
E N C 
( IX,"TOTAL COLUMN WEIGHT IN TONS 
COSTS S % F 1 2 . 2 / > 6.65) E W , P C 
(IX,"TOTAL BEAM 
COSTS •F12.2/) 
6,70) E R W , P R C 
(1X,"TCTAL BRACE COSTS S",F12 .2 / ) 6,75) TW,TC 
(IX,"TOTAL BLEG. COSTS $",F12.2//) 
WEIGHT IN TONS 













C O S 0 0 A 2 




*** CUT +** 
•DECK OUTPUT 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
COMMON C(3 00,3),CELEX(3,6),DEPRCR(3,6),DVW(3.6),DELVWN(3,6), 
lDELVW(3,6),XJT(3,4),Dr(3),0D wIN(3),THBT&C2),FACT,IPEG,JCHK, 
2IGPT<3,6),JT(3,2),IDTYP<3),ICK(3),IVE"(3)."-'Cn(3),ICHG(3),IDC(3), 
3 I CCL i I BE AM , I BR .NEC , ITER , IBBR I V ,MFMCPC , IN, J^EM.LL , I , I XI A , I XI 7, IX IB 
41X19,1X20,1X21,1X22,1X2 3 ,1X24,TX2 5 ,1X26,1x27,1^ A X(300),NC,N'B,N5R, 
AMDS • NBS , NB R S , 
B C O L T D 1 ( ^ P ) , C C L I B 2 ( 4 R ) , B M I P 1 ( 3 P ) , B M T B 2 ( 1 P ) , B R I B 1 ( 2 C ) , B R I C 2 ( 2 0 ) 
C 0 M v 0 N I T A B ( 3 C G > , I S E C ( 3 C 0 ) , I P I R S T , M , F , C J ( ̂  0 C ) , 
l D U M 2 ( l P O O ) , C U v 3 ( 3 6 5 1 0 0 ),RU>-'4(<*057),inUf''2(9 0 5 ) , 
2inUM5(1203),lXllilX12,IX13,IX14,IX15,IDUM6(2),PUM7(13020C), 
1NLS,LN,IFLAG,IERR,TTRANS,ISTFD 
TF(JCHK.EC.O) GO TC ICO 
WRITE (6,410) 
410 F0RMAT(1H1,"******************************************") 
W RITE(6. ,415) 
415 F C P M A T d X t "FINAL MEMBER PROPERTIES COMPLETE DESIGN") 
WRITE(E,42C) 
420 F 0 R N A T ( 1 X ,"•**********•**•***•****••*****•**••*•'***•'*****•••'':/ /.) 
GO TO P. 0 
100 WRITE(6,63) 
63 F0RVAT(1H1, "*************************") 
W R I T E f 6 , 6 4 ) 
64 FORMAT(1X,"INITIAL MEMBER PROPERTIES") 
WRITE ( A, 66) 
66 F O R M A L (lx« 11 *•***********************"//) 
GO TO PC 
BO WRITE(6*75) 
75 FORMAT(IX,"NUMBER NAME AX IX IY IZ 
1RPO U L") 
DO 5C I = 1,M 
J=ISEC(I) 
R F £ D ( 1 9 " I) R Hi C , U , X L 
IF( I T A B( I) .EC.16) GO TO 1C 
IP(ITAP(I).EG.17) GO TO 20 
READ(1P"J) AREA,RIX,RIY,RI? 
W F I T E ( 6 .) 15 ) I,PPID1(J).BPID2(J),AREA,PIX,PIY,PIZ,RH0,U,XL 
FOP M M (IX ,I4,3X ,2A4,FP.2,4F9.2,F7.2,F9.2) 







R E A D ( 1 A " J ) 
WPITE(6,15) 
GO TO 50 
R B A D ( 1 7 " J ) 
WR T T r ( A , 15 ) 
r.n TO 5 0 
Gp(N'T j ̂  tip 
IF ( JO N'K . EG. 0 ) 
AREA,RIX,RIY,RIZ 
I . B M I D 1 ( J ) t B N I p 2 ( J ) , A * F A , R I X , P IY , R I 7 , R H 0 , U , X L 
GO TO 8 
, PAGE 
OUT 0 0 0 0 
OUTC001 
C U T 0 0 0 2 
CUT0003 
C U T 0 0 0 4 
C U T 0 0 0 5 
CUTC006 
CUT 0007 
0 U T 0 C 0 R 
CUTOC09 
CUT 001 0 
0 U T 0 C 1 1 
OUTGO!2 
CUT0G1 3 
OUTO 0 1 4 
G U T O G 1 K 
OUTGO 16 
OUTO0 1 7 
OUTC01R 
OUT 0 0 19 
CUTnO20 
GUT 0 0 2 1 
0U T 0 0 2 2 
CUT0023 
C U T 0 0 2 4 
CUT°C25 
^UT0 02G 
G U T 0 0 2 7 
CUT002H 
CUT 0 0 29 
C U T r 0 3 C 
CUT r<031 
CUT0C32 
GUT 0 0 3 3 
OUTHO 34 
CUT^ 0 3 c 
0 U T 0 G 3 6 
CUT 0 037 
* * * 
W R I T E R , 5 5 ) 
5 P FOPMAT(1H1, "*****************") 
W R I T E r 6 , 6 0 ) 
60 FOP M A T < 1 X , "FINAL DESIGN DATA") 
W P I T E ( 6 , 6 5 ) 
65 FORM A T(1X, "*****•************"//> 
WPTTF(6, 17P) NCS 
17S FORMAT( 1 X, "NUMBER OF COLUMNS CHANGED ",I5/) 
WRITE (6, 17 9) hP S 
179 FORM AT( IX, "NUMFER OF REAMS CHANGED ",I5/) 
WR I T E ( 6 , 1 c 1) N EP S 
181 FORMAT C IX, "NUMFER OF BRACES CHANGED " , I 5 / ) 
W R I T E < 6 , 1B 2 ) ITER 
182 FORMAT(1X,"TOTAL NUMBER OF MEMBERS CHANGED ",I5//) 
WRITE*'6,A) IREG 
A FORMAT ( 1 X , "NUMBER OF REGULAR ANALYSES ",I5/) 
WRITE*6*5) IS T F E 
5 FORMAT ( IX , "NUMBER OF STFDES ANALYSES n , I 5 / ) 
WR TTE(6 , 6 ) JCHK 
F FOR MAT(1X," TOTAL NUMBER OF ANALYSES ",T5//) 
WRITE(6,69") 
699 F 0 D W A T ( 1 X « "**********•*******************************") 
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 C 0 ) 
700 F O P M A K IX,"FINAL MATERIAL WEIGHT AND CCST EVALUATION") 
W R I T E R , 701) 




CUT , PAGE 
CUT 0 0 3 P 
C U T 0 0 3 9 
OUT00A0 
CU T 0 0 A 1 
C U T 0 0 ̂  ? 
0UT00A2 
C U T 0 0 4 A 
CUT 2 0^5 
OUT 0 OA 6 
0 U T 0 0 A 7 
OUTOCAP 
C U T 0 0 ̂  9 
C U T 0 0 5 0 
^UTOOEl 
O U T n 0 5 2 
CUT 0 0 5 ? 
CUTC 05A 
C U T n 0 c. 5 
0 U T 0 0 5 6 
C U T 0 0 5 7 
0 U T
r b 5 « 
OUT 0 059 
C U T 0 0 6 0 
GUT0C61 
C'UTr G 6 2 
r IJ T p Q £ •» 
C U T 0 0 6 A 
CUT0065 
C U T 0 0 6 6 
OJ OJ 
*** cjp .** , PAGE 
*DECK STFDES STFOOOO 
SUBROUTINE STFDES STF0OO1 
COMMON nUM5(972).DUM6(39).IDUM3<4M,IDUM4<14).IOUV5f715).DU v8(212)STF0C02 
CONN ON IDUM1 (G02) .DUKl(601 ) » D U M 2 (1" 8 0 0 ) * D U" 3 ( 3 G 5 10 0 ) .DUM4 (4 05 7) . STF0003 
1IDUM2(905) , 
5RL(GOO),CRL(GOO). N . UP W , N J .I XI1 , I XI2.1X13.I XI*.I X15•NROV,NUPW, 
6 ST(360.360).0(600). 
INLS.LN.IFLAG.IERP.ITRANS.ISTPD 
COMMON IDEP ( 1 GO .8 ) .Njr , IR ( 1 00 ) . J R n W U O C .7 ) .NR JT. ICR ( 6 0 0 ) « JD. STF0004 
1INDE p « IDI AG(100 ) , IRR, INR . INC.KTPEG ,IPA P f , T JK .^L M. TCPOW.I I.JJ, 
2 S ( ^ t 600).LLr.STENP(6.G0G),PU w(6,6).KU pV.Nr.NPL'Ll.Io.T( 6 00,6), 
3D1(GOO)• IFUL1.^LIM.NF,XP. Z p ,JTN(16) ̂'J < 2.2),JF(24),ISJ(24 .32) 
INTEGER UEW.RL.CPL STF0OC5 
C 





IF U S T F D . N E. 0 ) C C T 0 4 71 STF0006 
C 




GO TC 1 
CONVERT LOCAL DISPLACEMENT CC MPONENT NUMPERS TO GLOBAL 
CALL GLOBAL 
GENERATE REORDERING VECTOR ICR 
CALL ORDER 
IDIAG(I)=RECOPD NUMBER OF THE I TP DIAGONAL POSITION IN REORDERED K 
ID I A G ( 1 ) = 1 
ISUM=0 
NPJTlrNRJT-1 




IDI AG(I2)'=ISUM + 1 
4 70 CONTINUE 
C A I L c 0 P N T 
JLI> = Tr.'DEP + IRP 471 J>R = 0 
STF0007 













S T E 0 0 2 1 
S T F 0 0 2 2 





K L M = C S T F 0 0 2 7 
ICRCW=0 S T R 0 0 2 0 
CALL UNPACK STF0029 
C 
C ZFRCi OUT ARRAY USED TO STORE FINAL REDUCED STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C 
DO 50 0 0 1=1,360 STF0030 
DO F0 00 J=1,360 S T F n 0 3 1 
5 0 0 0 ST( I,U)=0.0 STF 0 0 3 2 
C 
C PERFORM OPERATIONS ON PARTITIONED ROW II OF STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C 
T N R = P STF P 0 33 
D O 9 9 0 I I = l , N R J T STF00 3A 
C 
C ZERO OUT ARRAY USED TO STORE PARTITIONED ROW II 
C 
00 34 1=1,6 S T F 0 0 3 "= 
DO 34 J = l, 60 0 STF 1" 0 7 <-
3 A S T E M P ( I , J ) = 0,0 ST«"0037 
IK = 0 STF 0 0 3 8 
1 N R 1 = I N R +1 STF 0 0 3 9 
I \ R = IN R•IP <I I> STFO0A0 
C 
C READ IN FROM STORAGE THE ROWS OF THE STIFFNESS MATPIV IN THE NEW 
C ORDER DETERMINED BY DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT DISPLACEMENTS 
C 
DO 2 I = INR1,INP STF "OA 1 
I K = IK + 1 STF0 0A2 
DO 3 KM=1,N S T F r 0 4 3 
IF(IOR(KM) .EQ.I) GO TO A S T F O O M 
3 CONTINUE S T F 0 0 4 F 
4 K - U P W * K M - 1 S T P 0 0 A 6 
I F ( K . G T . N ) K ='N S T F 0 0 6 7 
READ(11"KM)(STEMP(IK,J),J=1,K> STFCO A 3 
2 C^NTViUE STFPOAP 
C 
C DETERMIN r IF PARTITIONED ROW II TS COMPLETELY ABCVE HCRI7CNTAL 
C PARTITION OF KfPARTITION OF Kll AND K12) <TPART=0), OP STRADDLING 
C H r R 17 0 N T A L PARTITION(IJK IS GREATER THAN Z E R O ) , OR COMPLETELY BELOW 
C HORIZONTAL PARTITION ( IPART=1) 
C w 
TF((TMR-TR(II)+1).GT.INDEP) r-0 TO 67^ STF 005 C £ 
IP I I - TP( I I) STPO n 5 1 OO 
*** STF *** « PAGE 
DC 660 KKK=1,IPII STFCC52 
IF((INR-KKK+l) .LE .IMDEP) GC TO 69 0 STFCC52 
660 CONTINUE STF^054 
GO TO 700 STF 0 055 
C 
C PARTITIONED RCW II IS ENTIRELY BELOW HORIZONTAL PARTITION OF K 
C 
670 IP A R T= 1 STF 0056 
C 
C KLM=FIRST PARTITIONED ROW NUMBER WHICH IS COMPLETELY BELOW HORIZONTAL 
C PARTITION IN K 
C 
IF(KLN.LE.O) GC TO 680 STF C 05 7 
GO TO 70 0 STF0 058 
68 0 KLN = II ST EG 059 
On TO 7 00 STF006C 
C 
C IJK=NUMBER OF ROWS IN PARTITIONED ROW II BELOW THE HORIZONTAL PARTITI 
C ON OP K 
C 
690 IJK = KKK-1 ST F 0 0 61 
GO TO 7 D 0 STFOOA? 
700 CALL ROWBND - STFGC67 
IF(IF.RR.F.Q.l) GO TO 1 S T P 0 0 6 4 
CALL D P K K T STFGO 65 
CALL STORE STFO0G6 
990 CONTINUE STFC067 
CALL TTRKT STP0068 
1 RFTUPN S T r 0 0 G 9 
END . STF0070 
OJ 
OJ 
*** CON *** . PAGE 
•DECK CONCHK CON0OO0 
SUBROUTINE CONCHK CON0001 
COMMON DUM5(972),DUM6(39),IPUM3U4),ICUM4(14),IDU W5(315),DUM8(212)CON'C002 
COMMON IDUM1 ( 6 0 2) • DUM 1 ( G 0 1 ) , CU V 2 (1 8 C 0 > , CUM 3 ( 3 65 I 0 0 ) , D UN 4 ( 4 C 5 7 ) , CONGO 0 2 
II GUM2(BOB) , 
5RL(SC0),CPL(6CC).N,UPW,NJ,1X11,1X12,1X13,iyl4,TX15,NROW,NU3W, 
6ST(36C,360),C(600>, 
1 N L S . L N . I B L A G , I E P R . I T R A N S , I S T F P-
COMMQN I HE P(1O 0,R),NJD,IR(100),JP^W(1CC,7),\'PJT,ICR(60C),JD, C O N n 0 04 
1 IN-BP . TO I A G ( 1 0 0 ) » I n R , I NR , T N C K T R E C , IP APT, U K , KLM* I, GROW , I I , J J , 
2S(6,600),LLP,STFMP(£,G00),PUV(^,6), l'UPW,N ,P,NFULl,IP,T(600.6), 
3D1 ( 60 0 ),IEUL1,JLIM,NF,XP,7P , JTN(16),MJ(2,2),JF(2A),ISJ(2A,32) 
INTEGER UBW,RL,CRL CON0D05 
EXTERNAL KEN C0N"0 06 
TF<ITRANS.EG.O) CO TO 7 CON0C07 
C 








2F10.2) CON , r ,ClC 
) GC TO 6 C O N 0 0 U 
C 0 N 0 0 12 
C 0 N' 0 0 1 3 
N F C 0 N 0 0 1 4 
"NO.OF FL00RS = ".I4.2x,"WHICH IS IMPOSSIBLE"/) CCN'003^ 
G C N 0 0 1 6 
,NF CONGO 17 
IFN,JF(IFN),NCF CON ' 018 
) C C N 0 0 1 9 
CON 0 02 0 
. N C F C 0 N 0 0 2 1 
( JTN(J1 ),J1 = 1,!6) CCN 0 0 2 2 
5) CON 0 023 
.16 CCNC024 
E 0.G) G 0 T 0 3 5 CON 0 0 2 B 
LT.C) GO TO 1C5 C C N r< G 2 6 
C C N'0 27 
) = J T N ( K ) C0N n 0 28 
r 0 N 0 9 2 9 
) GC TC 8 5 CON 0030 
IF < IC .PC. JF ( I FN) ) GO TO 1 9r^ C O N n 0 3 1 
I E P R = 1 C C N 0 0 3 2 
C E N TV," Or RIG 
IPRRr 0 
R E A D ( 5 ,5 ) 
FORMAT (15, 
I P ( N F . LE.O 
GO TO 9 
TEPR=1 
WRITEf 6,8) 
p FOR f '• A T ( IX, GO TO 270 
9 DO 2 05 1 = 1 
READ ( c ,15) 
15 FORMAT (315 
IC = 0 
DO ]95 J = l 
RPAD(5 ,25) 
25 FORMAT ( 16T 
DO 18 5 K = l 
IE(JTN (K ) . 
IF(JTN (K) . 
I C=IC + 1 
ISJ(I FN, I C 
GO TO 185 
35 IF( IC. EG. G 
* * * CON *** , PAGE 
IF(J.EQ.NCF) GC TO 65 CONC032 
W°ITE(6,45) IFN CON n034 
a 5 F O R V A T ( I X , " D A T A INPUT ERROR FOR FLOOR NO.",15/) C 0 N 0 0 7 5 
W'RITE(6,55) C 0 N 0 0 3 6 
55 FOP f* AT ( 1 x , "ZERO SPECIFIED AS A JOINT"/) C 0 N 0 0 "W 
W R I T E T G , 551) CCNOC 38 
551 FORNAT< ix,"INFORMATION ON DATA CAPD"/) C 0 N 0 0 3 ° 
W R T T F ( 6 , 5 5 2 ) < J T N ( J2 ) , J 2 = 1 , 1 6 ) C 0 N 0 0 4 C 
552 F G R v. A T ( 1 X , I 4 , 1 5 I 5 / ) C C N 0 0 4 1 
GO TO 185 C C N 0 0 ̂  2 
65 WRITF(6,45) IFN C 0 N C C 4 2 
W P I T F ( f-. , 7 5 ) C 0 N P C 4 4 
75 FORMAT ( I X , "NO. OF JOINTS ON CAPCS DORS NOT EQUAL NUMBER READ IN"/)CON0C6f 
W R I T F ( 6 , 5 K 1 ) 0 0 N 0 0 4 6 
W R I T F ( 6 , 5 K 2 ) U T N ( J 2 ) , J 2 = 1 , 1 6 ) C 0 N 0 0 4 7 
GO TO 19 5 CON'C 048 
85 I F R P = 1 C 0 N n C 4 P 
• W R I - T F < - - F*45) IFN C 0 M N 0 5 C 
W R I T E F 6 , 9 5 ) C 0 v r R 5 -X 
Q C F O P v A T ( I X , " F I R S T JOINT ON FLOCR SPECIFIED AS ZERC"/) C 0 N' n 0 5 2 
WRITE <6,551) CON0052 
W D I T r ( 6 . 5 5 2) ( J T K (.12 ) , J 2 = 1 * 16 ! C 0 N n C ^ U 
0 0 T0 18 5 C 0 *•' 0 0 5 5 
105 IF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 12 5 C 0 M n n 5 6 
IF' JTN<K-l).LT.C> GO TO 145 C 0 N 0 0 5 7 
JTNKS-JTN(K) C 0 N 0 5 8 
JTNK1= JTfJf K-l 5 C 0 N 0 0 5 9 
IF(I AOS(JTNK).LE.JTMK1) GO TO 165 C O ' ^ O ^ C 
JTNK1-JTNK 1 + 1 CON0 06 1 
JTNK2 = I APS (JTNK ) C 0 V p 0 6 2 
DO 115 K 1 = JTNK1 , JTNK2 C C N 0 0 6 2 
I C = I C 4 1 G 0 N 0 0 6 4 
ISJ(IFN,IC)=K1 C 0 N n 0 6 5 
115 CONTINUE CO^O 066 
G 0 TO 1B5 C 0 N 0 0 f 7 
125 WRITE(6,A5) IFN C C N r 0 6 P 
WRITE(6, 135) C 0 N 0 0 6 9 
135 FORMAT ( I X , "FIRST JCINT SPECIFIED AS NEGATIVE"/) CON" 0 70 
WRTTF(B,5E1) C 0 N 0 0 7 1 
WRITF-(6,5 R2) ( J T N(J2 > , J2 = 1, 1 6 ) C 0 N "'072 
IERP=1 C 0 N r' 0 7 1 
GO TO 18 5 C 0 N n 6 7 4 
145 WRITE'6, A c ) IFN C 0 M 0 7 5 
W R I T F F 6 * 1 5 5 ) C 0 N " G 7 6 
155 FOR'1 AT ( I X , "TWO CCN2ECUTIVE JOINTS SPECIFIED AS NEGATIVE" /) C C N 0 0 7 7 
W R I T R < G . 5 51) C 0 \ 0 0 7 P 
WR H r ( 6, 5 C 2 ) (JTN(J2),J2 = 1,16) C G N O O 7R 






G O T O 185 
WRITG(6,45) I F N 
WRITE(6»175) 
F O R M A T < I X , " C O N ' S E C U T I V F J O I N T S N O T I N O R D E R 1 ' / ) 
WRTTE(6,551) 
WRTTE<6«552) ( t T N ( J 2 ) , J 2 = 1 , 1 6 ) 
IF R R = 1 
GO TO 18 5 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONT I *'UF 
IF(IEER.EQ.l) 
C O N 
G O T O 2 7 0 
FORM i n E P ARRAY IN C O R E 
N'JD = P 
DO 225 1=1 
JFI=JF( I ) 
DO 215 J=l 
N J C = N J D + 1 
i N F 
>JFI 
2 1 3 
I CEP(NJD, 1 ) = 1 
I F ( I T R; A N S . E 0 • 
I PEN(NJD, 2 ; = 3 
IC'EP( NJD * 7 ) = 1 
IDEP(NJD, * ) 
IDEPC.'JO, 5 ) = 5 
I PEP(NJD, 6 ) = 0 
I DEP(NJD , 7 ) = 0 
I n r D ( N J 0 , 8 ) = 0 
G 0 TP 215 
I C E p ( N J D , 2) = 6 
I PGP(NJD, 3 ) = 1 
IPFP(NJD, 4 ) -I P E D ( N J D , 5) = 3 
I DEP(NJD, 6) = 4 
IDC D(NJD , 7) — c 
I DEP(NJD, P ) = 6 
1) 
: i f j) 
G O T O '13 
2 1 5 
2 2 5 




IF(ITR ANS.FQ . 1 ) J D = 6* N J D 
M A K E S U R E N O J O I N T I S S P E C I F I E D T W I C E 
K j T = n 
J T r I N = i 
5 CO IONP=0 
, PAGE 
C0N008 1 
C 0 N 0 0 8 2 
C 0 N C 0 P 3 
C 0 N 0 C f tx 
C 0 N n 0 8 5 
C 0 N n 0 P.6 
CON OOP 7 
C 0 0 C 8 P 
C C N n 0 P 9 
C QV 0 0 9 0 
C CN0 0 9 1 







r n m 






















0 0 Q 5 
"0 95 
0 09 7 
n n 9 p 
0 0 99 
0100 




0 1 0 c 
0 106 
^ 1 0 7 
0108 
010° 






L 1 16 
0117 
n U 8 
ni 19 
GONG 120 
C C V 0 1 2 1 
C C N o 1 2 2 
*** CON *** 
DC 530 1 = 1,NF 
JFI=JF(I) 
DO 520 J=l. JFI 
IF CISJ(I , J ) .EG . JTMIN) GO TO 510 
GO TO 520 
510 IDUP = IDL!P+1 
KJT=KJT+1 
GO TO 520 
520 CONTINUE 
53 0 CONTINUE 
IF(IDUp*GT.1) GO TO 5*0 
575 IF(KJT.EQ.NJC) GO TO 270 
JT*!j\' = tJTKIN + l 
GO TC 500 
54 0 IERR=1 
UPITFf6,550) JTMIN,IDUP 
550 FORMAT(IX,"INPUT ERPOP--JOINT",I 4, 2X »"APPEARS",14,2X,"TIMES"/) 
• GO TO 535 
INPUT NJ",JD AND IDEP ARRAY 
7 T r p p - n 
READ(5,10) N J C J C 
10 F P R M A K 2 I 5 ) 
CHECK TO SEE IF NJD JOINTS IS GREATER THAN ZERO AND CHECK THAT 




C 0 N 0 1 2 4 
C 0 N 0 1 2 5 
C 0 \ 0 1 2 G 
C 0 N "• 1 2 7 
C 0 N 0 1 2 2 
C 0 N 0 1 2 S 
C 0 N n 1 3 0 
C0N0131 
0 0 N 0 1 3 2 
C 0 r.r 1 3 3 
C 0 N 0 1 7 A 
CON 0 1 35 
C 0 N 0 1 3 E 
C 0 N 0 1 3 7 
C 0 N 0 1 3 P 
C 0 N 0 1 3 3 
C 0 N 0 1 4 0 
C 0 N C 1 M 
CONH142 
CON 0143 
IF(NJE*GT.O.AND.JD.GE.NJD) GO TO 40 
WRITF(G,20) 
20 FORMAT(1X,"NJD CR JD HAS EEEN INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED") 
W R I T E < E « 3 0 > NJD,JD 
3 0 F 0 R MA T< 1 X,"N J E =",I 5,"J D = ",I 5) 
GO TO 27 0 
4 0 D^ 52 J=1,NJD 
R E A D ( 5 . 5 0 ) (IPEP(J,I),I = 1 , M 
5 0 FORMATfRI5) 
5- CONTINUE 
MAKE SURE NO JOINT IS SPECIFIED TUICE 
K JT= 0 
JTVIN'rl 
E00 IDUP=0 
DO h?r. 1=1,N^D 
I c(ID E P CI, 1) .EG . c T M I N ) GO TO E 1 0 
GO TO 620 




C O N r 1 4 P 
CON0 1 4*5 
C C N 0 1 5 0 
CON 0 15 1 
C O N015 2 
C C N 0 1 5 3 
C O N 0 15 4 
C O N 0 15 5 
C O N 0 1 5 t. 
C O N r' 1 5 7 





KJT = KJT+ 1 
GC TO 62 0 
6 2C CONTINUE 
IF(TOl.'P.GT,l> 
625 IF(KJT .EQ.NJD) 
JTN I\' = JTMIN+1 
G 0 TO GOO 
630 I E c R = 1 
WRTTB(6,550) J 
GO TO 625 







GO TO 270 
, PAGE 
C 0 N 0 1 6 0 
CON CI 6 1 
CONO16 2 
C 0 N 0 1 6 3 
C 0 N P 1 6 4 
C 0 N r' 1 6 5 
G 0 N 0 1 6 £ 
CON' 16 7 
C 0 N 0 1 6 8 
CON "16.9 
C 0 N 0 1 7 0 
CON Q17 1 
CHECK THAT THE NO. OF DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENTS I N D U T IS GREATER THAN Z 
ERO 
DO 230 J=1,NJD 
. IF(ID rP(J,2).GT.O) GO TO 80 
IBR.f> = l 
WRITE*6.60) 
60 FORMAT*IX,"NEGATIVE OR ZERO NO. OF PE DENDENT DISPLACEMENTS 
1E P " ) 
W R I T E < 6 , 7 0 ) IDEP(J,2) 
70 F0RMAT(1X,"IDFP(J,2) = " ,15) 
8 0 LIM=2+IDEP(J,2) 
CHECK THAT ONLY COMPONENT DIRECTIONS 1 TC 6 ARE SPECIFIED 
DO 110 I=3,LIM 
IF (IDEP( J, I) .LE.6 . AND. IDEP ( J,I ) .GE.l ) GC TO 110 
I F P R = 1 * 
W I T E f 6.90) 
90 FORMAT (IX, "LOCAL DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENT 
l^IED AS A NO. LFSS THAN 1 CR GREATER THAN 6") 
WR ITG (6, 1 CO ) (IDEP(J,IJ),IJ=l,R) 
100 FORMATCIX,"JOINT INFORMAT I ON = ",8 I 5) 
110 CONTINUE 
VERIFY THAT THE DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT NUMPERS AT EACH OF NJD JOINTS 
IS. IN ASCENDING CREEP 
IF(TDEP(J,2) .EQ.l ) GO TO 270 
IF(RL(KFN<J,3)).NE.l.OR.RL(KFN(J,4)) .NE.l) GO TO 130 
I EPRr1 
WRITE '6,120) 
120 FO r ?MflT(lX,"A DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT CCMPONFNT HAS BEEN SPECIFIED 
IS RESTRAINED") 
W R I T E r 6 , 1 0 G ) (ICEP(J,IJ),IJ = 1.°) 
IMPROPERLY 
CON 0172 
C 0 N n 1 7 3 
CONO174 





C 0 N 0 1 8 0 
C 0 N 0 1 6 1 
CON 0 182 





CON 0 1 88 
C 0 N 0 1 8 9 
C 0 N 0 19 0 
C 0 N 0 1 9 1 
A C C N 0 1 9 2 
C 0 N 0 1 9 3 
*** CON *** , PAGE 
130 IF(IDEP(d,3).LT.IDEP<d,4)) GO TO 150 CONG 19 4 
IERP=1 C O N r• 1 9 5 W R I T E ( * , 14 0 ) C C N 0 1 9 £ 
1*0 FCR VAT( 1X«"DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COfPCNENTS NCT IN ASCENDING ORDECON0197 
1 R " ) 
URTTE(E.IOO) <IDEP(d,Id),Id=l,8) C O N 0 1 9 8 150 IF( IDEP(d,2) .LE.2) GO TO 230 CON 0 2 9 9 
IF'RL(KFN(d,5)).NE.l) GO TO 160 C O N I 2 0 0 
IFPR=1 C O N 0 2 0 1 
WRITE'6,120) C O N 0 2 0 2 
W R I T C ( 6 , 1 0 0 > < I D E P < J , I d ) , I J = 1 , P ) C O N 0 2 0 3 
160 I r<IDEP(d,4) ,LT.IDEP<J.5)) GC TO 170 C C N ? 2 0 4 
I ER R = 1 C O N " 2 0 c 
U R I T E ( 6 . 1 A 0 ) C C N 0 2 0 6 
U'R I TE ( 6 , 10 0 ) ( IDEP'd,Id).Id=l,8) C O N f 2 0 7 
170 IF* TDEP(d,2).LE.3) GO TO 230 C O N 0 2 0 P 
I F ( P L < K F N < J « 6 ) ) . N E . 1 ) GO TO 180 CON 02 09 
I E P R - 1 
C O N r 2 1 0 WR ITF '6, 120) C C N 0 2 1 1 WRITE'6 ,100) (I DEE < d «Id >,Id = 1.P ) CON 0212 
180 IP'IDEP<d,5) .LT.IDEP(d,6)) GC TC 190 CO NO 213 
IF R R = 1 C C N 0 2 1 4 
WR T TF ( 6, 1 4 0) C C N 0 2 1 c 
W P T T F(6 I 1 0 C ) (IDFP(d,Id),Id=l,8) 
C O N 0 2 1 f. 190 IF(IDEP(J.2).LE.4) GO TO 230 C O N 0 2 1 7 IF(R L(K F N(d , 7 ) ) . M E .1) GO T n 2C0 C O N 0 2 1 8 IFRRr 1 C O N P 2 1 9 
WRITE<£, \20) CON 0 2 2 0 
WRITE<6>,100) (lCEP(d,Id),Id =1.8) C O N 0 2 2 1 
200 IE(IDFP(d,6).LT.IDEP(d,7)) GO TO 210 C O N' O O 2 2 
I E R R = 1 C O N 0 2 2 3 
W p I T E ( 6 , 1 4 0 ) C 0 N 0 2 2 4 
WRITE'6,10C) (IDEP(d,Id),Id = l,8) C C N 0 2 2 5 
210 IF(IDEP(J,2).LE.5) GO TO 2 T 0 C O N r 2 ? 
IF'RL(KFN(d,8 ) ) .NE .1 ) GO TO 220 C 0 N 0 7 2 7 
I F p R = 1 C O N r 2 2 a 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 0 ) C C N 0 2 2 > 
WRITE(6,100) (IDEP(d,Id),Id=l,8) C C *>• 0 2 3 0 
220 IE(IDFP(d,7) .LT. IDEP(d,«)) GC TO 230 C O N n 2 3 1 
IEPR=1 C O N 0 2 3 2 
WRTT r(6.140) C O N 0 2 3 3 
WPITE(6,1C0) (IDEP(d,Id),Id=l,P) C O N n 2 3 4 
230 CONTINUE C C N O 2 3 5 
IF( IFRR.EG.0) GO TO 2 4 0 C O N 0 2 3 6 
GO TO 27 0 C O N O 2 3 7 
240 JDTOT=C C O N 0 2 3 O 
CHECK THAT THE NC. OF DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS dD EQUAL THE 
THE NUMBER READ IN 
*** CON *** , PAGE 
DO 25 0 J=l,NJC CON0239 
JDT0T=J0T0T+IBEP(J,2) CONC240 
250 CONTINUE C O N P 2 M 
IF{JDTCT .EQ.JC ) GO TO 270 CON0242 
WRITE(6,26C) C0\'C243 
260 FOON'&T(1X,"NO. OF DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS ADDED UP FROM CON'0244 
1F A C H OF NJD JOINTS IS NOT EQUAL TO JD READ IN") 
W I T E ( 6 , 3 0 ) N J D , J 0 C 0 N 0 2 A 5 
IE«R=1 CON?2*6 
270 RETURN CON02A7 
END CON' 0 2AP 
*** GLO *** , 
DECK GLOBAL 
SUBROUTINE GLCBAL 
COMMON DUMB(5 72),DUM6(39) ,IDUM3(44),IDL'M4U4) ,IDUM5(315),DU W8(212) 
COMMON IDUM1(602),DUM1(601),OUM2<1POO),DUM3(3 6510C),DUM4(40F7), 
1IDU V2( qC5) , 5R L ( 6 0 0 ) , CP L ( 6 0 0 ) , N , UB W , NJ , I X 11 , I X 1 2 , I X 1 3 , I XI A , I X 1 5 , NR 0 W , NU PW , 
6ST(360.360),0(600), 
1 N L S , L >v , I F L A G , I E P C , ITRANS, I S T F p 
COMMO^ IDEP(lCO,H),Njr,IR(100),jRCW(10C,7),NRJT,lCP(GCO),JD, 
1INDEP,IDIAG(1CO),TRR,INR,IVC,KTREC,TRAPT,IJK,KLM,TCPOW,II,JJ, 2S ( G, 6 0 0 ),L LD,STEXP(6, 600),DU M(6,6),KUPW,NP,NFUL1,IP,T( 6 0 0 , 6 ) , 
3D1 ( 6HC ) , IFUL1 , JL I* ,NF , XP, 7P , JTN ( 16 ) ,*'J (2 .2 ) , JF( 2 A ) , IS J ( 2 A , 32) 
INTEGER UDW,RL,CRL INTFGER D D 1 , C C 2 , C 0 3 , D D A , D P C , D D 6 
: CONVERT LOCAL DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENT NUMBERS (1 TO 6) 
; TO GLOBAL UNKNOWN COMPONENT NUMBERS (1 TO (6*NJ-CRL(E*NJ) ) ) 
DO 330 J = 1 , N J D 
DD1=6*TDEP(J,1 )-5 DD2-DD1+1 
D D 3 - D n 2 + 1 DDA=DD3+1 nUE=DDA+l 
D 0 6 = D B E • 1 
KLIM=2+IDEP(J,2) 
IDEP(J,I)=ORDEP CF THE ITh DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT UNKNOWN IN A 




G L 0 0 0 0 1 G L C 0 0 0 2 
C- L 0 0 0 0 3 
G L C 0 0 0 A 
G L 0 0 0 0 F 
CLO rC06 
G L C 0 0 0 7 
G L 0 0 0 0 8 
0 L C n 0 C 5 
GLCOO 1 3 
GLO00 11 
G L O n 0 l 2 
G L 0 C 0 1 3 
GLC001 A 
DO 330 I=3tKLIP GLO0015 IF(IDEP(J,I).NE.l) GO TO 2P0 GLO0016 
IDEP(J,I>=DD1-CPL<PD1) GLO0017 
GO TO 330 GLO^OIP 
2P0 IF(IDBP(J,I).NE.2) GO TO 2^0 G L C H 3 1 9 
IDEP(J,I ) = CD2-CRL(DD2) GLC002C 
GO TO 33 0 G L 0 0 0 2 1 
290 IF(TDEP(J,I).NE.2) GO TO 300 GL0PC22 
I DE °(J , I )=DD3-CRL(DD3) GLO0 023 GO TO 33 0 G L 0 0 0 2 A 300 IF(IDEP(J,I).NF.A) GO TO 310 G L O 0 0 2 c 
IDEP(J,I)=CDA-CRL(DOA) GLO0 026 
GO TO 33 0 G L C0 0 2 7 310 IF(IDFP(J,I).NE»F) GO TO 320 G L 0 0 0 2 fl 
I D E E(J , I )=CCF-CRL (DD5 ) G L 0 r O ? Q GO TO 330 CLC nC3C 320 IF(IDEP(J,I).NF.6) GO TO 330 GLC0031 
*** GLO *+* . PAGE 
I D E P ( J . I)=CD6-CRL(DD6) GLO^fh2 
GO TO 330 GLOr.07^ 
330 CONTINUE GIPP034 
DO 340 J = l,7 G L O n O ^ 
DO 340 1=1,500 GLC^0 7£ 
I R ( T ) = 0 r. i C " n T 7 
JROW(I.J)=0 Gtnnn3P 
340 CONTINUE GL0CC39 
C JROW( J,N = NUMBER OF RELEASED DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS AT JCINT J AND T 
C HE 
C ORDER OF THE ITH DISPLACEMENT AT JOINT J IN A VECTOR OF DISPLACEMENT 
C UNKNOWNS IN NATURAL ORDER » I * RESTRAINED IT EGUALS 0. 
C SET UP ARRAYS TC STORE NUMBER 0F RELEASED DISPLACEMENT COMPONENT* 
C PER JOINT AND NUMBER OF ABSOLUTE RPWS PPR PARTITIONED ROW. 
C NRJT = NUMFER OF P E T I T I O N E E ROWS CONTAINING UNKNOWN CISPLACEMEN'T COMPO 
c NENTS C 
N R J T = 0 G L 0 0 0 * C 
DO 410 J=1.NJ GL00041 
DDl=6*J-5 GLCP042 
DP2=DD1+1 G L C n 0 / t 3 
003 = D D 2*\ GL6 00 4 4 
r) n t, - n P 3" * I 6 L C r 0 4 c 
DB5 = DP<* + 1 G L 6 0 C 4 6 
DD6=0D5+1 GL00047 
IF( DL(DD1).EC.1.AND.RL(DD2).E0.1.AND.FL(DD3).EG.1.AND.RL(DD4).EQ.1GLCOOAP 
l.AND.RL (BDB) . E G . 1 . AND • R L ( DD 6 ) .EG.l) 0-0 TO 410 
NRJT="RJT+1 GLO004G 
1 = 1 GLO" 05C 
IF (OL(DDI).NE.O) GO TO 350 * GLCC051 
1 = 1 + 1 GLO r:05 2 
JR 0 U ( J . I) = D 0 1 - C R L ( CD 1 ) GLO005 3 
350 I r ( R L ( D D 2 ) .NE.O) GO TO 3GC GL0°Q54 
1=1+1 GLOO055 
J p 0W(J «I) = DD2-CR L(CD2) GLG 0 0 5G 
3 G O I P ( R L ( . D D 3 ) . N P . O ) G O T 0 3 7 C GLO 0 057 
1=1+1 G L C P 0 5 P 
JR 0 V ( J+T ) = DD 3 -CRL ( CD3 ) 0 L 0 r 0 c 9 
3 7 0 I P ( R L ( D D 4 ) . N E . G ) G C T O 3 R C GLO0060 1 = 1*1 0 L 0 ' 0 6 1 JR 0 W ( J | I ) = DD 4-C P L. ( DD4 ) GLO 0 06 2 
3RD IB(RL(DD5) .NE.O) GO TO 390 GLO0O63 
T = I•1 0 L C n 0 6 4 
JPOW(J.I)=DD c-CPL(DC5) r L 0 " C 6 5 
390 IF(PL(DD6) .NE.G) GO TO 4 0 0 G L 0 0 0 6 6 
I = T + 1 G L C 0 0 6 7 
JPOW(J.I) = BD6-CRL(DD6) GLO G 0 6 R 





GLO *** , PAGE 
G L C T 0 E "5 
GLOO070 
0LOH071 
G L O p 0 7 2 
G L 0 0 0 7 2 
*** OPD * * * 
•DECK ORDER 
SUBROUTINE ORCEP COMMON DUM5(972),DUN6(39),IDUM3 ( 6 4),IDLM4(14),ICUM5(315),DUMR(212 
COMMON IDUM1 ( 6 0 2 ),DUM1(601),CUM2(1RO0),DU"3(365100),DUM4(4057), 
11DUN2 ( 905) , 
5RL( 6 0 0 ).CRL(6C 0 ) «NTUBW.NJ ,1 X 11,1 XI2,1XI3,I X14,I XI5,NROW,NUPW, 
6ST(36n,36 0),nrfOO), 
lNLS,LN,IFLAn,IBRP, ITRANS, I S T F G 
CONDON I BEP( 1 0 0 . B ) ,NJB, IP( 1 00) , JPPW(10 0 ,7),NRJT,ICR (6 0 0 ),JC , 
1 I N DEP. IDIAO:(100),IRR,INR,INC.KTREC,IPAPT,IJK,KLN,ICPOW,II,JJ, 
IS (6. 6 GO ) ,LLD . STB BP (6, 6 0 0) . DU« ( 6, 6 ) . KUPW .NP , NFUL1 , I n ,T ( 600 .6 ) 
3 01(600 ) 
I N T E G B R 
I r U L 1 . v.' L1 r . 





COLO M N/p G U 
N 
ICR(I)=NEW COLUMN/ROW POSITION IN PEORBERED 
I IN ORIGINAL K 
DO 42^ 1=1 
IOR(I)=0 
420 CONTINUE 
1^ = 0 
INDEP=N-JD 
JN=INBEP 
1 = 0 
430 1=1*1 
DO 440 J=1,NJC 
LIM = 2 + IDE f 3(J,2) 
DO ^ 4 0 K = 3,LIM 
IB(IDEP(J.K).EQ.I) GO TO 450 
44 0 CONTINUE 
I N = I M * 1 
I OR ( I ) = I M 
IP(I.EO.N) GC TC 460 
GO TO 430 
45 0 JM=JM*1 
I OP(I)= J M 
TF(I.EO.N) GO TO 460 




C R D G 0 0 0 






C P D 0 0 0 7 
CPDPOOR 
OR C 0 0 0 9 
C R D .0 01 u 
C P. D 0 0 11 
.0 R D 0 0 1 2 
C R D n 0 1 3 
C R D 0 0 1 4 
OP DO 01 5 
CRDO 016 
CRDO017 
0 R D r' 0 1 p 
P P n n 0 1 9 
0 R D 0 02 0 
C 0 P 0 0 2 1 
C R C G 0 2 2 
C R 0 0 G 2 3 
C P D n 0 ? 4 
O P D P 0 2 C 
OR BO 026 
C R D 0 0 2 7 
C P D 0 0 2 8 
O 
*** UNP *** , PAGE 
*DFC K UNPACK UNPOOOC 
SU DROUTINE UNPACK UNPOOOl 
CC"MOM DUM 5(572),DUM6(39),IDUM3(44),IDL'M4(14),IDUM5(315),D IJM8(212)LNPCC02 
,DUM 1 ( 6 0 1 ) , C UV2 (1800), DUN 3(36510 0 ) , DUN 4 ( 4 0 5 7 ) , 
, UB W , N J , I X11 , I X1 2 , I X 1 3 , I X 1 4 , I X1 5 , NR 0 U , N U D W , 
COMMON IDUMl(f02) 
1IDUM2'9Q5) , 
5RL( 6 0 0 ) , CRL( 6 0 0 ) , N 
6ST<3 6O,3 60),D(6 00) 
1 N LC , LN , I FL AG , I E R R , ITR A N S , I S TF0 
COMMON IOEP<10C,P),NJD,IP(100),JROW(10P,7),NRUT,IOR(600),JD, 
1INPEP,IDIAG(1CC),IRR,INR,I\T,KTREC,IPART,IJK,KL M,ICP0W,II,JU , 
2S ' 6 , 600 ) ,LLD , STBNP ( 6, ( GO ) ,TUM { F , 6 ) , *UBW , \ , p ,NFUL1 , I D ,T ( 6 0 0 , 6 ) 
301 ( 6 0 0 ) 
I N T F G E R 
IREC=P 
DO 1 11 = 1, NRJT 




U N P 1 0 0 c 
U N P 0 0 0 6 
UNP 0 0 0 7 
ZERO OUT ARRAY USED TO STORE PARTITIONED ROW OF S T I F F E S S MATRIX 
ZFRO OUT ARRAY USED TO STORE UNPACKED PARTITIONED RCW OF STIFFNESS MA 
TR IX 
DO 38 1=1,6 UNP00 OH 
DO 38 J=l,600 UNPO009 
STEMP( I,J)=0e0 UWDUOIO 
38 $(I,J)=0.0 L N P n 0 1 1 
IRII=TR(II) U N D n 0 1 2 
READ IN ENOUGH RCWS OF PACKED STIFFNESS MATRIX TC FORM ONE PARTITIONE 
D ROW 
DO 2 I=1,IRII 
I D E C = I R E C + 1 
READ(11"IREC)(S(I,J),J=1,UBW) 
2 CONTINUE 
ICROW = ICROW + IR(II ) 
UNPACKING A PARTITIONED POW OF S(I,J) I M C S T E V P d , J ) 
U=0 
LLP = 0 
K = l 
INR IS THE COLUMN NUMBER IN K OF A COLUMN IN PARTITIONED ROW II 
I VP = INR + 1 
IUBW IS THE LAST COLUMN WITH VON7FRO VALUE IN POW I OF STEMP <K, INC> 
UBW = B AND WI D T H; ( F R 0 M DIAGONAL TO LAST NCN7FR0 ELEMENT IN K,INCLUSIVE 
L N P 0 C 1 2 
U N p 0 014 
UVP 0015 
UNP0 0 16 
UNP 00 1 7 
U N P n 0 1 8 U N P 0 0 19 UNP0 02 0 
UNP0021 
LO 
*** UNP *** • PAGE 
480 
I UPW=URW+INR-1 




I F ( INC.LT . IUBW ) 
I F ( K . E 0 . I PA I I ) ) 
K = K + 1 
I v R = I N R + 1 
IUBW=UBW+INR-1 
J = 0 
INC=INR-1 








LNP0 02 2 
U N P 0 0 2 ! 
U V P 0 0 2 4 
U N p 0 0 2 5 
U N p
 n 0 2 G 
UNPno 27 
L V P
 n 0 2 Q 
U N
 D 0 0 2 9 
U N P 0 0 3 0 
U N P 0 0 3 1 
U NP 0 0 3 2 
I N P 0 033 
U M P r 0 3 4 
JU=P4RTITIONEP COLUMN NUMBER NUMBER OF K 
TRANSPOSE UNPACKED CI AGONAL,FILL IN SU nMATRICES TC LEFT OF DIAGONAL S 
UPMATRlX 
IN UNPACKED PARTITIONED ROW, WRITE CUT SL'B VATRICES TO RIGHT 0^ DIAGON 
AL 
SUBMATRIX FOR USE LATER IN FILLING IN SURMATRICES TO LEFT OF DIAGONAL 
IN 07UF R PART IT ICÎ  ED ROWS 
DO 65P JJ=ltNRJT 
I F fI I .LE.JJ) GC TO 57C 
CALL L01 AO 
GO TO GBP 
570 TFfII.EO.JJ) GC TO 58 0 
CALL RDIAG 
GO TO G5 0 
580 CALL DIAG 
GO TO G5 0 
G50 CONTINUE 
INP1=TNR-IRII+1 
I U = 0 
UNP0 035 
UNP0 0 36 
UNP 00 37 
U N P 0 0 3 " 
UNP0 039 
UNP0 04 0 
UNP0 04 1 
U N P 1 0 * 2 
UNP0 043 
UNP0 044 
U M' P r 0 5 
U"P 00 4 6 
AFTER UNPACKING A PARTITIONED ROW,WRITE CUT EACH SEPARATE ROW TO CISK 
DC 3 I=INR1,INR 
I J=IJ + l 
K=URW+I-1 







UNPO 0 48 
UNP0 049 
UNP0 05 0 
U N P 0 0 5 1 
UKPGC52 
U N P r 0 c: 3 
U N P 0 0 5 4 n \> p n g c c O n 
N J 
*** LDI *** *OECK LDIAG SUBROUTINE LDIAG COMMON DUM 5(572 ) ,CUM6 ( 39 ) , I DUM 3 ( A 4 ) • I c U V 4 (lA),IDUv5(315)f0Uf'3(212 COM VON IOUv1(60 2) ,DUM 1(601), DUM2(1800),DUN,3(365100),D UN 4 ( 4 0 5 7 ) , 
1IHUM2 (9 05 ) , 
5RL(600),CPL(6C0),N«UBW ,NJ»IX11«IX12,1X13,1X14,lXl5»NR0W ,NUnw, 
6STf360«7 6 0 ) , D ( £ 0 0 ) . 
1N L S , L N,IFLAG,IEFK • I T P A N S , IST rO 
COMMON IDEP(100 ,8).NJP,IR(1CO),JPOW<100,7),NRJT,IOP(600),JD, 
1 T M O E P * I O I A G ( 1 C O ) , I R R , I N R , T ^ , K T R E C « T P £ R T , I J K « K L M , I C R C W « I I , J J , 
2S ( 6, 60 0 ) ,LLD,STEMP ( 6, 600 ) »PUM ( 6 , 6) tKllRW ,NP ,NFNL1 , IP ,T (600 ,6) , 
3Ol(6 00),IPULl,OLIM ,NF,XP,2P,JT^(16), wu'2,2),JF<2A) ,ISJ(2A,32) 
INTEGER URU,RL,CRL 
IRI I = IP ( I I ) 
IRJJ=IP(JJ) 





5 A 0 550 
1) GC TC 510 
III 
(UPW*LLD+IR<JJ)-1>) CO TC 565 
L L D = o 
IF(JJ.EQ 
JU1= UJ-1 
DO 500 1 = 1 ,JJ1 




DO 520 I=UJ, 
LL=LL+IR(I) 
CONTINUE 
I H (LL + D.GT 
DO 5 30 1=1,6 




READ(12"IREC)((DUM(K,L),K=l,IRJJ).L=l , IR in 
LL = 0 
IE(JJ.EO.l) GC TO 550 
JJl=JU-1 
DO 540 1=1, J J1 
L L = L L + I R(I) 
CCNTIMUE 
LSUM = L L 
D^ 5E0 I=1,IRII 
L L = L SI' M 









L D I 0 0 0 5 
L D I 0 0 0 6 
L 0 I 0 0 0 7 
LDI ̂ 008 
LDI 0 0 0 9 
LCI0010 
I P T N p , I 
LDI0012 
LDT1013 
L D I 0 0 1 4 
L D I 0 0 1 5 
L D I f • 0 1 6 






L D I r 0 2 3 
L b I 0 0 2 4 
L D I 0 c2 5 
L D 11 0 2 6 
LDI0027 
L D I 0 0 2 fl 
LDI 0029 
L D I n 0 3 0 
L D I 0 0 3 1 
L D I 0 0 3 2 
L D I 0 0 3 3 
LP I 0"34 
L D T 0 0 r 
L D I 0 0 3 6 
LD 1 0 0 37 
*** LDI *** . PAGE 
560 CONTINUE LDI0038 
565 RETURN LDIHC39. 
END LDIOC40 
R D I 
(39),T0Uy3(44),inUM4C14).ir)UM5(315),DUM8(2 1<E01),DUM2(1POO).DUM3(365100),DUM4(4C57), 
A N S , I S T F D 
n , I P ( I N 0 ) . J P O V ( 1 0 0 . 7 ) , N R J T , I O R ' E 0 0 ) , J D , 
I N R , I N C , K T R E C , I P A R T , I J K . * L V , I C R C W , 11 , J J , 
G C O ) . R U M ( 6 , A ) . K U P W , N P , N F U L 1 , I F , T ( G O O , 6 ) , 
, X P , Z P , J T N < 1 6 ) , * J ( 2 , 2 ) , J F ( 2 A ) , I 5 J ( 2 4 , 3 2 ) 
• D E C K R D I A G 
S U B R O U T I N E R D I A G 
COMMON D U M 5 ( 9 7 2 ) , D U M 6 
COMMON I D U M 1 ( E 0 2 ) ,DUM 
1 I D I " M ? ( 9 0 F > * 
5 P L ( Ft! 0 ) , C D L ( GOO ) .NTUPW.N J , I X 1 1 , I X 1 2 , 1 v 13 , I XI A , I X 1 5 . N R C U , N U B W, 
G S T ( 3 6 0 , 3 6 0 ) , C ( C 0 C ) , 
1 N L G * L N . I F L A G » I E R R , I T R 
COMMON IDPP( 1 0 0 .P-) . N J 
1 I N D E P . I D I A 0 ( 1 0 0 ) , I R R , 
2 S ( A , 6 0 C ) , L L D , S T B M P ( A . 
3D1 (GOO) , I F i l l , J L I M ,NF 
I N T E G E R U P W . R L . C R L 
I R I I - J R ( I T ) 
C 
C TC R I G H T OF DIAGONAL 
C 
L L = 0 
J J 1 = J J - 1 
DC 6 R C 1 = 1 , J J 1 
I L = L L • I P ( I ) 
GOO C O N T I N U E 
I F C ( L L * 1 ) . G T . ( L B W + L L D + I R ( I I ) - 1 ) ) GO TO 6 1 0 
LSUM = L L * I R ( J J ) 
LL = L L * 1 
I R E C = I D I A G ( I I ) * J J - I I 
W ° I T C ( 1 2 " I P E C ) ( ( S T E M P ( I , J ) , I = 1 , I R 1 1 ) , J = L L , L S U M ) 
6 1 0 RETURN 
END 
* , PAGE PDI 00 0 C RDI0001 
12)RDI0002 
R D I 0 0 0 3 
RDI 000 A 
RD I 0 0 05 
R D I 0 0 0 6 
R D I 00 07 
P. D I 0 0 0 8 
R D I 00 09 
P D I ^ O I C 
R D I 0 0 1 1 
R D I R 0 12 
R D I 0 0 1 3 
P D I 0 0 1 A 
R D I ^ 0 1 5 
P D T 0 0 1 A 
P 0 I P 0 1 7 
R D I 0 0 1 fi 

*** ROW *** • PAGE *CECK RCWBND RCW^OOO SUPROUTINE RCVPNC RCWO0C1 CCWON DUMB (5 72) ,DUM6(39 ) , I DU M 3 < A 4 ) , I r I'M A (1 4 ) , i DU M5 (3 1 5 ) . D Li MB ( 2 1 2 ) R C W 0 n C 2 
COMMON lCtJv 1(602),UUM1(601),DUN2(1 P O O ) , D U V 3(36 5 100),DUv4<*057), 
1T0U M2'°05) . 
5RL<6P0),CRL(6CG).N,UBW,NJ,1X11,1X12,1X13.1X14,1X15,NR0W,NUBW, 
6 S T ' 3 60,3 6 0 , 0 ( 6 0 0 ) , 
1NLS,LN.IFLAG,IEPP,ITRANS,ISTFD 
COMMON I P E P ( l P C , P ) , N J P , I P ( 1 0 0 ) , JPCW( 10 0,7),NRJT,I OR(6 00 ),JO, 
1INDEP,IDIAG(1CO),IRR,INR,I MC,KTREC,TPAPT,TJK,KLM,ICROW,II,JJ, 
2S ie , 60 0 ) ,LLO, STEMP( 6, f. OC) .BUM (f- ,6 ) ,KUPA .NP.NPULl . IP,T ( 600 ,6 ) « 
3Pl(f :00).TEULl,v.LlM,N!F,XP,? r,JT\(16),yj(2,2),J c(2A),ISJ(2A.3 2) 
INTEGER U DW,RL,CRL 
LL = 0 
DETERMINE BAND WIDTH' INCLUDING D I A G O N A L K E PARTITIONED REORDERED POW 
II OF K 
THIS VALUE IS KLPW 
IF(II.LE.l) GC TC 720 
111=11-1 
DC 710 1=1.111 
L L - L L + I R (I) 
710 CONTINUE 
720 M AX C0L = 1 
KU pW = 0 
IP I I = IR( II ) 
DC 770 I=1 .IRII 
LL=DIAGONAL ELEMENT COLUMN NUMBER IN RECECEREO K 
LL = LL +1 
N = T0TAL NUMBER OF UNKNOWN DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS 
(DEPENDENT AMD INDEPENDENT ORIGINAL JOINT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS) 
DO 770 J=LL,N 
D 0 7 2 5 K = ] , N 
T F(IOR(K ) .EG . J ) GO TO 728 
725 CONTINUE 
728 IE(J.BQ.LL) GC TC 740 
IR(A DS(STEMP( I,K)).GT..00 0 1 ) 00 TO 750 
73 0 IB(MAXCOL.GT.KUPW) GO TO 76 0 
GO TO 77 0 
ON DIAGONAL 
7A0 IF(STEMP (I ,K).LE..COO 1) GO TO 780 
R 0 W 0 0 0 
P 0 W 0 0 0 A 
R 0 W 0 0 0 5 
R 0 W 0 0 0 6 
R 0 W C 0 0 7 
POW0 008 
R 0 W 0 0 0 9 
P 0 W G 0 1 0 
R 0 W 0 0 1 1 
R 0 W 0 0 1 2 
ROW CO 13 
ROW 001 A 
R 0 W 0 0 1 5 
RCW0016 
ROWCO 17 
R 0 W P 0 18 
P 0 W 6 0 1 9 
R 0 W C 0 2 0 
R 0 W 0 0 2 1 
R 0 W 0 0 2 2 
ROW0023 
R 0 W 0 0 2 A 
R 0 W 0 0 2 5 
*** ROW *** • PAGE 
750 MAXCOL=J-LL+1 ROUC02G 
GO TO 7 3 0 ROWC027 
760 KUBW="AXCOL ROW0028 
GO TO 770 ROW 0029 
770 CONTINUE P C W r 0 3 0 
GO TO 79 0 R C V P 0 3 1 
7P.0IE"R = 1 R O W n 0 3 2 
W°ITE(6,7R5) ROW 0 033 
785 FORMAT(IX•"RECRCERED MATRIX HAS A 7ER0 ON THE DIAGONAL"/) ROWC034 
t?FHJR^ D r U r 0 3 c 
END ROW00 3P 
*** PPK *** • PAGE: *DECK RPKKT RPKOOOO SUBROUTINE RPKKT RPKOOOL COV WON P)UM5(972 ) ,DUM6 ( 39 ) , IDUM3 (4 4-), IDUM4(14),IDUM5(315),DUM8(212)PPKCC02 
COMMON IDUM1(602),DUM1(601),DUM2(1POO),DU"3(365100),DUM4(4057) 
1IDU V2(90B) , 
5 R L ( 6 0 0 ) , C P L ( 6 C 0 ) , N , U B W , N J , I X 11 , I X 1 2 ,* :7:X 1 3 , I X 1 4 • T X 1 5 , N P 0 W » N U E W , 
6ST(360,3 60),D(£C0). 
1 NLS.,LN.IFLAG,IERR.ITRANS,IS TFO 
COM"ON IDEP(1CO,P),NJP,IP(100),JROW(100,7).NRJT,IOP(600),JD, 




ZFRO OUT , 
STIFFNESS KP A Y US M A TP I X 
TO TEMPORARILY STORE cARTITION rD ROW OF REDUCED 
780 
DC 780 1=1,6 DO 780 J=l,600 S (I , J ) = G » 0 CONTINUE 
T F ' T P F I R T » R O , 1 ) 
(in TN R N N 
RPKOOOL 
RPKOO OA 
P P K 0 0 0 5 
R P K 0 0 0 6 
P P K 0 0 0 7 
R P K 0 0 0 8 
RPKn0 09 
P ° K C 0 1 C 
PACK Kll OF REORDERED K INTO S(I,J) ASSOCIATED WITH PARTITIONED ROW I 
I 
K = TNR-IR(.II) RPKOOU 
IPJK=TR(II)-IJK RPK.noi2 
DO 7^0 1 = 1.IRUK RPK0013 K = K + 1 R P K n 01 A 
DO 7^0 J=K,INDEP RPK0015 
IV=J-K+1 PPK°01E 
PP7«5KM=1,N RPK0017 
I P ( TOP (KM) . E Q . «J ) GO TO 787 RPKOOl" 
785 CONTINUE PPK0019 
787 S(I , I V ) = STEMP(I,KM) R P K C 0 2 0 
790 CONTINUE PPK0021 
PARTITIONED ROW II BELOW HORIZONTAL PARTITION IN RECPCE&EC K 
NP=NUMBER OF COLUMN PARTITIONS IN T(PASSEC FROM T ROUTINE) 
800 PC 890 11=1, NP 
N A = 6 
I A = f 
I B ( II . E Q . * P ) GC T C 8 2 0 
810 LL=0 
RPK^022 
P P K 0 0 2 3 
PPK 0 0 2̂» 
P P K 0 0 2 E 
RPK0026 
RPK *** , PAGE 
READ IN ONE COMPLETE PARTITIONED COLUMN OF T,COLUMN II 
IPrNUMPER OF ROW FARTITIONS IN TfPAGSED FROM T ROUTINE ) 
GO TO 830 
NFUL1 = N'UMS'ER CF ABSOLUTE COLUMNS IN LAST COLUMN PARTITION OF T 
820 NArNFULl 
GO TO 8 10 
830 DO 860 J1=1.IP 
IF(Jl .EQ. I D> GC TO 850 
8A0 KK = LL + 1 
LL=LL+ T A 
I T R E C = ( < J1 - 1 ) * N P ) + I 1 
REAO(13"ITREC>MT(IK,IJ>,IK = KK,LL>.IJ = l,NA) 
GO T C 8 6 0 
OF ROWS IN LAST PARTITIONED POW OF T IFUL1rNUMBER 
85 0 IA=IFUL1 
GH TO RAO 
86 0 CONTINUE 
GENERATE K12T AND/OR K22T ASSOCIATED WITH PARTITIONED ROW 
FORM 
IRI1 = TP (II ) 
DO 8 85 1 = 1 , IRI I 
IPELOWrfl 
II IN PACK 
D 
RPK0027 
R P K N 0 2 A 
RPK n0 2B 
P P K 0 0 3 0 
R P K 0 0 3 1 
RPKO 032 
R P K 0 0 7 3 
R P K 0 0 3 4 
R P K 0 0 3 ̂  
R P K 0 0 3 6 
RPK0037 
RPKO 039 
P P K 0 0 A 0 
R P K 0 0 A1 
R P K 0 0 A 2 
KKrNUMPER OF ELEMENTS IN POW I OF PARTITIONED POW II IN REORCERFD K12 
OR K22 
UP TO THE BAND CF REORDERED K+INDEP 
KKrKUPW+INR-TR f II )+I-l PPK00A3 
IF(KK.GT.N) K K = N R p K ̂  0 4 4 
DO 880 ICOLT=l,NA R°KPP4 C 
IFfKK.LE.O) GO TC 880 RPKC046 
SUN=0.0 RPK00A7 
INDFP1=TNDEP+1 PPK00A8 
D0 87"L=INDEP1,KK RPKCO^ 
IP 0 W T = L - I N D E P RPKOO^r 
D 0 H 6 5J=1.N RPK00B1 
I r(IG p(J).PO. I. ) GC TO 868 POI<R-n52 
8 6 5 C 0 M I ,N 11E O D K ^ ^ 8 6 8 S U M = S U* + S T FNP ( I , J ) * T( IR 0 UT . I C 0 L T ) P P K 6 0 5 A O 
*** RPK *** • PAGE 
R 7 C CONTINUE R D K C D 5 5 
K = INR-IRUI) + I RPK0056 
JPAK='(T1-1)*G)+ICCLT+INOEP-K+l RPK0 057 
C 
C ABOVE PARTITION 
C 
IP(I.LE.(IR(I I)-INR+INDEP)) GO TO 878 R P K 0 0 5 8 
C 
C RCU IS BELOW K U K12 PARTITION 
C 
IBELOW=I0ELOW*l RPK 0 059 
JPAK = INDEP*IBEL0W+((I1-1)*6) R P K 0 0 G 0 
C 
CC S(I.J)=THE PACKEC FORM OE CONDENSED RECPDERED K FOR PARTITIONED ROW 
C I I 
C 
878 S(InJPAK)=SUM RPK0061 
88 0 CONTINUE RPK0C62 
889 CONTINUE RPK0 0 S3 
89 0 CONTINUE RPKOOGA 
RETURN R P K 0 0, A K 
END RPK00E6 
I— 1 
*.* STO *+* , PAGE 1 
*DECK STORE STCC000 
SUBROUTINE STORE STO0001 
COMMON DUM5 (972 > ,DUMG f 3?) F IOUM3 ) •fOUVA ( 3 A) ,IOUM5 (315 ) ,DUN8 ( 212 ) STO0 0C2 
COMMON IOUM1(GC2),PUM1(601),OUM2(18 00)*DU M3(36 5100),DU"4(4C57), S T C 0 0 0 3 
1T0UM2(905), 
5RL(AQO),CRL( 6 0 0 ),N,UBW,NJ, IXl 1.1X12,1X13,1X14,1X15,NRCW,NUPW, 
6ST(360,360),D(60C) , 
1NLS,LN.IFLAG,IERR.ITRANS,ISTF0 
C T ^ n v I n E P ( 1 C C , 8 ) , N J C , I R ( 1 0 0 ) ,JR pW(10C,7) , *'RJT,ICR(6G0),JD, STC n0 0^ 
lTNT-EP . ID I AG ( 1 0 0 ) , I PR, I NR , I \T , KTREC , I PART, I JK , KL^ , I CROW , I I , J J , 
2 S ( A , G 0̂  0 ) , L L D . S T E V F ( G , i C 0 ) , P U v ( G , 6 ) , KUP V , MP , N F UL 1 , I P , T ( 6 0 0 , G ) , 
3D1 ( GOC ) , IP'UL 1 , JLI M ,NE ,XP, 7P , JTN ( 1G) ,MJ (2,2 ) , JP ( 24 ) , IS J( 2A , 32) 
INTEGER URW,RL,CRL STG0005 
I R I T = T R ( 11 ) S T C " 0 0 6 
IFdPJPT.FO.i) GC TO ° U S T C ̂  0 0 7 
C 
C PARTITIONED ROW II CF REDUCED STIFFNESS MATRIX IS SICRED IN ITS FINAL 
C POSITION IN ARRAY ST(I,J) IF IT IS APCVE THE HORIZONTAL PARTITION 
C 
I=n STCCCOP 
INR1 = TNR-IR( II ) 4 ] STC p0O9 
INJK=INP-I JK STC rC10 
DC 90 0 K = INR1,INJK ST 000 1 1 
JLIM1=JLIN-K+1 S T 0 0 0 1 2 
1=1+1 S T 9 C 0 1 3 
P0 900J=1,JLIM1 * S T 0 ̂  0 1 4 
ST(K,J) = S( I , J ) STQ0019 
900 CONTINUE STOOD 1G 
IF(INR.LE.INDEP) GC TO 980 STO0017 
C 




C PARTITIONED RCW II STRADDLES HORIZONTAL PARTITION 
r 
M A = A S T 0 r0 1 P 
LL=INDEP STO0019 
DO 930 1=1,NP STQ0020 
IF(I.EQ.NP) GO TC 920 STO0021 
910 KK =LL + 1 ST 0 0022 
L L = L L + N A STO0 023 
KTPEC = I S T 0 o n ? A 
IRIJK = IR(H)-IJK*1 STO CO 25 
WRITr(14»KTREC)((S(K,J),K=IRIJK.IPII),c = KK,LL) S.TO0C26 
G'"> T "3 0 ST r 0 02 7 
92 0 N£=NFUL1 ST GO 028 o> 
GO TO ^10 G T C 0 0 2 9 NJ 
930 CONTINUE 
GO TO 980 
*** STO *** 
THIS PARTITIONED POW IS COMPLETELY BELOW HORIZONTAL PARTITION 
9A0 NA = 6 
LL-INDEP 
DO ^70 1=1,NP 




WRITC"(1A"KTREC)((S(K,J),K = 1,IRII),J = KK,LD 
GO TO 97 0 
960 NA=N PUL1 
GO TO 95 0 
970 CONTINUE 
GO TO 98 0 





S T O 0 0 3 1 
STO 0032 
S T C n C 3 3 
STC 00 3A 
STOH03 C 
S T C 0 0 3 6 
STCC037 
S T 0 "! 0 7 8 
S T C P 0 7 9 
FTOC04 0 
S T 0 0 0 A 1 
STO0042 
S T C 0 0 A 2 
ST0004A 
S T 0 0 0 A 5 





CO W MON DUM5( 972 ),DUM6 < 39) ,I0UM3(44),ICUN4(14),TDUM5(315 
CONDON I DUN 1(602),DUM1(601),DUM2(1POO),OU M3(365100),DUv4(4057) 
11 nil ̂  2 (905) , 
5PL ( 6 0 0 ) ,CRL(6G0) ,N,UFW,NJ,I XI 1,1 XI 2,1X13, 1X14 ,1X15, !\RCU,NUBW, 
6ST(360,360),C(6 00), 
1NLS,LN,IFLAG,IE?P,ITPANS,ISTFD 
COMMON I DBP ( 1 00 . P ) ,N JT . I R ( 1 00) , JROW ( 100 , 7) , NR JT, IOR (60 0 ) , JD, 
1INDEP,IDIAG(100),IRR,INR,IMC,KTREC,TPA DT,TJK,KLN,ICPOW,II,JJ, 
2S<^,6 00),LLD,STFXP(6,0 00),DU v(6.6).KL nW»NP,NFUL1,IP,T(600.0), 
3 01 ( 60 0 ) , IR.'Ll, JLIN,NE , XP ,7P , JTN( 16) J (2,2 ) , J<" ( ?A ) , ISJ( 2 4 ,32 ) 
INTEGER UBW,RL,CRL 
* TTP ••• . PAGE 
T T R 0 0 0 0 
TTP0001 
),DU"R<212)TTROCO 
FCRN TTRKT AND STCRE RESULTS IN FINAL REDUCED MATRIX ARRAY S T U , J ) 
KKK=INDEP 
KP=NUMPER OF ROW PARTITIONS OF K22T 
T T R 0 0 0 3 
TTP 0 0 0 4 
TTR 00 05 
TTRO006 
IF(KLM .EG, 0 ) 
IF<IJ^.EO.O) 
K D = NP JT-KL M + 2 
GO TO 1010 
1000 KP=1 
GO TO 10 10 
1005 KO=NRJT-KLM+1 
GO TO 1010 


















I A =6 
N A - f 
I1=1,NP 
GC TO 1030 IF(11.EQ .NP ) 
LL=0 
GO TO 1040 
NA =N FUL 1 
GO TO 10 20 
DO 107 0 Jl = l 
IF(Jl.EQ.IP) 
KK = LL+ 1 
LP =LL • I A 
ITPEC=((J1-1)*NP)*T1 
R rfP(17"TTPEC)(( T(IK,IJ),IK=KK,LL),IJ=l.NA) 
GO T 0 10 7 0 
I A = I F U L 1 
, IF 
GC 

























0015 0 016 0017 r> n i p 
0019 





0 0 25 0 0 26 
0 0 2 7 
n 0 2 P. 
0 0 ?9 0 0 3 0 
TTR *** 
GO TO 1050 
1070 CONTINUE 
LLL = 0 
KA=NUMEER OF COLUMNS IN THE 12 PARTITIONED COLUMN OF K22T 
KA = 6 
READ IN THE 12 PARTITIONED COLUMN CF K22T 
DO 1190 12 = 1,NP 
IF(I2.EQ.NP> GC TO 1090 
1080 LL=0 
INCREMENT ON PARTITIONED ROW OF K22T IN PARTITIONED COLUMN OF K22T 
GO TO 1100 
1090 KA=NFUL1 
GO TO 10P0 
1100 DO U F O J2 = 1,KP 
IF(IJK.N'E.O) GO TO 1130 
K2-J2 + KIVI-J 
1110 IA=IR.K2) 
1120 KK=LL*1 
LL = LL + I A 
KTREC=(<J2-1)*NP)+12 
READ IN COLUMNS CF K22T,STORE IN S<I,J) 
RFADC14»KTREC)C(S<IJ,IK),IK=KK,LL>,IU=1,KA> 
GO TO 1150 
1130 IF(J 2 . G T . 1 ) GC TC 1140 
IA=TJK 
GO TO 112 0 
1140 K2=J2*KLM-2 
GO TO 1110 
1150 CONTINUE 
INCREMENT ON ROWS OF PARTITIONED POW OF T TRANSPOSE 
NA=NUMPEP OF COLUMNS IN A PARTITIONED CCLLMN OF T 
OR NUMFER OF ROWS IN PARTITIONED ROW OF T TRANS nCSE 
DO 118 0 K=1,NA 




T T P 0 0 3 2 
T T P 0 0 3 3 
TTR 0 0 34 












p 0 39 
00^0 0 0*1 
0042 
0 04 3 
0 4 4 
C 0 4 5 0 0 4 6 0 0*7 
T T R 0 0 4 P 
TTR 0 04 5 
TT p 0050 
T T R 0 C c 1 
T T R 0 0 5 2 
T T R 0 0 F 3 
T T R 6 C 5 4 
T T R 0 0 K 5 
TTR 0056 
TTR 0 057 
KA=NUMRER OF COLUMNS IN A. PARTITIONED COLUMN OF K22T COLUMNS OF K22T 
DO 1170 J=1,KA 
SUN = 0 . 0 
LLL=LLL+1 
SKIP COMPUTATION CF ELEMENTS RELOW DIAGONAL OF 
T TRANSPOSE TIMES K22 TIMES T 
IF((KKK-INDEP).GT.LLL) GO TO 1170 
JC=NUMEFR OF DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT CONPGNENTS 
DO 1160 1 = 1, JO 
SUM=SUM+T(I.K)*S(U,I) 
1160 CONTINUE 
• L=INDE D+LLL-KKK+1 
ST(KKK ,L ) = SUM 
1170 CONTINUE 
IF'K.EO.NA) GC TO 118 0 
LLL=LLL-KA 




KK K =K KK +NA 
120 0 CONTINUE 
NROW=INDEP+IRR vunw=: 
DO 134 0 I=1.NRCV 
DO 134 0 J=l,NROV 
IF(APE'ST(I.J)).GT,.0CC1> GO TO 1330 
GO TO 13 4 0 




*** TTR *** 
INCREMENT ON 
PAGE 
TTR 0 05 8 
TTR^059 
















T T 0 
T J D 









0 CG 7 
"088 
r 0 <- R 
n 07 0 
n071 
0 0 72 
00 73 
'̂0 74 
"075 0 07 6 r • q 7 7 
HO 7P 0 0 79 
0 08 0 0 0 P 1 
0 0 8 2 0 08 3 0 0 8 4 
0085 
*** RLO *** 
•DECK RLOADV 
SUBROUTINE RLCADV 
COMMON DUNE( 572 ) , CU*6 ( 39 ) , I DU*1 3 ( 4 M , 10 Li*4 ' 1 4 ) , I DU M5 ( 3 1 5 ) , D U "fi ( 21 2 
CONDON ICUri (0 0 2 ) ,DUM 1 (601) ,DUM2(18C 0 >.DUM3 ( 3 6510 P),DUM4 ( A 357 ) , 
1I PU"2(905) , 
5 R L ' 6 0 0 ) , OR L( 6 0 0 ).N , UB W,N J,I X 11,1X12.1X13,1X14,1X15,NP 0 W,NU B W . 
6ST(3 60,3 60).0(60C), 
1 N L S , L N . I F L A G , I E P P ,ITRANS,ISTFD 
COMMON IDFP(100,P),NJD,IR(100),JP' ,V l(10C,7),NRJTtICR(600),JO, 
ll^DEP , IDI AG ( ICO ) , IRR , TNP , T NCKTRBC ,IPA°T. ! JK , K L M , ICROW, I I ,UU, 
2S(C,600),LLD,STE f'P(6,600).PUM(6,6).KUP,'.N D,MFULl,I D.T<600,6), 
3 D K 60 0 ), I F U L 1 « J L I M , M F ,XP,ZP,JTN(16),*-'J(2,2),Jr(24>,lSJ(24,32) 
INTEGER UPW,RL,CRL 
FCRM REDUCED LCAC VECTOR 
READ IN LOAD VECTCR L N 
READ(15"LN) ( S ( 1 , K ) , K =1 , N ) 
L=INOEP 
READ IN PARTITIONED COLUMNS OF T OR PARTITIONED ROWS OF T TRANSPOSE 
REORDER LOAD VECTOR 
DO 1 2 7 0 I ~ 1 , N 
D n 1 2 t 5 K H ~ 1 , N 
, PAGE 
RLOOOOC 
R L 0 0 0 0 1 
)RLCno02 
R L C 0 0 0 3 
RLOO C 0 A 
R L 0 0 0 01 
RLO0006 R( 0 1 P 0 7 
DO 1310 11 = 1 , NF R L C 0 0 0 fi 
IA = 6 R. L 0 0 0 0 5 
N A =6 R L 0 0 0 1 0 I F fI 1.EQ.NP) GO TO 1220 RLC0P11 R L 0 0 0 1 2 
R L C 0 0 1 3 1210 LL = 0 GO TO 1230 1220 M A = N F11L 1 GO TO 1210 
RLO001^ 
RLOO 0 15 
1230 DO 1260 U1=1,IP R L C 0 0 1 6 
IE(Jl.EQ.IP) GO TO 1250 R L 0 0 0 1 7 
12A0 KK=LL*1 LL=LL+IA RLC'OIP RLO ̂ 0 15 
ITPEC= ( (Jl -1 )*NP > + 11 R L 0 0 0 2 0 
RBAD(13"ITREC)(( T(IK,IJ),IK=KK,LL),IJ=1,NA) R L 0 : • 0 2 1 
GO TO 12 60 RLO0Q22 
1250 I A = IF U L 1 GO TO 12 AO R L
 r r 0 2 3 
R L 0 0 0 2 A 
1260 CONTINUE RLO0P2 c 
IF(L.GT.INDEP) GC TO 1290 R L 0 0 2 6 
RLO 00 27 
RLO0028 
IFCTOP(KM) .EC.I) GC TO 1268 
12 65 CONTINUE 
1268 S(2 , I)=S (1.KM) 
127 0 CONTINUE 
TRANSFER FIRST INCEP ELEMENTS OF LCAD VECTOR PI 
IF( INDEP.EO.0 ) GC TO 1290 
DO 1280 1=1,INCEP 
S(3.I)=S(2.I ) 
1280 CONTINUE 
NA = NUNBER OF ROWS IN PARTITIONED RCW OF T TRANSPOSE 
1290 DO 13 00 IL=1.NA 
K = I N D F P 
L = L-M 
S(3,L)=0.0 
DO 1300 IK=1,UC 
K = K + 1 
MULTIPLY T TPANSPCSE BY P2 
S(3.L)=T(IK,IL)*S(2.K)-rS(3.L) 
13 0 0 CONTINUE 
1310 CONTINUE 





RLQ , PAGE 
R L 0 0 0 2 S 
R L C 0 0 3 0 
P L C 0 0 3 1 
RLO 0032 
PLCO033 
R L Q C 0 3 A 
RLO0035 
P L 0 0 0 3 6 
RLOf 037 
RLO 0 038 
RLC o0*9 
P L C 0 0 A 0 
R L C 0 0 A 1 
RLC 0 0^2 
RLQH0A 3 
R L 0 0 0 A A 
PLO00A5 
R L 0 r 0 A f 
R L 0 0 0 A 7 
R L 0 0 0 A 8 
RLO 0 0*9 
U3 
00 
*** K F N *** *DE C K K F N 
FUNCTION KFN(IJ,IK) 
COMMON nij^(C7?),rA!MGC3q),IDUN 3 ( 4 4 ) , I C U M 4 ( 1 4 ) , i n U M 5(315),CUM 8 (212 
C O M V O N i C U N l ( 6 0 2 ) , C U M l ( E 0 1 ) , D U v 2 ( l F : C O ) , D U M 3 ( 3 6 5 1 0 0 ) , D U M 4 ( 4 0 5 7 ) , 
lTOUM2<r>05) , 
5 P L (GOO > ,CPL ( 600 ) , N. , UR VI, NJ, I XI 1 , I XI 2, IV 1 3 , 1 X 1 4 , I XI 5.NR0U ,NUBW , 
E.S T ( 3 6 0 , 3 6 0 ) , D ( G 0 0 ) . 
!'N I G , I U , I PL A G , I E D ^ . T T R A N S . I S T F D 
COM MOM I CEP( 1 CO ,F ) , N J T , IR U 00 ) , JPOU(100•7) , N P U T , I O p ( 6 0 0 ) . U D , 
1 IMDEP , 1 0 I AG ( 1 0 H ) , IRR , IK'R . I v C , K T R E C , I P A P T , J JK, ML'-*, I CROW , II , JJ, 2S(G,GCO) , L L D , S T E M P ( E - 6 0 0) , N U M ( A , 6) .KUEV,NP,NFUL1«IP,T(GOO ,E) , 
3DKG00),IFULl,JLTM.MF,yp,2P,JTM(16),MJ(2,2),J c(24),ISJ(24,32) 
I N T E G ER UF W,Rl ,CPL 
K FN - ( A * ( I p E P ( I u , 1 ) - 1 ) ) + I 0 E P ( I J , I K ) 
RETURN 
E N D 
, PAGE 
K F N 0 0 0 0 
K F N n 0 0 1 
)KFN0002 
K c N C 0 0 3 
KFN0O0 4 
K F N 0 0 0 5 
K E N 0 0 0 E 
K F N 0 0 0 7 
K F N 0 0 0 8 
•DECK EXDPO SUPROUTINE EXFRO COMMON DUMP ( 972 ) , PUM6 (3° ) , I RUN 3 ) 
C 0 P v 0 v L DU N 1 ( 6 C 2 ) , 0 UM 1 ( 6 0 1 ) , C U »' 2 (1 e 
H n U ^ 2 (9C5) , 5RL(6n0> , CRL( 6 0 0 ) ,N,UBV,NJ, 1X11,1X12 6ST(360,360>,D(Gn0), lNLG,LN,IFLAO,IEPR,TTRANS,ISTFr 
COMMON I DE P ( 1 C C , P ) , N J P , I P < 1 0 0 ) , J R r W Hf.nEr,IPIAO(lcn)i IR pi INR, TNC,KTREC, 2S(6,6C0),LLO,STEMP(6,6C0),ru*'(f. ,6), 3Dl(A00),IfrULl«JLIv»NF,>'P,7P,JTN(lG) 
INTEGER UPW, PL, ORL 
*** PXP +** , PAGE 
EXFQOOC 
r y D O r n | ,KUNA(14),I HUM5(31c),nuMP(212)^XP0CC2 
00),DUM3<3A5100),DUMA(4057), EXP 0 0 0 3 
. I X13 , I X1 A.I X15 , R OW,NUS W, 
(ICO,7) ,NPJT,ICR (600),JO , 
T P A R T , UK,KL M,ICROW,II , J J , 
K U F V , N D , N F U L 1 ,IP,T( 6 00 • 6 ) , 
,MJ(2,2),JF(2 4),ISJ<24,3 2) 
F.X PA f'D AN'D REORDER REDUCED DISPLACEM rNT VFCTPP 
I P = 0 
. IF(I*'OEP.EO.0> GC TO 1355 
DC 13 5 0 1 = 1 , INDEP 
ID=JO+l 
D 1 ( I ) = D ( I ) 135 0 CONTINUE 
READ IN ONE PARTITIONED ROW OF T 
1355 DO 1AA0 11=1,IP 
N A = 6 
T A = A 
IF(Il.EO.IP) GO TO 1370 
1360 LL=0 
GO TO 13R0 137R I A = IFUL1 
Go TO 136 0 
13R0 D H 1A10 J1 = 1,NP 
IP(J1 .EO.NP) GO TO 1A0C 
1390 KK=LL* 1 
LL=LL*NA 
I T R F C = ( ( 11 -1 ) * NT ) • J1 
PEAD(13" I TP EC) ((S( I K , U ) ,IK = 1 ,IA),TJ = K«,LL) 
GO to 1*10 
5 400 NA = NfrUL 1 
On TO 13 90 
1410 CONTINUE 
MULTIPLY T TINES THE NUMPER OF DTSPLACPMFNT mEASURFS,JD 
DO 14 7 0 1 = 1• I ft 
S i' = 0 . 0 
EXP 0 0 0 4 
E X P 0 0 r 5 
E X P 0 0 0 6 
E X P 0 n 0 7 
EXP' 0 6 c 
E X P n G 0 9 
pyPPOlO EXPr-on 
p yo r 
ry P n 
E X P P FyPij 
Typ n 
E yp o 






























K = TNDF.P ID=ID+1 DO 1420 J=1,IRR K = K + 1 SU M=SUM+SCI,J)*D(K) 
CONTINUE Dl t ID)=SUV OO'.'T I r:\JF CONTINUE 
EXP 
REARRANGE DISPLACEMENTS BACK INTO THE'IR ORIGINAL ORDER 
1450 1460 
DO 14 6 0 T = 1 • N D p 145 0 J=1.N IEao^tJJ.NE.I) 
D(J)=D 1 ( I ) 
GO T p 14 60 
C O N T I N U E 
CONTINUE RETURN END 
GO TO 1450 
PAGE 
F. X P 0 0 3 2 
EXP0033 
EXP0034 
E X P 0 0 3 5 
E X D 0 0 3 6 
TXPC 0 37 
r X P n 0 7 P 
EXPO ̂ 35 
E X D 0 0 4 0 
E X P O 
F y D p 
EXPO E X P 0 FX pn EXPO EXPO EXPO EXPO 
0^1 
°42 
0^2 044 04 K 04£ 047 048 0 4 3 
OJ 
I—1 
*** FOR *** 
•DECK FORMT 
SUBROUTINE FORMT 
COMMON DUM 5 (572 ) , D U M 6 (39) ,IDU M 3(4 4 ) ,IRUM4(14),IDUM5 f 3 1 5 ) , DU M P ( 2 1 2 
COMMON ID UM 1(602) , D U M 1 (6C1),DUM2(1PC0) ,DU W3(365100) •DUJ'4(405 7) * 
1IDU V2(90 5 ) , 
5RL(60u),CPL(600),N,UBU,NJ,1X11,1X12,1X13,1X14,1X15, NPOW,NUB'W, 
6ST<3£ 0,360),DC£00), 
1NLS .LN, I EL A O , IE^R , ITP fiNS, ISTFD 
COMMON I DEB(10 0,?),NJD,IR(10 0) ,UP nW(1 OH,7) ,NR JT, ICR( 6 0 0 ),JD , 
1INDEP,ID I A G(100),IRR,INR,INC,KTREC, IP A RT,T JK,KLM,I CROW,11,JJ, 
2S(6,600),LLD,STEMP(6,AOO),PU"(6.6),*UPU,N P,NFUL1,TP,T(600,6), 
3Dl<600),IFlLl,JLI M,NF,XP»?P,JTNU6>*M-J(2 , ?> f JP(?4),ISJ<24,32) INTEGER U B W , R L , C R L IP <IT R ANS . EQ . 0) GO TO 
INTERNALLY DETERMINE THE 
45 
COPPECT PARTITIONING OF T 
1) G C TO 2 4 5 
0001) GO TO 245 
NFUL1=6 I POL 1 = 6 NP~NF I P = N J D I C ( I T R A N S • E u N P = ( N F * 7 ) / 6 XND=(NF*3.)/6. IP((XNP-NP) .LE.. 0 0 0 1 ) GO TO 23' NP = NP+ 1 NFI.U. 1 = 3 235 IP=(NJD*3)/6 XIP=(NJD*3.)/£ IF((X IP-IP).LE IP=IP+1 I F U L 1 = 3 24 5 I R R = R: F * 6 
I F(TTRANS .EG. 1 ) GO TO 255 I R P = N F * 3 2 5 5 I 0 D D = 0 
I A = 6 J R F C = 0 
N.!p = J T M I N = 1 
265 DO 275 K = l,ITRANS NJP=NJP+1 270 DO 285 1=1,NF JFI=JF ( I ) DO ?7 5 J = 1.JFI I r(IS J(I,J)•F 0* J T MIN) GO T 0 29 
2 75 OnvTjU£ 2 8 5 C 0 M TINU E 
, PAGE 1 
FOR 00 0 0 
FORHOOl 
)FCP0002 
FOR 0 0 0 3 
FOR 0004 
FCR0005 
FOR 0 0 0 6 
FORN007 FOR o O OR FOR 0 0 0 9 F n R n O 1 0 F 0 R 0 0 11 FOR 00 12 F 0 R ̂  0 1 3 FOR 0014 F 0 R 0 0 1 5 FOR^O16 FOR 0017 FOPN018 F 0 R 0 0 1 3 
F 0 PN 0 2 0 FOR 0 0 2 1 F 0 R 0 0 2 2 F 0 P 0 0 2 3 
E 0 P 0 0 2 4 E 0 R 0 0 2 ̂  EOPC026 FOR'1027 FOR 0 02 P F 0 R> 0 2 0 F 0 R '"> 0 7 0 FOR 0 0 7 1 F 0 D0 0 3 2 F G R 0 0 3 3 FOR n0 34 F n P r O 3 K 
P 0 P 0 0 3 £ F 0 R0 0 3 7 
JTMIN=JTMIN+1 
GO TC 270 
295 MJ<K,1)=JTMIN MJ(K,2>=I 
IF(NJP.EQ.NJO) GC TO 705 
JTriN=JTMIN+l 
GG TO 32 5 
305 TF(K.E0.1.AND.ITRANS.EG.2) GO TC 315 
GO TO 7 3 5 
315 1000=1 
I A = IFUL 1 
GO TO 3 35 
3 25 CONTINUE 
ZERO OUT ARRAY USED FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF T MATRIX 
335 DO 345 1 = 1, IA 
• DO 3A5 0=1,600 
S(I , J) = 0 .0 
3A5 CONTINUE 
DO 355 K=1,ITRANS MJK1=N J I K , 1 ) 
READ(20"NJK1 ) XI,YI,ZI 
IF(ITRANS.EQ.l) GC TO 365 
ICOL = MJ ( K,2) *3 ITA=7*(K-1> 
S < 1 + ITA , ICOL) -11-7? 
S(2*TTA,ICOL) = -(XI-XP J 
S(3+I TA,ICCL>=1.0 
S(2+TTA,IC rL-l ) = 1.U 
S(1 + ITA, ICOL-2) = l .0 
I F ( N J F . E Q . N J D . A N D . I 0 D D . E G . 1 ) 
355 CONTINUE 
GO TO 3 75 




S(3,ICOL-l ) = -(Xl-X p) 
S(5,IGCL-1)=1.G 
S(2,IC0L-2)=-(ZI-ZP) 
S < A , ICOL-2 .0 
S(3,TOOL-3)=1.0 
S'2,ICOL-A>=1.0 
SCI , IC GI. - r ) = 1 . 0 
GO TO 3 75 
3 75 N A = 6 LL=0 
• •* * FQR *** 
GO TO 375 
, PAGE 
FOR 0 0 3 fi 
F0R0039 
FOR 3 0*C 
FOR 0 041 
PGR 0 OA 2 
FOP00A3 
FOR00AA 
F 0 P 0 0 ft 5 
FOR n o A 6 
F0R"GA7 F 0 R N 0 A R, 
FOR 0 0 A 9 
F 0 R 0 0 5 0 
FOR FDR FOR F PR 
F O R FOP FOP FOP FOR coo 
FOR FOR rOR FOR FOR FOR FOR FOR FC° FOR FOR F o P FOR FOR FOR FOR FOP ÔR PÔ  FOP 
CGP 
FOR 
0 05 1 
P052 0 053 0 05 A 0 0 5 5 
C C C C 
0057 
0056 
r 0 5 9 
^060 
00*1 0 0 6 2 0 06 3 
0 06 A 0 065 
n 0 f- 6 
n067 PC6P 0 0 6 5 
r070 
•.071 
'072 0 073 
n 07A 0 075 0 0 7 6 0 0 7 7 
Ĉ7e 
0 0 7 9 
3OP0 0 OP 1 
0OR 2 
OJ 
*** F O R *** , PAGE 
DO 405 J1=1,NP FOP0083 JREC=JPEC+1 FOP 0 0 8 4 
IF(Jl.PQ.NP) GO TC 385 FOR 0 08 5 
380 KK=LL+i F O P 0 08^ LL = LL + N A FOR 0 087 
G0 TO 395 F 0 P 0 0 8 8 
385 NA=NFUL 1 c o R 0 0 8 9 GP TO 380 P 0 R 0 G 9 n 
355 W R I T E ( 1 3"JREC) ( C G U , J) ,1=1,1 A) , J=KK,Ll) F n R n 0 P 1 405 C 0 N T I N U E F 0 R 0 0 9 2 IPC NJP.LT.NJD) GC TO 2G5 F C P 0 0 9 3 GO TO 415 F 0 R J 0 9 4 
INPUT T MATRIX BY RECORD 
45 R E A 0 ( 5 , 5 0 ) I R R i IFUL1,NFUL1,IP,NP F C P 0 0 5 5 
50 FORMAT(515) F 0 R 0 0 9 6 
J DEC=0 FOR o OP 7 IE(IP.EO.l) GC TC 5 P 0 R 0 0 9 8 IP1=TF-1 F O P n G 9 5 00 1 KROU=l.IP1 " u •! y i i 1 c I T ( N P . E Q • 1 > G C TO G FOR010 1 
NP1=NF-1 F 0 R 0 1 C 2 DO 0 KCOL=l,NP3 FOR n10 3 
P F A D ( 5 i 1 0 0 ) ( ( T ( IfJ),I=1,6),J=l,6) F 0 R A 1 0 4 JREC=JREC+1 FOR0105 
WRJTE(13"JREC)< (T(ItJ),1=1,6),J=l,6) F 0 R 0 1 0 6 
2 CONTINUE F 0 P 0 1 0 7 REAO(5,100)((T( I.J),1=1,6).J=1,NFUL1) F 0 R 0 1 0 P JREC=JPEC*1 FOP"109 WRITF(13"JREC)< (T(I,J),1=1,6),J=l,NFUL1) F O R 0 1 1 C 
1 C C N T 1 N U F r n R n 11 l 5 IF(NP.EO.l) GC TC 7 F 0 P 5 1 1 2 DO 3 *CCL=1 ,N,nl P P R 0 1 1 3 
RE AD<5,100 ) ( (T( I , J ) , I = 1 , IF U L1) , J = 1, 6 ) P 0 R 0 11 4 J P E G = J R E C + 1 F 0 R "• 1 1 c
WR I TE( 13 "JPFC ) ( T(I,J),1 = 1, IFUL1 ),J = l,6) F 0 R 01 1 f: 
r CONTINUE F 0 R <) 1 1 7 7 P E A D ( 5 , 1 0 0 ) ( ( T ( I,J),1=1,IFUL1),J=1,NFUL1) F 0 P 0 1 1 8 JREC=JPEC+1 FOP P1 1 9 
WRTTE(17"JREC)< (T(I,J),1=1,TFUL1).J=1.NFUL1) F 0 R 0 1 P 0 
100 FCP*'AT(6F10.3) F 0 R 0 1 2 1 
415 R E T U R N FOR0122 




SUBROUTINE MODFR 2 
COMMON HUMS ( 572 ) ,DUM6 (35) , I DUM 3 ( A 4 ) , I PUMA ( 11 ) , 11X16,1X17,IX1P,1X19,1 X20,1X21,1X22,1X23,1X24,1X25^26,1X27, 
21011" 7 ( 30 6 ) , 5COLI01 (A8) ,C0LID2(A8) ,PMIDK3F ) ,BMID2(3R) ,PR I 01 (20) ,ERID2<2 0 CONN ON I TAP ( 3 0 0 ) , IRFC ( 3 0 0 ) . TFIRST, r-',F.PJ ( 6 0 0 ) , IX(100),Y(100),2(100),L(300),fiY(3C0),IX( 3 00),IY(300),17(300), 2AR(6G0),A(6C0),AC(GGO),AE(000),C:(£C0,6 00),R(3GO,P), 3 A ML ( 30 0 , 12 ) , SN ( 12, 1 2) . S*'P ( 12, 12 ) , SMR ( 1 2 , 12 ) , AM( 12 ) , AMD( 12) , G 4JJ( 30 0 ),JK( 30 0 ),LML(300 ),UE,KE,TS,NDU,NR, 5 R L ( 6 0 0 ) , C R L ( 6 0 0 ) , N , U P. U , N J , I X 11 , I X1 2 , I > 1 3 , I X 1 A , I X 1 5 , I' R 0 W , N U 8 U 6ST(360,36 0),0(600), 1 N'LS,LKV, I FLAG,IE FR,ITRANS,ISTFO INTEGER TS,RL,CPL,UPW REAL I X,IY , I 2 , L C C INPUT STRUCTURE FATA AND FORM STIFFNESS VA TP I X C CALL SDATA IF(IFIRST.NE.P) GC TO 1A00 C CHECK FOR PROPER INPUT OF MEMBER PROPERTIES C C A-LL TSCHK IF<IERR .EG .1 ) CO TC 2500 C C OUTPUT INITIAL MEMBER PROPERTIES ANC COST DATA C CALL OUTPUT WRITE(6,115) 
119 F 0R wA T(1X , " " ) WRITE(6,120) 120 FORMAT(IX," INITIAL WEIGHT AND CCST EVALUATION 
W R I T E ( ( , 1 2 = ) 12C F C D M A T ( 1 X , " "//) CALL COS TUT 1A00 CALL STIFF L N - 0 IF(IFIPST.NE .0) GO TO 2c01 C C INPUT LOAD DATA C WRITE(i, 1A50 ) 1A50 F 0 P M A T (1H1,"APPLIED LOADS") 
W r< I T F f 6 , 1 A 5 1 ) 1AEI FOR" 4 T U X , " " / ) 2 00 0 CALL LDATA 
IF(LN.LT.NLS) GO TO 2C00 
2001 IF(IFLAG.EG.O) GC TC 1501 
MOD PAGE 2 
M 0 D 0 0 2 e 
MOD0C27 
FROM THIS POINT DOWN TO STATEMENT 1501 STFDES ANALYSIS IS PERFORMED 
CALL STFDES 
IF(IE°R.EG .1) CO TO 2 00 
MCOnopp 
MOD0029 
PERFORM, CHOLESKY CECCM.POSITION OF REDUCEC STIFFNESS MATRIX 
CALL DCBAND(NROW,NUBW,ST,360,+3,+1502) 
150 2 LN=0 
1600 L N = L N + 1 
IF(ISTFD.NE.O ) 00 TO 1G01 
FCRM ^EDUCED LOAD VECTOR 
CALL RLOADV 
1601 LN1=LN+NLS 
READ IN REDUCED LOAD VECTOR 
READ(15 MLN1) ( AC( I ) ,I= 1 , NR0W) 
CALCULATE INDEPENDENT DISPLACEMENTS AND DISPLACEMENT MEASURES 
CALL SBAND(NROW,NUBW,ST,AC,D,360) 
EXPAND REDUCED DISPLACEMENT VECTOR TO FORM y E C T 0 R OF TRUE JOINT DISPL 
ACEMENTS 
CALL EXPRD 




CALCULATE EXACT VALUE OF DISPLACEMENT WHICH IS CRITICAL 
CALL DEXACT 
IP(LN.LT.NLS) GO TC 1600 
GO TO 2500 
FROM THIS POINT TC THE END OF THIS ROUTINE A REGULAR ANALYSIS IS PERF 
ORMED 
MOD0030 
M C D n 0 3 1 
MOD003? 
M 0 D 0 C 3 3 
NCC0034 
MOD0035 
M 0 D 0 0 3 6 
MOD0037 
MOD0038 
M 0 D 0 0 3 9 f 0 D 0 0 A 0 
MOD 0 04 1 
MOD 00 A 2 
M 0 D 0 0 A 3 
M 0 D 3 0 A A 
*.* MOD *** , PAGE 
PERFORM CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF ORIGINAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 
1501 CALL DCBAND(N . U P W , S, E 0 C , + 3 . + 1 5 0 3 ) 
1503 LN=0 
1504 LN=LN+1 
PEAO IN UNMODIFIED LOAD VECTOR 
READ(15"LN)(AC(I),I=1,N) 
CALCULATE ACTUAL JOINT DISPLACEMENTS 
CALL S R A N D(N , L P W•S , A C,D,A 0 0) 
COMPUTE REACTIONS AND ME A S 
WFITE(E,1550) LN 
1550 FORMATflHl,"DISPLACEMENTS AND MEMBER END ACTIONS FCR LOADING 
1I C) 
WRITE fG, 1551) 
1551 FCRrATUX," 
1 — " / / ) 
CALL RESULT 
M0D00A5 
w 0 D 0 0 ̂  6 





MOD0052 MOD0 05 2 
CALCULATE EXACT VALUE OF DISPLACEMENT WHICH IS CRITICAL 
CALL DEXACT 
IF(LN.LT.NLS) GO TO 1504 
GO TO 2500 
3 PR I NT A 
£ FORMAT(//"DCBAND FAILS") 




M 0 D 0 0 5 5 
M 0 D 0 0 5 6 
MOD0C57 
M 0 D 0 0 5 P 
MOD p055 
M 0 C 0 0 E 0 
M 0 D 0 0 G 1 
y 0 D G 0 6 2 
*** SDA *** , PAGE 
•DECK SDA TA SDAOOOO 
SUBROUTINE SDATA SDAPC01 
COMMON P U M 5 ( 572) , D U M 6 (39) «IDU V3(A4 ) , I r U M 4 ( 11) , SDA0002 
11X16.IX 17, IX IP , 1X19,1X20, 1X21,1X22 11X23,1X2A,IX25,IX26 , 1X27, 
2IDUM7(30 6) , 
5COLIDl(48).COLID2dR).BMIDl(3ft),B'dD2<3B). DRIDl(20),BRID2(20) 
COMMON I TAP ( 3 C 0 ) , I SEC ( 30 0 ) . I T ^ S T . " , E ,B J( * CO ) , SDA 0 0 0 3 
1X(100).Y(100).7(100),L(300),AX(30C),TX( 300),TY(^CO),17(300), 
2AR(6CO),A(600),AC<GCO),AR(GOC)»S(600,CCO), R(3GO,9), 
3 A M L ( 3 C 0 , 1 2 ) , S N ( 1 2 , 1 2 ) , SN D ( 1 2 ,1 2 ) , S N P ( 1 2 , 1 £ ) , A v ( 1 2 ) , AM D ( 1 2 ) , G , 
4JJ( 3 0 0 ) , JK ( 3 0 0 ) ,LML(300) ,JF,KE,TS,NDJ,NR, 
5PL(GP0),CPL(6G0),N,UBW,NJ,1X11.1X12,1X13,7X14,1X15,NROW,NUPW, 
6SK360 , 3 d ) ,D d 00 ) • 
lNLS-LN,IFLAG,IERK,TTRANS,ISTrP 
INTEGER T S , R L , C P L « U P W « S N , A A ( 3 C 0 ) SO A 00 04 
DIMENSION XPS(3C0>,YPS( 30 0 ), 2PS( 3 0 0 ) S D A 0 0 0 5 
RFAL TX,IY,T7.L SD A 0 0 0 6 
C CONTROL D d A , STRUCTURE PAPAtfFTEPc« A*D ELASTIC MODULI 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C CCCCCCCC c 
IF ( I F I R S T S N E S C) GO TO 6 2 S D A 0 0 0 7 
G cccecccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c cccccccc 
WRITE(6,1) SBA0 008 
1 FO DMATdNl,"Ar>ALYSIS OF FRAMED STRUCTURES P R 2 " / ) SDA 0 0 0 9 
5 PPAD(5,6) SN,TS SDA0010 
6 F0RMAK2I3) SDA0011 
C 
C 7ER0 OUT RESTRAINT LIST AND ROTATION MATRIX C DO 8 1 = 1, AGO SDA0012 
R L d ) = 0 SDA0013 
CONTINUE SDA0014 
DO 2 00 1=1,300 SDAC015 
AA(I)=fi ' S D A 0 G16 
DO 20C J = l ,9 S D A 0 0 X 7 
R(I,J)=0.0 SDAO016 
200 CONTINUE SPA0C19 
10 IF(TS.NE.l)GO TC 15 SDA002G 
WPTTE(6,13> SN SDA 002 1 
13 FORNATdX,"STRUCTURE N0» M»I5,2X,"CONTINUOUS BEAM"/) R D A 0 0 2 2 
RPAPd,14)M,NP,NRJ,E S D A f; 0 2 3 
14 F n DMAT(3I3,F7.P) S P d C 2 4 
MJ=v- + l SDA 0 025 
NPJ=^ S DA C 0 2 f 
GO TO 4 0 SDA00 27 
15 IF(TS.NE.2)GC TO 20 
WRITE (6,18) SN 
18 FORMAT{1X, "STRUCTURE N0.", 15,2X,"PLANE TRUSS"/) 
READ(5,19)M,NJ,NR ,NRJ «E 
19 FORMAT(AI3,F7.0) 
NDJ = 2 
G n TO AO 
2 0 IF(TS.NE.3)GC TC 2 5 
WRITG<6,21) SN 
21 FORMAT ( IX,"STRUCTURE NO . " , 15 , 2X,"PLANF FRAME"/) 
22 PE.AD(5,19)M,NJ,NR,NRJ,E 
NDJ = 7 
GO TO AO 
25 IEfTS.NE.A)GO TO 3 0 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 6 ) S' 
26 F^.^ATdXi "STRUCTURE NO . • , I 5 , 2 X , "0 R ID " / ) 
READ(5,27)M,NJ,NR,NRJ,E»G 
27' FORMAT ( Al 3 ,2F7 .0 ) 
NO J = 3 
GO TO AO 
30 IF(TS. NE.5)GC TC 35 
W E I T E ( G , 31 > S h 
31 FORMAT{1X,"STRUCTURE 
GO TO 2 2 
3 5 WRITE (6,32) SN 
32 FORMAT ( IX, "STRUCTURE 
PEAD(5,27)M,N^,NR,NRJ,E,G 
ND,.J=G 
AO PRINT 4 1 
Al FORMAT ( "OSTRUCTURE DATA") 
PRINT A 2 
A 2 FORM AT (" M N NJ NR NRJ E G") 
N=(Nnj*NJ)-NR 
IF(TS.EQ.A.CR.TS.EQ.6)G0 TO A5 
W Q I T E ( 6 , A 3 ) M , N , N J , NR , NR J , E 
A3 FGRMATC " , I 3 , A I A , F 9 . 1) 
GO TO A7 
A5 WRITE <6,A6)M,f\ , N J , N P , NRJ,E,G 
46 FORMATC " , I 3 , 4 I 4 , 2 F 9 . 1) 
: JOINT COORDINATES 
A7 IF(TS,EQ.l)GO TO 60 
PRINT ft 8 
A8 FOR wAT( "OCCORCI NATES OF JOINTS") 
PRINT AP 
A 9 FOP MAT(" JOINT * Y 7") 
TMTS.GE.5)GC TC 55 
DO 5 2 K=1.NJ 
R E A D ( 5 , 5 0) J, X ( o ) , Y(J) 
SDA 
NO.", 15,2X,"S DACE TR! 
NO. M,15,2X,"SPACE FRAME"/) 
, PAGE 
SDA 00 28 




S D A 0 0 3 2 
S D A 0 0 3 A 
S D A 0 0 3 5 
S D A 0 0 3 6 
S D A 0 0 3 7 
S D A n 0 3 « 
S D A C 0 3 9 
SDACOAO 
SDA C 041 
S D A 0 0 4 2 
SDA n 04 3 
S D A f. 0 4 4 
SDAO 045 
SDA C 046 
S D A C 0 4 7 
SDA r 0 4 Q. 
^ D A P 0 A S 
S D A 0 r- C 
S D A 0 C 5 1 
S D A 0 0 5 2 
S D A 0 0 5 3 
S D A 0 0 5 4 
S D A u 0 5 c 
SDA 0 056 
SDAO 05 7 
SDA. 0 0 5 8 
S D A 00 c 9 
SO A^O 60 
SDA 0 0 6 1 
SDAC062 
SDA CO 63 
S D A 0 0 <r. 4 
S D A 0 0 6 5 
SDA 0066 
S D A 0 0 f- 7 
S D A P 0 6 8 
SDAC0 65 
SDA0070 
S D A 0 0 7 1 
S D A 0 0 7 2 
S D A 0 0 7 3 
S D A n 3 7 A 
*** SDA *** « FAGF 
50 FOPMAT<I3,2F7.0) SDA0075 
WRITE<6,51)J,X(J),Y(J) SDAH07A 
51 FORVATC "«I3.2FR.2> S D A 0 0 7 7 
52 CONTINUE SDAC078 
GO TO 6 0 SDACO 7 9 
55 DC1 57 K = 1« N J S D A 0 0 8 G 
^ f f K ^ S B ) J. X(^), Y(J), Z(J) S D A 0 0 P 1 





WRITE(20"J) X(J)«Y(J)«Z(J) SDA0083 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C CCCCCCCC 
C 
W R I T E C 6 , 5 6 ) J , X ( J ) , Y ( J ) , Z ( J ) S D A 0 0 6 4 
5 6 E 0 R w A T ( " " , I 3 . 3 E 8 . 2 ) S D A 0 085 
57 CONTINUE S D A 0 0 6 6 
C NENPER I N F O R M A T I O N * R O T A T I O N M A T R T X 
6 0 P R I N T 61 
FORMAT("CMEMBER I N F O R M A T I O N " ) 
S D A 0 0 8 7 
6 1 S C A RN 8 8 
P R I N T P 2 S D A : 0 8 9 62 FORMAT(1X, " M E M B E R U U U K A A T A B S E C " ) S B A C 0 9 G 
T F(TS .EQ.15 GO TO 64 S D A f • 0 9 1 
IE(TS.LT.5)GO TO 7 0 S D A G 0 9 2 
GO TO 8 2 S D A 0 0 5 3 
6 4 DC 6 6 K = 1 , M S D A f 1 0 9 4 
R R A D < 5 • 6 7 ) I , L ( I ) • I Z ( I > SPA r G q5 
6 7 FCPMAT(I3,2F7.0) S D A 0 0 9 F 
J J < I ) = 1 S D A C 0 9 7 
J K ( I ) = I + 1 S D A C: 0 9 8 
W I T E f G • 6 5 ) I , UU (I ) • JK ( I ) . I 7 ( I) , L ( I ) S D A 0 9 9 
6 5 F OR N A T ( " " , I 4 , I 5 , I 3 , F 3 1 . 2 , F 1 0 . 2 ) S D A " 1 0 0 
6 6 CONTINUE 
S D A r, 1 C 1 GO TO IPG AC1G2 7fi DO 81 K=.1,M S D A G 1 0 3 
IF(TS .EQ .2)GC TO 7 1 SDA 0 1 0 4 
IF(TS.EQ.3)G0 T O 7 2 S D A G 1 0 5 
R E A D ( c - . O R > I . J J ( T ) , J K ( I ) , I X U ) , I Y ( I ) S D A n 1 0 6 
' 6 8 B P P M * T t 31 3 . 2 F 7 . 0 ) S C A 1 0 7 
Gr TO 7 3 S D A ?• 1 0 8 
71 R E A D < R , 1 4 ) I , J J < I ) , J K C I ) , A X ( I ) SDA° 1 OS 
GP TP 7 3 S B A 0 1 1 0 
7 2 RE A D ( 5 , 6 P ) I iJJ ( I ) . JK ( I ),A X { I ) , I Z ( I ) S B A 0 11 1 
7 3 I F ( J J ( I ) .LB.JK(I))GC TO 7 4 S D A n 1 1 2 
J = JJ( I ) S B A 0 1 1 3 
*** SDA *** , PAGE 
JJ(I)=JK(I) SDA 01 1 A JK(I)=J 2 D A 0 11 5 74 JAC1 = JJf I ) S D A 0 1 1 6 JAC2 = JK ( I ) SDA01 17 VCL=X(JAC?)-X(JAC1) S D A 0 11 P YCL = Y(JAC2)-YUAC1> S D A 9 1 1 9 L(I)=SORT((XCL**2)+(YCL**2)) 2 D A 0 1 2 0 CX = XCL/L < I > SDA0121 CY = YCL /L (I ) S D A 0 1 2 2 I F < T S . FG . 2 ) G 0 TO 78 S D A 0 1 2 3 IF(TS.EG.7)GC TO 7 6 S D A 0 1 2 A WRITE<G.75)I,Jc(I>,JK(I).lX<I) ,IY(I),L<n P D A n i o c 75 F 0 P M A T( " " ,IA,I5.I3.F15.2,F8.2 •  18 .2 ) S D A 0 1 2 6 GO TO « C S 0 A j 1 7 7 76 W R I Tf ( & » 7 7 ) I » J J (I ) «J K (I ) • A y (I ) , I 7 ( 1 ) • L (I J SDA o 1 2 P 77 pnpvATC " ,IA,I5,I3«F7.2.F2A,7 ,F10 .2) S Dag 3 2. P GO TO P0 ? D A 1 3 C 78 LR I T F ( G , 70 ) I , *0 ( I ) , JK ( I ) • Ay ( 11 ,l(n S D A 0 1 3 1 79 F 0 R '• A T ( " " • I A • I 5 . I 3 < F 7 . 2 • F 2 A . 2 ) S D A 0 1 3 2 P(I.1)=CX P 0 A 1 3 3 
R( I .4 ) =CX SDA i 1 3A HI, 2) =C Y S D A ? 1 3 5 R < T , 3 J = -CY * D A r 1 3 f GO TO 81 S D A C 1 3 7 80 R ( T . 3 ) =0 .0 S D A 0 1 3 8 
R ( I • 6 ) = 0 . 0 S D A 0 1 3 9 R'I.7) = 0 .C S D A 0 1 A 0 (1,P  = 0 . C SDA 014 1 
R ( T • 1 > =CX S D A 0 1 A 2 
R ( I « 5)=C X S D A 0 1 A 3 R(I,9)=1 .0 S D A C 1 4 4 R(I,2 ) =CY S D A 0 1 A 5 R(I,A)=-CY SDA 014 6 81 CONTI"UE S D A 0 1 4 7 GO TO 1 C 0 S D A 0 1 4 P 8 2 DO 9 9 K- 1 • M S D A C 1 4 5 IF(TS.FQ.5> GO TO 8 3 S D A 0 1 5 0 CCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C CCCCCCCC 
C 
IFUFIPST.EQ.C) GO TO 869 SDA0151 
I=K SDA0152 
GO TO 871 SDAC152 
C CCCCCCCCcccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C CCCCCCCC w c 
C READ IN MEMBER AND ITS CORRESPONDING JOINTS AS WELL AS TABLE AND SECT 
oo 
*** SDA *** • PAGE 
C ION NO. 
C READ IN FROM DISK SECTION PROPERTIES ASSOCIATED WITH TABLE AND SECTIC 
C N 
C 
869 READ(5.R75 I,JJ(I) , JK(I ) , A A( I ) , I TAB( I) •1SFC (I ) , RHC.U S 0 A 0 1 5 4 
87 FORMAT<6I5«-2F10.2> SDAC155 
871ITAPI=ITAB(I) SDA0156 
I SECI=1 SBC(I > SDA0157 




G 0 T 0 8A SDA0159 
83 READ(5 ,14) I,JJ(I),JK<I),AX( I) SDA0160 
84 IF(JJ <I)•LE•JK( I))GO TO 85 SDA0161 
J = J J ( T ) S D A 016 2 
JJ(I)=JK<I) SDA1163 
JK(I)=J S D A 0 3 6 A 
8 5 J A C 1 = J J ( I ) SDA0165 
JAC2=JKCI> SDA0 16 6 
XCL=X<JAC2)-X(JAC1) SDA?167 
YCL=Y(JAC2)-YCJAC1) SDA016P 
701 -7(JAC2)-7(JAC 1) SDA0169 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCG c cccccccc c 
IE(IFIRST.NE.C) GO TO 851 SDA0170 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc C CCCCCCCC c 
L U > = SGRT((XCL**2>*<YCL**2)*<ZCL**2>> SDA0171 
c 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C CCCCCCCC c 
C WRITE RHO U AND LENGTH OUT TC DISK c 
WRITE(19"I) RBO,L,L(I) SDA0172 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC c cccccccc c 
851 CX = XCL/L(I) S D A 017 3 
CY=YCL/L(I) SDA0174 
C7 = 7CL'/L(I) SDA017B 
IF(TS.EQ.5)GOTO90 SDA0176 C 
•** SDA *** , PAGE CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C CCCCCCCC 
C 
IF(IFIRST.NE.P) GO TO 02 SDA0177 
C 






WRITE(6,86) I.JJ(I),JK(I),AA(I),ITAF(I),IREC(I) SDA017P 
F OR ̂ ATdX.IA,17,16.3IA) S D A 0 1 7 9 IF(AA(I).NE.l) GC TO 92 S D A n 1 8 0 READ(5,58)I,XP,YP,ZP S D A 0 1 8 1 
JJTEMP=JJ(I) SDA 018 2 
XPS(I)=XP-X<vJJTFV>P) SD A r- 1 P 3 YPS ( I ) =Y D-Y ( JJTEN'P ) SDA C 18 A 
ZPS( I )-1P-Z(JOT EVP) SDA 01^5 
0 0 TO 9 2 S 0 A 0 1 8 6 
W R I T E ( 6 , 91 ) T , J C ( I ). , JK ( I ) % A X < I) , I ( I) S D A r 1 R 7 FORMAT* " " ,I4,I5,I3,F7.2» F34.2) S D A 0 1 8 8 0=SOPT((CX**2)+(CZ**2)) SDA : IP 9 
IFCQ.GE.0.001)GO TO 95 SDA 0190 R ( I , 1 ) = 0 . C SDA0191 R<T,3)=0.0 SDA 0192 R ( I , 5 ) = G - C S D A 0 1 9 3 P. ( I , 6 ) = 0 . C S D A G 1 9 A R ( I , 7 ) = 0 . C SDA0 195 
R < I , 8 ) = 0 . 0 SDA 01P6 R ( I ,2 )=CY SDA0 197 
R ( I , A ) = -CY SDA019& R(I•9) = 1 .0 S D A. 0 1 9 5 IF(TS.EQ.6.AND.AA(I).EQ.l) GO TC 93 SDA02OO 
GO TO °9 SDA 0 2 0 1 $"rS^RT((XPS(I)**2)+(ZPS(I)**2)) S 0 A r 2 0 2 COSAr-/PS(I )*CY/SG ^ D A 0 2 0 2 
SINA=?CS(I)/SO S D A 0 2 C A 
R (I • A ) --CY*CCSA S D A 0 2 0 5 
R(I,6)=SI\A SDAC206 
R( I,7)=CY*SINA S D A 0 2 0 7 R { I ,°) = COSA SDA0208 
GO TO c 9 S D A n 2 0 9 S D A •! 2 1 0 R ( I • 1 ) = C X R (I ,2)=CY SDA 02 1 1 R ( 1 . 7 ) - C ? S D A 0- 2 1 2 R ( I , A ) r - C X * C Y / 0 S D A 0 2 1 2 R(I,5)-0 F D A 0 2 1 A 
R(I,f)=-CY*C7/C S D A n 2 1 5 
R(I,7)r-C7/0 ? FT" A ' 2 1 6 
R(I«Q)=0.0 0 D''217 
*** SDA *** , PAGE 
RCI,9)=CX/C SDAC218 
IF(TS.EQ.6.AND.AA(I).EG.l) GO TO 96 FDAC219 
GO TO ^9 SDA0220 
96 YPG = P (I,4)*XPS(I)"rR(I,5)*YPS<I)*P<I,6)*ZPS(I> SDA0221 
ZPG=R(I«7)*XPS(I>+RfI,8>*YPS(I)+R<I,9)*ZPS<I> SDA 022 2 
SO=SGRT<<YPG**2)*(ZPG**2>) SDA0223 C0)SA = Y DG/SG S P A 0 2 2 A 
STVA=Z°G/SP SCA 0 22F. 
R(I.4)=(-CX*CY*CCSA-CZ*SINA)/G SDA0 226 
R(I,5)=G*0CSA S D A n 2 2 7 
R(I,8)=-G*SINA SPAC228 
R U . F ) = (- CY*C?*CCSA + CX*SINA)/G SDA ('2 29 
R(I,7)=(CX*CY*SINA-CZ*C0?A)/G SDA0 23C 
R(I, c)=(CY*CZ*SINA+CX*COSA)/Q SDA0231 
GO TO 99 PDA0232 




TF(IFIRST.NE.O) GC TO 117 SDA0234 c 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC.CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC JOINT RESTRAINT LIST, CUMULATIVE RESTRAINT LIST CCCCCCCC 
100 PRINT 101 SDA0235 
101 FORVATCOJOINT RESTRAINTS") S D A 0 2 3 6 
PRINT 102 S D A G 2 3 7 102 FOPPATC JOINT RL1 RL2 P.L3 RL4 PL5 RL6") SDA 0238 
IFCNR.J.EO.OGC TO 115 S D A 0 2 3 9 
IF<TS.GE.3)CC TO 105 SDA024 0 
DO 1 OA J:] ,NRJ R D A 0 2 4 1 
READ(G,107)K,RLf2*K-l),RL(2*K) S D A 0 2 4 2 
107 F0RMAT(3I3) S D A 0 2 A 3 WR7TE(6,103)K,RL(2*K-1),RL(2*K) SDA0244 
103 FORMAT<" ".13, 15,I A) SDA 0 24 E 
10A CONTIVUE S P A 0 2 4 6 GO TO 115 S D A 0 2 ft 7 
105 IF (TS .EQ .6>GO TO 110 S D A 0 2 4 8 
DO 10° J=1,NRJ SDA 0 249 
READd,108)K,RL(3 + K-2),RL(3*K-l),&L<3*K) SO A 0 25 0 
108 FORMAT!AI3) p D A 0 2 5 1 
WRITE<6,1C6) KtRL(3*K-2),RL(3*K-l),PLC3* K) S D A 0 2 5 2 
106 F 0R MA T( " ",13,15,214) S D A r: 2 5 3 109 CONTINUE SDA 0 25 4 
GO TO 115 SDA 0255 
110 DO lift J = 1 , N R J S D A C 2 5 6 READ( C,U2)K,PL(6*K-5),RL(6*K-4),PL(6*K- 3),RL(6*K-2),RL(6*K-1), S D A 0 2 5 7 
1R L < 6 * K ) 
112 F0RMAK7I3) 
WPITE(6,111)K»RL<E*K-E).RL<6*K 
1 R L ( & * K ) 
111 FORMAT ( M n,I7.I5,5IA) 
114 CONTINUE 
H E CRL(1)=RL(1) 
N P N R = N + N R 
DO Hfc K=2,NPNP 
CPL(K)=CRL<K-1)*RL<K) 
H E CONTINUE 
117 RETURN 
END 
*** SDA *** • PAGE P 
S D A C 2 5 8 
4),PL(6+K-3>.RL(G*K-2>,RL(E*K-1)« SDA0259 
S D A n 2 G 0 
8 D A 0 2 6 1 
SDA D2F 2 
S 0 A 0 2 6 2 
SD A C 28.4 
S D A 0 2 6 5 
SDA02E6 









CONDON ITAP( 3 0 0 ),ISEC( 30 0 ) ,IFIRST,N ,F,CJ( 60 0 ) , 
1 X ( 1 0 0 ) , y ( 1 0 0 ) , 7 ( 1 0 0 ) , L ( 3 0 0 > , fi X ( 3 P 0 ) , I x - % 3 0 0 > • I V ( 3 0 C ) , I 2 ( 3 0 0 ) , 
2A^(60 0 ),A(600),AC(fCO),AE(600),c(FOP,''-PO),R(3 0P.9), 
3AML(300,12),S^(12,12),SND(12,12), CNR(12,12),A V(12),ANC(12),G, 
4 J J (30 0 ) , J K(300),L N L < 3 0 0 >,JF.KE,TS,NGJ,K P, 
EPL<600)» CP L(600),N.,UBW,NJ,1X11,1X12,1X13,1X14,1X1 5,NROW, NUBW, 
6 S T ( 3 6 0 , 3 6 0 ) , D ( P 0 C ) , 




DO 200 1=1,600 
DO 200 J= 1,600 
S(T,U)=0 .0 
2 0 0 CONTIN U E 
DO 2 01 1=1,12 
DO 201 J=l ,12 




UBW = 0 
1 = 0 
2 1=1+1 
IF(I«, G T • M ) GC TO P7 
IFCTS.LT.3) GC TC 4 
IF(TS.LT.G) GO TC 5 
Jl=6*JJ(I)-5 
J2=6*JJ( I )-4 
J3 = 6 +JJ(I)-3 
J4=6 *JJ(I)-2 
J5 = 6*JJ(I)-1 
J6 = 6 *JJ ( I ) 
K1=6*JK< I)-5 
K 2 = 6 + J K ( I ) - ft 
K3 = 6 *JK( I )-3 
K4=6+JK(I)-2 
K E = 6 * J K ( I ) -1 
K G = 6 * JK ( I ) 
GO TO 7 
4 J1=2*JJ(I)-1 J2 = 2*JJ( I ) 
*** STJ *** , PAGE 
K1=2*JK(I)-1 STI0038 
K2=2*JK(I) STIC03S 
GO TO 7 ST I 0 040 
5 Jl=3*JJ(I)-2 STI0041 
J? = 3*JJ(I)-1 STI0042 
J3 = 3*JJ(I) ST I 0042 
Kl=3*JK(I)-2 ST I 0044 
K2=3*JK(I>-1 ST 1 0 0 4, 5 
K3=3*JK(I) STI0046 
GG TO 7 STIC 04 7 
7 IFfTS.EQ.l .CR.TS.EQ.3.0R.TS.EQ .6) GO TC 10 S T I 0 0 4 F 
fi IFUS.EQ.2.0R.TS.EG.3.0R.TS.E0.5.0R.TS.EQ.6) GO TO 11 STI0045 
G IF(TS.EG.4.0R.TS.E0.6> GO TC 12 ^T I 00E0 
Gr TO 15 S TI 0 0 5 1 
10 SC V2Z=(4#C*E*IZ(I))/L(I) ST I 0 0 5 2 
SCf'32=(l,5*SC?-'27)/L(I) S T I ' 0 5 3 
SC^4?r(2.0*SCM2Z)/LRI) ST 100 54 GO TO 8 S T I 0 0 5 5 
11 SC,MlAr(E*Ay(I ) >/L(I) STT0C56 
10 1 STI'057 
12 SCM1B=(G*IX(I))/LCT) STI005P 
S C M 2 Y = ( 4 . 0 * F * I Y < I ) > / L ( I ) S T I ̂  0 K 5 
SCM3Yr(l . c *SCf2Y)/L(I ) PTI^OEC 
SC M 4 Y = ( 2 . 0 * S C F 2 Y ) / L ( I > S T I C 0 6 1 
GO TO 15 ST I 0062 
15 IF (TP.EG .1 ) GC TO 16 ST I 00 63 IF-(TS.RG.?) GC TC 17 S T I P 0 6 4 
IF(TS.EG.3)GCTC1£ ST I R-06 5 
IE ( T S . EG • 4 ) GC TC IE S T I 0 0 6 6 
IHTS.FQ.^) GC TO 2C . STIHQ6 7 
IF(TS.FG.fc) GO TO 21 STI006P 
16. Ŝ 'D ( 1 . 1) = SCX4 Z STI 0069 
SFO(3,3)=SCV4? STI0070 
SIM0(1.3)=-SCM4? S T I 0 0 7 1 
SV.D(lt2)=SCM37 STK072 
SVO(2« 1 )=SCH3Z ST 1^07 3 
SOD(3. 1 ) =-FCM4Z ST I 0 0 74 CPOF 1 .4) =PCM3 7 ST T 0-0 75 
Svn(4.1)=SCN37 S T I 0 0 7 6 
SMO(2,3) = -SCf2Z S T I 0 0 7 7 
SMO(3.2)=-SCM37 STIC07S 
SX0(3,4)=-SCM27 ST If 079 
SMD(4,3)=-SCF3Z STI00P0 
SFO ( 2 ,2 ) =SC27 ST IP 08 1 
SPO(4.4)=SC^27 PTIr'0P2 
SN'O(2.4)-SCX27/2.0 STI 0 083 
S*'r (4 •2>=SC*27/2.0 s T I r 0 8 4 
GO TO 76 STI0CP5 
*** ST I *** , PAGE 
S M 'l«l)rSC MlA ST] 0 086 
S M [3,3)= SC M 1 A ST] P 08 7 
S M f1,3) = -SCMl A ST' [ n 0 8 8 
S M 3, 1 ) J.-SCM1 A ST [ 0 0 8 9 
GO TO 22 ST ' [009 0 
SM 1 • 1 ) = S C M 1 A ST] 009 1 
SM ft « 4)=SCM1 A ST] 0 0 92 
S v F 1 , 4 ) = -SC*'1A ST" r 0 0 9 3 
SM [4,1>=-SCviA ST 1 0 0 9 4 
Sv 2 , 2 ) = SC'4 2 ST [0095 
S M ' 5 , 5 ) = S C M 4 Z ST ] 009 6 
SM 2 , c> = -?CMAZ ST ] 0 0 9 7 
SM 5 , 2 ) = -SOMA? STi ' N Q q p 
S M [2,3 ) = SCM3Z ST ' (0099 
s v. 3,2)=SCM3Z ST [0100 
SM 2 , £ ) = S C "3 Z ST ] 0101 SM 6 , 2 ) = S C M 3 z ST] 0 102 
SM { % , 5 ) = - S C M 3 1 ST [ n 1 0 3 
S v '5,3)=-SCM3Z ST ' [0104 
SM ' 5 , 6 ) = - S C M 3 7 ST [0105 
SM f. » 5 ) = - S 0 M 3 7 ST [0106 
SM 3,3>=SCM2Z ST 1 R 0 1 0 7 
S* A,^)=S0M2Z ST] ; 10 8 
S M 6 , 3 ) - S C M 2 Z / 2 . 0 S T 1 0 10 9 5 M [3,A)=SCM2Z/2.0 ST r P 11 o 
G 0 10 2 A ST [0111 
^ M 1 T 1 ) = S C M 1 P. ST [0112 
SM A.4)=S0^ 18 ST 1 0113 
SM A , 1 ) =-SOM 1 B ST' [0114 
SM l,A)r-SOMlP PT [0115 
SM 2 , 2 ) S S C M 2 Y ST [r116 
SN< 5 , 5 ) = S0^'2Y ST [0117 
SM 2,5>=SCM2Y/2.C ST ] u n a 
Sv" 5,2)=SOM2Y/2.0 STl .-119 
SM 2,8)=S0M^Y ST ' [0120 
SM C,2)=P0M3Y ST [ r' 1 2 1 
SM< 5 , ' ) = S C M 3 Y ST 1 0122 
SM 8 , 5 ) = S B M3 Y ST] ' : "J 12 3 
SM 2,p)r-SCM3Y ST] 0124 
SM 3 , 2 > = - ^ C M 3 Y ST ' 
S^ f 3 , 5 ) - - P C M 3 Y ST' [0126 
SM 5,3)=-SCM3Y ST] '0127 
S" 3 , 3 ) = S C N 4 Y ST ] 0128 
P120 S'-4 < P,t)=:SCM4Y ST 1 
7,G)=-SCM4v ST] ;• 13 o 
S v I P , 7 ) = - 5 f M A Y ST ' r 0 1 3 1 
P 0 TO 2 4 ST ] '0132 
c 1 I 1 ) = S C M 1 A ST ] 0 133 
*** STI *** » PAGE SM( 4,4)=SCM1A ST] 013A 
S* ( 1 , A > = -SCMlA ST] 2135 
SM < 4,1)=-SCMlA ST] 013 6 
GO TO 74 ST ] 213 7 
21 SM ( 1 , 1 ) = S C * 1 A ST J 0 1 TP SM ( 7,7>=SCM1A STI 0139 SK' ( 1 , 7 ) r-SGM1 A ST ] 01A0 
E M ( 7,1 ) =-S CM1 A ST ] 01A1 S M ( ?,2)=SC^47 STi 0 1 A 2 SM.< 
R , P ) - s C M A Z S T 0 1 A 3 S ( 2»G)=SCM3? ST ; 01 AA 
SM ( 6,2>=SCM3Z ST] 0 1 A 5 
( 2,12)=SGM32 ST ] 0 146 Sf" ( 1 2 , 2 ) = S 0 M 3 7 ST] 0 1 4 7 
( 6,? )--SCM3? ST 1 r "> 1 A P 
< Rtf,) = -SCM37 ST 1 "14 9 SM ( P*i2)=-SCK37 ST " ' 0 1 5 0 S M ( 12,P)=-S0M2Z ST [0151 SM ( 3, 7 )=SCM4Y ST f C 152 
Sf/( G , c ) = S 0. N' A Y ST ri 1 5 3 SM ( T , 0 > = - s c M 3 Y ST 1 i 0 1 5 A SM ( 5 ,3)=-SCM3Y ST 1 j ce S M ( 3 , 1 1 > =-SCM3Y ST] P156 
( 11,3 ) =-SCV3Y ST . [ 0 1 5 7 CV ( 2^ C)=-SC^AZ ST ] . 0 1 5 8 S w ( P, 2) = -f,CM4 7 ST [0159 S w f 3 , s ) r - S C M 4 Y ST 1 [ 0 1 6 0 SM ( 9,7)=-SC^4Y ST ' r0161 
SV ( 4 , 4 ) = S 0 '•' 1 P ST [0162 S M ( 1P,10)=SCM1R ST [0163 
SM( 4 , 1C)=-SC M 1 B ST 1 r o 1 6 A 
SM< 1 0 , A ) = - S C M 1 E STi ' r> 1 6 5 
S*-' < 5,5)=SCM?Y ST 1 0 16 6 SV ( 11,11 ) = SGM2Y ST . [ r 1 6 7 
S v ( 5,11 )=SCM2Y/2. 0 ST 1 [0168 SM( 11.5)=SCM2Y/2. 0 ST, ̂ 169 
SM ( 5 , C ) = SGM3Y ST H17G 
S M < 0 ,5) = SGM3Y CT] '0171 SM < 9,11)-SCM3Y ST] [0172 
SM ( 1 1 , S ) r S C V 3 Y ST ] 0 173 S M ( 6,G ) = SGM2Z ST ] 01 7 A s'f ( 12 , 12 ) =SCM2Z ST ] "175 S M < G, ]2)-SCM2Z/2. 0 ST ] 0176 












DO 2 22 J=l 




G 0 TO 2 6 
KL=2*NDJ/3 
JL = 2 *NDJ 
DO 241 K=l 
DO 24 1 J = 1 
SNR( J , 3 * K -
1 .7) 
SNR(J,3* K-
1 ,P ) 
S M p f J , 3 * K ) 
CONTINUE 
DO 251 J=l 




1 3 * J , K ) 
S V D ( 3 * J , K > 
1,K) 
CONTINUE 
IF ( T S . L T . 6 
G 0 TC 4 0 
ir(PL(JI > • 
P CW = Jl-CRL 
S(F OV,1)= S 
IC(RL(J2 ) • 
S(POt •,?>=?, 
IP(RL(K1 ) . 
COL=Kl-CRL 
S ( D 0 W , C C L ) 
IF(RL(K2 ) . 
COL=K?-CRL 
S ( R 0 'J « COL) 
IF(0OL.G T. 
IF(RL(J2). 
ROW = vl2-CRL 
S f P 0 W , 1 ) r S 
I F ( D L ( K 1 ) • 
C0L=K1-CRL 
S ( R 0 W , r C L ) 
I F ( RL (K 2 ) . 
= S?Mj,2*K-l)*"R(I,2) + Stf(J,2*K)*R(I,4) * * * STI *** 
• 2 
• 4 
K ) =R ( 
= R ( I * 
«K L 
, JL 
2 > =Sf 
1) =SM 
= SM ( J 
,KL * JL K) = R < 
K) =P ( 
= R C I , 





I,l)*SMR(3*J-2,K)+R<I,4)*SMR(3*Jd,K) + R(I,7)*SMR< 
I.2>*SPR(3*J-2.K)+P?If5)*SNR(3*J-l«K)+R(I,R)*SMR( 
3)*SNR(3*J-2,K)->R(I,6)*S>/R(3*J-1,K)*R(I,9)*SMR(3*J 
) GC TC 39 
NE.O ) 









= SVD ( 
UR W ) 
NE.O) 
( J2 ) 
( R 0 V , 
N F . 0 ) 
(Kl >-
NE.O) 
GO TO 31 
1)+SND(1,1) 
GO TO 2P 
2)+SPD(1,2) 
) GO TO 2 9 
P 0 W • 1 
1 i 3) 




GO TO 35 
1)*SMP<2,2) 
GO TO 3 3 
P C W • 1 
2,3) 















































* * * STI * * * , P A G E 6 
COL=K2-CRL(K2)-ROU*l STI 0 22 = 
S(R0W,C0L)=SMC(2,4) ST] 0226 
34 IF(COL.GT.UPW) GEW=C0L ST] r0227 
35 IF(RL(Kl ) .NE .0 ) GO T O 37 S T ' 
• r, 2 r> p RCW = K1-CRL(K1 ) ST 1 r 6 2 29 S ( R OW,1)=S(R CW,1)•SMO(3, 3) S T ] 0 23 0 
IF(PL(K2).NE.0> GO T O 37 ST] 0 23 1 S ( R 0 W . 2 ) = S ( P C W 1 2 ) • S NO < 3 , A) ST] 0 2 3 2 
37 IF(PL<K2 ) .NE . 0 ) GO T O 2 ST" 
n 2 x 1 RPW=K2-CRL(K2) ST [ 0 2 3 A 
S ( R C W t 1)=S(R CW , 1)+SND(4, A ) ST ' [0235 
GO TO 2 ST] r 0 2 3 6 
39 I r(RL rJl).NE.C) GO TO 3R 1 ST" [ 023 7 
P 0 W = J 1 - C R L ( J 1 > ST [ R 23P 
S(K0W,1)=S(RCW,1)*SN!D<1, 1 ) ST [ 0 2 39 
IF(RL(J2).NE.O) GG TO 3RC2 ST ' L 0 24 0 
S(R0W,2)=S(R0W,2)+SM0(1, 2 J ST 1 r'24 1 
3902 IE(RL( J 3 J .NE.O) GO TO 3903 ST] '0 2A2 
COL=J3-CPL<J3)-PCW+1 ST [̂ 24 3 
S(ROW,OOL)=S(RCWiCOL)+SV 0(1,3) ST [0244 
3903 I R(R L(K 1 ) .GE . 0 ) GO TO 39 0 4 ST [-245 
C0L=K1-CRL(K1)-RCW*1 ST] r 0 246 
S(ROW.COL)=SMC( 1 • A ) ST ] '0247 
39 0A I F ( PL ( K2 ) . f.P . 0 > r'0 T O 39 0 5 ST ; 1 p 4 G 0 L = K 2 - C R L ( K 2 ) - P C W • 1 ST 
' r p h q S(R0W,C0L>=SP.C(1,5> ST [ 0 25 0 3905 I P(P L(K3).NE.C) GO TO 3906 ST [ 0 2 5 1 
CCL = K^-CRL ( K 3 ) - P C W • 1 - ST ] r 0 2 5 2 
S(ROW,COL)= SNO(1,6) ST • R 2 K i 3906 ir(GOL.GT.UPW) URW=COL S T [0254 391 I F(R L(J2)•NE•0) GO TO 392 S T : [P255 
P rW=J?-CRL(J2) ST. [ 0 2 5 6 
S(ROW , 1 )= S(ROW,1)+SMD(2, 2) ST 1 '09 = 7 IE(»L(J3 ) .NE.C> GO TO 3912 ST" [02 58 
S(R0W,?)rS(RCr>,?>*SMD(2i 3 ) ST [ n259 
3912 
IP(RL(K1),bE.0) GO TO 
3913 ST ] ' n 2 6 0 
COL =K 1-CRL(K1)-RCW + 1 ST ] : 0 2 6 1 
S(R0W,C0L)=S V'D(2,<O ST 1 '0262 
3913 I F ( RL(K2 > . NE . 0 ) GO T O 391 A ST] r263 
COL=KP-CPL(K2)-FCW*l ST ' 0 2 6 4 
S.(ROW,GOD rSNE<2,5) ST 0 2 6 5 
3914 Ir(R L(K 3).NE.0) GO TO 3915 ST 1 '0266 C0L=K3-CRl ( K 3 ) -R C W•1 ST ] 0 26 7 
S ( P 0 W , C 0 L > r S N 0 ( 2 « f ) ST 1 026P 
391 K IF CCGL .GT.UFW ) U r- W - C 0 L ST r f 2 6 9 
392 IF (PL ( J3) ,,\E .0) GO TO 3C'3 STi ' 0 2 7 0 
R G W = J 3 - C R L ' J 3 ) ST 1 '0 27 1 
S(R PV,1 ) = S ( R C W • 1 )+SPO(3, 3 ) ST . NO 27 2 
*** STI *** , PACE IF(RL(K1).NE.O) GO TO 3922 STI0272 COL = K 1-CPL (K15-ROW + 1 STI0274 S(ROW,G0L)=SMD(3,4 ) STI-275 3922 IF(RL<K?) .NF.C) GO TO 3923 STI 0 27A. COL=K2-CPL(K2)-PCW+l S T I 0 2 7 7 S(POW,G0L)=SNT(3,5) S T I 0 2 7 P 3923 IF CL(K3) .NF .0) GO TO 3924 S T I 0 2 7 P CGL = K7-CPL (K3 > -FCW*l S T I ? 2 u 0 s(Fou,coL)=sy.r(?,f) S T I r2 P 1 3924 IF(COL.GT.UBW) UFW=COL S T I 0 2 9 2 393 IF (RL(Kl ) .NF.P) GO TO 3 93 3 ST 1 0 2 8 3 R0W=K1-CRL(Kl) S T I 0 2 8 4 S(ROW,l)=S(ROW,])+SM0(4,4) STI 0285 IF(RL(K2) .NF.C) GO TO 7932 S T I 0 2 8 £ S ( R 0 W - 2 ) = 0 ( F 0 W , 2 ) + ? NO ( 4 , 5 ) S T T r' "> p 1 3932 I F(P L ( K3 ) . NF . 0 ) GO TO 3 9 3 3 S T I •! 2 8 P COL=K3-GRL(K3)-PCW+l S T I f 2 8 9 S (R 0 W , 0 0 L ) - S (ft C W , C 0 L > • S M D ( 4 , 6 ) STIC290 3933 I P(R L(K 2) .NE.O) GO TO 3°35 STI r29 1 R.0W = K?-CRL < K2 > c j -r r D q 2 S ( R 0 W 1 1 ) = S ( R 0 W , 1 ) • S V D ( 5 , 5 ) S T I 0 2 9 3 I P (PL (K 3) .NE.O TO TO 3935 S T I 0 2 9 4 S ( R 0 * , 2 ) = 0 ( R C V. , 2 ) + S ND ( 5 , G ) c; T J n p Q k 3935 IF(RL(K3 ) .NF »fl> GO TO 2 STI 0296 p n W = K 2 - 0 F L ( K 3 ) S T I - 0 9 T S ( P 0 V. , 1 ) = S (R C V ,1 ) + S N D ( G , G ) S T I 0 2 9 8 GO TO 2 S T I 0 2 9 9 40 I F < R L ( J1 ) . N E . 0 ) GO TO 4050 S T I 0 3 0 0 ROW-Jl-GPL(Jl) ST I 0 3 0 1 S ( P OW , 1 ) = S (R C W , 1 ) + ( 1 , 1 ) S T I 0 3 0 2 IF<RL(J2) .NE.O) GO TO 4 001 S T T r- 7 P "* S ( R 0» 2 ) = S ( R 0 U , 2 ) + S ND ( 1 , 2 ) S T I 0 3 0 4 4001 IF(RL(J3).NE.O GO TO 4002 ST 1 0 305 COL = J3-CP.L ( J 2 ) -POW+ 1 S T I 0 3 0 i S(ROW,COL)rS(RCk,COL)*SND(1,3) S T I 0 7 0 7 400 2 TF(PL(J4).i\JF.0) GO TO 40 0 3 STIp3 08 C0L-J4-CRL(J4)-RCW+1 STI030P S ( P 0 W , 0 0 L ) = S ( P C W , C 0 L ) • S NO f 1 , 4 ) S T I 0 3 1 0 4002 IF L(J5 ) .NF . 0 ) GO TO 4 0 04 S T I 0 2 1 1 COL = vJc-CRL(Ĵ )-FOW+l ST I 0 31 2 S I R OW , C 0 L ) ' S ( R 0 W , C OL ) + S M 0 ( 1 , 5 ) S T I 0 7 1 2 4 0 04 TMRL< J6).NF.C) CO TO 4CC5 S T I 0 7 1 4 CPL-JG-CRL(JG)-RCV+1 ST I 0315 S(POW.COL)=S(kCW,COL)+SMD(l,F) S T I 0 2 1 6 400^ IpfRL(Kl).N' 0.0) 0 0 TO 4 0 0 G ST I 031 7 C0L=K1-CPL<K1)-RCV+1 S T I 0 3 : p S (R 0 w , C 0 L ) = s y 0 fl , 7 ) ST I 071 5 4 00 f I F ( P L ( K 2 ) . N E: . C ) GO TO 4 0 0"? S T I 0 3 2 0 
C0L=K2-CRL(K2)-RCW*1 
S(ROW,COL)=SMO(1,B> 
4007 IF(RL(K3) .NE.O) GO TO 40C8 
C0L=K3-C DL(K3)-PCW+1 S(ROW,COL)=SNr(l,Q) 
4 0 0 8 I F(R L(*t ) . NE . 0 ) GO TO 4 0 09 CCL=K4-CPL(K4)-RrW+l 
S ( R 0 W , C 0 L ) = S ̂  P ( 1 • 1 0 ) 4 0 09 IF(PL(K5).NC.0) 0 0 TO 4010 
C0L. = K5-CRL(K5)-FCW + 1 S(ROW,COL)=SyP(l,ll) 4010 IP(RL(KG).NE.O) GO TO 4011 
CCL=K6-CRL(K6)-R0W+1 
S(ROW,COL)=SyC<l,l?) IF(GOL.GT.GPU) UPW=COL 
4 050 I F ( R L ( J 2 ) • N E • 0 ) GO TO 4 100 
R 0 W = J 2 - C P. L ( J 2 ) 
S ( R 0 W , 1) = S ( R 0 W , 1 ) • S N• D ( 2 , 2 ) 
IF(PL(J3).NE.P) GO TO 4051 
S<ROW ,2)=S<RCU,2)+SNP<2,3) 
4051 IF(RL(J4).NE.C) GO TO 40 5 2 
C0L = J4-CRL( Jft )-PCW*l 
S(R0W,C0L)=S.(RCW,CCD+SM0(2,4) 
4 05 2 IF(P L(J5 ) . N E . 0 ) GO TO 4 0 5 3 
C0L=J5-CRL(J5)-RCW+I 
S(PCW,C0L)=S(RCW,COL)+SM0(2, c) 
4 05 3 IF(PL(JG).NE .0) GO TO 4 0 54 
C0L=J6-CRL(J6)-RCW*1 S (ROW , G O D = S (ROW , GOD +SMD ( 2,6 ) 
4054 IF(RL(K1 ) .NE.O) GO TO 4055 
C0L=K1-CRL(K1)-RCW+l 
S (ROW,COL)=S^C(2,7) 
4055 IF(PL(K2).NE.G) GO TO 4056 CCL=^2-CRL (K2)-PCW+1 
S(ROV ,COL)=SNO(2,8) 
4056 IF<PL(K3).NE.O) GO TO 40 57 
COL = K3-CPL(K 3 ) -PCW + 1 S (ROW ,COL) = S MO ( 2 ,5 ) 
4057 I F ( c L ( K 4 ) . N E . 0 ) GC TO 4058 
COL=K4-CRL(K4>-PGW+l 
S(R0W,C0L)=Sr'D(2,lC) 
405P IF (RL(K5 ) .NE .0) GO TO 4059 
CCL=K5-CRL(K5)-R0W+1 
s (R"W ,cod =svr (?, 1 1 ) 
4059 I r ( P L ( K 6 ) . N F . D GO TO 4060 C 0 L = K f - C R L ( K ) - P C W • 1 
S ( P 0 W , C 0 L ) = c N P ( 2 . 1 2 ) 4 06 0 IF (COL.GT.UFW ) UGW=COL 
*** STI *** , PAGE 
STIC321 
STI0322 
S T I 0 3 2 3 
S T I 0 3 2 A 
ST I n 3 2 c 
STI032^ 
0 T I 0 3 2 7 
S T I 0 3 2 8 
STI0329 
S T I 0 3 3 0 
S J I 0 3 3 1 
ST I 0332 
S T I 0 3 3 3 
S T I r 3 3 4 
S T I 3 3 . 
ST I ̂ 33^ 
STI0337 
STI0 33* 
S T I 0 3 3 9 
S T I P 3 4 n 
STI n341 
S T I 0 3 u 2 
ST 10 34 3 
S T I 0 3 4 4 
S T I n 3 a K 
ST I 0 3 4 ̂  
S T I 0 3 ft 7 
STI0 34 8 
ST I 0 34 9 
S T I 0 3 5 0 
S T I 0 3 5 1 
S T I 0 3 5 2 
S T I 0 3 5 3 
S T I r< 3 5 4 
STI0 35 5 
S T I n 3 5 6 
ST 1 0 357 
S T I 0 3 5 8 
STI0359 
S T I 0 3 6 0 
S T I 0 3 6 1 
S T I " 3 6 2 
S T 7 0 3 G 3 
S T I j 3 G 4 
S T I 0 3 6 5 
STI'' < 
S T T 0 3 f 7 
S T I 0 3 6 P 
*** STI *** , PAGE 0 4100 IFCRLfJ3).NE.O) GO TC 
R0W = J3-CRL(vJ3) 
4150 FT] '0399 
ST] 0 3 7 0 S(ROW , 1 )=S(R CW,1) + SMD( 3,3) ST ] 0371 
IE(RL(J4) . NE.O) CO TO 41 CI ST] 0 372 S (R OW, 7) -S ( ROW * 2 ) + SMD ( 3,4 ) ST ] ["377 
4101 IF(RLCJ5). rE.0) GO TO 4102 FT 1 037 4 
CCL=J5-CRL<J5J-RCW+1 ST ] 0 775 S(RPV,COL)= S(ROWtCCD + SMO(3,5) ST ] 0 3 7 6 4102 IF (RL(JG) .NE.O) GO TO 4103 ST ] 7
COL-Jf-C^L(JAj-RCW+1 ST ] r: 3 7? S(POW.COL)=S(PCU,COL> • SNO(3 ,6 ) ST] 0379 4102 I F ( R L ( K 1 ) . N E . 0 ) GO TO 4104 ST] 0 3 8 0 C0L=K1-CPL(K1)- DCW+1 ST " 38 1
S (ROW , COL)-ONT(2,7) ST ] 0 3 ft 2 4104 IF(RL(K7).\F.O) GO TO 4105 S T ] 0 3 6 3 C0L=K2-CRL(K2)-PCW+1 ^T [ r 3 P 4 S(ROW,GOL)=SiVF{3,E) ST 
r 3 p c 4105 IE f R L(K3).NE.0) GO TO 4106 ST ] 0 3 8 6 CCL=K3-CRL(K2)-RCW+1 ST] 03F 7 
S(ROW.COL)rS vn(2,9) ST] o 3 8 P 4106 I F ( R L(K 4 •N E.0) GO TO 4107 ST 1 ' 0 7 P 9 
C0L=K4-CRL(K4)-RCW+1 ST" r0390 S ( ROW , COL) =SN.r (2,10) 
I F ( R L ( K 5 ) . N E . 0 ) G C TO ST ] ' 0 3 91 4107 4108 ST ' .0392 
C0L=K5-CRL(K5)-RCW*1 ST] 0393 S ( ROW,COL)=SMO(2,11) ST] [ ̂ 394 
41 OP IE(°L(K6).NE.O) CO TO 4109 ST ] r 0 7 9 c COL=KF-CRL(K6>-PGW+1 ST ] 
o is c SfROV,OOL)=SNF(3,12) ST 1 r h 3 9 7 4 109 IF(COL.GT.UBW) UBW=COL ST] 0 3984150 IF < RL(J4) .NE.O) GO TO 4200 ST 1 r 0 3 9 9 R O W r J 4 - C R L ( ) ST 1 '04 0 0 S(ROW,l )=0(RCU,1 >*SND< 4,4) ST ] '0 4 0 1 I F (RL(J5 ) .NE.0) GC TO 4151 ST ] [0402 
S ( R 0 W , 2 ) = S ( R 0 W , 2 ) • S NO ( 4 , 5 ) ST 1 04 C 3 4 151 IP(RL(J6).\E«0) GO TO 4152 ST ] f: 4 0 4 
COL=JG-CRL(J6)-PCW+l ST [r405 S(ROU,COL)=S(ROW,COL) + SMD(4.6) ST [0 40 , 4152 I F ( P L(K1 ).N E•0) G C TO 4 153 ST ] r>4 07 C0L=K1-CPL(K1)-PCW+1 ST" ' 0 4 C 8 S (ROW. COL) = S Ni E: < 4,7) ST ]0 4 0 9 4152 IF(PL(K2).NF .C) CO TO 4154 ST 1 .0410 COL = K?-CRL ( K 2 ) -R 0 W•1 ST ] n 4 H 
S(RCW,C0L)=SXC(4,R) ST ] 04 12 4154 I F ( P L(K 7 ) . NE . C ) GO T C 4155 ST" r 0 4 1 3 C0L = K3-CPL(K 2)-ROW + l ST" 0414 
S ( R 0 ' . < , C 0 L ) = S M n ( 4 * 9 ) ST " 4155 IF < p L < K 4) , N F • 0 ) 00 TO 4 1 c 6 ST 1 04 16 
*** STI *** , PAGE 
C0L=K4-CRL(K4)-PCW*1 ST I n 4 1 7 S(POW,COL)=SVC(4,10) ST I r 4 1 P 
4156 IF(t?L(K5).NE.O) GO TO 4157 S T I 0 4 1 9 
CCL=K5-CPL(K5 )-"CW + l S T I n 4 2 0 
S<£OW,OOL) =S,V 0(4,11) S TI^421 
41 57 I F ( R L ( K 6 > . N E . 0 ) G C TO 4 15 8 ST I"A ? 2 
COL = K6-CP|_ (K6 ) -PCW + 1 S T I 4 2 3 
SCR0W,COL)=SND(4 f12> ST I ̂ 4 2 ̂  4 158 I F ( C 0 L . G T . 0 P W ) U P W = C 0 L S T I 0 4 2 5 
42 00 I^"(RL( J5) .NE.O) GO TO 4250 S T I r' 4 2 6 
RPW = J c ;-GRL(J5) S T I r 4 2 7 
S ( RP'.J ,1)=S(P CU , 1 ) • c N O < 5 • 5) nft 2P 
IF(RL(JG).KF.C) GO TG 4201 STI C42 c 
S (RRW > 2)=S(RCW,2)+ SMD ( 5 ,6 ) STI0430 4201 IF(P L(K 1) . NF . 0 ) GO T C 42 02 ST I ̂ 431 
COl=K!-CPL<Kl>-ROW+l ST I 0432 
S f 0. 0 y . C 0 L ) = S N C ( K , ) S T I 4 3 3 
4202 I F r P l. ( K 2 ) . NF . C ) GO TO 42 0 3 S T I 0 4 3 4 
CCL = K2-CRl. (K2 ) -PCW + 1 ST I r'4 35 
S (ROV,COL)=SMD(5,8) ST I 0436 420 2 IP(RL(K3).GF.C) PC TO 4 2 04 S T I 0 4 3 7 
COL = K.T-CPL <K3) - RCW* 1 5.J J n 4x p 
S(R0W,C0D=SMC( C,9) ST I^4 3 P 
4204 IF(RL(K4).NE,0) G 0 TO 42 0 5 S TI044j 
CCL=** -C RL t K4 ) - RCW + 1 STI r441 
Sf pOW,GOL)=S^P( c,10) S T 7 f.' 4 4 2 
4205 IF<RL(K5).\F.C> GO TO 420^ S T I n ft 4 T 
C0L=K5-CRL (KP ) -RCW + 1 ST ̂"ft 4 4 
S ( R 0 W , C 0 L ) = S M 0 ( 5 , 1 1 ) S T I 0 4 4 5 42 0 6 I F- ( R L ( K 6 ) . N5 . 0 ) GO T C 4207 S T T n 4 4 e. 
COL=KG-CRL(K6)-P0W*1 S T I P 4 4 7 
S ' 8-0• W *C 0L) = S y P ( 5 , 1 2 > ST I ̂ 4 8 4207 IF (GOL.GT.UPW) UPU = COL ST I^4 49 
4250 I P (PL( J6 ) .NF.0) GO TO 4 300 S T I 0 4 5 0 
R OW = J6-CRL(JG) S T IC45 1 
S(SOU, 1> = S <R OV »1 >+ SMD ( 6 ,6) ST T '?4 5 2 IF(RL<Kl).NF.0) GO TO 4251 S T T " ft ̂ 3 
CCL = K1-CPL (Kl )-R.CW + l 
S<ROW,COL>=SMC<f ,7) STI 0 4 55 
42 51 IF(RL(K2).NF.O) GO TO 4252 S T I 0 ft 5 6 
COL=K2-CRL(K2)-POW+l ST I n457 
S(RCW ,COL)=SRR(6,8) STI045P 
4252 I F(R L(K 3).N 5.0 > GO TO 4253 S T I n 4 c> 9 COL=K3-CRL(K3)-PCW+l S T I 0 4 6 0 
S(ROW.COL)=SNP(P»9) S T I c 4 6 1 
4 25 2 I F ( P L ( K 4).n£.P J GO TO 4 25 4 ST I 04 62 
C 0 L = K 4 - C P L < K4 > - P 0 V • 1 S T T "463 S ( P 0 N . G 0 L ) r S P P ( 6 , 1 0 ) S T I " 4 <0 A 
*** STI *** , PA GE 
4254 IF(RL(K5).NE.0) GC TO 4255 STI 046
c 
C0L=K5-CRL(K5)-P CW + 1 STI 
S<R0W,C0L)=SYn(6,ll> S
 T I r- 4 A 7 4255 IE(°L(K6).NE.C) GC TO 4256 STI p.
COL = K 6-CRL(K6)-PCV+1 ST I 0 4 6? S(RCW,C0L)=SNC(6,17) ST I ̂47 n 
4 256 I F f COL • GT. i.iBV! > LBW = COL STI ~471 
4300 IF(RL(K1).NE.C) GO TO 4 35C STI r'4 72 
RCW=K1-CPL(K1) ST I 0472 
2 (ROW , 1 ) =S (R 0 W, 1 ) + OND (7,7) ST T 0 A 7 A IF(RL(K? .\E.0) GO TO 43 0 1 STI ̂ ^7z 
S { B 0 'R' * 2 ) = ? ( R 0 V , 2 ) • R 0 0 ( 7 , 8 ) STI ̂ 476 4301 IF(PL(K3).NE.O) GO TO 4 3 02 ST I "477 
COL-K3-CPL(K3)-FCW+1 STI C4 7P 
S(ROW,COL)-S(ROW,COL)+SMP(7.9) S
TI r=4 7 9 4302 I F ( P L < K 4 ) . N E . 0 ) GO TO 4 7 0-3 STI "AFC 
COL = K4-CP[ tK • 4 ) -P0 W + 1 
STI n- 4 P 1 
S(PO.NGOL)=S(RCW,COL)+SND(7,10) STI 0 A p ? 4302 I F(R L(K5 ) . N E . 0 ) GO TO 4 3 0 4 ST I 0 4 P. 2 COL=<5-CPL(K5)-FCW+l STI n p_ 4 
S < P 0 W , CO L ) = S ( R 0 W , C OL ) + SM 0 ( 7 , 11) STI 6 4 ? 5 4204 IF( L(K6).l\E.O) GO TO 43 5 0 STI r & p. £
C0L = K6-CPL(K6 )-&CV*l STI ̂  a o 7 S(RCW,C0L)=S<RCW,C0L)+SKP(7,12) C T T 
C ! 1 
r A n o 
I T r r 
4 35 0 I F ( P L ( K2 ) . NF . 0) GO 10 4 4 0 0 STI OAS? ROW=K2-CRL(K2) STI r! it Q Q
S ( R 0 W • 1 ) = S ( R C k , 1 ) • S FD ( P , P ) STI r a<3 { IF ( PL(K3 ) . NF . 0) GO TO 4 35 1 STI r\ 4 ° ' S(R0W,2)=S(RCV,2) + S'-,D(P,E) STI r 6 q 3 4351 I F ( R L ( K 4 > . F . 0 ) GO TO 4 3 52 STI r 4 9 4 COL-K4-CPL (K4)-POW + l STI ̂ 9 c S ( R 0 W * C C I.) = S ( R C W . C 0 L ) • S N D ( P . 1 0 ) STI 0 4^6 4352 IF(RL(K5).NE.O) CO TO 4 T 5 3 STI 0 Aq7 C0L=K5-CRL(K5)-PCW+1 STI 0 4 9 P S(ROy.COL)=S(PCk ,,COL)+SND(P,ll) STI 
4353 IF(RL(K6).NE.C) GO TO 44 0 0 STI 65 0 0 COL-Kr-OPL (Kf ) -ROW + 1 STI 0 5 0 1 S (R OP, COL) = S ( ROW, COL)+SMP(P, 12) STI 
4400 IF(PL(K3 ) .NT»0) GO TO 41 STI 
r' 5 0 3 
P C W - K 3 - C R L CK 3) ST T 
r5 04
S ( R 0 W , 1 ) = S ( R,©W , 1 ) • F MO ( R , G ) STI 0 5 0 5 IE (PL (K4 ) ,NE .0 ) GO TO M 0 1 STI ("506
S ( P. 0 W, 2 ) = S < R 0 W , 2 ) + F'".D (9,10.) STI <" 507 4401 I F ( &L(K5 . NE . 0 ) GO TO 4 4 0 2 STI ~5 Q p 
C 0 L = K 5 - C P L ( K 5 ) - P 0 W • 1 STI C C O C 
S ( P 0 V « C 0 L ) = S ( P C W , C PL ) + S NO ( 9 , 1 1 ) ST J 0 5 10 4402 I F ( wL(K6 ) . N F . 0 ) GO TO 4 1 9 T T o 511 C0L=K6-CRL(K6)-PCW+1 STI r 51 2 
*** STI ***• , PA ̂ E 
S(P0W,COL)=S(RCW,C0L)+SMD(9,12) STT-:P13 
41 I F ( P L ( K 4 ) • N E • 0 ) GO TO 4 2 S T I " c 1 4 
R?W=K4-CRL(K4) C T T rr 1 ̂  
S ( 0 O V ,1)= S(R CU , 1 ) + SMD(1C , 1 C ) S TI r t 7lP I c f RL(K5).NE . 0 ) GO T C 4 11 E T I 0 5 1 7 S f R O ^ P ^ S C R O L . P ) - ^ ' 0(10,11; 
sTI :• b i P 411 I F ( R L(K f J.NE.0) GO TO 42 C J J r r. 1 Q COL = KG-CRL (KG ) -P0V + 1 PT T'520 
S (RCW iC'Ql) =S ( ROW, COL) + SP0 ( 1 0,12 ) S T I n 5 2 1 
42 IP(PL(K5).NE.O) GO TO 43 S T I n 5 2 2 
R 0 W = K 5 - C P. L < K 5 ) S T I 0 5 2 3 
S ( R 0 W , 1 3 5 S ( P C W , 1 ) + S MD ( 11 . 11 ) S T I r r- ? 4 I F(PL(K G).NE . 0) GO TO 4 3 S T 1 r 5 2 c
S ( R 0 , 2 ) - S { R C W , 2 ) + S V 0 ( 1 1 • 1 2 ) 
C T T n r: 2 £ 
43 I F ( R L < K 6 ) - N E . 0) GC TO 2 S T I ° 0 2 7 RCW=K6-CPL(K6) S T I : 5 2 P 
S(R 0 W , 1> = S(R C W,1)+ SMD(12, 1 2 ) S T I r 5 2 9 
G O TO 2 ST 1'5 7 0 P7 DC PR 1 = 1 t-N c T T n r "* 1 
D n PR J = 1 • fs S T T r 5 3 2 
I F(A P p(S(I , J) ) . G T . . 0 0 0 1 ) GO T C 8 9 STI' E 3 2 
G n TO PR S T I r 5 3 4 
' P-O lc(J.GT.UEW) LBW=J S T10 5.3 5 P 8 C O.N T T NIJ F S T ! r 5 3 ? 
IF(IFLAG.EP.O) GC TO GO S T I 0 5 3 7 
c cccccccc c 
C WRITE OUT ROW IREK OF PACKED STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C 
DO 1 TPEK=1,N ST I 0 C 3 P 
W p I TE( 1 1 "IREK) (S( IPEK,J) , J = 1 *,tl P W ) R T I 0 5 3 9 
1 CONTINUE S T T r 5 ft 0 
L 
CCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCG c cccccccc 
60 RETURN STI0 541 
END STI'5ft2 
* D E C K D C B A N D 
S U B R O U T I N E D C 8 A \'D (N « U B W • A • I 1 • * • * ) 
I N T E G E R U R W . P . G 
D I M E N S I O N A < I 1 , I 1 ) 
D O 1 0 C 1 = 1 • N1 
P = N - I + 1 
I F ( U P W . L T . P ) P = U B W 
D O M O J = 1 , P 
O = U E W - J 
I F U - 1 . L T . O ) G = I - 1 
SIJM = A 'I.J) 
IF(0.L T . 1 ) G O T C 1 0 2 
D ° 110 K = l ,G 
S U N = S U M - A < I - K . 1 + K ) * A ( I - K , J + K ) 
1 1 0 C O N T I " U E 
1 0 2 I F ( J . N E . L ) GO T G 1 P 1 
I P ( S T ) » G T . 0 . 0 ) GC T O 1 0 3 
• R E T U R N 1 
1 0 3 TE'-'P=1 . O / S G R K S L ' M ) 
A C I , J ) = T E M P 
ON T C L O O 
1 0 1 A * I , J ) = S U M * T E N F 
1 0 0 CC^'TIR- UF 
E N D " 1 
* » * C C P * * * 7 P A G E 
D C R : O O F 
O CR- C O 1 
C C D " 0 ̂  2 0 C E R 0 0 2 
D C B P 0 0 A 
5 C R R' 0 0 5 
D C P ? 0 0 P 
D C E 0 0 0 7 0 C P ' 0 0 ? 
C C N ? C C 3 0 C B 0 0 1 0 
D C D R' 0 1 1 
D C 3 0 1 2 
D C B " 0 1 3 
C C D - 0 1 * 
D C R 0 6 1 A 
C C P '.• 0 1 7 0 C P " 0 1 R 
C C B R 0 1 P 
D C E •* 0 2 0 
D C P C 0 2 1 
C C E 0 0 2 2 
N R P ' r. I I 
L> V- T ' fc* w ^ 
D C B 0 0 2 A 
*** LDA * D E C K LDATA 
SUBROUTINE LDATA 
COf.KON DUMP( 972 )1DUN6(39) , IDU*3(44),IDLM4(11) , 
11X16,1X17,1X18 .1X19,1X20,1X21,1X22,1X23,IX. 24,1X25,1X26,1X27, 
2TDU M7(306), 
5COLIDl(A8),CCLID2(4 8), prMDl( 1P),P MIO2(3F).PpIDl(20),PRID2(20) 
COMMON I TAB ( 3 0 0 ) , IS EC ( 3 0 0 ), I F I P S T , M , E , P J ( 6 0 0 ) , 
lXflCO),Y(100).7(100),L(300),AX(300).TV(300),IY(30 0),I7(300), 
2AP(6 0 0),A(600),AC(600),AE(6 00),S(-00,600),P(3 0 0,9), 
3 A ML ( 3 0 0 , 1 2 ) , S V ( 12 , 12) ,SMD< 12,1 2) ,C."P ( 12,12 ) , Av=( 12) , A^D( 12) ,G, 
AJJ( 3 0 0 ) . J K ( 3 0 0 ) ,LKL( 300 ) , JF ,KF ,TS,NOJ,RP, 
5RL ( 6 0 0 ),CDL( 6 0 0 ),N,UPV ,NJ, I v 1 1 ,IX1 2,IXI3,I XI A,1X15,NP OW,NU?W, 
6ST(3 6 0,360),D(f00), 
1N L S » L N , I F L A G , IFPP , ITRANS, ISTFD 
INTEGER TS,PL,CPL,UBU ,SN , A A 
RFAL IX.IY,I2,L 
C 
C INPUT AMD PRINT LOAD DATA 
C LOAD PARAMETERS 
C 
^A0 G LN=4N+1 
C ZERO OUT LOAD VECTOPS 
C 
DO A0 2 1 = 1 ,60 0 
A (I ) = 0.0 
A E ( I ) = 0 . 0 
AC( I) = 0.0 
A 02 CONTINUE 
DO A17 1=1,300 
LML(I)=0 
DO A0 1 J=l,12 
A M L ( I . J ) = 0 . 0 
A 01 CONTINUE 
A17 CONTINUE 
W p IT E ( 6 , 4 (; 3 ) L N 
403 FORMAT(IX,/,IX,"LOADING NO.",15/) 
PRINT 405 • 
4 05 FOR MAT( " NLJ NLM") 
R F A 0 ( 5 , 4 0 6 ) N L ̂  . N L M 
406 F 0 R M A T ( 2 I 3 ) 
y PIT E(G,4 C 7)NLJ, NLM 
40 7 FORMAT(" " , I 3 , I c ) 
IP(NLJ.EG.0)GC TC A 25 
C ACTIONS APPLIED AT JOINTS 
PP INT 4 OP 
4 0P F C P v A T("CACTIONS APPLIED AT JOINTS") 
PRINT 4^7 
409 FORMAT?" J O I N T 1 A5 I F ( T S . G E . 3 ) 0 C DO A12 J=l « N L c R E A D ( 5 . 4 1 0 ) K , A 410 FORMAT( I 3, 2F10 W R I T E ( 6 , 4 1 1 ) K , All F 0 o ^ A T ( " " . 1 4 , A12 CONTI MlF GO TO 42 E A13 I F ( T r . F 0 . G ) G C DO A 1G J=l ,NLvJ R E A 0 ( E , 4 1 4 ) K , A A 1 A F C R M A T U 3 . 3 F 1 C W R I T E ( 6 , 4 1 5 ) K , A 15 FORM AT (ii » , I 4 , 416 CONTINUE GO TO ARE A20 DO 424 j z 1 , N L <-R E A D (•.£•* 4 21 ) K • A 421 F 0 D " / f i T C I 3 . 6 F 1 C W R I T E ( 6 , 4 2 2 ) K , 4 2 2 F0 R M A T ( " " , I 4 , 4 2 4 C 0 N T I NIIE : ACTIONS AT EN 4 2 5 I F ( N L r-' • E Q . 0 ) G C T C PRINT 426 426 FORMAT* " C A C H E S PRINT A 2 7 42 7 FORMATta MEMEER 1 A M L 5 A M I F ( T C . N E . 6 ) G C TC PRTNT 42B 4 2 8 F 0 R r" A T ( " 1 A M L 11 AM 429 I F ( T S . L T . 3 ) G C TC DC 4 3 c J = 1 , NLM READ( 5 , 4 30 ) 1 .AML < 43 0 FORMAT( I 3 , G F 1 0 . 3 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 4 3 1 ) I ,AML 1 ) 431 FOR MAT( " " . I 4 , F 1 3 L M L ( I ) = 1 I F ( T S . N E . f ) G O TC P E A D ( 6 , A 3 2 ) A M L ( I , 1 A '•' L ( T « 1 2 ) 4 3 2 F c R :•• A T ( G p i [- . 3 ) 
WR I T E ( G , 4 3 3 ) A Y L ( I 
*** LDA *** , PAGE 
A 1 A2 ,A3 A4 LDA 0 030 A 6 " ) TC 413 LDA "03 1 L D A 0 0 3 2 ( 2 * K - 1 ) , A ( 2 * K ) L 0 A r 0 3 3 . 3 ) LDA0 034 A ( 2 * K - 1 ) , A ( 2 * K ) L D A 0 0 3 5 F13 . 3 . F 1 2 . 3 ) L D A " 0 3 P L D A n o ^ 7 L D A 0 0 3 8 T 0 420 L D A 0 0 3 9 L D A n 0 4 o ( 3 * K - 2 ) , A(3 + K - l ) . A ( 3*K) L D A 0 0 A 1 . 3 ) L D A 0 0 4 2 A ( 3 *K -2 ) , A ( 3 * K - 1 ) • A ( 3 * K ) L C A 0 0 4 3 F 1 3 . 3 . 2 F 1 2 . 3 ) L 0 A 0 0 4 4 LDA0 0 « 5 L D A r 0 ft c LP A r 047 (6 * K-5) , A ( 6 * K - 4 ) , A(6 * K-3 ) , A ( 6 * K - 2 ) . A ( 6 + K - 1 ) . A ( G * K ) LPA0048 . 3 ) LPA0049 A (£ *K -5 ) , A ( 6 * K - 4 ) . A ( 6 * K - 3 ) . A ( 6 * K - 2 ) . A ( 6 * K - 1 ) , A ( 6 * K ) L DA ' > 0 5 0 F 1 3 . 3 i 5 F 1 2 .3 ) L D A r 0 5 1 
CS OF R E S T R A I N E D MEMPERS DUE TO LOADS 
^00 
AT ENDS OF R E S T R A I N E D MEMBERS DUE TO L O A D S " ) 
AML1 A ML2 AML3 AM L4 
L f ) 
429 A ML7 L 1 2 " ) 44 0 
A MLR AML' A m L 1 C 
I . 1 ) . A M L ( I . 2 ) , A M L ( I . 3 ) . A N L ( I . 4 ) , A N L ( I , 5 ) , A M L ( I . 6 
( I , 1 ) , A M L ( I . 2 ) , A M L ( I . 3 ) , A M L ( I , 4 ) , A M L ( I , 5 ) , A M L ( I » 
• 3 . 5 F 1 2 . 3 ) 
4 3«= 
7 ) , A M L ( I . 8 > , A M L ( T , 9 ) , » v L ( T , 1 0 ) , A v L ( I • 11 ) , 
, 7 ) , A V L ( I , 8 ) , A v L ( I , 9 ) , A M L ( 1 , 1 0 ) . A M L ( I . 11 ) . 
LDA 0 05 3 
L D A f. 0 5 4 L D A 0 0 5 5 L P A R P 5 * L D A 0 0 5 7 
L D A 0 0 5 8 L D A 0 0 5 9 LDAO060 
L D A 0 0 6 1 L D A O 0 6 2 
) L D A 0 0 6 3 L D A n 0 6 4 £LDA906 C 
L D A 0 0 6 6 L D A 0 0 6 7 
L D A 0 0 G o 
L D A 0 0 6 9 
L P A 0 0 7 0 L D A 0 0 7 1 
PA GE 
LDA "072 
LDA 0 0 73 LP A 0 07A LP A M7C LDA ̂ 076
LDA 0077 
LDA r O 7P LDA ̂  0 7q LDA "080 
LDA n 0 c 1 
* * * LDA * * 
1 A F L ( 1, 12 ) 
433 FOPMATC " , F 1 7 • 3 , 5 P 12 . 3 ) 
435 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 5 0 
440 DO 445 j:1,Mf 
READ(5,A41)I,AML(I,1),AML(I,2),AVL(I,3),AML(I,4) 
441 F 0 R v. A T ( I 3 , 4 F 1 0 . 7 ) 
UPITE < 6• 442 )I,A ML(I ,1 ) , ANL ( I » 2) , AML(I•2 ) ,A ML( I ,4) 
442 F 0 R M A T < " ",I4.F12.3,3F12.3) 
L M L ( I ) = 1 
4 4 5 C0NT IMUF 
C CONSTRUCTION OF VECTORS ASSOCIATED WITH LOADS 
C ECU IV*LENT JOINT LOADS 
4 5 0 I F ( T S . ^ Q . l ) C C T O 4 G C L C A " 0 0 2 IFfT?.rC.2)GC TO 470 L D A ̂  0 8 3 IMTS.Ll.nOO TO 4P,G L D A 0 0 P 4 
GC TO 49 0 LDA-085 
460 00 465 1=1,M LDA0 0P6 
I r ( L L ( I ) . N E • 1 ) G C T 0 4 6 5 L D A 0 0 8 7 AF(7*I-1) = AE(2*I-1)-AML(I,1> L 0 A 0 0 ° R 
AE(?*I) = AE(2*I)-Af',L(I»2) L D A 0 0 P 9 
AE'2*I+1)=AE(2*I*1)-ANL(I,3) LDA 0 090 AJ ( 2 * I • 2 ) = A E ( 2 * I + 2 ) - A F, L ( I , 4 ) L n A 0 0 9 1 
4 6 5 C 0' IT I f.] l i r. L D A n 0 9 2 
G O JO 500 L D A n 0 9 3 
470 DO 47^ 1 = 1, N LDA r'094 
I F ( L F L ( I ) . K E . 1 ) G 0 T C 4 7 5 L D A P 0 9 5 
JJT=JJfI) LDA0C96 
JKT=JMI> L nA 0 0 9 7 
AE(7*JJT -1)=AE(2*JJT - 1 )-R( I , 1)*AKL(I,1)-RCI,2)*AML(I,2) LDA00OP 
AEi2*JJT )=AE(2*JJT )-D(I,2)+A VL(I,1)-R(I,4)* AMLd,2) LPA0099 
AP(2*vIKT -1 ) = AE(2 *JKT - 1 ) - P ( I , 1) * A »L ( J , 3 )-R f T , 3 ) * A M L ( I , 4 ) LOA01C0 
A E(? * J K T ) = A F ( 2 * J K T )-R(I,2)*ANL(I,3)-R(T,4)*ANL'T,4) LDA0101 
475 CONTINUE LDA0 102 
GO TQ SOG LDA0 103 
480 DO 485 I = 1 , M L D A " 1 0 4 
ir(L vL(I).NE . l)GC TO 4&5 LDA"105 
JJT=JJ<I) LDAOIO^ 
JKT = JK( I > LOA0 107 
AE(3*JJT -2)=AE(3+JJT -2 ) -R < I » 1 ) * AML (I,1)-RU,4)*AML(I,2)-R(T,7)LDAC10P 
1 * A N L C I , 3 ) 
AE ( 3 * J JT -1> = AE(3*JJT -1)-P(I,2)*AKL(I,1)-R(I,5)*AML(I,2)-P(I,8)LPA010S 
1 * A M L ( I , 3 ) 
A E < 7 *jjj ) = A P(3 *JJT )-R(I,3)*ANL(I,l)-R(I,6)*AML(I,2)-R(I,9)*ANLLDA0110 
1(1,3) 
AF ( 3*JKT -2)=AF(3*JKT -7)-P(I , 1 ) *AtfL F I ,4)-R( I , 4 ) * AML(I , 5 ) -R(I , 7 ) LDA 0 1 1 1 
1 * AP.L ( 1,6) 
A E(3 * J K T - 1 )- A E(3*JKT - 1 >-P( I , 2)* AHL(I,4)-R ( I , c ) * AML(I,5)-R(I,6)L DA 0 1 1 2 
*** LDA *** i FACE 
1*AML(I,6) 
AE ( 3*JKT ) = AE(3 *JKT )-R(I,3)*AML(I,4)-R(I,6)*AML(I,5)-R(I,9)*AMLLCA0113 
1 ( I . A ) 
A85 CONTINUE LDA0114 
GO TO 5 0 0 LDA C U E 
490 0 0 4 9 5 1 = 1,M LD A 0 11 6 
IF(LML(I ) .NE . 1) GC TO 495 LDA 0 11 7 
JJT = J J U > LCA01IP 
J K T = J K ( I ) L n A 0 11 9 
AE < 6*JJT -5)=AE(6*JJT -5)-R(I,l)*AML(I»l)-R(I,4)*AMLd,2)-R(I,7)LDA0120 
1 * Af* L ( I • 3 ) 
AE(6*JJT -4)=AE(6*JJT -4)-R(I,2)*APL(I,l)-R(I,5)*AML(I,2)-R(I,8)LPA0121 
1 * A N L ( I , 3 ) 
AE (6*JJT -3)=AE(6*JJT -3)-P(I,3)*ANL(I,l)-R(I,6)*AML(I,2)-P(I,9)LDAC122 
1* Af-'L (1,3) 
AE < 6*JJT -2)=AE(6*JJT -2)-R(I,l)*AML(I,4)-R(I,4)*ANL(I,5)-R(I,7)LDA0123 
1* Af-'L (1,8) 
' AE(8*JJT -1)=AE(R*JJT -1)-P( T,2)*ANL(I.4)-R(I,E>*AML(I,5)-R(I,8)LPA0124 
1 * A v L ( I , 6 ) 
AE(6*JJT )=AE(6*JJT )-R(I,3)*ANL(I,'O-R(I,6)*AML(I,5)-R(I,9)*AMLLDA0125 
1(1 ,6) 
AF ( 6*JKT -5)=AE(6*JKT -5)-R(I,l)*AML(I,7)-R(I,4)*AML(I,8)-R(I,7)LDAC126 
1 * A VL( 1,9) 
AE(6*JKT -4)=AE(6*JKT -M-R(I,2)*AM. L(I»7)-R ( T , 5 ) * A v L ( I , 8 ) - R ( I , 8 ) L D A 0 1 2 7 
1 * A >' L ( 1*9) 
AE C 6*JKT -3)=AE(6*JKT -3)-P(I,3)*AMl(I,7)-R(I,6)*AHL(I,P)-R(I,9)LDA0128 
1 *A,VL ( I , Q ) 
AE(6*JKT -2)=AE(6*JKT -2)-R(I,l)*ANL(I,10)-P(I,4)*AML(I»ll)-R(I,LDAC129 
1 7 ) * A r' L ( I , 1 2 ) 
AE(6 *JKT -1)=AE(6*JKT -l)-R(I,2)*AML(7,10)- t'(I,El*ANL(I,ll)-R(I,LDA0130 
1 8 ) * A " L ( I , 1 2 ) 
AE <6*JKT )=AE(6*J^T )~R(T,3)*ANL(I,1C)-R(I,6)*AML(I,11)-R(I,9)*ALDAC131 
1 M L ( I , 1 2 ) 
A 9 5 CONTINUE L D A 2 1 3 2 
C COMBINED JOINT LOADS 
5 0 0 NPNR = M+NR LOAD 133 
DO 5 0 5 J = 1 , N'P N P LDA 0 134 
IP(RL(J).NE.0)GCTO501 LDA0 135 
K=J-C°L(J) LDA^IS^ 
G O T O 5 0 2 L D A r13 7 
5 0 1 K = N + CPL(J) LDA 0 138 
502AC(K)rA(J)+AE(J) LDA0 139 
5 05 CONTINUE LDA014 0 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC c cccccccc c 
C URITE OUT LOAD VECTOR LN TO DISK 
C 
*** LDA *** . PAGE 







7ERO OUT REACTION VECTOR 
418 
95 






DO AIR 1=1,600 
A R ( I ) = 0 • 0 
CONTINUE 
PRINT P9 
FORMAT ( " 0JOINT DISPLACEMENTS") 
PRINT 3 P Q D M A K " JOINT 
D5 
J = N + 1 
N P N P = N • N R 
DO 41 K=1,NPNR 
JF=NPNR-K+1 
IF(RL(JE).EO.0) GO TO 42 
DJ(JE)=0.0 
GO TO 41 
J = J-1 
DJ(JE)=D(J) 
CONTINUE 
IF(TS.GE.3) GC TO 50 
NJ2=2*NJ 
DC 52 JE=2.NJ2,2 
JE2=JE/2 
WRITE(6, 521)JE2,CJ(JE-1) ,DJ(JE) 
FORMAT ( " »',I4,1PE16.5 ,1PE12.5) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 
IF(TS.EQ.6)G0 TO 51 M J 3 = 3 * N J DO 511 JE=3,NJ3,3 
D2 D3 D4 
, PAGE 1 
R E S 0 0 0 0 
RES 0 0 0 1 
RES^002 
R E S 0 0 0 3 




R E S 0 0 0 8 
R F S 0 0 0 9 
PES001O 
RES0011 




P P S 0 0 1 f 
RESC017 
RES0018 R E S 0 0 1 9 
R E S r C 2 0 
R F S 0 0 2 1 
RES0022 
R E S n 0 2 3 
R E S 0 0 2 4 
RES "025 
R E S '• 0 2 c R E S 0 0 2 7 
RES 0 0 2 R 
R F S 0 r 2 9 
R E S 0 0 3 0 
R F S 0 3 1 
RES n032 
R E S 0 0 3 3 o 
•DECK RESULT SUBROUTINE RESULT COMMON DUM5(9 72),DUM6<39) »IDUM3<M).I0LM4<11) , 
11X16,1X17,1X18,1X19,1X20,1X21,1X22,IX?3,IX24,1X25,1X26,1X27, 
2 I DUN 7 ( 30 6 ) , 
5CCLIOl(48),CCLin2(48),EMlDK38),P^ID2(3R),PRICl(20),RRID2<20) 
COMMON ITAP(30C),ISEC(300),IFI : 5RT,M,E,DJ( 6 00), 
lX(100),Y(10 0),7(10 0),L(300),AX(30C),Ty(3 0n),lY(300),IZ(30C), 
2AR<G00),A(CC0),AC(GC0),AE(6OO),S(60C,fCC),R(3CG,9), 
3ANL(3CO,12),SN(12,12),RND(12,12),R''P(12,12),AN(12),AMD(12),0, 
4JJ(30 0) »J* ( 3 0 0 ) , LML (3 0 0) , JF , KE ,TS . *:D J, NR.« 
5RL (6 CO ) ,CRL ( 60 0 ) ,N ,UP l',NJ,I XI1 ,1 XI 2, IX 1 3, 1X14 , 1X15, NROW,NUEV», 
6ST(360.3 6 0),D(6 00), 
1 N L R , L r i , I F L A G , I E R R , I T R A N S , I ? T F D 
INTEGER TS,RL,CRL,UBW 
REAL I X,1Y,17•L 
*** RES *** , PAGE 
JE3=JE/3 RESC034 
URITF(6.512)JE3,CJ(JE-2).DU<JE-l),DvJ(JE) RE S C 0 3 5 
512 FOPMATC ,I4,1PE16.5,1P2E12.5) RFSCC36 
511 CONTINUE RES CO 37 
G O T O l »ES "0 38 
51 NJ6=6*NJ RESC039 DO 513 jrr6fNa»6 RES 0 0 4 0 
J R 6 = VJR/6 RFSC041 
URITE(6.51A)JE6.DJ(JE-5),DJ(JE-A).DJ(JE-3).DJ(vJE-2),DJ(JE-l).DJ(JERES0 042 
1 ) 
514 EOE^ATC " , I 4 , 1 F E 1 G . 5 , 1 P 5E 1 2 . 5 ) RRS"042 
5 1 3 C 0 N T I r; U E R F S " 0 4 4 
I PR TNT 11 PE.S0045 
II FORf'AJ ( "0MEN8ER END ACTIONS") PES^O** 
D R I N T 1 2 R E S RJ 0 ̂  7 
12 F 0 R v A T ( " MEMBER AN 1 AM 2 A * 2 £ v, 4 P E S P 0 * 8 
1 A M 5 A N 6 " ) 
• IF(TS.EQ.E)GCT0 13 REGO 0*5 
G 0 T 0 1 5 REST C5C 
1 3 P P I N T 1 4 P E S 0 " 5 1 
14 FDR'-' A T ( " AN 7 AN! 8 AMP AM10 PESO 0 52 
] A M U A y 12") 
15 1=0 PES0G52 
4 1=1+1 RES0054 
Ifd.OT.M) GC TC ICO P F S • • 0 5 5 
I F ( T S . G E . 3 ) 0 C T 0 61 PES "0 56 
J I = 2 * U J < I ) -1 PES 0 057 
J7=2*JJ(I) R8S00 C8 
K1 = ?*JK(I)-1 PES 0059 
K 2 = 2 * J K ( I ) PES 00 60 
G O T 0 6 3 " RPS°06] 
61 IF(TS.EQ.6) GO TO 62 RER00F2 
Jl=3*JU(I)-2 R E S 0 0 6 2 
J2=2*JU(I)-1 ? E F " 0 6 4 
J 2 = 3 * J J ( I ) R F 8 " 0 6 5 
Kl=3*JK(I)-2 PES n0 6 6 
K2=3*JK(I)-1 RES0°67 
K 3 = 3 * J K ( I ) RES 0 068 
GO TO 6.7 RPS"C6R 
6 2 Jl=6 • JvJ ( I )-5 ^ES n0 7C 
J2=6*JJ(I)-4 RPSC071 
J3 = 6*Jj(I)-3 PES"072 
J4=6*JJ(I)-2 RES0O73 
J? = 6*JJ( I>-1 PES0G74 
J 6 = 6 * J J ( I ) P E S 0 0 7 * 
K 1 = 6 * J K ( I ) - c P R O N R 7 F 
K2=6*JK(I)-4 P E S " C 7 7 
K 2 = 6 * J K ( I ) - 3 R r S 0 C 7 8 
*** RES *** , PAGE K4=6*JK(I)-2 RES C 079 K5=6*JK(I)-1 prsnoPO K6=6*JK(I> RES0C81 63 IF(TS.EG.1.0R.TS.EC.3.0R.TS.EG.6) GO TC 631 Rrs^0P2 6 4 IF(TS.EQ .2.OP.TS .EQ.3 .OR.TS.FQ .5 . CP .TS.EQ.6) GC TO 641 RESOOP7 65 IF ( TS .EG .4 .OR .TS .EG .6 ) GC TO 651 RFSOOP* G O TO 7 PFSn0P5 
631 SCM27 = <4 .0*F*IZ<I))/L(I> PES00P6 SCM3Z=(1.5*SCF27)/L(I) R F S r 0 P 7 
SC*'4Z=(2.0*SCF3Z>/L(I> R^S^CPP G 0 T 0 6 4 p R s n n P c 641 SCV1 A = (E*AX(T ) )/L( I) PFS"C9C GO TO 65 R E S 0 0=5 1 651 SCf'lP= • G*I X ( I ) )/L < I ) PES0092 SCF2Y=(4.0*E*IY(I))/L(I) RFS P OP 7 SC W 7YR(l.F*SCM2Y)/L(I) RES0 0 P 4 
SCN4Y=(2 .0 *SCF3Y)/L(I ) RFS"0 Q K •7IF(TS.EO.l)rCTO80 R r S ~ 0 9 6 I F (TS .EG .2 ) GC TO 61 P z S r> r. 9 7 IF(TS.EQ.3)GCT0P2 P E S n 0 9 R IP(TS.EG.4)GC T0 8 3 P R " S N G 9 9 I F ( T S . E G . 5 ) 0 C T C 8 4 P E S 0 1 n C IP(TS-EO,F)rrT0P5 R E S 01D1 
80 S^R( 1.1>=SCM4Z C F S U L 0 2 S F R ( 7 , 3 ) = S C F 4 7 P F s n 1 0 7 SV-R (1*3) =-SCV47 PFS°104 SVR(3,1)=-SCX47 P F S " 1 0 c SOPU,7)=SCN37 OPS n 106 S " P < 2 , 1 ) = S C F 3 ? PES "107 SFR(1.4)=SCM3Z PFS'UOE 
SF'R (4. \)-SCvZ2 RFS0 109 S VR ( 2 . 3 > =-SCf 2 7 R rS r ;110 SVR(3,2)=-SCF7Z PFSrlll Sv.R(3f4)=-SCV 27 RES'' 112 SKR(4 , 3)=-SCM7Z RES^ll7 S r F ( 7 , 2 ) = S C V 2 Z R E S P 1 1 4 Sr,R(4.4>=sCM2/' &FS rll c : SVR (2«*>=SCM27/'2.C RES^ll*1 S^R(4.2)=SCM2Z/2.0 PES0117 G O T O 1 0 RPS^ilP 
81 SfU 1,1) = SĈ 'l A RESr'119 
S V < 3 , 7) - S C N• 1 A R r S n 1 2 0 SM(l,3)R-SCN'lA • DFS'M21 SM(3,1)=-SCF1A PES 0122 GO TO q R E S ° 1 2 7 
82 SM(1 ,l) = SGf/LA RES 01 24 S f<' ( 4 , 4 ) R S C F 1 A P F P n 1 2 R 
ST* ( 1 , 4 > R - S C F 1 A R E S 0 1 2 f 
*.* RFS *** . PAGE" A 
* 
DES0127 
SM<2f.2> = SCM4Z R R $ C 12 8 
SM(5,5> = SCf'4Z P R S C 1 2 S 8^(2,5)«-SCV4Z D E S G 1 3 0 
Sf"(5»?)=-SCVAZ R r S N 1 3 1 SMf?.3)=SC K ,3Z RES0132 
S»(3«2>=S0P3Z P E S 0 1 3 3 SM<2,6)=SCM3Z RES^134 
Sf < fi, 2 > = SCV3Z ° E S G 1 3 5 S V < 3 . 5 ) = - 8 C V 3 Z REG 0 1 3 P. 
S V ( 5 . 3 ) = - G C V 3 ? P E S 0 1 37 
SV<5.G)=-S-CV3 7 RRS n13P P P S P 1 7 3 
S V(3,3)=SCV2Z R r S 0 1 A G 
S P•( A , t ) = S G 2 7 p E S G 1 A 1 S F•' ( 3 , £ ) = S C V 2 Z / 2 . 0 P E S ° 1 A 2 S"(6,3)=SC W2Z/2.C R E ̂  0 1 4 3 
• G G TO 19 P E S 0 1 A 4 83 S f-' ( 1 , 1 ) = S G F 1 E R E S " 1 A 5 S M ( 4 . 4 ) = S G P 1 R 0 E S G 1 A 6 SV( I ,4 )=-SCMlF P E S C 1 A 7 SV(A,i)=-SCY IB R E S " 1 4 8 
5?M' ( 2 » 2 ) = S"P*"2 Y P r 8 0 1 A 9 
SMC5,5>rSC^2Y R 5 S G 1 5 0 SM(2,5)=SCv2Y/2.0 RES0151 
RM(5,2)=SCv2Y/2.0 P E S 0 1 5 2 S M(?,G)=SOP3Y RESM53 
S M < F; , P ) = S G P 3 Y P E S ? 1 5 A Sf (EI.F ) = SCE3Y R r S ' 1 c c SM(G,5)=SGP3Y R f" S G 1 5 i 
SM(2«3)=-SCP3Y P E S G 1 5 7 S v ( 3 « 2 > =-SCM3Y RES 0158 SM(3«C')=-GCV"TY R rS015 c 
SP(5•3)=-S C w 3 Y RES 1 G 0 S*-'( 3, 3) = SCVftY RES^lGl 
SM(6,6) = SCfJ!AY D E S 0 1 6 2 
SMC3»G)z-SCPAY R E S C 1 G 3 SP<G,3)=-SCPAY ' PESMGft GO TO 19 P E S r 1 G 5 84 S M ( 1 , 1 ) = S C V 1 A P E S 0 1 G 6 SV(AfA) = SCMA RESG1G7 
SM ( 1 «4 >=-SCM 1A R E S 0 1 6 8 S v ( 4 • 1 ) = -S C M 1 A R E S 0 1 6 9 
GO TO 19 P P S G 1 7 0 85 S PM 1 • 1 ')' := S C " 1 A R P S N 1 7 1 SPf7,7)=.SCVLA R c' S n 1 7 2 
S'-" ( 1 , 7 ) r-P CV 1 A D E S " 1 7 3 S P(7.1)r-SCM 1 A R E S G 1 7 A 
*** RES * * * , PAGE 
Sw(2,2)=SCM4Z P ES P175 RES 0 176 'A(8 .8 ) =SCM4Z SM(?,p >=-SC*4? RES0177 
S v< P % 2)= -SCN47 P E S 0 1 7 8 M 2i£>=SCP37 R rS0179 S V(6,2)=SCM37 PES01P 0 
SM(2,12)=SCE37 P E S 0 1 R 1 S f 1 2 , 2 ) = S C v 3 7 ES0182
(6,P)=-SCM3 7 R E S 0 1 P 3 
SN'(P,6>r-SCV37 P, E S n 1 P 4  v *! 8 • 1 2 ) = - S 0 N 3 Z ES 018 5 SVT12«P ) =-SC^3Z R E S 0 1 P 6 S v ( 7 * 3 ) r S C 4 Y 
 c r< 1 R 7 
to * " , ) - c (• Y a Y 
R r <: r 1 p P S v ( ? , n ) r - s C M 4 Y ES018SP E S r l 9 0 
S«C9».?-*.s;-SO'4v M(3 , 5 ) = -SCM 3Y R E S 0 1 9 1 SM(5,7)=-SCN3Y  S 0 1 9 2 
S V(3.11)=-SCM3Y P E S 0 1 9 3  *•' ( 1 1 ,3)r-SC^3Y P E S n 1 q 4 
SM(4,4)=SC"1B P P S 0 1 9 5  ' 10 , 10 ) = SCM1E PESO 199 
P E S 0 1 9 7 SM(io,4)=-scvie  P S "' 1 9 8 
S v ( 9 , 5 ) = S C N 2 Y Rr s r 1 q 9  w C11 ,1 1)=SCM2Y ESP200 
S^<5, 1 1 > =SC»-2Y/2.0 RES020 1 
Sr'M1.9)=SCfl,2Y/2.0 P E S 0 2 0 2 S M ( K , V ) = s r M R Y R F ̂  r> 2 ̂  "* ( 9 « 5 ) = S C " 3 Y 0 E S " 2 0 4
S v ( 9 , 1 1 ) = S C M 3 Y R E S p 2 0 5 
S V < 1 1 , 9 > = s C M 3 Y R E S 0 2 0 6 M ( 9 , C) = S C M 2 7 R E S 0 2 0 7 
S M(12,12) = SCM2?. R E S 0 2 0 « S^(E,12)=SC V2Z/2.C PES02C9 
S*C12*£>=SCM27/2.0 D E S 0 2 1 0 
G n TC 19 R P S r 2 1 1 
DC 91 K=l,2 P R S 0 2 1 2 
DO "1 j=1.4 R E S •' 2 1 3 S M P ( J , 2 * K - 1 ) = S N ( J , 2 * K -1) * R ( I •l)+SV(j,?*K)*P(I,3) RES
n214 
S^PM«?*K):Sn,J»2*K-l)*R(I.2 ) + SM<J,2*K)*P(1,4) 
0 E S 0 2 1 c 
C 0 V T I N U E 
DESO 21 I 
DO 10 1 J = 1,4 R E S 0 2 1 7 
AMD<J)=S wR<J,l)*DJ(Jl)+SMRiJ ,2) *DJ<J2)+SMP(J,3)*DJ(K1) PES0218 
+SVR(J,4)>nj(K2) CO NT I M.iE DESP?19 D 0 111 Jrl ,4 R E S 0 2 2 C 
IF ( J ) = A v L I I , J ) • A v D ( J ) PESC221 
i n cont inue: 
W R I T E ( 6 . 1 0 2 ) I .AM(l) . A M ( 2 ) . A M ( 3 ) , A M ( 4 ) FORMAT ( " " . I 4 . 1 R E 1 6 . 5 . 1 P 3 E 1 2 . 5 ) 
*** RES *** 
102 IF (TS . N L" . 1 ) GC TO 17 
IF ( RL ( J1 ) . N E . 1) GO TO 1 ft 1 
A P ( J 1 ) = A P(J1) • A M C ( 1 ) 1A1 IF (RL ( J 2 > • N E . 1) GO TO 151 A P (JO ) = A P(J2 ) + AMD(2) 151 
I F f R L ( K 1 ).VE . 1) GO TO 16 
A R f K 1 )=AP(Kl ) • A MD(3 ) 16 I F ( R L( K 2 ) . N E . 1 > G O T O a A P ( K 2 > = AP(K2 > «• A M C ( A > GO TO 4 
17 I F ( R L ( J l ) . NE . 1 ) G O T O 171 
A R ( v.l 1 )-A. R(J 1 ) • P( I • 1)* AMD( 1 171 I F ( RL (J2 ) .NE. 1 ) G O T O 172 
AR ( J2 )= AR(J2 ) + R ( I . 2 ) * A MD( 1 172 I F (PL (Kl ) .NE . 1 ) G O T O 173 AR (Kl ) = A R ( K 1 ••) + R ( I . 1 ) * A MD ( 3 173 T F ' R L ( K 2 ) • N E • 1 ) G O T O 4 
A R ( K 2 ) = A R ( K 2 ) + R(I.2)* c "•'0(3 GO T n IP K L = 2 * NDJ/3 JL = 2 * NO J 
DO 1 D 1 K=3.KL 
DO 1° 1 J=1,JL 
S^R (J 
1 . 7 > 
. 3 * K - 2 ) = EM( J y 3 * K ~ 2) *R 
I • • i 
Sk'R( J 
. 3*K-1) -SM(J,3*K- 2) *p 1 . R ) 
S M R ( J .3 + K)= SM (J.3*K-2) * R ( I 101 C 0 N T 1 NU E 
IF (TS .EQ .0) GO TO 2 4 
DO 21 J=l «6 21 A M D ( J ) = S M R ( J . 1)*DJ(Jl ) + SMF 1DJ(Kl )+SMP(J. 5)*DJ(K2) + SMR 
DO 22 0=1 . 6 
A M ( J ) = A « L ( I . J ) + AMD(J) 22 CONTI N UE 
W DIT E (6.221) I.AM(1).AM(2).AM(3).AM<4),AM(5),AM(6) 221 F 0 R v A T(" " .IA.1PE16 . 5.1P5E12.5) IF(RL(Jl)»NF.l) GO TO 231 
AR(J1)=AR(J1)4R(I,1)*AMD(1)+R(I,A)*AMC(2)*R(I.7)*AMD(3) 
231 IR(RL(J2).NE.l) GO TO 232 
A D'J2)=AR(J2)+R(I,2)*AMn(l)+R(i.5)*AND(2)+R(I.8)*AMD(3) 
232 IF(RL(J3) .NE.l) GO TO 233 
AP(J3) = AR<J3>+P(I.3)*AND(1)*R(I.M*AMP(2)+R(I.R)*AMD(3) 
233 iFfPL(Kl).NE.l) GO TO 2 34 
, PAGE PESG222 R E S n 2 2 7 
P E S 0 2 2 4 
D E S n P 2 E PESO 22P R E S G 2 2 7 
DES^22P PESG220 
P F S n 2 3 0 R E S G 2 3 1 R r S n 2 3 2 R R S n 2 3 3 
R E S ;: 2 3 4 R E S 2 3 5 
R E c " 2 7 P P E S G 2 7 7 R F S C 2 3 6 R E S 0 2 3 P P E S 0 2 ft 0 RF S G 24 1 
R E R ° 2 ft 2 RES 0243 
R E S 02 4 4 
n [- r r. p * c 
1 f S 2 4 6 
P F S 0 2 ft 7 
P F S n 2 ft P 
R E S 0 2 4 3 





PES ̂ 256 
D E S n 2 5 7 R E S 0 2 5 P 
RES 025R 
P E S 0 2 6 0 
RES026 1 
RES0262 
R F S 0 2 6 3 
CESC264 
P r S n 2 6 K 
p E S 0 2 6 6 
*** P F S *** , PAGE 
A R ( K l ) = A R ( K l ) + P ( I , l ) * A M D ( 4 ) + Q ( I , 4 ) * A M R ( 5 ) + P ( I , 7 ) * A N C < 6 ) R E S 0 2 6 7 
23A IF(RL(K2).NE.l) GO TO 235 RFF026P 
ARf"K2>=AR(K2) + P ( I , 2 ) * A M D ( 4 ) + R ( I T 5 ) * A N C ( 5 ) + R ( I , P ) * A y D ( 6 > o r S n 2 6 9 
235 IF<RL(K3).NE.l) GO TO 4 R E S P 7 7 0 
A P ( K 3 ) = A R ( K 3 ) + P ( I , 3 ) * A N D ( 4 ) + R ( I , £ > * A M r ( 5 ) * R ( I . 9 ) * A M D ( 6 ) RES 027 1 
r,p T O 4 P E c r 2 7 2 
24 DO 241 J = l,12 R E P 0 7 7 7 
AND(J)rSMR(J,l)*CJ(Jl)*SMR(J,2)*RJ<J2)-»SMR(J,3)*Dj<J3)*SMR(J,4)* PES027A 
1PJ(J4)+S VR(J,5)*DJ(J5)+SMR(J.G)*CJ(J6)*SMR(J.7)*DJ(K1)+SMR(J,8)* 
lDJ(K2)+SMP(J,O)*DJ(K3) + SMP(J,10)*DJ(K4)-RS wR(J,ll)*DJ(K5) 
1+SMR(J,12)*0J(K6) 
241 CONTINUE RES0775 
D0 2 4 2 J = 1 , 1 2 R E S 0 2 7 6 
A M ( J ) = A N L (I , J ) • A f D ( J) R E S H 2 7 7 
242 CONTINUE RES0278 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCC 




RES 028 G 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCG 
C C C C C C C C C 
WRITE (6,243) I , AM ( 1) ,AM(2),A M ( 3),AM(4),AM< 5 ) , A M ( 6 ) RES 028 1 
WRITE (6,244) A M(7) , A M ( 8 ) . A M ( 3 ), A V ( 1 0 ) , A M ( 1 1) , A M( 12) RES0282 
RES 028 3 243 FORMAT ( " " , I 4 »1 PE16 •5,1P5E12.5 > 
244 FORMAT ( " " , I P E 2 0.5. 1 P 5 E 1 2 . c ) R E S r 2 8 4 
IF ( P, L ( J1 ) • N F . 1 ) O P TO 25 2 ° E S r 2 P 5 
A R(Jl ) = AR(Jl ) + R (1,1 ) * A N D ( 1) • P ( I ,4)*AMP(2)+P ( I »7)*AND(3) P r $ r 2 P £ 
252 I c < R L ( J 2 ) • \F . 1 ) GP TO 25 3 P E S C 2 8 7 
A R ( J 2 ) =AR(J2) • P (1.2 ) * A M 0 ( 1 ) + R ( I,5 > * A M P ( 2 ) * D ( I , 8 ) * A M D < 3 ) PES 028 8 
253 IPC R L ( J 3 ) • N ? . 1 1 GC TO 25 4 RFS"2PP 
A R (J 3) = A R ( J 3 ) + P (1,3 ) * A M D ( 1 ) • R ( T ,6) *AMC(2)+P ( I , 9 ) * AVD(3) R F S 0 2 9 0 
254 IF ( R L ( J ̂  ) . NF .1 ) GO TC 255 R E S 0 2 9 1 
A R ( J 4 ) = A R ( J a ) + R (1,1 ) * 5 y p ( 4 ) •R ( I , 4 ) * A M P(5)+P ( I , 7 ) * 4 M D ( 6 ) O r S r' 2 Q 7 
255 I F ( R L ( J 5 ) . NF .1 ) GO TO 2 56 D E S 2 9 3 
A R ( J 5 ) r A R ( J K ) • P (1*7 ) * A M D ( 6 ) • D ( I , 5 ) * AMP(^)+R ( I • P ) * A M D ( 6 ) R E 8 0 2 Q 4 
256 IF ( D L ( J 6 ) • f.; r . 1 ) GO TO ? K7 P F ̂  n p g c 
A R < J 6 ) =• A» ( J6 ) 4 R (1.3 ) * A M 0 ( 4 ) + R ( I ,6)*A^D(5)+P ( I , 9 ) * A M D ( 6 ) P r S 0 2 9 
257 I P ( R L ( K 1 ) • . 1 ) GO TO 2 5° P E S 0 2 P 7 
AR(K 1) = A R ( K 1 ) + R (1,1 ) * AMD ( 7 W R ( I , 4 ) * A ^ n ( P ) + P ( I , 7 ) * AN D(9) R r S r 29P 
258 IF ' p L ( K 2 ) . IV E .1 ) GO TO " 5 9 RES02FP 
AR(K ? 1 r A R ( K 2 ) + R (1.2 ) * f v 0 ( 7 ) + " ( T ,5)*AfT(P)+R ( I , «U + A N P ( 9 ) prc;RT[ir 
2 5 0 I F ( R L ( K 3 ) . r F . 1 ) GO TO 7 * 0 P E S r 3 0 1 
A R C K 3 5 = A R ( K 3 ) + R (1,3 ) * ' M C ( 7 ) + P ( I , 6 ) * A M 0 ( R ) + P ( I » q)*AMD(9) R E S 0 3 0 2 
260 IE ( R L ( K 4 ) . NE . 1) GO TO 261 R E S 0 3 0 2 
*+* RFS * * 
A R ( K4 ) = A R < K4 ) • R U 11) * A MD ( 1 0 ) • R ( I , 4 ) * A M C ( 11 ) +R (I t 7 ) * AMD ( 12 ) 
261 IF(RL(K5) • NF• 1 ) GO TO 262 
AR(K K)=ARfK5) + R(I.2)*AM0nr)+R(I,^)*A^cai) + Rn,8)*AM,C(12) 
262 IF(RL(K6) .NE.l) GO TO ft 
AR(K6)=AR(K6)+R(I.3)*tND(lC)+R(I,6)*A^E(ll)+R(IfR)*AMD(12) 
GO TO ft 
100 URITE (6,540) 
5A0 FORMAT(" OSUPPCRT REACTIONS") 
WRITE (6,541) 
541 FORMAT (iy,»vjCINT%10X."APl%10X,"AR2>10y, nAR3",10X,'«ARA",10X, 
1" A Q 5 " , 1 0 X , " A R 6 " ) 
NPNR=N+NP 
OG 2 0 K =1 , N P N P 
IE( RL(K).EG.l) AP(K)=AR(K)-A(K)-AE(K) 
20 CONTINUE 
IP(TS.LT.2) GC TC 55 1 
IF(TS.EQ.6> GO TC 560 
. NJ3=3*NJ 
DO 5 5 c KE=3,NJ3.3 
IN(RL(KE-2).E0.1) GO TO 55 6 
IFfPL(KE-l) .EO.l) GC TO 556 
IF(PL(*E>.EC*1) GO TO 556 
GO TO ^5 5 
K E 3 r K E / 3 
WRITE (G,557)KE3,AP(KE-2).AR(KE-1),AR(KE) 
FORMAT ( • M l ,1FE 16.5 , 1P2E12.5 ) 
CCNT U U P 
GO TO 60 0 
NJ?=2*NJ 
DO 552 KE=2,NJ2«2 
IF(RL(KE-1).EG.1.0R.RL(KF).E0.1) GO TC 5^3 
GO TO 55 2 
KE2=KE/2 
WRITE (G.55ft)KE2,AP(KE-l).AR<KE) 
FORM AT .,( " ",I4,1PE16.5.1PF12.5) 
CONTINUE 
GO. TO 6 0 0 
NJ6=6+NJ 
DO 5G1 KE=£.NJ6,6 
I r(PL(KE-5).EC.l) GO TO 562 
IF(RL(KE-4).EG,1) GO TO c62 
ir"(°L(ME-3).EG.l) GO TO 56 2 
I r(RL(KE-2 ) .EG . 1) GO TO 562 
IE(R L(KE-1 ) .EO.l) GO TO 56 2 
IF<RL<*E-0>.EC,1) CO TO 562 













R E S 0 3 0 5 
R E S i 3 0 £ 
R R S 0 3 0 7 p E S 0 3 0 P 
R E P 0 3 0 P 
" E S 0 3 1 0 
PES°31 1 
R E S r: 31 2 
R E S 0 3 1 2 
R E S '0 3 1 4 
RPS^315 
c R S r 3 1 6 P E S 0 3 1 7 
R E S 0 3 1 R R P P 0 1 P 
P E S r 3 2 0 
P RSp 32 1 
PES0322 
P E S 'j 3 2 3 
0 E S 0 3 2 4 
P E S o 3 2 5 
R r S " 3 2 P 
R E S 0 3 2 7 
P E S 0 3 2 9 
P R S 0 3 2 G 
P E S 0 3 30 
P E S 0 3 3 1 
R E S 0 3 3 2 R F S 0 3 ̂  3 
P F S 0 3 3 4 
P E R 0 3 3 E 
P E S O 3 3 £ 
R P S 0 3 3 1 
PESC33P 
PES033G 
P E S 0 3 4 0 
R P S 0 3 ft 1 
P P S " 3 ft 2 
c f S
 r
 3 4 3 
PPSn3ftft 
R F S 0 3 ft 5 
P E S 0 3 4 £ 
R F S 0 3 ft 7 
RES034P 
P P S r 7 ft n q F s 0 3 5 0 f—1 h-1 




*** PES *** • PAGE 




*** SB A *** , PAGE *DECK SB* NO SBAC000 SUBROUTINE SBAND(N,UBV,UfR»XiJl) SPA CO 01 DIMENSION U( Jl . Jl ) ,8( 600) , X ( 600 ) SPAN002 0 P A 0 n 0 2 INTEGER UEW DO 9 5 1=1,600 P B A N 0 0 4 X < I ) = 0 . 0 P E A R 0 0 p 99 CONTINUE SPA 00 0 6 DO 10 0 I=1 , N PEA 00 07 J=I-l!DW*l S P A no CP IF < 1+1 .LE.UBW) J=l S R A 0 0 0 c SUN=B(i) 52 A 0 0 1 0 11=1-1 E E A 0 0 1 1 IF (J.GT.I1) GO TO 101 SBAOO 12 DO U C K=J,I1 S D A ° 0 1 2 SUV = SUM-U< K,I-K+1)*X(K) SDA 001 4 110 CONTINUE S E A 0 0 1 5 101 X ( T)=SUM*U(1,1) S B A 0 C 1 6 100 CONTINUE S E A 0 0 1 7 DO 15 0 11 = 1 , N S B A : 0 1P I=N-I1•! S B A 0 019 J = I + U ? V - 1 S B A r: 0 2 0 I r (J.G T.N) J-K SB A ("0 21 SUM = X ( I ) S E A 0 0 2 2 KI=I+1 P B A 0 0 2 3 IF (Kl.GT.J) GO TC 151 SPA 0 02 A DO 16 0 K=K1,J S B A 0 C 2 E SIJM = SUM-U( I»K-I*1 ) *X(K) S P A N 0 2 (• 160 CONTINUE 0 P A 0 0 2 7 151 X (T ) = SUM*U(I • 1) S B A A 0 2 R 150 CONTINUE P P A N 0 2 9 RETURN S B A 0 0 7. 0 
EN R S G A 0 0 3 1 
414 
APPENDIX G 
LISTINGS OF SAMPLE INPUT 
This Appendix contains listings of input data for Examples A2, 
BW2, and the Kinematic Condensation Example, all of which are discussed 
in detail in Chapter 5. The input formats for this data are detailed 
in Appendix A. 
Each example input listing begins with a line starting with an 
identifier *DECK followed by the name of the example. This line is not 
part of the input. 
OECK 24 STORY 3 OA Y UNBRACED FRAME EXAMPLE A2 
; L A N E FRAME 24 STORY 3 SAY UNBRACEO 
A3 3a 2C 0 10 2 100 1 0 0 5 
J 2 1 2 
97 Q 
1. 00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 
6. 91 1 
4 2 1 2 
1O0 0 
1 . 00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 
6. 91 1 
5 2 1 2 
69 Q 
1 . u0 0.00 0 • 00 0. 00 
A. 90 1 
6WF20 1 5. 0.24 13.30 4 1 . 7 0 
8WF24 2 7 . 06 0*34 18 .20 62.50 
8WF28 3 3. 23 0 .53 21 .60 9 7 . 80 
8WF31 A 9. 12 0.53 37 .00 1 0 9 . 7 0 
8WF35 5 1 0 . 30 0 . 77 42.50 126 .50 
tO W F -59 6 1 1 . M O t 97 44.90 20 9. 7U 
12WF4Q 7 1 1 . 7 7 0 . 96 44 .10 3 1 0 . 1 0 
14WF43 8 1 2 . 65 1.05 45 .10 4 2 9 . 1 0 
14WE43 9 1 4 . 11 1 .44 51.30 464.90 
14WF53 10 15 .59 1.93 57.50 542. 10 
12WF58 11 1 7 , 0 6 2 . 1 0 1 0 7 . 4 0 4 7 6 . 1 0 
14WF61 12 1 7 . 94 2 . 1 9 1 0 7 . 3 0 6 4 1 . 50 
14WF74 13 2 1 . 76 3.86 133.50 7 9 6 . 80 
14WF78 14 22 . 94 3.52 206.90 851 .20 
12WF79 15 23.22 3. 85 216.40 663.00 
14WF84 16 2 4 . 7 1 4 . 4 1 225.50 528.40 
12WF99 1 7 29.09 7 . 4 5 278.20 858.50 
14WF111 16 32.65 7 . 4 8 454.90 1266 .50 
14WF119 19 34. 99 9*20 491 .80 1 3 7 3 . 1 0 
• » * 24 • » » , PAGE 
100 .00 0.00 10 
24 , PAGE 2 1̂ WF127 20 37. 33 11.10 527.60 1476.70 
14WF136 21 39.98 13.50 567,70 1593.00 
14WF1 42 22 41.85 14.20 660 . 10 1672.20 
14WF15G 23 44.03 16.70 702.50 1786.90 
14WF153 24 46.47 19.50 745.00 1900.60 
1̂ WF167 25 49.09 22 . 80 790.20 2020.80 
14WF176 26 51.73 26.50 637.90 2149. 60 
14WF184 27 54.07 30.30 882 . 70 2274.80 
14WF193 28 56.73 34. 70 930 . 10 2402.40 
14WF202 29 59.39 39.60 979.70 2538.80 
14WF211 30 62.07 , 44.80 1028.60 2671.40 
14WF219 31 64.36 49. 90 1073.20 2793.20 
14WF228 32 67.06 56.20 1124.80 2942.40 
14WF237 33 69.69 62 .60 1174.80 30 80.90 
14WF246 34 72.33 6 9,70 1226.60 3223.90 
14WF264 3 5 77.63 85.30 1331.20 3526.00 
14WF287 36 84. 37 103.00 1466.50 3912.10 
14WFJ14 57 92.30 140.00 1631.40 4399.40 
14WF32Q 36 94.12 137. 00 1635.10 4141.70 
14WF342 39 100.59 178.00 1806,90 4911.50 
1 4WF3 7Q 4 0 10 e.78 222.00 198b. UU 5454.20 
14WF398 41 116.98 272.00 2169.70 6013.70 
14WF426 42 125.25 330.00 2359.50 6610.30 
14WF455 43 13 3.73 396.00 2561.20 7214.90 
14WF500 44 146.95 514.00 2882.70 8234.10 
14WF550 45 161.75 670.00 3256.70 9443.10 
14WF505 46 177.85 869.00 3680.90 10842.30 
14WF665 47 195.51 1120.00 4166.20 12477. 70 
14WF730 48 214.65 1450 . 0 0 4716.80 14371. 40 
6JR4.4 1 1.30 0.01 0.17 7.30 
8JR6.5 oC 1.92 0.02 0.34 18.70 
10 JR9 3 2. 64 0.03 0.61 39.00 
12JR11.8 4 3.45 0,04 0 .98 72. 00 
10B15 5 4.40 0.10 2.79 66.30 
12816.5 6 4. 86 0 • 11 2.79 105.30 
24 »•* , PAGE 
14B17.2 7 5.05 0.11 2 .65 147.30 
14B22 8 6. 47 0 .21 6.40 197.40 
16 026 9 7.65 0.26 8.71 298.10 
14 W F 30 10 8.81 0.38 17.50 289.60 
16B31 11 9. 12 0 .46 11.57 372.50 
14WF34 12 10.00 0.57 21.30 339.20 
16WF35 13 10.59 0.55 22.10 446.30 
• 16WF40 14 11.77 0.79 26.50 515.50 
IAWFA5 15 13.24 0 .89 31.90 704.50 
18WF50 16 14.71 1.25 37,20 800,60 
21WF55 17 16.18 1.24 44.00 1140.70 
21WF62 16 18.23 1.83 53.10 1326. 80 
24WF68 19 20.00 1.86 6 3.80 1814.50 
24WF76 20 22.37 2 .70 76. 50 2 096. 40 
27WF34 21 24.71 2.79 95.70 2 62 4.D0 
27WF94 22 27.65 4.06 115.10 3266.70 
3 0WF99 23 29.11 3.78 116.90 3988.60 
30WF108 2M 31.77 5.02 135.10 4461.00 
30WF116 25 34.13 6.43 153.20 4919.10 
33WF118 26 34.71 5.32 170.30 5 8FL6,90 
33WF130 27 6 6 , D B 7.37 201.40 6699.00 
36WF135 28 39.70 7.03 207.10 7796.10 
36WF15Q 29 44.16 10.10 250 . 40 9012.10 
36WF160 3G 4 7.09 12.40 275.40 9738.80 
36WF170 31 49.98 15.10 300,60 10470.00 
3 6HF182 32 53. 54 18.40 327.70 11281.50 
3 6WF194 33 57.11 22 .30 355,40 12103.40 
3 6WF230 34 67.73 28.60 870,90 149E8.40 
36WF245 35 72.03 34.70 944,70 16092.20 
36WF260 36 76.56 41.60 1020.60 17233.80 
36WF280 37 82.32 52.60 1127.50 18819.30 
36WF300 36 AA. 17 64.20 1225.20 20290.20 
3UAN6.1 1 1.80 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
3UAN9.G 2 2.62 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN11.6 3 3.38 0.01 0.01 0.01 
»** »»» , PAGE 3UAN13.2 4 3.34 0.01 0.01 0.01 4U A N14.4 5 4.18 0.01 0.0 1 0.01 4U AN15 .4 6 4.50 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
4UAN17.Q 7 4. 96 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN13.2 8 5.34 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN19.6 9 5.74 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN21.2 10 6.13 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN22 .2 11 6.50 0.01 0.01 0.01 
6UAN23.4 12 6. 84 0.01 0 .01 0.01 
6UAN24.6 13 7,22 0,01 0.01 0, 01 
5UAN25.6 14 7.50 0.01 0.01 0.01 
5UAN27.2 15 8.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 6UAN28.6 16 8.36 0.01 0.01 0.01 7UAN31.6 17 9.24 0.01 0.01 0.01 
8UAN34.4 18 10.12 0,01 0.01 0.01 
6UAN39.2 19 11. 50 0.01 0.01 0.01 
8UAN57.4 2C 16.88 3.01 0,01 0.01 1 6 
165100 24 4 29000. 11600. 
1 a. 0. 0. C C*t U • U . Q • 3 38 4. 0. 0 . 
72 0 . 0. 0 • 
5 0 . 144. 0. 
6 24 0. 144. 0 . 
7 38 4. 144. 0. OO 72 0 . 144 . 0 . 
9 0 . 288. 0. 
10 24 0 . 238. 0. 
11 384. 283. 0. 
12 72 0 . 288. 0. 
13 0 . 432. 0. 
14 24 0 . 432. 0. 
15 33 4. 432. 0. 16 72 0 . 432. 0. 
»••> zk •«* , PAGE 17 0 . 576. 0. 
18 24 0 . 576. 0. 
19 38 4. 576. 0. 
20 72 0 . 576. Q. 
21 0. 720. 0. 
22 24 0 . 720 . 0. 
23 384. 720 . 0. 
24 72 0 . 720 . 0. 
25 0 . 864. G. 
26 24 0 . 864. 0. 
27 384. 864. 0. 
28 72 0 . 864. 0. 
29 0 . 1 0 0 3. 0. 
30 24 0 . 1 0 0 3. 0. 
31 38 4 . 1 0 0 8 . 0. 
32 72 0 . 1 0 0 3 . 0. 
33 0 . 1152. 0 . 
34 24 0 . 1152. 0. 
35 38 4. 1152. 0. 
36 72 0 . 1152. 0. 
37 0 . 1296. 0 . 
38 240 . 1295. 0. 
39 384. 1296. 0* 
40 72 0 . 1296. 0. 
41 0. 1 440 . 0. 
42 24 0 . 1 440 . 0. 
43 384 . 1440 . 0. 
44 72 0 . 1440. 0. 
45 0. 1534. 0. 
46 24 0 . 1584. 0. 
47 334. 1534. 0. 
48 72 0 . 1584. 0. 
49 0. 1728. 0. 
50 240. 1723. 0. 
51 36 4. 1728. 0. 
*** 24 , PAGE 
5 2 72 0 . 1 72 8. 0. 
53 0. 1872. 0. 
54 240 . 1 872. 0. 
55 33 4 . 1 872. 0. 
56 72 0 . 1 872 . 0. 
57 0. 2016. 0. 
5c 24 0 . 20 16. 0. 
5c 384. 2016. 0. 
60 72 0 . 2016. 0. 
61 0 . 2160, 0. 
62 24 0 . 2160. 0. 
63 384 . 2160 . 0. 
64 72 0 . 2160. 0. 
65 0. 2304. Q • 
66 24 0 . 23C4. 0. 
67 384. 2304. 0 . 
68 72 0. 2304. 0. 
6^ 0 . 2448. 0. 
70 24 0 . 2 443. 0. 
71 38 4 . 2443. 0. 
72 72 Q . 2448, n 
u . 73 0 . 2 5 92. 0. 74 240 . 2592. 0. 
75 38 4. 2592. 0. 
76 72 0 . 2592. 0. 
77 0. 2736, 0. 
78 24 0 . 2736. 0* 
79 384. Z 7 S 6 , 0. 
80 72 0 . 2736. 0. 
81 0. 2380 . 0. 
8 7 240 . 2 d80. 0. 
83 38 4. 2e60. 0. 
84 72 0 . 2 880 . 0. 
85 0. 3024. 0. 
86 24 0 . 3024. 0. 
24 •** , PAGE 87 384 . 3024. 0. 
88 72 0 . 3024. 0. 
89 0 . 3169. 0, 
9 0 240 . 3163. 0. 
91 364. 3163. 0. 
92 72 0 . 3168. 0. 
93 0 . 3312. 0 * 
94 24 0 . 3312. 0. 
95 384 . 3312. 0 . 
96 72 0 . 3312. 0. 
97 0 . 3456. 0. 
98 24 0 . 3456. 0 . 
99 384. 3 456. 0. 
100 720 . 3456. 0. 
1 1 5 0 16 37 490 . 00 0.20 
2 2 6 0 16 42 490.00 0.20 
3 3 7 0 16 44 490.00 0.20 
4 4 6 0 16 40 490.00 0.20 
5 5 6 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
D 6 7 0 17 26 490.00 0.20 
7 7 6 0 If 19 490.00 0.20 
8 5 9 0 16 37 490.00 0.20 
9 6 10 0 16 42 490.00 0.20 
10 7 11 Q 16 44 490,00 0.20 
11 A 12 0 16 40 490.00 0.20 
12 9 10 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
13 10 11 0 17 25 490 . 00 0.20 
14 11 12 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
15 9 13 0 16 36 490 . 00 0.20 
16 10 14 0 16 40 490.OQ 0.20 
1 7 11 15 0 16 42 490.00 0.20 
18 12 16 Q 16 39 490.00 0.20 
19 13 14 Q 17 15 490.00 0.20 
20 14 15 0 17 24 490 .00 0.20 
21 15 16 0 17 19 490.0 0 0.20 
24 , PAGE 22 13 17 0 16 36 4 90.00 0.20 
23 14 16 0 16 40 490.00 0.20 
24 15 19 0 16 42 490.00 0.20 
25 16 20 0 16 39 4 9 0.DO 0.20 
26 17 16 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
27 18 19 0 17 23 490.00 Q.20 
28 19 2C 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
29 17 21 0 16 34 490.00 0.20 
30 18 22 0 16 37 490.00 0.20 
31 19 23 0 16 40 490.00 0.20 
32 20 24 0 16 37 490.00 0.20 
33 21 22 0 17 15 490 . 00 0.20 
34 22 23 0 17 23 490 .OQ 0.20 
35 23 24 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
36 21 25 0 16 34 490.00 0.20 
37 22 26 0 16 37 490.00 0.20 
38 23 27 0 16 40 490.00 0.20 
39 24 28 0 16 37 490.00 0.2Q 
40 25 26 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
41 26 11 0 17 22 490.00 0.20 
4 2 27 c d G 17 i 9 4 9 0 • 0 IJ 0.20 
43 25 29 0 16 32 490.00 Q.20 
44 26 3G 0 16 35 4 9 0.00 0.20 
45 27 31 0 16 37 490.00 0.20 
46 28 32 0 16 36 490.00 0.20 
47 29 30 0 17 15 490 . OIL 0.20 
4A 30 31 Q 17 21 490 . 00 0.2Q 
49 31 3 2 0 17 19 490.00 0.2 0 
50 29 J3 0 LB 32 490 . 0 0 0.20 
51 30 34 0 16 35 490.00 0.20 
52 31 35 0 16 37 490.00 0.20 
53 32 36 0 16 36 490.00 0.20 
54 33 34 0 17 15 490.OG 0.20 
55 34 35 0 17 21 490.00 0.20 
56 35 36 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
24 •»* , PAGE 57 33 37 0 16 29 490 . 00 0.20 
58 34 36 0 16 31 490.00 0.20 
59 35 39 0 16 35 490.00 0.20 
60 36 40 G 16 34 490 . 00 0.20 
61 37 38 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
62 38 39 0 17 20 490 . 00 0.20 
63 39 40 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
64 37 41 0 16 29 490.00 0.20 
65 38 42 0 16 31 490.00 0.20 
66 39 43 0 16 35 ' 490.00 0.20 
67 40 44 0 16 34 490.00 0.20 
68 41 42 0 17 15 490 . 00 0,20 
69 42 43 0 17 19 490,00 0.20 
70 43 44 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
71 41 45 0 16 26 490.00 0.20 
72 42 46 0 16 27 490.00 0.20 
73 43 4 7 0 16 31 490 . 0 0 0.20 
74 4 4 48 0 16 31 490.00 0.20 
75 U 5 46 0 17 15 490 . 00 0.20 
76 46 47 0 17 18 490.00 0.20 
77 47 46 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
78 45 49 c 16 26 490 . 00 0.20 
79 46 5U 0 16 27 490.00 0.20 
80 47 51 G 16 31 490.00 0.20 
81 48 52 0 16 31 490 . 00 0.20 
82 4 9 5C 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
83 5J 51 0 17 16 490.00 0.20 
84 51 52 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
85 49 53 0 16 23 490.00 0.20 
86 50 54 0 16 23 490 . 00 0.20 
87 51 55 0 16 28 490.00 0.20 
88 5 2 56 0 16 28 490,00 0.20 
89 53 54 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
90 54 55 0 17 14 490.00 0.20 
91 5 5 56 0 17 .19 490.00 0.20 
*•* 24 , PAGE 
9 ? 53 57 0 16 23 490.00 0.20 
93 54 58 0 15 23 490.00 0.20 
94 55 59 0 16 28 490.00 0.20 
95 5 6 6G 0 16 28 490 . 00 0.20 
96 57 58 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
97 58 59 0 17 10 490.00 0.20 
93 59 60 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
99 57 61 0 16 20 490.00 0.20 
100 53 62 0 16 20 490 . 00 0.20 
101 59 63 0 16 24 490.00 0.20 
102 60 64 0 16 25 490.00 0.20 
10 3 61 62 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
10 4 62 63 0 17 9 490 . 00 0.20 
105 53 64 0 17 19 490.00 0.20 
106 61 65 Q 16 20 490 . 00 0.20 
107 62 66 0 16 20 491) , 00 0.20 
10 8 6 3 67 0 16 24 490.00 0,20 
10 9 64 Gb 0 16 25 490.0 0 0.20 
110 6 5 ec 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
111 66 67 0 17 9 490 . 0 0 0 . 2 0 
112 67 68 0 17 16 490.00 0.20 
113 65 69 0 16 13 490.OJ 0.20 
114 66 70 0 16 13 490.00 0.20 
115 67 71 0 16 21 490,00 0.20 
116 68 72 0 16 21 490. 00 0.2 0 
117 69 70 0 17 15 490 . 00 0.20 
118 70 71 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
119 71 72 0 17 17 490.00 0.20 
120 69 73 0 15 16 490.00 0.20 
121 70 74 0 16 18 490,00 0.20 
122 71 75 0 16 21 490.00 0.20 
123 72 76 0 16 21 490.00 0 . 2 0 
124 7 3 74 0 17 15 490.00 0 . 2 0 
125 74 75 0 17 9 490.00 0 . 2 0 
126 75 76 0 17 17 490.OO 0 . 2 0 
•** 24 *** , PAGE 11 
127 73 > 77 0 16 16 490.00 0.20 
128 74 78 0 16 16 490.00 0.20 
129 7 5 79 0 16 13 490 . 00 0.20 
13,0 76 80 0 16 18 490 . 00 0.20 
131 77 78 0 17 14 490.00 0.20 
132 78 79 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
133 79 30 0 17 17 490.00 0.20 
134 77 81 0 16 16 4 90.00 0.20 
135 78 82 0 16 16 490 . 00 0.20 
136 79 83 0 ' 16 18 490.00 0.20 
137 80 84 0 16 .13 ,490.00 0.20 
138 81 82 0 17 13 490 . 00 0.20 
139 82 83 Q 17 3 490.00 0.20 
140 83 84 0 17 17 490.00 0.20 
141 31 85 0 16 12 490.00 0.20 
142 o2 86 0 16 10 490,00 0.20 
143 83 8/ 0 16 1 3 490.00 0.20 
144 3 4 36 0 16 14 490.00 0.20 
145 85 36 0 17 13 490.00 O.20 
146 86 Z7 Q 17 7 490.00 0.20 
147 87 86 0 17 17 490.00 0.20 
148 35 89 0 16 12 490.00 0.20 
149 36 90 0 16 10 490.00 0.20 
150 37 91 0 16 13 490.00 0.20 
151 88 92 0 16 14 490 . 00 0.20 
152 39 90 0 17 13 490.00 0.2 0 
153 90 91 0 17 7 490 . 00 0.20 
154 91 92 0 17 17 490.00 0.20 
155 8^ 93 0 16 7 490 . 00 0.20 
156 90 94 0 16 6 490.00 0.20 
157 91 9 5 0 16 9 490.00 0.20 
158 9? 96 0 16 10 490 . 00 0.20 
159 93 9-'+ 0 17 13 490 . 00 0.20 
160 94 3 5 0 17 7 490 . 0 0 0.20 
161 9 5 96 0 17 17 490 . 0 0 0.20 
tan 
24 **» . PAGE 
162 93 97 0 16 7 490.00 0.20 
163 94 98 0 16 6 490 . 0 0 0.20 
164 95 99 0 16 9 490 . 0 0 0.20 
165 96 100 0 16 10 490.00 0.20 
166 97 98 0 17 9 490 . 0 0 0.20 
167 93 99 0 17 4 4 9 0 . 0 0 0 . 2 0 
168 99 100 0 17 15 490.00 0 . 2 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 0 
5 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
c 5. 760 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0 .000 0.0 00 
13 5 e 76Q 0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
17 5. 760 0.000 0 .000 0.0 00 0.000 0.000 
21 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0. 0 00 
25 5. 76 0 0.000 0.000 0 . 000 0.000 0.000 
29 5 * 760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 * 0 uo 0.000 
3 3 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0.0QO 0,000 0.0 00 
37 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0. 000 
41 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 
45 5. 76 0 0.000 0 , 00Q 0.000 0.000 0.000 
49 5. 76u 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
53 5 . 760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
57 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
61 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0*000 0.000 0.000 
65 5 . 760 C . 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
6<= 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
73 5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
77 5. 760 C . 000 U . 000 0.0 JO 0.000 0.000 
81 5.760 0.000 0 . 000 0 . 0 0 0 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 
85 5. 760 0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 
8 9 5. 760 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
93 5. 760 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
•** 24 »»* , PAGE 
97 4.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
24 0 
6 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
12 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 
16 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0,000 0,000 0.000 
20 -5,760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
24 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
26 - 5 . ? 6 Q O.QQO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
32 -5.760 O.OGO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
36 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
A Q -5.760 0.000 ,0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
44 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 8 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0, 0.0 0 U.OOO 0.000 
52 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 
56 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 
60 -5,760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0 
64 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,000 
68 -5.76G 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
72 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
76 -5*7 6 0 OsOQQ O.fiflO 0.000 0.000 0.000 
80 - 5 . 760 C O O O 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 00 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 00 
84 -5.75C 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 
86 -5.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
92 -5.76G 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
96 -5,760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
100 -4.600 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 Q.OOO 
1 0 
97 100.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1 0 
100 -100.DOG 0.000 0*000 0,000 0.000 0.000 
1 0 
6G 100.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
I 
*** 11 . PAGE 1 
DECK 11 31 rORY L -SHAPED 3R A CE D SPACE FRAME EXAMPLE BW2 
iPACE FRAME 11 STORIES BRACEO (TENSION ONLY) 
48 38 20 0 10 2 250 1 0 0 4 
3 1 1 
94 0 
1. 00 Q.00 0.00 0.00 
3. 60 1 
4 1 2 
96 0 
0.00 0.0 0 1.00 0.00 
3. 6.0 1 
6WF20 1 5.90 0.24 13.30 41. 70 
8WF24 2 7.06 0.34 18.20 62.50 
8WF28 3 8.23 0.53 21.60 97.80 
8^F il 4 9.12 0.53 3 7.00 109.70 
8WF J5 5 10.30 0.77 42.50 126.50 
10 WF39 E 11.43 0.9 7 44.90 209.70 
12HF40 7 11.77 0.96 44.10 310.10 
14WF43 8 12.65 1.05 45.10 429.10 
14HF43 9 14.11 1.44 51.30 484.90 
14WF53 10 15.59 1.93 57.50 542.10 
12WF58 11 17.06 2.10 107.40 476.10 
14WF61 12 17.94 2.19 107.30 641.50 
14WF74 16 21.76 3.86 133.50 796. 80 
14WF78 14 22.94 3.52 206.90 651.20 
12WF79 15 23.22 3. 35 21b. 40 663.00 
14WF64 16 24.71 4.41 225.50 926.40 
12WF99 17 29.09 7.45 276.20 858. 50 
1 4WF111 la 32.65 7.49 454.90 1266.50 
14WF119 19 34.99 9.20 491.60 1373.10 
14WF127 20 3 7.33 11.10 527.60 1476. 70 
14WF136 21 3 9.95 13.50 567. 70 1593,00 
14WF142 22 41.35 14.20 660.10 1672.20 
14WF150 23 44.08 16.70 702.50 1786.90 
»*» 11 *** , PAGE 
14WF158 24 46.47 19.50 745.00 1900.60 
14WF167 25 49.0 9 22.80 790.20 2 020 . 30 
1 4 W F 1 76 26 51.73 26.50 837.90 2149.60 
14WF134 27 54.07 30.30 882.70 2274.80 
14WF193 23 56. 73 34.70 9 3 0.10 2402.40 
1AWF202 29 59. 39 3 9.60 979,70 253d.80 
14WF211 30 62.07 44 . 80 1028.60 2671.40 
14WF219 31 64. 36 49.90 1073.20 2 79d. 20 
1 4WF223 32 67.06 55.20 112(4. 60 2942.40 
1 4WF2 57 33 69.69 62 .60 1174.60 30 £0. 90 
1 4WF246 34 72.33 69.70 1226.60 3228.90 
1 4WF264 31 77.63 85.30 1331.20 3526. 00 
14WF237 3 b 34.37 108.00 1466.50 3912.10 
1 4 WF 31A 37 92.30 140 . LID 1631 .40 4359.40 14WF 3 20 33 9 4 . i. 2 137.00 1635.10 4141. 70 
14WF 342 39 100.59 178.00 1306.90 4911.50 
1 4WF3fU 4 0 108.73 222 . 00 1986.00 5454.20 
14WF398 41 116.93 <:72. 0 0 216 3.70 6013.70 
1 4 W F 4 26 42 125.25 330 . 00 2359.50 6610.30 
14WF455 43 133. 73 396. 00 2561.20 7214.90 
14WF5QQ 44 146.95 514.00 2332.70 3234. 10 
14WF55Q 45 161. 75 670.00 3256. 70 9443.10 
14WF605 46 177,35 369.00 3680.90 10342.30 
14WF665 47 195,51 1120.00 4166.20 12477.70 
14WF73Q 48 214,65 1450.00 4716.60 14371.40 
6JR4.4 1 1.30 0.01 0.17 7. 30 
8JR6.5 2 1.92 0.02 0.34 13.70 
10 Jx9 3 2.64 0.03 0,61 39.00 
12JR11.3 4 3.45 0 .04 0 .93 72. 00 
1QB15 5 4.40 0.10 2.79 66.80 
12B16.5 6 4. 86 0.11 2.79 105. 30 
14B17.2 7 5.U5 0.11 2.65 147.30 
14822 8 6.47 0.21 6.40 197.40 
16B26 9 7.65 0.26 8.71 258.10 
14WF30 10 8. 81 0.38 17.50 289.60 
•** 11 *•*> , PAGE 
16 3 31 11 9.12 0 .46 11.57 372.50 
14WF34 12 10.00 0.57 21.30 339.20 
16WF36 13 10.59 0.55 22.10 446,30 
16WF4G 14 11.77 0.79 26.50 515.50 
. 18WF45 15 13.24 0.89 31.90 704.50 
18WF5Q 16 14.71 1.25 37.20 800.60 
21WF55 17 16.18 1.24 (<4.00 1140.70 
21WF62 13 18.23 1.83 53.10 1326.80 
24WF63 19 2U. 00 1 • 86 63. oO 1814.50 
24WF76 2G 2 2.37 2.70 76.50 2096.40 
27WF34 21 24.71 2.79 95.70 2 824 . 80 
27WF94 22 27.65 4.06 115.10 3266.70 
30 WF99 23 29.11 3.78 116.90 3983.60 
30WF108 24 31*77 5.02 135,10 44bl.00 
3 0 W F H 6 25 54.13 6,43 153.20 4919.10 
33WF 113 26 3 4.71 5,32 170.30 5(366. 90 
33WF130 27 38.26 7.37 201.40 6699.00 
3 6WF135 2 5 39. 70 7.0 3 207.10 7796.10 
3 6WF150 29 44.16 10.10 250 .40 9012.10 
36WF160 3 0 47.09 12.40 275,40 973 6.30 
3 6WF170 31 49.93 15.10 300.60 10 470.00 
36HF132 32 53.54 13.40 327.70 11281.50 
3 6WF194 33 57.11 22.30 355.40 12103.40 
36WF23Q 34 67.73 23.60 870.90 149€8.40 
36WF245 35 72.03 34.70 944.70 16092.20 
36WF 260 36 76.56 41.60 1020.60 17233.80 
36WF283 37 32.32 52.60 1127. 50 18819.30 
36WF300 38 e'e. 17 64. 20 1225. 20 20250.20 
3UAN6.1 1 1.30 0.01 0 .01 0. 01 
3UAN9.Q 2 2.62 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN11.6 3 3.33 0.01 0.01 0.01 
3UAN13.2 4 3.84 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN14.4 5 4.18 0,01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN15.4 6 4.50 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN17.0 7 4.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 
11 »»» . PAGE 4 
A L'A N1 d .2 8 5.34 0.01 0.0 1 0.01 
4UAN19.6 9 5. 74 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
4UAN21 .2 10 6.18 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
AUAM22 .2 11 6.50 0,01 0.01 0 . 01 
6UAN2 3 .4 12 6.3 4 0.01 0 .01 0. 01 
6UAN24 .6 13 7. 22 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
5UAN2 5 .6 14 7.50 0.01 0.G1 0. 01 
5UAN27.2 15 8.00 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
6UAN23 .6 16 8.35 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
7UAN31 .6 17 9.24 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
8UAN34.4 16 10.12 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
6UAN39.2 19 11.50 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
8UAN57.4 20 16. 33 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
1 6 
264 96 4 8 j 3 2 9 0 0 0. 11600 . 
1 0 . 0. 0 . 
2 240 . 0. 0. 
3 60 0 . 0, 0 . 
4 0 . 0 . 240 . 
5 240 . 0 . 240 . 









9 0 • 160. 0. 
10 24 0 . 180 • 0. 
11 60 0 . 180 • 0 . 
12 0 , 183. 240 . 
13 24 0 . 160. 240 . 
M 60 0 . ioj . 240 . 15 0 . ldO • 600 . 
16 24 0 . 160 . 600 . 
17 0 . 360. 0. 
18 24 0 . 360 . 0. 
19 60 0 . 360 . 0. 
20 0. 360. 240 . 
11 *** . PAGE 5 
21 24 0 . ' 360 . 240 . 
22 60 0 . 360 . 240 . 
23 0 . 360 . 600 . 
24 240 . 360 . 600 . 
25 0 . 4t0 . 0 . 
26 24 0 . ' 460 . 0 . 
27 60 0 . 460 . 0. 
2fi 0. 4o0. 240 . 
29 24 0 . 460 . 240 . 
30 60 0 . 4oO . 240 . 
31 0. 480 . 60 0 . 
32 24 0 . 460 . 6 0 0 . 
33 0 . 6 0 0 . 0. 
3 4 24 0 . 60 0 . 0 . 
3 6 60 0 . 60G . 0 . 
36 0 . 6G0 . 240 . 
37 240 . 60 0 . 240 . 
33 60 0 . 6 9 0 . 240 . 
39 0 . 60 0 . 600 . 
4 0 240. 600 . 600. 
41 0 . 720 . 0. 
42 24 0 . 720. 0. 
43 60 0 . 720 . 0. 
44 0 . 72 0 . 240 . 
45 24 0 . 720 . 240. 
46 60 0. 720 , 7 40 . 
0. 720 . 600 . 
4 8 24 0 . 720 . 6 0 0 . 
49 0. 640 . 0. 
50 24 0 . 84C . 0 . 
51 60 0 . 840 . 0. 
52 0 . 840 . 240 . 
53 24 0 . 840 . 240 . 
54 60 0 . 840 . 240 . 
55 0 . 840. 600 . 
11 »•* . PAGE 6 
56 24 0 . 840 . 600 . 
57 0 . 960 . 0. 
5c 24 0 . 960 . 0. 
59 60 0 . 960 . 0 . 
60 3 . 960 . 240 . 
61 24 0 . 960 . 240 . 
62 60 J . 960 . 240 . 
63 0 . 960 . 6 00 . 
64 24 0 . 960 . 600 . 
65 0 . lObO . 0. 
66 240 . 1 0 HQ . 0 . 
67 60 0 . 1 0 60 . 0 . 
68 0 . 1 0 80 . 240 . 
6<= 24 0 . 1 0 30 . 240 . 
70 60 0 . 1 0 6 0 . 240. 
71 0 * 1 060 . 600. 
72 240 . 
i o A u. 600 . 73 0 . 1 200 . 0 * 
74 24 0 . 1 2 0 0 . 0 , 
75 60 0 • 12UU . 0 . 
76 0 . 1200 . 240 . 
77 24 0 . 1 20 0 . 240 . 
79 60 0 . 1 2 0 0 , 240 . 
79 0 . 1 20 0 . 6 0 0 . 
eo 24 0 . 1200 . 600 . 
81 0 . 1320. 0 . 
82 24 0 . 1320 . 0 . 
83 60 0 . 1 320 . 0 . 
84 0 . 1 320 . 240 . 
85 240 . 1 32C . 240. 
86 60 0 . 1320 . 240 . 
87 0 . 132 0. 600 . 
88 24 0 . 1320 . 600 . 
89 0 . 1440 . 0. 
90 24 0 • 1 440 . 0. 
0 
•** 11 *** t PAGE 
91 60 0 . 1440 . 0 . 
92 0 . 1440. 240 . 
93 24 Q. 1440 , 240 . 
94 60 0 . 1440 . 240 . 
95 0 . 1 44U . 600 . 
96 24 0 . 1 440 . 600 . 
1 1 9 0 16 23 490.00 0.20 
2 2 10 1 16 23 490.00 0.20 
ro 24 0 . G . -10 . 
3 3 11 1 16 23 490 . 00 0.20 
3 60 0 . 0 . -10 . 
4 4 12 1 16 2 3 490.00 0.20 
4 0 . 0 . -10 . 
5 'j 13 0 16 23 490 . 00 0.20 
6 6 14 1 16 2 3 490.00 0.20 
6 60 0 . 0 . -10. 
7 7 i 5 0 16 23 490.00 0.20 
8 8 16 0 16 23 490.00 0.20 
9 9 10 Q 17 15 490.00 0.20 
10 10 11 G 17 15 490.00 0.20 
11 9 12 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
12 10 13 0 17 15 490.00 0.2 0 
1 3 11 14 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
14 12 13 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
15 13 14 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
16 12 15 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
17 13 16 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
18 15 16 • 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
19 o 17 0 16 23 490.00 0.20 
20 10 16 1 16 23 490.00 0.20 
20 24 0 . 160 . -10 . 
21 11 19 1 16 23 490.00 0.20 
21 60 0 . 180 . -10 . 
22 12 20 1 16 23 490.00 0.20 
22 0. 180 . -10. 
»** 11 , PAGE 
23 13 21 0 16 23 490.00 0.2 0 
2 A 14 22 1 16 23 490 . 00 0.20 
60 0 . 180 . -10. 
25 15 23 0 16 23 490 . 00 0.20 
26 16 24 0 16 23 490.00 0.20 
27 17 16 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
28 18 19 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
29 17 20 0 17 15 490.0 0 0.20 
30 16 21 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
31 19 22 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
32 20 21 0 17 .15 490.00 0.20 
33 21 22 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
34 20 23 0 17 15 490.00 0.2C 
3 5 21 24 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
36 23 I!I 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 37 17 25 0 I 6 19 490.00 0.20 
33 16 26 1 16 la 490.00 0.20 
24 0 . 360 . -10 . 
39 19 27 1 16 l a 490.00 0.20 
60 0 . 360 . -10. 
A 0 20 26 1 lb 18 490.00 0.20 
0 . . 360. - 10 . 
41 21 29 0 16 13 490.00 0.20 
42 22 30 1 16 18 4 9 0.00 0.20 
60 0 . 360. -10. 
43 - 23 31 0 16 19 490.00 0.20 
44 24 32 0 16 18 490.00 0.20 
45 25 26 0 17 15 490 . 00 0.20 
46 26 27 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
47 25 26 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
4 5 26 29 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
49 27 30 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
50 20 29 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
51 29 30 0 17 15 490 . 00 0.20 
52 28 31 0 17 15 490.00 0.20 
53 I 3 32 0 
54 31 3? 0 
55 2 5 33 G 
56 26 34 1 
56 24 0 . 4 80 . 
57 27 35 1 
5 7 60 0 . 460 . 
56 28 36 1 
5fi 0 . 4 o 0« 
59 29 37 0 
60 30 36 1 
60 60 0 . 4 60 . 
61 31 39 0 
62 32 4u 0 
63 33 34 0 
64 34 35 G 
65 •56 36 0 
66 ZU 37 0 
67 3 5 3 3 0 
68 36 3 7 0 
69 37 6b 0 
70 36 39 0 
71 37 41 0 
72 39 4G 0 
73 33 41 0 
74 34 42 1 
74 24 0 . 6CG . 
75 35 43 1 
75 60 0 . 600 . 
76 36 44 1 
76 0 . 6GG . 
77 37 45 0 
78 38 46 1 
78 60 0 . 600 . 
79 39 47 0 
17' 15 490.00 
17 15 490.00 
16 18 490.00 
16 18 490.00 
10 . 
16 13 490.00 
10 . 
16 13 490.00 
10. 
16 18 490.00 
16 18 490.00 
10. 
16 13 490.00 
16 Id 490.00 
17 15 490*0 0 
17 15 490.00 
17 15 490.00 
17 15 490.00 
17 15 490.00 
17 15 490.00 
17 15 490.00 
17 15 490.00 
17 15 490,00 
17 15 490 , 00 
16 13 490.00 
16 13 490.00 
10. 
16 13 490.00 
10 . 
16 13 490.00 
10. 
16 13 490 . 00 
16 13 490. 00 
10 . 
16 13 490 .00 




























11 *** . PAGE 
80 40 46 0 16 13 490.00 0.20 
81 41 42 0 17 13 490.0 0 0.20 
62 42 43 0 17 13 490 . 00 0.20 
83 41 44 0 17 13 490.0 0 0.20 
64 42 45 0 17 13 490 . 0 0 0.2 0 
85 43 46 0 17 13 490 . 0 0 0.20 
86 44 45 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
87 45 46 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
88 44 47 0 17 13 490 . 00 0.20 
89 45 48 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
90 47 48 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
91 41 49 0 16 13 490 . 00 0.20 
92 42 50 1 16 13 490 . 00 0.20 
92 24 0 . 720 . -10. 
93 43 51 1 16 13 490.00 0.20 
93 60 0 . 720 . -10 . 
94 44 52 1 16 13 490.00 0.20 
94 0 * 720 . - 10. 
95 45 53 0 16 1 3 490 . 0 0 0.20 
9 6 46 54 1 16 i S 490 . 0 0 0.20 96 60 0 . 72G . -10. 
97 47 55 0 16 13 490.00 0.20 
98 43 56 0 16 13 4 90.00 0.20 
99 49 50 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
100 50 51 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
10 1 49 52 0 17 1 3 490.0 0 0.20 
102 50 53 0 17 13 490 . 0 0 0.20 
10 3 51 54 0 17 13 490 . 0-1 0.20 
104 52 53 Q 17 13 490.00 0.20 
10 5 53 54 0 17 13 490 . 00 0.20 
106 52 55 0 17 '13 490.00 • 0.20 
107 5 3 56 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
10 8 q c: 56 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
109 49 57 0 16 7 490.00 0.20 
110 50 56 1 16 7 490.00 0.20 
»•* 11 **• , PAGE 
H Q 24 0 . 940 . -10 . 
111 51 59 1 16 7 490.00 0.20 
111 60 0 . 840 . - 10. 
112 52 60 1 16 7 490.00 0.20 
112 0 . 34 0 . -10. 
113 53 61 0 16 7 490.00 0.2Q 
114 54 62 1 16 7 490.00 0.20 
114 60 0 . 340 . -10. 
115 55 63 0 16 7 490.00 0.20 
116 56 64 0 16 7 490.00 0.20 
117 57 5c 0 17 .13 490.00 0.20 
118 58 59 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
119 57 60 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
120 58 61 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
121 59 62 0 17 13 490,00 ' 0.20 
122 60 61 0 17 ' 13 490.00 0.20 
123 61 62 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
124 60 63 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
125 61 64 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
126 63 b4 0 17 13 490 . 00 0.20 
127 57 65 0 16 7 490 . 00 0.20 
123 53 66 1 16 7 490 . 00 0.20 
126 24 0 . 960 . - 10. 
129 59 67 1 16 7 490.00 0.20 
12c 60 0 . 960 . -10 . 
130 60 63 1 16 7 490.00 0.20 
130 0 . 960 . -10. 
131 61 69 0 16 7 490 . 00 0.20 
132 62 70 1 16 7 490.00 0.20 
132 60 0 . 960 . -10. 
133 63 71 Q 16 7 490.00 0.20 
134 64 72 0 16 7 490.00 0.20 
135 65 66 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
136 66 67 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
137 65 63 0 17 13 490.00 0.20 
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11 *** . PAGE 
166 0 . 1200 . -10 . 
167 77 65 0 16 4 490.00 0.20 
16-e 78 36 1 16 4 490.00 0.20 
169 60 0 . 12 0 0 . - 10. 
169 79 87 0 16 4 490.00 0.20 
170 80 38 0 16 4 490.00 0.20 
171 81 82 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
172 82 83 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
173 61 34 c 17 9 490.00 0.20 
174 82 85 0 17 9 4 9 0.00 0.20 
175 83 86 0 17 , 9 490.00 0.20 
176 84 85 0 17 9 490 . 00 0.20 
177 85 86 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
178 84 87 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
179 35 e 3 0 17 9 490, 00 0,20 
130 87 6b 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
181 81 89 0 16 2 490.00 0.20 
182 82 GO 1 16 2 490.00 0.20 
182 24 0 . 1 320. - 10. 
183 S3 91 1 16 2 490.00 0.20 
183 60 0 . 1 320 . -10. 
184 84 92 1 16 2 490.00 0.20 
184 0 . 1 32 3 . - 10. 
185 35 93 0 16 2 490.00 0.20 
166 36 94 1 16 2 490 . 00 0.20 
186 60 0 . 1 320 . - 10. 
167 87 95 0 16 2 490.00 0 .2*0 
188 88 96 0 16 2 490 . 00 0.20 
189 89 90 0 17 9 4 9 0 • 0 0 0.20 
190 90 91 0 17 9 490 , 00 0.20 
191 39 92 0 17 9 490 . 00 0.20 
192 90 93 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
193 91 94 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
194 92 93 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
195 93 94 0 17 9 490 . 00 0.20 
11 . PAGE 
196 92 9 5 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
197 93 96 0 17 9 490.00 0.20 
198 95 96 0 17 9 490,00 0.20 
199 4 15 0 13 3 490.00 0. 2D 
20 0 12 23 0 18 3 4 90.00 0.20 
20 1 20 31 0 18 3 490 . (JO 0.20 
202 23 39 0 13 3 490.00 0.20 
203 36 47 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
20 4 44 55 0 18 2 490 . 00 0.20 
205 52 63 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
206 60 71 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
207 68 79 0 13 1 490 . 00 0.20 
20 a 76 87 0 18 1 490 . 00 0.20 
209 84 95 0 13 1 490.00 0.20 
210 5 16 0 13 3 490.00 0.20 
211 13 24 0 18 3 490.00 0.20 
212 21 32 0 13 3 490.00 0.20 
213 2^ 40 0 13 3 4 9 0.00 0.20 
214 37 46 0 16 2 490.00 0.20 
215 45 • 56 0 1 8 2 490.00 0.20 
216 53 64 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
217 61 72 0 13 2 490.00 0.20 
218 69 80 0 18 1 490 . 00 0.20 
219 77 do 0 13 1 490.00 0.20 
220 85 96 0 18 1 490.00 0.20 
221 3 14 0 13 3 490.00 0.20 
222 11 22 0 16 3 490.00 0.20 
223 19 30 0 18 3 490.00 0.20 
224 27 36 0 18 3 490.00 0.20 
225 35 46 0 13 2 490.00 0.20 
226 43 54 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
227 51 62 0 18 2 490.00 0*20 
228 59 70 0 13 2 490.00 0.20 
229 67 73 0 18 1 490.00 0.20 
230 75 86 0 18 1 490.00 0.20 
11 , PAGE 
231 8 3 94 0 18 1 490 . 00 0.2 0 
232 2 11 0 18 3 490.00 0.20 
233 10 19 0 18 3 490.OJ 0.20 
234 18 27 0 18 3 490.00 0.20 
235 26 35 0 13 3 4 9 0.00 0.20 
236 34 43 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
237 42 51 0 13 2 490.00 0.20 
233 50 5 9 0 13 2 490 . OO 0.20 
239 58 67 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
240 66 75 0 13 1 490.09 0.20 
241 74 33 0 13 1 490.00 0.20 
242 62 91 0 1 8 1 490.00 0.20 
243 5 14 0 13 3 490.00 0.20 
244 1 3 22 0 18 3 490.0 0 0.20 
245 21 30 0 18 5 490.00 0.20 
246 ? 9 38 0 13 3 490.OO 0.20 
247 37 46 0 13 2 490.00 0.20 
248 45 54 0 13 2 490.00 0.20 
249 5 3 62 0 13 2 490.00 0.20 
250 61 70 0 13 2 490 . 00 0.20 
251 69 76 0 18 1 490.00 0.20 
252 77 86 0 13 1 490.00 0.20 
253 85 94 0 18 1 490 . 00 0.20 
254 7 16 0 13 3 490.03 0.20 
255 15 24 0 18 3 490.00 0.20 
256 23 32 0 16 3 490 . 00 0.20 
257 31 40 0 18 3 490.00 0.20 
25 a 39 48 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
259 47 56 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
260 55 64 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
261 63 72 0 18 2 490.00 0.20 
262 71 6C 0 18 1 490.00 0.20 
263 7 9 6b 0 13 1 490.00 0.20 
264 87 96 0 18 1 490.00 0.20 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Z 1 1 1 1 1 i 3 1 1 1 1 1 i 
4 1 1 1 1 1 i 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 1 1 1 i 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 1 1 i 
33 0 
c 7.500 0.000 0.000 
12 18.750 0.000 0 .000 
15 11.250 0.300 0.000 
6.750 0.000 0.000 
20 16.675 0.000 0.000 
2 3 10 .1.25 0.000 0 . U Q Q 
2 b 6.0 00 0.000 0.000 
28 15.000 0 . 000 0.000 
31 9.000 0.000 0.000 
3 3 6,0 00 0,000 0.000 
36 15.0 00 0.000 0 . 000 
39 9.0 00 0. 000 0 , 000 
41 6 . 0 0 0 0.000 0.000 
44 15,000 0 . QOD 0 . coo 
47 9.000 0.000 0.000 
49 6 . u G 0 0.000 0.000 
52 15.000 0.000 0.000 
55 9.000 0.000 0 . 0 J 0 
57 6.000 0.000 0.000 
60 15.0 00 0.000 0.000 
63 9.0 00 0 . 3 QU 0.000 
65 6.0C0 0.030 0.000 
68 15.GOO 0.000 0.000 
71 9.000 0.000 0.000 
73 6.000 0.000 0.000 
76 15.000 0.000 0.000 
79 9.000 0.000 0 . 000 
*»• , PAGE 
0,000 0.000 0.0 00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0 . 0 00 
Q « 0 Q 0 0.000 0. 0 00 
0.000 0 .000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.0 00 
0.000 0.000 0.0 00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0 .000 a .ooo 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0 .000 0.000 0.0 00 
0.000 0,000 0,000 
0.000 0 . ooo 0. 0 oo 
0 .000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0 . 0 00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0 .000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.0 00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.0 00 
Q.OOQ 0.000 0.0 00 
0.000 0.000 0.0 00 
O.OOG 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
11 *** , PAGE 
81 6 . OOO O.OGO 0.000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
8M 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 O.OGO 
87 9 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .0 00 
89 4 . 5 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
92 1 L . 2 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
95 6 . 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
33 0 
9 O.OGO 0 . 0 0 0 7 . 5 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 o.ooo 
10 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 8 . 7 5 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 O.OOG 
11 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 000 1 1 . 2 5 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
17 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 6 . 750 o.ooo 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
1 8 0.000 0 . 000 15 . 8 7 5 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
19 0 .000 . o .ooo 1 0 . 1 2 5 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
2 5 0 .00 J o.ooo 6 .00 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
26 0.000 G.GOG 1 5 . 0 3 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
27 0.000 G . 0 00 9 . 0 0 0 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 00 
33 0.000 O.GOG 6 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
34 0 . 003 O.OOG 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
35 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 9 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
41 0.000 . 0.000 6 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
42 0 . G u 0 0.000 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
43 0 .000 o.ooo 9 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 
4 C 0.000 0 . 000 6 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
50 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
51 o.ooo 0 . 000 9 . 0 0 0 o.ooo 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
57 0 . 0 G 0 O.OOG 6 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
58 o.ooo O.OOG 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .0 00 
59 o.ooo • • U G 0 9.000 0.000 O.OGO 0 .0 00 
65 0 . OGO C . 0 00 6 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
66 0.000 O.GOG 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
67 0.000 G • 0 OG 9 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
73 O.OOG O.OGO 6 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
74 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0*000 
75 o.ooo 0 . 0 0 0 9 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
81 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 6 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
• * ¥ t l , pAGE 18 
82 0 . 0 00 0 . 0 00 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 ' 0 . 0 00 0 . 0 0 0 
63 0.000 0.000 9.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
85 0.000 0.000 4.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 
9G 0.000 0.000 11.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 
91 0.000 0.000 6.750 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1 0 
92 100.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1 0 
90 0.000 0.000 100.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1../, 
*** 2 S *•* , PAGE 
•OECK 2 STORY 1 BAY BY 1 BAY SFACE FRAME - KINEMATIC CONO, IN-PLANE RIGIOITY. 
SPACE FRAME TWO STORY ONE BAY BY ONE BAY 
48 38 20 1 1 2 100 1 1 1 4 
3 L 1 
9 0 
1. 00 0.0 0 0.00 0. 00 
0. 60 1 
4 1 2 
9 0 
0. 00 0.0 0 1.00 0 . 00 
0.60 1 
6WF20 1 5.90 0.24 13.30 41.70 
8WF24 2 7.06 0.34 18.20 82.50 
8WF28 3 6.23 0.53 21.60 97.80 
8UF31 4 9.12 0.53 37.00 109.70 
8WF35 5 10.30 0 .77 42.50 126.50 
10 WF39 6 11.48 0.97 44.90 209.70 
12HF40 7 11. 77 0 • 96 44. 10 310.10 
14WF43 6 12. 65 1.05 46. 10 429.10 
14WF48 9 14.11 1.44 51.30 484.90 
14WF53 10 15.59 1.93 57,50 542.10 
12WF53 1 1 17.06 2.10 107.40 476.10 
14WF61 12 17. 94 2.19 107.30 641.50 
14WF74 13 21. 76 3 , 86 133.5U 796.80 
14WF78 14 22. 94 3.52 206.50 851.20 
12WF79 15 23.22 3. 35 216.40 663 . 00 
14WF84 16 24.71 4.41 225.50 928.40 
12WF99 17 29.09 7.45 278.20 858.50 
14WF111 16 32 . 65 7.48 454.90 1266.50 
14WF119 1 9 34.99 9.20 491,80 1373.10 
14WF127 20 37,5i 11.10 527.60 1476.70 
14WF136 21 39.98 13.50 567.70 1593.00 
14WF142 22 41.85 14.20 650.10 1672.20 
14WF150 23 44.08 16.70 702.50 1786.90 
2 S , PAGE 2 
14WF153 24 46.47 19.50 745. 00 1900.60 
14WF167 25 49.09 22 .80 790 .20 2 020.80 
14HF176 2 6 51.73 26. 50 837,90 2149,60 
14WF1 14 2 7 54.07 30,30 882.7 0 2274.60 
14WF1 2 6 56. 73 34 . 70 930.10 2402.40 
14WF202 29 59.39 39.60 979.70 2 53 8.80 
14WF 211 3C 62.07 44. 80 1026.60 2671,40 
1 4WF219 31 64.36 49.90 1073.20 2798.20 
14WF228 3 7 67.06 56. 20 1124.80 2 942.40 
14WF237 33 65.69 62.60 1174.80 3030.90 
14WF246 34 72. 33 69.70 1226.60 3226.90 
14WF264 35 77.63 85.30 1331.20 3526.00 
14WF287 36 84.37 103.00 1466.50 3912.10 
14WF314 37 92.30" 140.00 1631.40 4 399.40 
14WF32Q 3 0 94. 12 137,00 1635. 10 4141.70 
14WF342 39 10 0.59 178.00 1306.90 4911.50 
14W0 5 70 40 10 6.78 222.00 1986.00 5454.20 
14WF393 41 116.98 272.00 216 9.70 60 13.70 
1 4WF426 125.25 330.00 2359.50 6610.30 
14WF455 43 133.73 3 96, 0 0 2561.20 7214.90 
14WF50Q 44 146.95 514.00 2382.7U 6234.10 
14WF550 45 161 .75 670.00 3256. 70 9443.10 
14WF605 46 177,85 869.00 3680.90 10 842.30 
14WF665 47 195.51 1120.00 4166.20 12 477. 70 
14WF7 30 48 214.65 1450.00 4716.60 H.371. 40 
6 JR4 .4 i 1.30 0.01 0.17 7.30 
8JR6.5 2 1.92 0.02 0.34 18.70 
1G JR9 3 2.64 0.0 3 0.61 39.00 
12JR11.8 4 3.45 0.04 0 . 93 72 . 00 
10B15 5 4.40 0.10 2.7 9 68.80 
12B16.5 6 4.65 0 .11 2.79 105.30 
14B17.2 7 5.05 0.11 2.65 147.30 
14B22 6 6.47 0.21 6.40 197. 40 
16B26 9 7.65 0. 26 8.71 298.10 
14WF30 1G 8.81 0 .38 17.50 289.60 
»*• 2 S **» , PAGE 
16331 1 i. 9.12 0.46 11.57 372.50 
14WF34 12 10.00 0.57 21.30 339.20 
16HF36 13 10 . 59 0 . 55 22.10 446. 30 
16WF40 14 11.77 0 .79 26.50 515.50 
18^F45 15 13.24 0 .89 31 • 90 704.50 
13WF50 16 14.71 1.25 37.20 800.60 
21WF55 1/ 16.16 1.24 44 .00 1140.70 
21WF62 ie 18.23 1 .83 53.10 1326.30 
24WF68 19 20.00 1.86 63.80 1814.50 
24hF76 2 0 22.37 2.70 76,50 2096.40 
2 7WF34 21 24.71 2.79 95. 70 2 324.80 
2 7WF94 22 - 27.65 4 .06 115.10 3266.70 
30WF99 23 29.11 3 .78 116.90 3968.60 
30WF108 2 4 31.77 5.02 135.10 4461.00 
3CWF 116 25 34.13 6,43 153.20 4919.10 
33WF118 26 34.71 5 .32 170.30 5686.90 
, 33WF13Q 27 38.26 7.37 201.40 6699.00 
3 6WF135 26 39.70 7.03 207.10 7796.10 
36WF150 29 44c 16 10.10 250.40 9012.10 
3 6HF16Q 30 47.0 9 12.40 275.4Q 9738. 80 
36WF17C 31 49.98 15.10 300.60 10470.00 
36WF182 32 53.54 18.40 327.70 11281.50 
3 6WF154 . 33 57.11 22.30 355,40 12103.40 
36WF233 34 67.73 28.60 870.90 14968.40 
36WF245 35 72.03 34.70 944.70 16092.20 
3 E W F 2 60 36 76.56 41.60 1020.60 17233. 80 
36WF280 37 8 2.32 52.60 1127.50 16619.30 
36WF300 38 88.17 64.20 1225.20 20290.20 
3UAN6.1 1 1 . 80 U. 01 0.01 0.01 
3 L A N 9 . 0 2 2.62 0.01 0.01 0.01 
41AN11.6 3 3.38 0.01 0.01 0.01 
3UAN13.2 4 3.84 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN14.4 5 4.18 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
4UAN15.4 6 4.50 0.01 0.01 0.U1 
4UAN17.0 7 4. 96 0.01 0.01 0.01 
* + + Z S **» , PAGE 4 
4UAN18.2 8 5.34 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN19.6 9 5.74 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN21 .2 10 6.18 0.01 0.01 0.01 
4UAN2 2.2 11 6.50 U.01 0.01 0,01 
6UAN23.4 12 6.34 0.01 0.01 0.01 
6UAN24.6 13 7.22 0.01 0.01 0.01 
5UAN25.6 14 7,50 0.01 0.01 0.01 
5UAN27 .2 15 8. 00 0.01 0.01 0.01 
blAN23 .6 lb 8.36 0.01 0.01 0.01 
7UAN31 .6 17 9.24 0.01 0.01 0.01 
6UAN34.4 16 10 .12 0.01 0.01 0.01 
6UAN39.2 19 11.50 0.01 0.01 0.01 
8UAN57.4 20 16.83 0.01 0.01 0*01 
1 6 
20 12 24 4 290GG .11600. 
1 0 . G. 0 . 
2 240 . 0 . 0 . 
3 24 0 . 0 . 240 . 
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